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The freight business of railroads overshadows
all others. Its complexity surpasses the comprehension of man, because every civilized being
influences its ebb and flow to a greater or lesser
extent. The methods portrayed in this volume,
while not exhaustive, are such as have received
the approval of men of the greatest experience in
such matters. The Fiscal Affairs and Accounts
of railroads in respect to freight matters are
exceedingly complex under the most favorable
circumstances. I have sought to simplify them
as much as possible without omitting any necessary safeguards. What I have to say here reflects
the experience and observation of nearly a half a
century of work. I do not seek in this case, any
more than I have in others, to say something
original. I have sought simply what is best, not
only in my own experience, but so far as practicable in the experience of others, and it is upon
these ground that I offer what I have to say to
railway men.
(1)
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CHAPTER I.
THE EFFECTIVE USE OF FREIGHT CARS—EFFICIENT
SERVICE—MISREPRESENTATIONS OF SHIPPERS.

The term "common carrier" has a well-defined
meaning, and a correct understanding of it is
necessary to comprehend the duties, responsibilities and rights of railroads and the public,
respectively. The original purpose did not
contemplate that railroads should act as common
carriers. It was not thought they would own
anything more than the roadway and track. For
the use of these they were to collect tolls. In another book* the feasibility of railway companies
leasing their properties to others and receiving
tolls therefor, as in the case of canals, is considered. In such an event they would cease to be
common carriers. This contingency, while improbable, political complications may render
necessary.
A common carrier is one whose business it is
to convey, for gain, goods or persons from place
to place. He is, in legal phraseology, a "bailee,"
e., one to whom an article is delivered temporarily to be used in a particular way. Thus, he
receives a consignment of freight, the end in
view being its carriage to a certain place for a
-Railway Organization."
(5)
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stated consideration. This establishes certain
legal relations between shipper and carrier; for
instance, the latter is restricted in the rate he
charges —it must be reasonable and uniform
under like circumstances; he must, after receiving goods, exercise due care and diligence in
their transportation, and deliver them in as good
condition as when received, ordinary wear and
tear and natural decay excepted. He is bound
to accept, in order, such traffic as is offered, provided he possesses the facilities and it comes
within the scope of his business. He also becomes
an insurer within certain limitations; if property
is injured or destroyed while in his possession, he
is liable for damages. He must deliver goods to
the right person or pay the owner their value.
On the other hand, the carrier has certain welldefined rights. For instance, he can only be Compolled to deliver freight at places on his own
line; he may demand compensation in advance;
he can only be compelled to transport such goods
as he professes to carry; the nature of the property delivered to him for carriage must be truly
disclosed; be may refuse to carry articles of a
dangerous nature, such as dynamite and inflammable material; he may stipulate that he will, in
certain cases, carry property only at the owner's
risk, or may limit the extent of his liability. The
carrier acquires certain property rights in goods
entrusted to him; as, for instance, the right to
hold for charges, to recover possession if wrongly
taken from him, or to recover damages if they

are injured. He has also the right to charge for
warehousing property if not called for within a
certain time. In this latter case his liability as
a warehouseman is distinguished from his liability as a carrier. These are some of the more
simple and fundamental duties and prerogatives
of carriers. The confusion and uncertainty that
at one time surrounded the subject have been, in
the main, cleared away by well-established practices and the decisions of the courts.
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The term " Freight Traffic " is understood to
include the business carried by freight trains in
contradistinction to that of passenger trains, the
latter embracing passengers, baggage, mail and
express.* Freight traffic is of two kinds—local
(often called " way") and interline. The former
originates and ends on a particular company's
line; the latter passes over the lines of two or
more companies.
The freight traffic of railroads is the greatest single business ever carried on in the annals of the
world; all others contribute to swell its volume.
It is the greatest factor of our time. It has changed
the conditions of supply and demand and revolutionized the habits and aspirations of mankind.
It has assuaged man's ills and accentuated his
pleasures. Its volume and character measure the
wealth of nations and indicate the limits of man's
progress.
*These classes of railway business receive full consideration iu the book "Passenger, Baggage and Mail Service."
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SOME COMPARISONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

The class of business that in America is known
as express traffic is in other countries carried on
in common with the freight business and is
known as the parcel traffic. Railway companies in England and on the continent carry
on this branch of traffic themselves, instead of
through companies formed for the purpose as in
America.
It is a practice of railroads in England to collect freight directly at the door of the consignor
and deliver it directly to the consignee at his
place of business. They have shown great ingenuity in organizing this business.*
The carrying on of express business by railway companies directly has not generally been
esteemed lucrative in America, while in England
and Europe it is considered one of their most
profitable sources of revenue. The celerity and
safety with which American companies handle
the express traffic is said to fully equal that of
English companies. The latter are, however,

The freight traffic of railroads of different countries is not alike. Thus, seventy-one per cent. of
the tonnage of Great Britain is said to be made
up of minerals. Only thirty-four per cent. of the
traffic of the United States is derived from this
source. In Great Britain fifty-five per cent. of
the earnings of railroads accrues from freight. In
the United States sixty-seven per cent. On the
continent of Europe seventy per cent, of the earnings accrues from freight.
The average tonnage and revenue per mile of
railroad from the transportation of freight in
the United States is about one-half what it is in
Europe, but the freight receipts per train mile
are about the same, while they are one-third
higher than in Great Britain. The average receipts per train mile in the United States would
be very much less because of our lower rates, if
it were not that our trains haul a heavier load.
American roads are compelled to haul relatively
more empty cars than those of Europe; they are,
however, more favorably situated in this respect
than those of Great Britain, because of the immense mineral traffic of the latter, which affords,
as a rule, a one-way haul only. The average
receipts per ton of freight in the United States
are greater than in Great Britain, because of the
increased length of haul, but the average rate per
ton per mile is considerably less.
The great disadvantage of the English railroads
is their short haul.
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*While it is the general practice in America for carriers to
receive and discharge freight at their stations, yet there are
exceptions to this rule. The Interstate Commerce Commission,
in its third annual report (page 18), says that from enquiries
made by it of four hundred and sixty-three companies, it appears gi that sixty-five railroad companies allow free cartage
delivery of freight or equalizing cartage allowances; that three
hundred and eighty-nine railroad companies do neither; that
seven railroad companies only deliver free to connecting lines
freight shipped on through tariffs, and that two railroad companies only switch cars free to mills and. manufactories. It
further appears that no company furnishes free cartage delivery
at all its stations, but as a rule only at a few stations; that in
some instances, when free cartage is furnished at a station by
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much more expeditious in handling heavier
classes of freight. In great cities, and indeed in
many of the smaller ones, it is their practice to
collect goods late in the day and ship during the
night, so that merchandise which leaves the
warehouses of the seller in the afternoon is
delivered at the store of the purchaser in the
morning. This involves expensive appliances
and fast trains, and adds materially to the cost.
These facts should always be kept in mind in
making comparisons of rates, cost, etc.
In some countries freight is delivered directly
to the consignee from the car. Whether this
tends, on the whole, to hasten delivery, over the
practice of unloading into the warehouse, is
doubtful. Carriers may regain the use of their
rolling stock more quickly by making use of
both methods. This is done in America.
English freight trains are run at greater speed
than those in America. They run "about twentyfive miles per hour. They do not, however, average one-half the load that the American trains do,

while owing to the superior construction of the
English roads, the comparatively straight lines
and easy grades, the average train tonnage should
be much larger, if not double
By the
reduction of the speed of freight trains and
increasing their load, the cost of transportation
could be largely reduced." * English engineers
have acted upon the theory that speed is necessary
to clear the roads of business, but this could better
be accomplished by increasing the load whenever
practicable.

one company, competitors do the same, but it does not appear
that that is generally done; that in no instance do the rate
sheets or tariffs give any information about free cartage delivery; that the estimated cost of free cartage delivery will average about two and a half cents per hundred pounds; that -where
free allowance is made for switching on connecting tracks to
consignees' doors, or where an allowance is made per car to
equalize distance from shippers' doors to depot, the average cost
is about two dollars per car, or two dollars and fifty cents."
The commission views the practice of free cartage as discriminative and does not look upon it with favor unless made general.

11

EFFICIENT SERVICE.

The requisites of a well-ordered freight traffic
follow along the same lines as those of the passenger service. Methods, however, differ greatly.
While, as pointed out elsewhere,t the arrangement and number of passenger trains are often
left to the direction of those scarcely fitted to
determine such matters, the freight department
has been subject from the first to the control of
traffic managers well versed in all the requirements of the business4
The systemization of the freight service so that
each article presented for carriage shall be properly classified and rated, duly inspected when
received, properly cared for while in the custody
of the carrier, expeditiously transported, and
finally delivered in safety and good order to the
*Mr. Dorsey.
f "Passenger, Baggage and Mail Service."
t The duties of the trathe manager and his staff are described
in the book "Railway Organization."
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consignee, requires an elaborate and exact organization; one that is experienced, vigilant and
trustworthy. Such an organization cannot be
constructed out of hand. It must grow from small
beginnings. That it is still more or less imperfect
goes without saying. Each day, however, progress
is made; something new is learned.
A regular and well-ordered service is as necessary in handling freight as in handling passengers.
Failure will not, however, elicit such prompt or
vigorous complaint, but it will occasion dissatisfaction, because of the loss it entails.
Reliability in the handling of freight necessitates effective station service, well-ordered equipment, efficient train forces, separation of through
and local traffic, proper arrangement of cars in
trains; good management, in fact. Proper conduct of the business requires that due facilities
should be provided for the delivery of goods and
for prompt unloading and return of cars when
they pass out of the possession of the owner.
Terminal facilities especially must be adequate
and must keep pace with the growth of traffic,
otherwise much of the profit of a growing business
is lost in the tieing up of cars and the purchase of
new equipment to supply their place.
Orderly service requires that rigid inspection
of cars shall be made at all times, but especially
at points where they are transferred from one
road to another. This inspection determines
whether the vehicle is fit for use or not. If in
bad order, the examination will elicit the fact

and fix the responsibility of putting the car, if
used in interline business, in good order. Thus,
if the vehicle is in need of repair at time of
transfer at a junction, the expense is borne by
the delivering company; if in good order, subsequent injuries are borne by the receiving company. In this way responsibility is fixed and the
fitness of the car for service also determined.
An important factor in the freight service is
the station agent—the man who comes in personal contact with the public, who solicits its
patronage and looks after its wants. His efforts
greatly facilitate the growth of business, notwithstanding it primarily rests upon natural
resources and facilities. If intelligent and industrious, he can by suggestions to his employer
and otherwise build up and retain business that
would otherwise be lost. His duties are multifarious.
A small station exhibits in miniature almost
every phase of railway life. It is the primary
school from which it is, as a rule, desirable on
many accounts that those connected with the
railway service should graduate. An agent, in
order to fulfill his duties properly, must understand more or less the duties of everyone with
whom he comes in contact. All the details of
railway life occupy his attention more or less.
He is familiar with the receipt and discharge of
traffic; with its requirements; the movement of
trains; the needs of the yard service; the uses
and utility of the telegraph; the scope and aim
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of accounts; the collection, care and remission of
the cash of the company. Constant intercourse
with all departments and branches of the service
and the necessity of satisfying their demands
emphasize the necessity of a thorough know]edge of his duties. Like the passenger conductor,* lie must be an adept in handling men;
must know how to satisfy the fault-finding and
preserve the serenity of the amiable without
sacrificing the rights of his company. This requires great intelligence and infinite patience
and tact.
The essential characteristics of an agent must
also attach to those about him—the agents in
embryo. He is the model upon which they build.
If he is deficient in the requirements of his
office, those about him will also be. From whatever point viewed, the agent is an important
unit of the service and upon his disciplinary
measures, fidelity, industry, intelligence and tact,
the success and efficiency of the service greatly
depend.
The station messenger boy is the bud from
which the manager blossoms. Station duties
inculcate in men the instincts and practices that
govern the business of carriers; teach them its
secrets of success and failure, and enable them to
separate the impracticable from the practicable.
The most intimate relations exist between
officers and agents. The attention of the former

is quickly directed to a subordinate who exhibits
unusual interest or skill. This knowledge diffuses itself so that every exceptionally capable
man in the service quickly becomes known.
Obscure employes of railways often imagine
themselves to be overlooked or forgotten. This
is a mistake. No one is overlooked or forgotten,
and the measure of recognition men, in the end,
receive is, generally speaking, the measure of
their worth to the company employing them.
If men sometimes remain long in obscurity it
is because there are others more capable or
more assiduous. It may, and indeed does, happen that those whose promotion is long delayed
sometimes become discouraged, and so stop trying to excel. Now, the moment a man ceases to
grow intellectually, he begins to decay, and it
happens that men thus cease to be available. It
is not because of oversight by the employer, but
because the employe himself has fallen by the
way. When this is the case, he of course does
not realize the fact. He blames his employer.
He should rather be spurred to renewed efforts.
It only falls to the lot of a few to fathom the
great mysteries of business. These become its
dominating factors, its leaders; others follow in
subordination. Men who live in a city become
so accustomed to its noises and confusion as not
to notice them; silence apparently reigns. Yet
if the noises were to cease for a moment the fact
would be noticed. Men who live in the country
in the same way become accustomed to the

"The conductor and his duties aro referred to in the books
"Train Service" and " Fiscal Duties of Agents and Conductors."
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sounds peculiar to it. The process of adaptation
is so gradual as to escape notice. And so it is in
regard to business. We acquire our knowledge
of its details without being conscious of the fact.
Men who do not acquire this familiar acquaintance, this unconscious knowledge of small affairs,
never fully comprehend business needs and are
never able to direct others effectively therein.
The exceptions to the rule are the men of especial mental activity and genius for affairs.
In the strife for place and preferment in the
freight department, as in every other branch of
business, those who will achieve the greatest
success are those who do the most and the best
work; who display the greatest interest, industry
and intelligence; who are most interested in seeing that the work is done and done well, without
reference to pay or hours of work.
The station agent and conductor correspond,
in railway service, to the captain in the army.
Their immediate assistants may be termed lieutenants. The loyalty of these forces to their
employer should be as pronounced as that of an
officer to the government he serves. And if this
is not the case in every instance, it is because of
misunderstandings or mutual mistakes. In any
event it indicates a wrong condition of affairs,
which it is the interest of everyone to have
remedied.
Agents and conductors are the intermediaries
through whom the carrier conducts all the
details of business. They watch the inception.

progress and necessities of traffic, and keep the
company advised in regard to local matters and
those pertaining to the affairs of rival lines.
-Upon their skill and experience depends the
ability of the carrier to handle his business
economically and effectively.
Not only are station expenses greatly dependent upon the agent's measures, but the usefulness
and profitableness of the equipment are largely
dependent upon his energy and foresight. If he is
lacking in foresight in providing cars or is slothful in loading and unloading them, losses ensue
according to the measure of his unfitness. It is
upon such things that the difference between a
prosperous and unprosperous business depend.
Loyal, prompt and intelligent obedience to
rules and regulations and the orders of superiors is the soul of the service. If this quality
is lacking, there can neither be good service nor
a profitable business. All who work for corporations should keep this truth constantly in mind.
In the strife for preferment, selfish interests
should not be allowed to overshadow those of
the employer. And it should not be forgotten,
in this connection, that to misrepresent the acts
or purposes of a fellow officer or employe is
highly injurious to the employing company,
because it impairs the usefulness of its servant.
Indeed, it may be set down as a truism in corporate life, that a man who will lie about a
fellow officer or employe, no matter how high
or low the respective parties may be, will steal
2 Vol. 5
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if opportunity offers, or betray his employer in
other directions.
The necessity that station employes shall get
along harmoniously with the public peculiarly
qualifies them for positions of greater trust, for
the reason that harmonious action is a necessity
of corporate life.
The nature of the duties of station employes
requires the exercise of the utmost patience and
gentleness of disposition, because of the great
number from whom they receive directions;
from the superintendent, who prescribes the
number of the force, its office hours, duties and
pay; the traffic managers, who look after the
details of business; the accounting officers, who
have charge of fiscal affairs. These officials are
supplemented by many others. The directions
they give the agent from day to day are, in the
aggregate, infinite in number and variety.*

the best organized line. In his capacity as an
insurer of the goods he handles, the carrier constantly incurs losses out of all proportion to the
revenue he derives from the business. Thus, the
destruction of a car of tea or silk may occasion the
loss of thousands of dollars, whereas the amount
received for carrying the freight is only a small
sum relatively. The needs of the service, it will
thus be seen, invite the most careful consideration of claims, real and prospective, and necessitate the employment of a force capable of
handling the subject intelligently.
The claim department of a railroad has, of
course, a wider scope than that of handling
freight matters merely. Carriers are constantly
confronted with claims arising in every branch
of the service, and involving questions of fact or
law that need judicial or professional consideration. Thus, residents or owners along a road
seek damages for injury, real or imaginary, to
their property; passengers claim indemnity for
injuries; employes for mishaps received in the
performance of their duties, and so on. These
matters all fall within the province of the claim
department. However, this department does not
necessarily constitute a unit of the service. It
is customary in many cases to organize in the
various great departments special bureaus for the
consideration of the claims that naturally come
within the purview of such departments.
The settlement of claims is at all times tedious and vexatious in the extreme. It involves

CLAIMS.

The needs of the freight service necessitate a
bureau for the adjustment of claims for losses,
damage, delays and overcharges.f The number
and amount of these claims are very great upon
* The duties of agents and others in connection with the
running of trains, the handling of traftle, the collection, custody and transmission of money, the making of returns and the
handling of material, and other matters, are scattered throughout the series of books of which this is one.
t The claims for overcharges against a railroad are many.
They arise, not from any desire upon the part of the carrier to
exact more than his due, but by reason of erroneous rates
charged by agents. The enormous number of rates that an
agent, at even the smallest station, is required to master, to
some extent at least palliates these mistakes.
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careful scrutiny to avoid the impositions sought
to be put upon carriers. In many cases two or
more carriers are concerned. In the latter case
the liability of each must be arranged before
settlement can be made. Celerity may, however,
be greatly aided by thorough and systematic
organization and work.*
The carrier who settles promptly will always
be more popular than the one who does not.

Many and vexatious delays occur from neglect
of parties to properly substantiate their claims.
Carriers may do much, however, to correct this
by systematic instructions to agents and patrons
regarding the manner of presenting claims, information needed, etc.
It is not possible to suppose a case where a
carrier would be justified in delaying settlement
because of lack of clerical force to give claims
attention. No claim susceptible of action should
be neglected a day, and when ready for payment it
should be settled forthwith. Promptness should
characterize the service throughout, in accepting
and filing the claim, in making inquiries and examination thereof, and ii flatly in paying.
The practice of Englisil railroads in regard to
the adjustment of claims is interesting and
instructive. The delays and embarrassments
that attend the settlement of interline claims
suggested the election from among railroad men
of a certain number of judges to serve three
years with pay, to whom all such claims should
be referred when the parties in interest could
not agree. These judges constituted a board of
arbitration; one for passenger claims, another for
freight claims. No judge can be re-elected without a period of one year intervening. England
is so compact that one board for passenger and
freight, respectively, has been found sufficient
for all the railways. In America several boards
to correspond with the grouping of railways in
different parts of the country would be necessary.

341uch has been accomplished in America in the way of
systematic organization and the adoption of uniform methods
of handling 'claims through an organization known as the
Freight Claim Association. This association embraces a very
large percentage of the carriers of the United States, Canada
and Mexico. Many different methods have been brought before
this imseciation for settling interline claims; the host of each
plan has 1pccii adopted, resulting in a set of rules governing all
the carriers, members of the association.
The application of these rules is rapidly eliminating the
friction formerly existing between the claim departments of
different carriers, and doubtless, with the intelligence and
ingenuity that are being devoted to the work, continued improvement will be made in this important branch of accounting, resulting in the expediting of settlements with claimants
as well as between the different carriers interested.
A plan to hasten the auditing of joint claims is suggested
by J. M. Graham, Claim Agent, Central Railroad of Georgia, as
follows: The claim officer of one road giving an otlicer of
another road authority to pay a claim should do so in such
form or on such voucher (bearing his signature) as will be
sufficient afterward for his company to pay the claim without
delay, or, indeed, further reference to him. The paper on
which lie gives the authority should be receipted by the
claimant or paying road and returned to the proper officer of
the authorizing company, upon which to make it voucher without delay. Mr. Graham would further have the companies that
pay claims forward statements, at short intervals, to debtor
companies of the amount paid, so that settlements may be
effected without delay.
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mutual suspicions paralyzed the efforts of all,
while all were alike robbed. Innocent dealers
first called serious attention to the subject and
secured action. When the railroads came to look
into the matter they found it much more serious
and general than they had supposed. The result
is that they have been moved to establish associations all over the country for the purpose of
inspecting and weighing goods at such times and
places and under such circumstances as seem to be
most favorable to the detection of wrongdoing.
In the practical operations of these associations a
manager is elected who represents impartially all
the railroads interested. He appoints inspectors
and weighers, has access to the accounts of railways, and provides such rules and regulations as
the situation requires. His authority is backed
up by an executive committee representing the
railroads in interest, and is absolute. Generally,
it is his duty to see that such examinations are
made as will prevent misrepresentations in regard
to the quantity or class of goods, and especially
to weigh freight loaded by shippers or when not
weighed by the forwarding company. The work
is simple, but requires vigilance and good judgment and special provision to meet the multitude
of exigencies and needs of the situation. The
expenses of the association are borne by the railroads interested. These associations grow each
day in popularity and usefulness. They prevent
entirely, it may be said, the overloading of cars
by shippers. They have also broken up the

practice that railroads formerly indulged in, of
intentionally billing freight at less than the
actual quantity. Through their efforts honest
shippers are protected as against the unfair advantage of those that are dishonest. Moreover,
and what is of great importance, confidence has
been measurably restored between carriers.
The same practices that characterize the action
of many dishonest shippers in America prevail,
without doubt, to a greater or less extent, in
other countries. Human nature is the same
everywhere. The subject is one, therefore, that
requires general attention and provision. Only
by careful watchfulness and systematic effort can
the freight revenues of railroads be protected.
Wherever shippers are allowed to load cars without such cars being subsequently examined and
weighed, misrepresentations will be of more or
less frequent occurrence. Misrepresentations in
regard to the nature of goods will also be frequent unless detection is likely to follow. Not
only must the carrier adopt the most vigorous
precautions, but the law should, so far as practicable, step in and aid him in his efforts. In
many countries misrepresentation in regard to
freight offered for transportation is punishable
by fine. This should be the practice everywhere.
The protection of reputable dealers requires it;
men in business who honorably meet their obligations cannot compete successfully against those
who, through hidden and unsuspected measures,
evade them.
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bear different rates. In making this classification, all the considerations that can properly
bear upon it are supposed to be taken into
account, and they are severally given such
weight as the carrier believes it is proper to
allow them under all the circumstances attending its own business, and all the business of
the section, or of the interests that are served
by his road. An important question always is
what is the probable cost of the carriage of the
articles severally, and each is expected to be so
classed that the rate it would bear would be such
as to cover this cost and also to afford some profit
to the carrier. But this is only a general rule.
There are many cases in which property may be
expected to be offered for transportation, the
weight of which, or the bulk, is so out of proportion to its value that it cannot possibly, if
considered by itself, bear such charges for transportation as will leave any profit to the carrier,
and must consequently be carried at a rate that
falls below the point of fair profit or not be carried at all. This well-known fact has led to the
common saying that no traffic must be charged
greater rates than it can bear—a saying intended
to indicate the maximum, though often understood in quite an opposite sense. It is therefore
found that in every classification many articles
are so classified that the rates upon them will
give to the carrier but very slight profit, and if
the carrier were deliberately to refuse altogether
to transport them, the refusal might doubtless in

some cases be justified if its own interest were
exclusively to be considered. But the considerations that determine the classification in such
case look beyond the particular article, and
relieve what would be an oppressive and perhaps
prohibitory burden by imposing some portion
thereof upon other articles that can better afford
to bear it. In every classification, therefore,
articles whose value is very great in proportion
to the bulk or weight are classed high, in the
expectation that the rates imposed upon them
will pay not merely the cost of transportation
and a fair profit to the carrier, but will contribute also toward adequate remuneration for
the transportation of such articles as cannot bear
proportionate charges. Thus the cost of carriage
to the carrier itself is no more a controlling consideration than is the value of the carriage to the
owner of the property, and when both are taken
into account questions of a public character also
have weight, inasmuch as it is important to make
a great public agency reasonably profitable to its
owners, and at the same time as useful as may be
to the general public. . . . A classification is
based upon an almost infinite variety of circumstances, having regard not merely to the interests
of the carrier and the value of his services, but
also to the interests of the parties and sections
served, and to considerations which may change
from day to day so as to demand a change in the
proportionate rating." *
* Fourth annual report, Interstate Commerce Commission,
pages 14 and 15.
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CLASSIFICATION AND RATES.

local reasons."* Is this not an equitable basis?
No country can be benefited by the destruction
of its advantages in detail. Those who advocate
a uniform classification admit that sections will
suffer. The section is the unit of the state. Referring to the injury that would be done, the
Interstate Commerce Commission says: "that
large numbers of shippers, and to some extent
whole sections of the country, must be disappointed in the rating of their• articles [under
a uniform classification] and many interests must
for a time necessarily sacrifice something to the
general good." Not for a time, but forever; not
sacrifice something alone, but everything. Will
any good follow except public knowledge of the
classification? What value has this? The classification of a railroad is a practical thing, to be
adjusted to meet the daily wants and changes of
individuals' and communities. It has no other
value or interest. Nothing is to be obtained by
general knowledge of its provisions among those
who have no occasion to use it. The interest of
such is merely speculative or clerical. Uniformity cannot be advocated on such grounds. There
must be some great reason, some substantial
good to the country, to the communities that
constitute the country.
How a country is to be benefited by the harassment of its special industries and sections is not
apparent. In what manner are sufferers to be

compensated? There can be no compensation.
The weak must everywhere succumb, and with
them those now fostered by their efforts. No
one will be benefited.
Any change in the natural adjustment of the
freight classification of a railway or group of
railways will work hardship both to carrier and
patron. A. uniform Classification, based on entirely equitable grounds, is an impossibility. It
presupposes like conditions of production, carriage and consumption. Such conditions can
never exist. It may be desirable to have a uniform classification for particular groups of roads
located in a certain section of the country, so far
as conditions justify. This may of two evils be
the less harmful. But that the conditions of a
great country like the United States require a
classification to be the same in the state of Washington as it is in Florida, must be erroneous.
If articles bore the same relation to each other
in different localities, it would be possible; but
an article that commands a high price in one
place beCause of its scarcity, is cheap in another
because of its plentifulness. What may be carried cheaply and without risk in one district is
expensive and hazardous in another. Upon such
things economic action is based and classifications formed. Any other basis sacrifices men
and communities without any accruing advantage. The equities of life permit all to live
where natural influences are allowed free play.
Strife for uniformity in railway operation which
Vol. e

*Fourth annual report, Interstate Commerce Commission,
page 32.
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brings about good without entailing unnecessary
evil is to be commended; the happiness, comfort
and possessions of men are advanced by such
measures; they follow natural laws. But to act
extraneously is to cripple without benefit.*
In speaking of the effect of a uniform classification on the commercial interests of the country, the Interstate Commerce Commission says:
" In all consideration of the subject it must be
borne in mind that the carriers are not the parties whom unification would most affect. Some
carriers might gain and some perhaps at first
lose thereby, but the most of them would be able
to so adjust their rates that the losses would be
inconsiderable, and would also be temporary.
But the business interests of the country would
have no similar power of self protection. Unifying the classification means necessarily the placing of the same article in the same class for the
purposes of rating in all sections of the country,
with the effect as to some of them of lowering
the rates greatly in some sections while advancing them in perhaps the like proportion in others, so that in the same business, while one

dealer might be greatly benefited, another might
be ruined. And what would affect injuriously a
single dealer would in like manner affect all in
the same line of business in the same section of
country and to some degree the country at large
as well."
Leaving out of consideration all other obstacles,
a uniform classification is not practicable unless
it also embraces those who carry by water. A
railway that has a boat as competitor cannot
compete with it unless their classifications are
generally alike.
No railway company should be asked to accept
a classification that is unjust; that is not in accord with its environment; that cripples its business. The good of a country cannot be enhanced
by such measures; a nation is not benefited by
crushing individual industries, but by according
them every natural advantage. Uniformity is
not desirable beyond this.
Many advocates of a uniform classification
believe that while it may injure particular railroads and communities, it is nevertheless a public good. They are perfectly sincere, and advance
many cogent reasons for their belief. Such arguments, however, it seems to me, are hardly distinguishable from those of a communistic order,
and are subversive of national greatness and
individual liberty. Every business interest that
grows up naturally supplies a natural demand.

*Classifications for the different sections of the United
States have been grouped generally under the head of Western, Southern and Eastern, which govern the rating of freight
in a general way. These in turn are supplemented by state
classifications and commodity tarifa making special provision
for local requirements. The unity of service, so far as the
three classifications noted above are concerned, has not been a
natural outgrowth, but the result of abnormal causes, of conditions engendered by legislative enactment. For example of
classification, see Appendix C.
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page 38.
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The commerce of the world is based on such
measures. Where shall we draw the line between
those to be crushed and those to be allowed to
live? Development depends upon allowing men
free scope. A uniform classification for carriers
is as impracticable, I am led to believe, as a law
that compels newspapers to adopt a uniform scale
of charges for advertisements, without reference
to the age of the newspaper, the capital invested
in it, its circulation, the character of its readers,
location, cost of operating, or the needs of the
people it serves.
Moreover, there is no demand for a uniform
classification upon the part of the shippers or
the public. But such a demand may be created
by agitation. The public can, for the moment,
be made to believe anything. "There is no public demand for a uniform classification. . .
Existing classifications have grown out of the
needs of different territories in which they have
been in force. They have been made by men
who were acquainted with all the circumstances;
who worked in the mutual interests of shipper
and railroad. . . . There is need of many
commodity tariffs and special rates to protect
local interests. There are thousands of these and
they cannot be abolished without intolerable disturbance of business. They are necessary evils.
Their number would be multiplied by the adoption of a uniform classification."
There can be no doubt that it would be

highly conducive to the Comfort of those who are
concerned in the operations of railroads and,
above all, railroad managers and employes, if a
cut and dried classification could be hung up
in every office, to which everyone might go and
which everyone should observe. But actual business would not be fostered thereby. Each carrier
must adjust his affairs hour by hour to meet the
ever varying necessities of his patrons. Arbitrary
formulas can never safely be made to take the
place of responsive action in business. Statisticians, publicists and accountants must, consequently, here as elsewhere, conform to the actual
needs of the world. They cannot safely make its
activities conform to their convenience.

"'Unknown -writer.

CAUSE OF REDUCTION OF RAILWAY RATES IN THE
UNITED STATES—COMPARISONS WITH OTHER
COUNTRIES.

A comparison of the freight rates of the railroads of different countries shows that they are
lower in the United States than elsewhere.* The
* "It is probable that the average ton mile rate of English
roads is not much, if any, under 3 cents, which is threo times the
amount charged on the American lines."—Railway Problems,
by J. S. Jearm,-page. 320. " In respect of freight traffic, the railroads of England have never yet attempted to either gain or
increase traffic. Rates are prohibitive on thousands of tons of
stuff which would otherwise be moved. Farm produce, even in
an overcrowded country like this, rots at the farm because of
prohibitive carriage, and it would appear that the state of the
freight traffic is such as to be large enough to call for expensive
facilities to cope with it, and is then staved off just at the point
where any increase would be profitable,"-- W. H. Booth, in Railroad Uuzelle.
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railroads of Europe and England have made very
few, if any, reductions since about 1865, though
determined efforts have been put forth in this
direction in the latter country. In the United
States reductions have been steady and progressive, equal, it is said, to seventy-five per cent. from
1865 to 1895. Nothing in commercial history
can be compared in importance to this in resultant benefits. The reductions equal, if they do
not exceed, the enormous amount expended in
the construction of new lines during the period
covered. Thus, the savings of the people through
concessions in rates have been sufficient to afford
the amount they needed to extend the railway
system. The ability of American railways to
make these reductions has been due to the increased carrying capacity of their cars; to the
great decrease in the relative dead weight moved ;
to a heavier paying load, in fact.
Ability to move the heavier load has been rendered possible by i iTliwoved. appliances, including
improvements in trzirk. By such means "the
railway system of the 1; lilted States has advanced
by leaps and bounds until within an interval of
less than a single decade it has enabled the enormous agricultural and manufacturing interests
of the community to command the cheapest
freights of any nation."
The facility and adaptability that American railways have shown in greatly lowering their rates
while they have been increasing and improving
-Railway Problems," J. S. Jeans, page 308.

their appliances, afford incontrovertible evidence
(if any were wanting) of the skill and integrity
of those who own and manage them.
Railroad rates will be reduced from time to
time as appliances are cheapened and business
increases, wherever action is not prevented by
governmental interference. Such reductions are
beneficial alike to carrier and patron, because
based on natural conditions. However, there
will come a time when further reduction will be
impossible. This will occur when the limit of
reduction in cost is reached. Desire to operate
cheaply will, however, always stimulate owners
and l3 iu int.gers to the utmost. How to handle
tra fIi ‘vii li the least outlay of time and money
will << i « ays engage their attention. Their success will depend upon their freedom. No labor
or time saving method will be left unemployed
by them.
In studying the traffic arrangements of various countries, the student is impressed with the
fact that the governments of Europe are much
more intrusive in matters affecting railroads than
the governments of England or the United
States. Active interference has not borne the
fruits expected. Progress in every direction in
England and the United States has been much
greater than on the continent. It strikingly
illustrates the advantage of allowing the people
to manage their own affairs. The less governments interfere with details of business, the
better. The good that such interference accom-
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plishes in one direction is offset in multiple
degree by disadvantages, hinderances, embarrassments, uncertainties and lack of interest.
Students of traffic problems have not failed to
notice that, while public writers and theorists
concede, in summing up the results of railway
operations, carriers have not received too large a
return on their capital, yet when they come to
discuss details, they very generally claim that
rates are too high.
Railroads are like other traders; they are
intensely practical. Because of this, suggestions
in regard to practical details of management,
when coming from those not familiar with their
duties through daily intercourse, should be
accepted with allowance, if not skepticism. Outsiders are, here as elsewhere, proverbially critical;
proverbially lacking in knowledge.
Governmental interference in the affairs of
railroads is beneficial in many respects. The
trouble is, however, that it cannot always be
stayed at the point where it is good. There is no
empiric like the governmental empiric; more or
less of these creep into the service; he is different
from other people; he does not hear the actual
sounds of life round about him, but lives in a
world of his ov u. His office of guardian creates
in him a distemper that dulls his comprehension,
intensifies his egotism, lessens his usefulness as a
citizen and destroys his value as a public servant.
Atoms assume to him the dimensions of mountains; actual needs are lost in elaboration of

abstract principles; theories inspire him more
than facts; speculative philosophy takes the place
of practical experience. Above all, he is a great
stickler for Uniformity. Thus affairs progress
from stage to stage, until the moribund condition
is reached where the things he supervises become
fixed as in a bed of mortar; where vivifying,
vitalizing influences are lost in dreams and
formulas. The duty of the government's servant
is very simple, but highly responsible and honorable. It is to protect the people and impartially
arbitrate their differences from day to day as they
occur. It is no part of his duty to fix the metes
and bounds of trade or the duties and responsibilities of traders. In England and the United
States these limitations are observed. The result
is that the railroads of these countries exceed all
others in excellence and usefulness.
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FARES AND FREIGHT RATES.

the United States may be summed up in brief as
follows:
Carriers must print schedules showing fares
and freight rates.
They must be kept open to public inspection.
They must plainly state the places between
which persons and property are to be carried.
They must show the classification of freight.
Any rules or regulations which in anywise
change, effect or determine any part of the
aggregate of the rates, fares or charges, must be
plainly stated upon the schedules.
Schedules must be plainly printed in large
type.
Schedules for the use of the public must be
posted in two public and conspicuous places in
every depot, station or office where passengers
or freight are received for transportation, which
schedules must be accessible to the public and
in such form that they may be conveniently
inspected.
Schedules covering freight received in the
United States to be carried through a foreign
country to any place in the United States must
also be printed and kept open to public inspection.
No changes in rates which have been established can be made except after previous notice
of ten days in case of increase, or three days
when reduced, which notice must plainly state
the changes to be made in the schedules then
in force, and the time when the increased or

reduced rates, fares or charges will go into effect;
the proposed changes must be shown by printing
new schedules, or be plainly indicated upon the
schedules in force.
Carriers must not charge, demand, collect or
receive any greater or less compensation for the
transportation of passengers or property, or for
any services in connection therewith, than is
specified in such schedules of rates, fares and
charges as may at the time be in force.
Carriers must file with the Interstate Commerce Commission copies of all schedules; also
notify the commission of changes made.
Carriers must also file with the commission
copies of all contracts, agreements or arrangements with other common carriers in relation
to any traffic affected by the provisions of the
Interstate Commerce Act.
Where several carriers unite in a tariff, copies
must be filed with the commission; these
tariffs must be made public by carriers when
directed by the commission, and the commission
will prescribe the measure and form of publicity.
The commission also requires to be given ten
days' notice of an advance, or three days' notice
of a reduction in joint rates, and such notice
must plainly state the proposed changes and the
time when they will go into effect. The commission may make public such proposed advances or
reductions in such manner as may in its judgment be deemed practicable from time to time,
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and prescribe the measure of publicity which
common carriers shall give to advances or reductions in joint rates.
The cumin issio.n may determine and prescribe
the form in which the schedules shall be prepared and arranged, and may change the form
from time to time, as found expedient.
Tariffs must be printed, not produced by duplicating processes, such as hektograph, mimeograph, typewriter, etc.
Schedules should state plainly the places between which the rates apply; they may not
vaguely be named, as "freight tariff," "through
freight tariff," "joint tariff," "west-bound tariff,"
"special joint tariff," and so on. They should be
specifically designated, as say, "Freight tariff on
general merchandise between local stations," etc.
The title page of schedules must show:
a. Number of tariff.
b. Reference in detail, by title or number, to
all tariffs which are superseded, indicating in
what manner the new tariff changes the rates
in the previous tariffs referred to.
c. Title of tariff; traffic covered.
d. Name of road, if an individual tariff, or
names of all roads uniting in making the rate if
a joint tariff. In the latter case, suitable wording should be used to indicate the assent of all
roads to the rates contained in such tariff, as set
forth in requirement h below.
e. Date of issue.
f. Date effective.

y. Note indicating the route and names of connections.
h. Name and address of the officials issuing the
tariff.
i. Appropriate certification of the rates by the
officers authorizing their publication. For example: "The following officers of the above named
roads concur in the rates herein given;" following
this the names of the proper officials.
The arrangement of points, classes and commodities must be specific; names, places and
rates must bo plainly given.
Names of local stations must be arranged in
order• of location from point of shipment; not
alphabetically.
Any changes in tariffs must be shown by
printing new schedules or indicating the changes
plainly on the schedules then in force.
Joint tariffs must indicate by what authority
they are issued and what carriers and officials
are responsible for their correctness and compliance with the law.
Tariffs must specify the routes over which
rates are applicable.
When through rates include terminal charges,
bridge tolls, charges for cartage, switching, elevator, or demurrage, tariffs must indicate the same.
Tariffs must be so constructed that, when possible, one general tariff will contain all the rates
between the same points. Commodity tariffs,
amendments, or corrections, must bear a close
similarity to the form of the general tariff, and
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must be issued as supplements to and made part
of the original tariff.
These provisions cover transportation passing
from one state to another only. Under the
authority of the officials of the various states,
however, substantially the same regulations are
quite generally enforced in regard to business
wholly within a state. The regulations seem to
be such as are needed to satisfy public requirements, always exacting and jealous of corporations, and are, therefore, in the main, necessary
and wise.

CHAPTER IV.
EFFECTIVE USE OF FREIGHT CARS — CARS : THEIR
DEVELOPMENT AND USES — SEALS — THE LIMITATIONS OF A COMPANY'S EQUIPMENT—CAR SERVICE AND ATTENDANT DETAILS--EFFECTIVE USE
OF CARS — CAR SERVICE ASSOCIATIONS —PREVENTION OF DELAY IN LOADING AND UNLOADING
— DEMURRAGE — CARS USED JOINTLY BY RAILROADS—THE CAR ACCOUNTANT—PRIVATE CARS
OWNED BY PATRONS--FAST FREIGHT LINES.
CARS—THEIR DEVELOPMENT AND USES.

The development of the freight car has kept
pace with that of other appliances of railroads.
Great and constant improvement has been the
rule. At one time carriers provided but two
kinds of freight cars. To-day there are many.*
Not only have different kinds of cars been
multiplied, but their carrying capacity has been
greatly increased without material increase of
dead weight. During the first fifty years of railroads, stringent rules were enforced in America
against loading more than ten tons in a car.
*Among them may be enumerated the common freight car,
refrigerator, live stock, furniture, poultry, ore, oil, coal, vegetable, iron, hay, fish, charcoal, fruit, powder, milk, lime, gravel,
stone, lumber, woodenware, and tubular car. The list will continue to grow.
(1SH
4 Vol. 6
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That was thought to be the maximum cars could
safely carry; all a track would bear. The larger
and more effective car of to-day has grown out of
the exigencies of business, largely because of the
decrease of rates and necessity of greater economy
in operation. Practice has demonstrated that a
car carrying twenty-five tons can be handled with
much greater economy than a car of ten tons, and
quite as safely, on a stable track.
Great progress is also being made toward the
adoption of uniformity in the various parts of
cars. The attainment of this is desirable. Unlike
other questions in which uniformity is advocated,
safety of life and limb of men engaged in handling cars will be enhanced by greater uniformity
in vehicles of different companies. The practice
has become so common of carrying freight direct
from point of origin to place of destination without reloading that the cars of railroads must be
interchangeable. Uniformity in construction, in
the event a car breaks down off the line of the
company owning it, facilitates its prompt and
economical repair where it happens to be without the necessity, otherwise unavoidable, of sending to the owner for the part needed for making
the repair.

The main object of the seal is to aid in locating
losses or damages. It does not protect freight
otherwise. If the seals on a car are intact up
to a certain point on its journey, then up to
that point carriers justly claim exemption from
responsibility for loss or damage.
It is the purpose of the seal to afford the carrier protection by locating, approximately, the
point where a seal is broken. This necessitates
frequent inspection as a car proceeds on its way.
The fact that the seals of a car are intact is
not, of course, conclusive, because the freight
may never have been loaded, or may have been
damaged before being put into the car, or there
may have been a clerical error. However, such
cases are exceptional. The seal is valuable and
has been found to answer a very important purpose in handling freight. Cars may be unlocked,
looted, and locked again without the fact being
discernible from the exterior, but a seal once disturbed cannot be hidden or replaced.

SEALS.

The car seal is, comparatively, a recent invention and one of great value. In early times a
strip of wood nailed, to prevent the door flying
open, was thought security enough; then came a
lock; now a lock and seal.

THE LIMITATIONS OF A COMPANY'S EQUIPMENT.

The carrying capacity of a company's equipment is presumably based on its needs—on the
amount of its traffic. The widest divergence
exists, however, in the effective use of cars. In
some cases a car will haul double the tonnage on
one road that it will on another, showing that
equal effectiveness is not always attainable, or,
if attainable, not compassed. The carrying capacity of a car in the United States is double
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that of European roads. Notwithstanding this,
the average load that a car carries during the
year in America is less than in any country in
Europe. This is because the average daily mileage made by freight cars in the United States is
very low. There is no formula by which the
relation of the carrying capacity of a comptiny's
equipment to its traffic can be determined in
advance. It has been suggested that the cost of
equipment should not exceed gross annual earnings capacity. Generally speaking, this may not
be far out of the way, but it cannot be accepted
as a dictum. Effective use of equipment depends
upon there being a load both ways.
A superabundant equipment is to be deprecated. It encourages inefficiency in its use and
extravagant outlay in its maintenance. It thus
becomes a double burden.
The equities of commerce necessitate a division
of burden as between carrier and shipper. Thus,
a railway cannot be expected to provide transportation facilities sufficient to move a crop instantly
or within a very limited period. It can only
justly be called upon to provide such reasonable
accommodation as the average movement of the
traffic suggests and the profits of carriage, economically managed, warrant. To require more
would necessitate a plant that would lie idle
much of the time. There can be no exception to
this distribution, whether properties are operated
by governments or private owners. So far as
experience goes, the latter are much more sensi-

tive to demands made upon them in such matters than governments. The representative
character of a government allows it to shield
itself behind generalities, while public opinion
will always force reasonable promptness upon
the part of private owners.
CAR SERVICE AND ATTENDANT DETAILS.

While great improvements have been made in
the vehicles of railroads, corresponding advance
has not been made in the utilization of freight
cars; i. e., in their daily performance. On the
contrary, there has been a noticeable decrease in
the average daily mileage of such cars. This has
been due principally to delay in loading and
unloading by shippers and detention of cars by
connecting companies. However, there are other
causes. Thus, vehicles required to move the
competitive traffic of a particular district are
oftentimes collected far in advance of their need,
and so lie idle for a greater or lesser length of
time; cars are not moved promptly when loaded;
not promptly used when unloaded, and so on.
The last condition attaches particularly to cars
placed on private sidings. Much greater diligence is exercised in handling cars loaded and
unloaded directly by the carrier, but here supervision is not always sufficiently minute to secure
the u i.x i mum use. The tendency is, however,
all the ti me toward better things.
No one except practical railroad men can
understand the obstacles in the way of effective
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use of cars. Not only must employes far removed from headquarters be continually stimulated to efficient effort, but the inertia of
shippers must be overcome.
No way altogether satisfactory has been found
for accomplishing these necessary ends. The system may be said, therefore, to be still crude. A
writer thus describes the situation in America:*
"There are hundreds of foreign cars adrift today on the railroads of this continent unaccompanied by any papers or marks other than the
name or initial of their owners to indicate where
they belong or how they should be routed to
insure their proper return. With-the multiplicity
of initials and routes, it is unreasonable to expect
that a local agent or yardmaster will have sufficient intuition to glean the information requisite to properly route the cars."
The supply of equipment furnished by railroads is generally adequate if it could be used
with diligence. A member of the International
Association of Car A.ccountants,t in a paper read
at its annual convention in 1891, referring to the
subject said: "Experience teaches me that in
the busy season, for every empty car on the line
of road we will average four cars delayed under
load, either awaiting shipping instructions or else
the pleasure of consignees to unload. . . We
will find that over fifty per cent. of our car equipment will be on the lines of other roads, and sixty

per cent. of this fifty per cent. (i. e., thirty per
cent. of our total equipment) will be used as
warehouses holding freight either to be sold at
the hands of brokers, or else owned by merchants
who for various reasons have purchased largely
in excess of the demand, and not having warehouse facilities to accommodate this freiglit, have
converted the cars into temporary warehouses."
It is claimed by those professing to know that
the railways of Great Britain manage with
greater success than other countries to keep
their cars employed. This may be due to the
fact that the territory is more compact, thus
enabling owners to watch their property more
effectively. However, the owners of roads in
Great Britain complain, as do those of America,
that "traders use their cars as warehouses."*
In this unsatisfactory state of affairs it is
noticeable that the government railroads of
Europe make even less effective use of their cars
than do those operated by private companies.
Government management in this department of
the service, as in others, lacks efficiency; is wanting in the effective instinct and thrift of private
owners.
An expert in such matters,t referring to the
improvident use of freight cars in America, says:
"All, or nearly all, the trunk lines are blockaded

"'In the "Official Railway Equipment Guide," July, 1891.
f A. B. Wilmer.

* J. S. Jeans " Railway Problems," page 216. The widest
possible difference is observable in the use of cars on European
roads. Thus, in Austria each car averages 18,800 miles per year;
in Luxembourg 5,700 miles.
f E. Van Etten.
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with loaded cars destined to points east. . . .
Competition on the part of the traffic departments of the railroads, and speculation by the
shippers, are largely the causes of this state of
affairs. I have known cases where, to secure
large consignments, the shipper has been promised that he could hold the commodity in cars as
long as he desired. In other cases an individual
with no capital was able to purchase a large
quantity of a certain commodity by getting
money on bills of lading issued by the railroads,
and then speculating on the price of said commodity. . . . Detentions to cars, which invariably belong to another road than the one
holding them, average in many cases sixty to
ninety days. Cases are numerous where cars
have been detained with 'company material,'
`supply coal,' etc., thirty to ninety days. These,
and similar cases, are the reasons why the average mileage of cars is at such a low figure."
No effective effort to systematize and accelerate the movement of cars was attempted in
America prior to 1870. Before that time through
business was very generally reloaded at junction
points. But, with the adoption of the practice
of carrying freight through without breaking
bulk, it became necessary to adopt some system by
which the whereabouts of cars might be known.
Before that, the record of a foreign car was
usually kept by the train dispatcher or other operating officer, and settlement between companies

for the use of each other's cars was based on
the inaccurate and incomplete returns of junction agents. Finally, the various roads found it
necessary to organize a department or bureau
devoted to this branch of the service; its duty is
to keep a systematized record of the daily movements of each car. In regard, however, to the
manner of doing this, much diversity exists. An
official of long experience and well versed in
such matters gives his idea of the functions of
the car service department as follows: "The
head of the department should have the title of
superintendent of transportation, or superintendent of car service. His duty should be the supervision over the car records, the distribution of
cars (passenger and freight), the handling of all
perishable, time and dead freight, car seals and
seal records, switching accounts, grain doors, and
the railway mail service." As a matter of fact,
these officials heretofore have not generally performed any duties except those of an accountant.

*Seventeen, to twenty-five miles per day.
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ASSOCIATIONS.
A means of lessening the delay of shippers in
unloading cars in America has been sought in
the formation of car service associations, whereby
railways converging at common points jointly
employ a superintendent, whose duty it is to see
that cars are loaded and unloaded within a
certain time, or in the event they are not that a
EFFECTIVE USE OF CARS—CAR SERVICE

* J. A, Cavanaugh, in a paper read before the Car Accountants' Association in 1891.
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charge is made for the delay. The result has been
beneficial. The rule may be profitably enforced
at all stations, and is upon many lines.
The ear service associations will probably result
in an increase in the average mileage of cars.
Still further attention upon the part of the managers of railroads is believed to be necessary;
greater familiarity with details; greater exactness in the use of vehicles. A partial remedy, it
has been suggested, may be found in pooling the
rolling stock of the railroads of the country.
Questions of detail would attend this pooling, but
no insuperable obstacles are thought to stand in
the way. The situation continues to grow more
embarrassing because each day the through business of railways increases, and it is in connection
with this through business that much of the
dilatoriness in the use of cars occurs. It is highly
desirable on many accounts that cars should be
used, tinder normal conditions, at the point where
they happen to be unloaded. Only in this way
can Fa ilways be prevented from making improvidillt and forced levies on the cars of other
comp I i L ies.
PREVENTION OF DELAY IN LOADING AND UNLOADING—DEMURRAGE.

The instituting of a demurrage charge for
detention of cars has proven to be more farreaching than was at first anticipated. It is the
only effective means so far discovered of inducing
owners to act promptly. A fine imposed may
represent all the margin of profit there is in a
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transaction. Not only is a charge for undue
detention of cars a proper one, but a penalty
may also be properly enforced when a consignee
fails to remo ve freight from a carrier's warehouse within a certain time after being notified
of its arrival. Owners would not expect to leave
their freight in a cold storage or other warehouse
beyond the time agreed upon, without paying
rental. The storage facilities of railways are
quite as valuable as those of public warehouses.
While it is not desirable to apply the rule with
unnecessary arbitrariness, it is in the public
interest to enforce such regulations as will
enable the carrier to utilize his facilities in the
interest of all to the utmost.
Carriers are remiss whenever they do not
enforce reasonable diligence in the loading and
unloading of cars. The extent to which they
must increase their rolling stock otherwise, in
order to meet just public wants, cannot but
prove a burden. The community, quite as much
as the carrier, is concerned that capital shall not
be sunk in this way, when there is so great
demand for it by railroad companies in other
directions. Moreover, the inefficient use of the
equipment of carriers is demoralizing to their
service. Employes become imbued with the feeling that neglect to move a car promptly is a
normal condition, right and proper in itself, or
impossible to remedy and in no way reflecting
upon them. Everyone is interested in preventing such a state of affairs.
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An efficient car service is absolutely essential
to the internal commerce of a country. With
the development of railways the community
depends upon carriers more and more for prompt
service, while the disposition of traders to cut
down the stocks they carry to avoid storage and
capital outlay is every where apparent. The tendency of merchants, however, if unchecked, is to
utilize the carrier's cars as storehouses whenever
for any reason they do not immediately require
the goods. This disposition, always pressing,
further complicates the subject.
One of the requirements of carriers is that they
must be prepared to transport traffic when offered
with reasonable promptness. This necessitates
large accoinmodations at particular periods. The
carrier cannot be the judge of the time. But he
can require that owners shall load their property
promptly, and remove it promptly when it reaches
its destination. The penalty lie exacts for failure to comply does not by any means remunerate
him for the loss of his equipment, and is not so
intended. Its purpose is to prevent the resources
of the community (his cars) from being locked
up by private persons for private gain. A charge
for demurrage by carriers presupposes due diligence upon the part of the latter in placing cars
at the disposal of shippers, and also in notifying
consignees of the arrival of freight.*

Charges for demurrage of cars cannot be collected by companies acting alone. Competition
is too great. The situation requires the joint
action of railroads. The rules and regulations
governing the business must be matters of understanding between them. Natural jealousies necessitate this. The particular regulations that
will be necessary will depend upon the situation.
For that reason they cannot be particularized
here. Those in the appendix to this book will
indicate to the reader some of the necessities of
such a case.*
The propriety of adopting means for enforcing
the prompt loading and unloading of cars is no
longer a question open to discussion. The great
value of these vehicles to the community requires it, as already pointed out. l• Nevertheless,

• Thus, a shipper upon being notified of the formation of a
car service association and the fact that a charge for demurrage
would be made upon him if the freight was not taken away
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promptly, made the following claim upon the company with
which he did business, namely: That it should deliver to him
all cars in the order they were received; should not suffer cars
received one day to be mixed with cars received on a prior day;
that notice should be delivered at his taco promptly at the
time of the delivery of the car; that all empty cars should be
promptly removed; that if cars were not promptly placed for
him to unload he should expect to be paid a certain sum per
hour by the company for such detention; and, filially, that he
should at once be notified by telephone, and formally by mail,
of the arrival of cars, giving number and contents. These
demands are unreasonable, as may be seen at a glance. But
they show that the community will require that if carriers
expect shippers to use diligence in removing freight, they must
also be diligent.
* Appendix A. Demurrage Rules of the Southern Railway
and Steamship Association.
One of the most hostile commissions to railways has issued
the following order in regard to the matter: ,1 From and after
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the creation of a demurrage charge will ever
excite the animosity of those who have been
benefited by a different practice. Having been
allowed to load and unload at pleasure and without reference to the losses of carriers and the
inconvenience of others, they will refuse to pay
the charge, or seek to retaliate in other directions.
In one case they demanded that carriers should
only be allowed a definite time for performing a
given service, should act specifically, in fact, and
in the event of a failure to pay a forfeit; for
instance, that freight shipped from London to
Liverpool should be delivered at the latter city
within a certain number of hours, and in the
event it was not, that a certain sum should be
paid to the owner by way of forfeit. Such arguments are not reasonable, because the equities in
the two cases are not alike. The carrier's interests
everywhere and at all times impel him to exercise
diligence; the sooner the service is performed the
sooner the car will be at his disposal again; the
more money it will earn him. On the side of the
patron the interests are contrariwise; it is not to
his advantage to act promptly; his interests lie

in using the car as long as possible; it is not his
property that is lying idle; delay in unloading
relieves his crowded Wa rehouses and yards; perhaps puts off the payment of the charge of the
carrier for transportation.

the first day of October, 1891, all railroad companies in this
state shalt charge and collect from consignees the SUM of three
dollars per cur per day for the use of all cars not unloaded after
forty-eight hours' notice to the consignee or his agent (not to
include Sundays or legal holidays). The notice to consignees
to unload cars must recite the penalty herein provided for."
While this commission was generally recognized as severely
critical of railway methods, it recognized the necessity of preventing the cars of the country from being locked up by individuals.

CARS USED JOINTLY BY RAILROADS—THE CAR
ACCOUNTANT.

Interchange of cars between connecting railways is a business necessity. The practice in
America for companies using cars owned by
others is to pay a stipulated sum per mile run.
No distinction is made between cars owned by
private parties and those owned by railroad corporations. The basis of remuneration varies.
"The mileage paid for different classes of cars,
and for the same class of cars, is not uniform by
different companies, nor by the same companies,
except for ordinary freight cars exchanged between companies in the course of transportation.
The rates allowed for car mileage are as follows:
For ordinary freight cars, a uniform rate of threefourths of a cent per mile; for Pullman palace
cars, three cents a mile; for Pullman palace tourist sleepers, one cent a mile; for ordinary passenger cars exchanged with other companies,
three cents a mile; for baggage, mail and express
cars exchanged with other companies, one and a
half cents a mile by some roads and three cents
a mile by others; for refrigerator cars, one cent
a mile; for furniture cars, oil tank cars, palace
live stock cars, and other cars owned by private
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individuals and companies, three-fourths of a
cent a mile. Some companies pay mileage on
tank cars both loaded and empty, and some only
when loaded. For palace horse cars no mileage
is allowed on some roads, shippers in such cars
paying for the car."*
It is claimed, and justly, that the method of
settling for the use of cars of other companies on
the basis of mileage operates to the disadvantage
of the owner; that the company using the car is
tempted not to report the mileage and is oftentimes indifferent whether it is unloaded promptly
or sent home promptly; that if it were compelled
to pay a fixed sum per day so long as the car
remained in its possession, it would act more
promptly; at least would not allow a car to stand
idle. The subject is not a local one. In Great
Britain, so far back as 1867, it occupied the attention of the government commission. This commission reported it as "deserving of consideration,
whether the system of charging a mileage rate
for wagons [freight cars] should not be modified
and a system of charging for the wagon by time
instead of distance be adopted. . . . It is obvious that a mileage rate is, for long distances, as
much too high as, for short distances, it is much
too low, the time for loading and unloading a
wagon bearing no proportion to the distance run."
The indisposition of railways to return the cars
of other companies is an evil impossible to remedy

without concerted action. Necessity will compel
this sooner of later. Instances are said to have
occurred where cars have not been returned to
owners for sixteen months, being sent hither and
thither meanwhile as the convenience or profit of
the lines upon which they happened to be located
suggested.*
Delay in returning cars to owners in many
cases grows out of a desire of the company in
whose possession the car happens to be to hold
until a load can be obtained. If the load is in the
direction of the owner, very good; if not, very
good. Little thought is given the matter.

* Third annual report, Interstate Commerce Commission,
page 15.
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* The evil having been called to the attention of the American
Railway Association at its meeting in October, 1892, it adopted
the following rules, to take effect January 1st, 1893, so far as
the restricted jurisdiction of the association rendered possible,
Foreign cars must not be used in local service, except
viz.:
to load in the direction of home. It shall, however, be permissible to send them in an opposite direction to secure a homeward load. 2. Foreign cars, received loaded, may be returned
to the road from which they were received, or they may be used
for shipments destined to points on the line to which they
belong via another route, in case said shipment cannot be
routed via the line delivering them, provided, however, the
delivering line makes no demand for the return of the ears to
it. 3. When the delivering line desires the return of certain
foreign cars to it, it must make request upon the receiving line for same, and if this request is received in time it must
be complied with. 4. A diversion of a car is hereby defined as
meaning the loading of a foreign car to a point on a road to
which it does not belong, or via a line from which it was not
received. It will not, however, be considered a diversion
to load a foreign car to an intermediate point on its legitimate
route home, or to a point on a road to which it does not belong,
provided it passes over the road owning it to reach its destination. 5. Any road diverting a foreign car will be required to
5 Vol. 6
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Railroads oftentimes make systematic use of
the cars of other lines -because of lack of cars of
their own. The effect is demoralizing. The
owner, finding himself thus defrauded, retaliates,
and so the custom spreads. A remedy for the evil
is believed by some to lie in instituting a fixed
charge for cars when they are not in motion, as
well as when they are. This must be supplemented by better systemization of the service; in
the refusal of carriers to accept cars where the
user is manifestly not acting in good faith, and in
the institution of fines and similar devices. A
solution of the question is difficult because the
conditions of ownership of cars and use for these
vehicles. are not relatively the same. The corn-

pany that has but few cars but requires many is
interested in any arrangement that will give it
the uninterrupted use of the cars of other companies with little or no charge; it may be expected, therefore, to oppose any arrangement
likely to disturb its interests.
A remedy for the detention of cars in America
was sought by charging the company using a car
fifteen cents per day in addition to the regular
mileage charge. The amount, however, was
claimed to be excessive and the practice fell
into disuse. The arrangement of a mixed basis,
a mileage and per diem charge, is a good one.
Whatever the method of determining the rate a
company should pay for the use of the cars of
other lines, it should be classified, or, in other
words, should be based on the value of the car;
thus, a refrigerator or other valuable freight car
costing, say, one thousand dollars, should be
charged for at a higher rate than one costing
two hundred and fifty dollars. In the same way,
a ten-ton car should be charged less than a car
carrying forty tons. The rate should be equitable,
but must at least be sufficient to pay expense of
maintenance and interest on the cost of the car.
The appliances of the car accountant's office
afford the facilities necessary for determining systematically the use made of cars. They are not
to be found elsewhere in equal degree. The ear
accountant alone follows the cars in detail. He
alone is advised daily, by agents and conductors,
of the location and use of each car; whether

pay to the owners of said car a penalty of $1 for each and every
diversion. 6. If a foreign ear Is loaded locally and upon arrival
at destination the shipment is reconsigned; if the reconsignment would cause a diversion of the car, it must be transferred
under the rules governing transfers, where this can be done
without injury to its contents, and the car returned to the road
from which it was received or to the owners. But in case the
shipment is of such a character that it cannot be transferred,
the car may be run through to destination and the seine will not
be considered a diversion. 7. when empty foreign cars are
delivered by one line to a connection on requisition of the latter,
for return loading via the road making the delivery, they must
be so loaded and returned, otherwise they shall be treated as
diverted cars. 8. Foreign cars may be loaded with transferable
commodities consigned to any road at a junction point common
with the road that owns the cars, and on arrival at such common
junction point contents will be transferred, and the car returned
to delivering road or to owners, at the option of the road transferring the cars. If cars loaded as above mentioned are not
transferred, the line responsible for making transfer will be
liable for diverting cars, except as provided in Mule 6."
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it is loaded or empty; whether it is in good order
or is broken down. He alone keeps adequate
records. He alone is in a position to judge
whether cars are judiciously used or not. For
these reasons, effective systemization, in the majority of cases, may be greatly advanced by giving
him greater supervisory powers than he has
possessed heretofore. But in order to perform
these increased duties, he must be qualified. He
must possess executive qualities of a high order.
One of the embarrassments of the situation heretofore has been the fact that the disposition of
cars has been entrusted to those too busy to perform the work systematically. Other matters
equally important have occupied so much of their
time that they could not give this branch of the
business the attention merited. The car accountant should be a practical man; he should understand the uses of cars, should know where they
are needed, where they may be procured most advantageously, and whether handled expeditiously
or not. Their disposition should rest wholly
with him. This authority should be exercised
from a central office. Duplication of orders and
much unnecessary hauling back and forth of cars
may thus be avoided.
Many of the irregularities that attend the use
of foreign cars grow out of imperfect supervision
rather than intentional wrong, subordinates often
using the- cars of other companies when cars
of their own company could be used to greater
advantage.

PRIVATE CARS OWNED BY PATRONS.
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The ownership of cars by shippers seems to
have had its origin in the original intention to
make railways toll roads merely.
The number of private cars in use in America
is not known, but is said to exceed seventy-five
thousand exclusive of those belonging to fast
freight lines.
The use of private ears has always excited more
or less opposition from those who own and manage railroads. Their objections, while in the
main just, are futile. The custom grows. Critics of American roads have said that favoritism
characterized their use. Similar charges are
doubtless made elsewhere. The Royal Commission of England, reporting on the use of private
cars in 1867, says that owners of private cars
complain of their cars being detained by carriers;
that the latter do not exercise the same care in
keeping them actively employed that they do in
regard to their own, and that cars are not kept
in proper order. On the other hand, the railway
companies complained that owners of cars used
them as warehouses; that cars were ill adapted
for use and were of inferior construction; and
that owners were dilatory and captious in paying
bills for repairs. The commission was not favorably impressed with the use of private cars, and
notices the purchase of such cars by two companies (Midland and Caledonian) as evidence that
carriers themselves do not regard their use
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favorably. The commission, referring to this
phase of the subject, said:
" It is quite clear that the use of private wagons, each of which must be returned empty to
its owner, causes much extra trouble and expense in arranging the trains and returning the
empty wagons, and that if all the wagons belonged
to the railway a considerable diminution in the
number of wagons now necessarily in use on the
railways could be effected; indeed, it is alleged
that one-third of the whole number might be
saved; but, on the other hand, individual traders
might suffer from not being able to obtain all
the wagons they might require to meet sudden
emergencies, or a general briskness of trade. It
is shown that the profit obtained from a wagon
fully loaded is very considerable. It is obvious,
however, that the system of charging for wagons
a rate per mile run by no means meets the justice
of the case, as the cost of a wagon is estimated by
time and not by distance. Thus companies have
been formed for the purpose of letting out wagons and carriages at a yearly rate, and the railway
companies make a daily charge for the demurrage
to be paid on wagons detained off their lines."
The commission suggests to railroad companies that they should avail themselves of every
opportunity of obtaining possession of the cars
used by them.
The use of private cars has also been the subject of investigation by the, Interstate Commerce
Commission. It was led to make these enquiries

because of complaint that the use of private
cars and the payment of mileage therefor was a
cover for favoritism. The commission, with its
usual thoroughness, made a most careful investigation. Its conclusions coincide in the main
with those of the English commission. It does
not approve of private ownership of cars. It
says: "Cars for the various kinds of business
done by a carrier should be owned by the carrier
and furnished to all alike; or, if owned by the
shipper, only such reasonable allowance for their
use should be made as to permit no advantage to
the private owner of cars who is also a shipper,
and not afford a margin for paying rebates to
other shippers."* The commission seems to believe that the payment of three-fourths of a cent
per mile by carriers for private cars may be a
burden, but that in regard to the reciprocal use
of cars owned by carriers, the mileage paid so
nearly equalizes itself that it does not bear
disproportionately on any one company. The
commission believes that the systematic use by
carriers of cars owned by private parties or car
companies should be discouraged.
In regard to the advantages that the owners of
private cars have over others, so far as there are
any advantages, it is claimed by such owners
that they are legitimate; the fruit of business
shrewdness and invested capital, and represent
elements in business worthy of encouragement
*Third annual report, Interstate Commerce Commission,
page 18.
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rather than condemnation; that such matters
cannot be equalized; that the government might
with equal propriety insist that merchants shall
all occupy favorable sites on favorable streets,
and in the event any merchant shall secure a
more favorable location than his fellows, that
he shall be relegated to a less conspicuous
place, etc.
The claim that favoritism is exercised by railroads in the United States is not generally true.
No one is favored, or, if favoritism exists, it is
isolated and unworthy of notice when we consider the benefits of untrammeled action. Isolated exceptions cannot safely be made the rule
of action here any more than in other affairs of
mankind. If there is a thief, let us isolate him,
but we cannot afford to isolate the whole community.
The employment of private cars in the business of carriers is voluntary. Carriers are not
compelled to haul them. But they cannot discriminate. The mere fact that they continue to
use such cars and that the practice is growing, is
evidence of advantage. It is claimed, and doubtless truly, that the use of private cars is accelerated by the practices of competitive railroads.
But the burden, if real, must have compensating
advantages; when it ceases to have, we may
believe that concerted effort will quickly be
made to break up the practice. The commission already referred to seems to take this view
of it.

The responsibility for accidents arising from
the use of private cars attaches to the carrier.
The interests of the public are, therefore, in this
respect properly guarded.
Private ownership of cars, it is claimed, has
been the means of introducing many substantial
improvements in their construction. How far
this is true I do not know, except in the case of
such companies as the Wagner and Pullman.
Transportation is largely a matter of emulation. This feature is, therefore, never to be lost
sight of by supervisory authorities. It should
not be stifled by impracticable efforts to make
the fortunes and minds of men conform to each
other. The use of private cars is practiced much
more largely in Europe than in America. The
objection that practical railway men have made
to the practice is that by reason of it a company's cars are less patronized, are, in fact, supplanted by those of private owners, and that
revenue that would otherwise accrue to the
carrier is lost; that private cars are generally,
by reason of their construction, limited to the
carriage of a particular class of freight and are
not available for a return load, hence the carrier
has to pay mileage upon dead weight hauled that
might otherwise be avoided; that in the case of
private cars constructed for the carriage of
perishable property which must be transported
quickly, the shipper reaps in the mileage paid
him an excessive return on his outlay; that the
use of private cars does not increase the traffic
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of the carrier; that it tends to demoralize rates;
that it is more expensive to handle, and that by
reason of dissimilarity in construction, private
cars are a source of peril to the train force. On
the other hand, many railway managers of
acknowledged ability and fidelity, nothwithstanding the drawbacks, heartily favor• the use
of private cars.
A committee appointed to consider questions
of discrimination in the use of cars and otherwise, reported to a convention of government
railroad commissioners at Washington in April,
1892, that the use of private cars results in discrimination in this, that the mileage allowed is
excessive and in the nature of a rebate; that the
special facilities afforded by the use of private
cars enable the user to practically monopolize
markets to the exclusion of small shippers, who
cannot control such equipment or readily procure it from the railroads; and, finally, that the
owners of such cars obtain annual passes for their
officers and agents in order to watch over their
cars, and thus gain a f ti rther advantage.
The evils connected with the use of private
cars will be remedied in clue time if carriers are
left unhampered. They are an incident of business; of railway evolution. The use of private
cars came into existence in America when railroad companies, because of their poverty, could
not satisfy the demands of shippers. The practice will cease when its disadvantages outweigh
in practical business its benefits.

Closely allied with the subject of private cars
is that of the special or fast freight lines operating on many American railroads. These were
organizations formed independently of the railroad companies to provide equipment and superior facilities in other directions for handling
and transporting through freight. They were
designed originally to secure greater expedition
in the movement of such traffic, and met a much
needed requirement. The great improvements
by which railroads are able to do business more
expeditiously than formerly enables them to do
satisfactorily what before they found it desirable
to entrust to the fast freight lines. For this
reason the conditions under which these lines
originated have in many cases ceased to exist.
These collateral organizations, however, are still
able to offer advantages in particular directions
of such a nature as to prevent their total extinguishment.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, referring to the subject, says:" "These lines derive
their revenue from the roads upon which they are
operated, and as a rule are highly profitable,
while the roads proper show very different results. This revenue accrues from payments for
car mileage, and from commissions for procuring
traffic, which in effect are divisions of earnings
between the roads and irregular outside organizations." The conditions pointed out were more

FAST FREIGHT LINES.

. Third annual report, page 17.
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generally true formerly than now. At the present time the tendency is in the direction df
control and ownership by the railroad companies,
aking the fast freight lines an appendage merely
of the freight department. Where these lines continue to exist they may very properly be considered
a necessary feature of the service, beneficial to all
concerned. Methods of business may not here be
uniform, with advantage, any more than anywhere else. Generally speaking, the conditions
under which business grows up, whether on a
railroad or elsewhere, it is advantageous to continue. It may, therefore, be highly commendable
to continue the fast freight lines. That the
arrangement with the railroad companies should
be equitable follows as a matter of course.*
* Effective use of freight cars is still further referred to in
the book Train Service."

CHAPTER V.
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS GOVERNING THE FISCAL
AFFAIRS OF RAILROADS.

The accounts of railways are, in their way, as
necessary as the cars in which the traffic is carried, but subordinate in importance. They
should be made to facilitate business. There is
not, necessarily, any conflict between the two.
But unless those who have the disposition of
matters are both experienced and wise, the accounts, instead of being a blessing and a source
of safety, will be a burden.
One object of this book, as of all my books that
refer to fiscal affairs, is to keep the office in line
with the field; to see that it garners what the
road produces; to so arrange that the accounts
will afford an accurate history of the transactions
of business without retarding its conduct or increasing unnecessarily its burdens. That is the
most that can be done.
The records connected with the accounts of a
railroad must be consecutive and authentic, and
so full and precise as to afford indubitable evidence in every case of dispute. In their adjustment it is necessary to consider four things,
viz.: the facilitation of business, the protection
of the patron, the company, the agent. The
(77)
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accomplishment of these things is so exceedingly difficult and expensive that they can only
be measurably attained. This is especially so
in regard to the protection of the carrier. Our
means are, however, much more full than formerly.
The necessity that compels railroads and other
corporations, including the government, to throw
safeguards around their affairs, is not peculiar to
any branch of the service; it applies to all departments. No well managed railroad thinks of
disregarding such safeguards, any more than a
responsible government thinks of paying money
not duly authorized.
Everywhere throughout the service of railroads
there must be concurrent authority—joint action. The treatment afforded freight accounts
evinces this. The subjoined chapters, however,
refer more especially to work carried on at stations by agents and others. Like every branch
of the service, such work requires supervision.
But this supervision is rendered comparatively
easy because of the high character of those it
affects.
The station force of railways is made up of
men exceptionally capable, honest and experienced.
The safeguards that attend the conduct of
freight accounts are not attained wholly at the
stations, but partly there, partly at headquarters
and partly through intermediary means. Harmonious adjustment throws around the business

safeguards that render it secure against the
slothful, the inefficient, the inexperienced and
the bad.
Freight accounts, while not elaborate, are more
extended than would be supposed. The manner
of doing business varies greatly upon different
roads so far as details are concerned. This adds
to the complications of the subject. Essentials,
however, are substantially the same. But upon
some lines the essentials are more fully utilized
to accelerate business and facilitate safety than
upon others. In one case every occasion will be
laid hold of, every accessory seized; in another
less thoughtfulness will be observable.
No two men, it is probable, will ever agree as
to where the accounts of railroads may be wisely
extended, wisely restricted. A happy mean must
be exercised. Those things must be avoided that
have only a contingent or remote value, while
essential safeguards must be rigidly enforced.
What these safeguards shall be will depend somewhat upon the system of accounts in force, but
they will not differ greatly. Thus, to illustrate:
If a way bill is not forwarded with a loaded car,
it is of the utmost importance that some form of
manifest, that may be identified afterward, should
be sent forward in lieu thereof. This is universally recognized. But officials do not agree as
to what the device shall be, or how it shall be
enforced. This particular emergency is one of the
weak spots in railway accounting. In some cases
effective means are taken to enforce the desired
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object; in other cases the flimsiest devices are
employed.
Every railroad company uses a way bill; it
agrees substantially with those used by other
companies; it requires to be numbered and dated,
and to state the place from and to which freight
is shipped, names of consignor and consignee,
articles, weight, rate, local and other charges.
These are essentials. But some way bills contain more than others. Some of the way bills
embraced in the appendix hereto have, to illustrate, three columns more than those in general
use. They are designed to secure certain things.*
And so I might go on at great length, describing differences of this nature, but coming back
in every case to the fact that in all fundamental
things there is substantial unanimity. This is so
because the medium through which results may
be achieved is limited. Therefore if the reader
hears anyone speak of a monthly, weekly or
daily system of earnings accounts, or of any
other particular system, he will understand that
this is a peculiar system in some minor particular. All systems of accounts, however, are
not alike in their efficiency or economy of

operation. They do not all alike avoid the extreme
of parsimony or lavish outlay. I have endeavored
to eliminate purely theoretical safeguards and
measures; to confine accounts to essentials and
to make use of these to the utmost.
All men agree that safeguards are essential in
corporate accounting ; but they disagree as to
the extent of such safeguards. One will strive
to provide against a distant and improbable
contingency with as much zeal as against those
immediate and pressing ; he will exhaust the
metaphysical aspect of every subject to find
where safeguards may be retained or introduced.
Another man will take a more liberal view ; the
probabilities of a case will be considered and
weighed as against the cost of surrounding it
with especial safeguards. He will proceed very
much as the brewer does in testing his liquors,
not by inspecting every globule but by examinations that represent the whole. This principle
of selection is the one accounting officers must
follow generally if they would not make cost a
serious burden to their companies.
The accounts of railroads require to be based
on the general integrity of mankind, upon the
individual faithfulness of officers and employes.
But at the same time they must take careful and
minute pains to distinguish those who are faithful from those who are not; the capable and
trustworthy from the incapable and untrustworthy. Corporate accounts must not be based
upon the theory that every man is unfaithful, but

* The reader's attention is called to the columns provided in
the accompanying way bill (Form 4, Appendix B) for in iSC011atieoils charges unpaid; miscellaneous charges prepaid; and interline charges prepaid. Those columns are unusual. The anther
introduced them several years ago for convenience in accounting
and to prevent sums from being overlooked. Ho found a way
bill containing these columns to be more effective than one
without them.

6 Vol. 6
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upon the theory that there may be unfaithful
persons. It is because of these latter that checks
and safeguards are necessary. But above and
beyond this, such devices assist and strengthen
the best of men. They never irritate or retard
any but rogues.
Sometimes the most commonplace safeguards
are disregarded. No effort, except the most
simple and primitive, is made to verify the
accuracy of returns. The appliances used are
practically the same as those adopted when railroads were first inaugurated. To what extent
this neglect is prejudicial to the interests of the
companies concerned is of course unknown. It is
possible that in some cases they do not suffer
from it at all.
he uncertainty that exists, however, is both demoralizing and unsatisfactory.
While the managers of such a company may rest
content, believing in the efficiency of their
methods, the owners of the property may suffer
all the hardships and deprivations that befall
those who are unjustly deprived of that which
belongs to them. Foresight, method, wisdom and
experience are necessary in the application of
accounts.
Freight accounting begins with the delivery of
the freight to the carrier; afterward there follow
its examination; the determining of the weight
or quantity; its assignment to its place in the
warehouse or car; the entry of the particulars
upon the records; the making of the way bill;
the copying of the latter; the forwarding of the

property with the way bill or some substitute
therefor; the records made of the way bill en
route; the arrival of the property at its destination; its unloading, reinspection and reweighing;
sending notice of its arrival to the consignee;
the writing of a receipt to be delivered to him
upon payment of charges; the entry of every
detail on the freight record, to be signed by the
consignee; the collection of the charges; the
entry thereof on the cash book; and finally, the
transmission of the money to the treasurer.
Such is, in brief, the routine connected with
the handling of freight. The business requires
returns to be made to the accounting officer by
those concerned, the forwarding agent, the conductor, the agents en route and finally the agent
at the point of delivery. These returns give the
weight and charges, with such incidental allusions to the way bill as to afford the information
the accounting officer requires in identifying
each transaction and in seeing that it is duly
accounted for. In many cases railroads require
the agent to send to headquarters, and perhaps to
connecting roads or interested commissioners,
copies of every way bill he makes; to forward to
the accounting officer a daily, weekly or monthly
abstract of each and every bill, and to designate
therein the amount of charges, and so on. At
many junctions agents are also required to report
bills that pass their stations. In some cases conductors are also asked to make returns of freight
hauled in their trains, or in the event they do not,
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the omission is supplied by returns from inspectors, traveling auditors or other sources.
Such is a brief outline of the details of freight
accounting, pursued, with more or less fullness,
on every railroad. The accompanying chapters
treat of the details of such matters. They take
up the various observances and methods and
explain how they may be carried out. The purpose had in view in framing the rules and regulations they contain is to secure harmony of
action, to expedite business, to insure fullness of
records, to enforce responsibility—four imperative
things. The rules are designed for practical use.
They contemplate a Monthly audit of the accounts of agents, with Daily returns of way bills,
cash, earnings, statements, etc. They are as
applicable, it is proper to say, to the so-called
daily and weekly systems as to the monthly.
The only difference between the daily, weekly
and monthly systems is in the time of rendering
certain returns. In all essential things the systems are alike. The only real difference, if any,
is the measure of economy.
The practice of formulating rules for the handling of freight and other accounts is of comparatively recent growth. I remember very well
the first one written in connection with freight
accounts. It was in reference to the unauthorized use of special rates. This rule, after considerable hesitation, was printed on the way bills
so that it could not be overlooked. This was, so
far as I know, the first rule ever printed on a rail-

road blank. The practice has, however, become
quite common, so that the bulk of the forms now
in use explain more or less fully how they are to
be used. The practice is an excellent one and
cannot be too highly commended. It affords
everyone opportunity to inform himself quickly
and accurately. At best, however, such directions are meager and cover only the more pressing facts.
Many of the forms used in connection with
freight accounts are the same as those introduced
in the early history of railroads. Other matters
have so pressed Upon those in charge that they
have not in every case been able to give the
subject the thought it deserves. Attention, is
however, being called more and more to the matter. Accounting officers have, for instance, lately
discovered that many things they have for a long
time thought unattainable are easily attainable.
The greatest single advance that has been made
in accounting, in accelerating work, lessening
clerical labor and reducing cost, was the introduction of the copying press. Formerly everything that required copying had to be rewritten.
At one time it was the universal practice for
agents who forwarded freight to laboriously retranscribe the particulars of each way bill in a
record book. They were also required, in many
cases, to make one or more copies for use at
headquarters and elsewhere. Now they take an
impression of the bill in a tissue book for preservation as a record, and at the same time make
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as many additional copies as are required for use
at headquarters and elsewhere.* Ft was at one
time the custom for an agent to enter the particulars of each way bill forwarded from or received
at his station in what was termed an abstract
book. Afterward a copy was made for the freight
auditor for use in auditing the accounts. Now all
these particulars are entered directly on abstract
sheets, and by a simple contrivance, devised
by the author of these volumes, two or more
copies are made at the same time. The copying
press has been utilized to its fullest extent in
railway accounting. Its uses, however, are unfortunately very much restricted. There are, for
instances, many blanks and books that form the
keystone of the whole structure that cannot be
copied in the impression book. Moreover, the
copying press, while it lessens work, is not available in enforcing many safeguards that are essential in railway accounting. Not only this, but
many things that should be copied in the impression book are forgotten or omitted, without anyone being able to discover the omission. Some
device that supplied these omissions has, consequently, been necessary.
Each act in corporate accounting involves collateral acts, .one, two, three, four, sometimes more.
Thus, a duplicate of every way bill must be kept;

a record retained of every receipt given; a return
made for every separate transaction recorded on
the station records, and so on. Many of these it
has been necessary heretofore to write out at
length with' pen and ink, each independently of
the other. The cost of this has been very great.
Railway accounting has long required some
supplement to the copying press, some means of
obviating the necessity of writing separately the
collateral records that every transaction involves.
Some means of so connecting different acts that
a performance of one would consummate all.
Something that would inseparably bind different
acts together so that when one thing was done
everything incident to it would also be done and
could not be neglected. For instance, something
that would compel a person who gave a receipt
for money to make a permanent and accurate
record of the transaction at the time. All these
things the writer has measurably attained.
Heretofore railroad companies have made no
attempt to restrict the use of blank receipts in
the hands of those who collect money. They
have not known how many such blanks were
outstanding, nor have they been able to trace
their use (at the time), except as those who used
them were inclined voluntarily to render an account thereof. Effective accounting has required
that the blank receipts in the hands of those who
collect money should be numbered the same as
blank checks, bound in book form and awaiting
use in due turn—some method by which a blank

So valuable and necessary are the uses of a copying press at
a station that the accompanying rules and regulations are based
upon the theory that every agent is supplied with one. These
rules and regulations are not, however, in any sense dependent
upon such use.
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could not be used without leaving a record of
the transaction. Another matter: railroads have
heretofore felt the need of some device by which
those who collect money for transportation
charges should be forced to give an itemized
statement of the amount collected, so that anyone into whose hands the statement passed might
determine whether the amount was correct or
not. Heretofore receipts given consignees have
not generally classified the freight and stated the
amount for each class separately, carefully itemizing every form of charge. There is no reason
for this omission, as the information is all given
on the way bill. The neglect is fraught with the
gravest consequences. The information is necessary both for the protection of the company, the
agent and the consignee. Every person who pays
money should be given an itemized statement of
the amount, so that if he is overcharged he may
discover the fact. As -soon might a merchant
neglect or refuse to render an itemized statement
of an account against a customer, as a carrier
refuse or neglect to afford its patrons a detailed
statement of an account against them. If a merchant were to render a bill for a gross sum, the
bill would be sent back with a request that the
details be furnished. Indeed, so well is this
known that he would not think of rendering
such an account. It is even more necessary that
carriers should render an itemized statement of
their charges. They should not only furnish a
receipt for all sums paid them, but in order to

protect the payer they should particularize every
item that goes to make up the gross amount.*
Many desirable things have been impracticable
heretofore in connection with the accounts of
railroads because of the time and clerical work
they involved. There has been no effective
means, for instance, of collecting switching
charges, because of the time required to make out
the order, receipt, record and return. The use
of the engine was more valuable than the money
involved. This difficulty I have happily been
able to obviate. And in this connection a brief
description of the author's method is in place.
Instead of writing each form separately, as heretofore, he has so adapted the forms that enter
into a transaction to each other that he is able
to write them all at once. This he does by the
use of carbon sheets. He does not, however,
claim that the use of the carbon sheet is original
with him. Far from it. But he does claim to
have discovered for it a far higher use than any
to which it has heretofore been put. In the past
it has only been used to make duplicate documents. The writer's invention consists in making
it the medium for writing entirely different documents. This invention consists in so adapting
the printed matter of different forms to each
other as to be able, by the use of carbon sheets,
to write a great many entirely di9'erent documents
simultaneously, say an order, a receipt, a report
and a record—four in all. However, each form
* All these objects are attained by the author's fiscal methods.
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may be written separately, as has been the custom heretofore, so that regulations that apply to
his method apply equally to all other methods,
by simply omitting the use of the carbon sheet.
The application of the writer's methods to the
accounts of rai I roads will sooner or later become
universal. It wilt result in an enormous saving.
This saving will not arise wholly from a reduction in cost of clerical work, but partly from the
enforcement of better methods; from securing
greater responsibility upon the part of those who
handle the money of railroads at stations, general
offices and elsewhere. It will be practicable to
enforce safeguards that have never heretofore
been possible, and that, so far as known, are not
practicable under any other method. The saving
will thus arise in two ways- from a reduction
in expenses and from an enforcement of the
collection and return of moneys heretofore lost.
Wherever this system* has been introduced, the
call that comes up hicessantly from the agent
at every growing station for additional help has
ceased. So great is the saving it effects that
those in charge can not only accomplish much
greater results than formerly, but are able to
meet the increased demand on them that comes
from increased business. Operating officers of
railroads will appreciate the saving thus effected
much more clearly as a rule than accounting
officers.

In every department of railway industry, save
that of accounting, labor-saving devices are to
be found for sale everywhere. Thus, ingenuity
is excited to the utmost, while competition keeps
down the price. This will, to a certain extent,
ultimately be the case in the accounting department of railroads. The number of devices it
uses is greater than that of all other departments of the service. But none of these devices
is to be found in the market. Every company
has its particular methods and forms, inherited
or devised. To these many of them cling with
resolute and patient obstinacy.

* It may be called the u Multiplex" Fiyaiena of accounting.
For further details iu regard to this system, see No. 25, Appendix B.

In what I have to say hero in reference to
accounts I do not wish to imply, even remotely,
that I think it desirable or practicable that a
particular system of accounting should be arbitrarily prescribed for railways generally. It
would work great injury; would stop development, prevent progress, deaden the efforts of
individuals; fit the same hat to every head; permit an autocrat to block progress. Corporations
should be left to keep their accounts in their
own way. All that should be asked is that they
keep them truthfully and accurately. Results
should be stated uniformly. But the manner of
arriving at such results concerns no one but the
companies themselves. This book outlines a
particular fiscal system, but I do not by any
means pretend that it is the best. I think it is.
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But the value of the book lies in the suggestions
it affords. It is not intended to be exhaustive.
It is the framework merely for the garment; it
speaks of material things; like the signboards
that stand at the intersections of thoroughfares,
it tells the traveler which way to go at such
junctures, but leaves him to find his way at
other points.
NOTE.-in America, accounting officers have associated
together under the name, The Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. This association has accomplished
much good. It has agreed upon uniform methods of settling
interline freight business, and has adopted as standard forms
of the association quite a number of blanks. Owing to the
great diversity of interests as well as methods of accounting
that would be represented in such an association, these methods and forms are necessarily the result of a compromise. By
a comparison of the association forms with forms of the author,
as shown in Appendix B, it will be seen that the association
forms do not embody all of the essential features found in the
forms of the author. However, the association forms are a
material improvement upon the forms in use by a great many
companies, and meet the general requirements. A number of
the association forms are shown in Appendix B, beginning with
No. 90.

CH APTER VI.
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS GOVERNING FREIGHT
TRAFFIC.

The rules and regulations embraced in this
chapter relate to the physical handling of freight.
They are such as the requirements of business
demand. Carriers are compelled, in order to' protect themselves against the misrepresentations,
inexperience and carelessness of shippers, to surround the handling of the freight business with
stringent regulations and safeguards. The more
important of these are embodied herein. They
require to be carefully studied and rigidly enforced. The regulations are also designed to
secure care and circumspection upon the part of
the employes of the carrier as well as shippers.
They are one and all necessary and in accordance
with good business usage.*
RECEIVING FREIGHT.

Freight will not be received except under the terms
and conditions specified in the rules and regulations of
the company, including its classifications and tariffs.
* In another chapter will be found the rules and regulations
governing freight accounts; they, incidentally, embrace many
points connected with the handling of freight at stations, and
require to be studied in connection with those contained in
this chapter in order to obtain a complete understanding of the
subject.
08)
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In the event shippers will not comply therewith, their
freight will be refused and. the proper official of the company notified of the fact forthwith.
If freight is not in good order and properly packed
when received, its condition should be accurately described on the shipping bill, also on the receipt (or bill
of lading) and the way bill.*
Freight should be properly packed.f
Freight is subject to a charge for cooperage en route.:
Shipping directions should be minute and specific.§
Freight should be marked with the address of the
consignee in full—initials are not sufficient ; it cannot
be received otherwise.
Flour, wool, rags, hides, iron and other articles which
cannot be fully marked with the place of destination
and. name of consignee, and which are in consequence
liable to be mixed. with other consignments of a similar
description for other parties, should be branded, numbered or marked so that each package or consignment
may be easily distinguished and accurately described in
the way bill.
To insure correct delivery at destination, the brands,
numbers or marks on each package should. be entered
in detail on the way bill.
Freight that is liable to pilferage should be carefully
inspected, and agents should satisfy themselves that
such property is in good order, has not been recoopered

or pilfered en route (if received from a connecting line),
or damaged by wet.*
New furniture offered for shipment should be carefully
inspected and if not packed in a manner to sustain
handling while in transit, should not be received unless
a release is signed. by the shipper in the same manner
as for household goods.}
Buggies and carriages not boxed should not contain
loose articles, such as cushions, harness, whips, robes,
etc. Such articles should be boxed separately.
Charges on perishable property should be prepaid or
guaranteed by responsible parties.
Articles that are not thought to be worth the charges
at forced sale will not be taken unless charges are prepaid or guaranteed by responsible parties.
At stations where explosive or inflammable material
is received in considerable quantities, certain hours
should be set apart for receiving it; this may be done
by arrangement with shippers.
A particular place should be set apart in the freight
house for kerosene, coal oil, naphtha and such merchandise. Goods liable to injury by coming in contact with
such property should not be piled near it.
Every possible precaution should be taken to prevent
damage to stoves, stove fixtures and furniture and other
freight liable to be injured by careless handling.
When property is delivered for shipment to a point
on another line unconsigned as to route, it will be forwarded in like manner unless otherwise instructed.
When charges are guaranteed, the extent of the guaranty should be explicitly stated. In every case the
guaranty should cover all charges of every name and
nature to destination. When property is received from
a connecting line, the guaranty of the original shipper

*It is not sufficient to describe it as 4, B. 0." (bad order). Its
Condition should be stated.
f Thus, oils and liquors in cans, demijohns and jugs should
be packed in kegs, boxes or jackets, and so an.
$ ',Cooperage" covers any repairs necessary to be made to
packages—expenses of every name and nature, in fact, other
than those for transportation, that the carrier is put to to protect freight from damage or loss, that are chargeable against
the owner.
§Abbreviations should not be used. Thus, property should
not be consigned "S. 0." (Shipper's order, presumably), or
with other similarly ambiguous directions.

* In the event property has been pilfered or is damaged in
any way, its condition should be accurately described as
directed in the case of bad order freight.
f In many instances household goods are not received unless
the owner formally releases the carrier from responsibility for
breakage, etc.
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will not be considered sufficient if not supplemented by
the guaranty of the delivering line.*
The agent who bills the freight forward is held responsible for the adequacy of guaranties.
Guaranties should be in writing and should be preserved.
When charges have been prepaid from point of shipment to destination, the freight will not be received
unless the money to prepay to destination is tendered
with the goods.t
Releases for housenold goods and for other freight of a
similar character should be taken in duplicate. They
should be signed by the shipper and witnessed by the
agent or his deputy. The original release should be
retained by the agent and preserved for future reference.
The duplicate should be attached to the way bill and
sent forward with the property.
Freight should be forwarded as soon as possible after
its receipt.
Agents should know from personal examination that
they receive the property they receipt for; that the
property is well packed; that it is clearly marked; that
the receipt contains an accurate account thereof : that it
states the destination of the property, gives the brand
of flour, the marks upon the bales of wool, cotton or
rags, upon barrels of oil, hogsheads of tobacco, bars
or bundles of iron, the mark or description of tag on
each package of hides, etc.
As property is frequently packed for shipment in
second-hand barrels or boxes, care should be taken in
such cases to see that the original marks are obliterated
before receipting for the property.
If a package is broken, care should be taken to ascertain if any loss or damage to the contents has occurred,
noting the result on the receipt and way bill.

When freight that is liable to be damaged by the
weather is shipped in open cars, it should not be received or receipted for except at the owner's risk.
Packages received in bad order should be weighed and
the weight entered upon the receipt and way bill, so that
the company may know exactly what was received, in
the event of claim being made.
Receipts should not be given agreeing to deliver property at any point beyond the terminus of the road; the
through rate, however, may be entered when its insertion
is authorized.
When charges are advanced, the amount advanced
should be entered upon the receipt and bill of lading.
Charges advanced on shipments of live stock should be
entered upon the contract.
When a receipt is issued for furniture or other light
bulky freight requiring two or more cars to transport,
the fact as to whether cars are loaded to full visible
capacity or otherwise should be noted on the receipt.*

*Guaranties should be in form, say, as follows: EgAll charges
of every name and nature on this consignment are hereby guaranteed in full to destination." Guaranties should be signed in
duo form by the guarantor or his agent.
(This rule does not, of course, apply when freight is billed
through; it is also liable to exceptions in other oases.

LOADING AND UNLOADING FREIGHT.

Care should be exercised in loading to secure the contents of cars so as to prevent loss en route. It is especially necessary with open cars, lest accident or loss
arise from the goods falling off.'
* This applies only to those cases where the freight is all
shipped at one time by one consignor to one consignee.
The regulations of the English roads are very minute in
this respect. They say: " The proper loading of goods is a matter of much importance, not only as regards the goods, but also
as regards the safety of the line; clerks in charge should give it
their particular attention. The slightest neglect in loading and
fastening the load of any wagon may occasion EL fearful accident.
Clerks must satisfy themselves before any train is permitted to
start that the load of every wagon is secured in a manner sufficient to sustain the oscillation of the train and the necessary
shunting to which it will be exposed. They should also examine
the loads of the wagons of the goods trains stopping at their
stations. After every care and vigilance have been exercised in
loading, it will be impossible to prevent the load being disturbed in a long transit ; it is therefore incumbent upon employes to examine, with particular care, all trains arriving at
7 Vol. G
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In loading cars care should be exercised to avoid overloading, uneven distribution of the load in the car,
improper or insufficient staking, projecting of timbers
over the ends of cars, or loading cars so that brakes
cannot be set.
In loading cars containing freight for more than one
station, the freight for each station should be kept
together. The freight to be unloaded first should be put
in the car last, and so on. Each consignment should
be kept separate.
To economize in the use of rolling stock and save
hauling cars partially loaded, cars should not be sent
forward with small lots of freight from way stations
'lien such freight can be loaded readily into cars
already in the train, destined to or beyond the point to
which the freight is to be carried.
Goods should be carefully handled and loaded so that
no damage will occur from breakage, leakage, chafing
of bales, etc.
Casks containing oils (other than coal), turpentine,
tar, molasses or liquids, should be loaded on the bilge
and carefully blocked, with the bung up ; they should
be placed apart from freight likely to sustain damage
from any leakage that may occur in transit.
Coal oil and similar freight should not be loaded with
merchandise that can be damaged by it. Conversely,
merchandise, coffee, sugar, etc., should not be loaded
into cars impregnated with kerosene, lime or other penetrating odors, or cars unfit for such freight.
Coal oil, etc., should, so far as practicable, be loaded
in stock cars, the casks being placed on the head and
well secured. When destined to points on other roads

which have special oil cars, such cars should be obtained
when possible.
Kerosene, coal oil, naphtha, benzole, or substances of
a like combustible nature, should not be loaded or unloaded through freight houses except in the day time.
Lights should not be allowed near such packages.
Freight for way points should not be loaded into cars
containing through freight, unless expressly directed.
Freight should not be loaded into cars containing
grain, lime, sand, or similar shipments in bulk.
Two kinds of grain should not be loaded in the same
car except in sacks or barrels.
Grain in sacks or barrels should not be loaded in cars
with bulk grain.
Cars loaded with grain or other property should not
be permitted to leave the station in an overloaded or
dangerous condition.
Especial care should be exercised to see that cars
chartered by shippers are not overloaded.
All freight shipped in bulk or charged for at carload
rates should be loaded or unloaded by the owners or at
their expense. The company reserves the right to load
or unload all such property at its option.
Freight should be checked (tallied) as it is loaded and
unloaded.*
Shippers will be charged for the delay of cars held in
consequence of being overloaded by them.
Cars should be loaded and unloaded promptly.
The rules for charging and collecting demurrage for
the detention of cars should be rigidly enforced.
Especial care should be exercised to secure the doors
and windows of cars loaded with live stock.t

their stations, especially those from foreign lines. Should the
load appear to be disturbed, the wagon must not be allowed to
proceed until it has been carefully readjusted ; this is more especially necessary in the case of timber, of cotton, wool, machinery or other articles of a lengthy or bulky construction." It will
be remembered in this connection that English companies do
not use box ears ; what we call cellist" or open cars are used,
goods being covered by tarpaulins.

* I. e., compared with the shipping bill or way bill, as the
case may be.
t"Living quadrupeds are only forwarded from and to certain
stations. The receiver or sender has to watch the unloading or
loading, and make the necessary arrangements for tieing. Sick
quadrupeds are excluded from forwarding, also such as may
contribute to spread any contagious disease, according to the
regulations of the board of health. A railroad company is not
obliged to forward -wild beasts. All shipments of other living
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Articles should not be placed on top of box or stock
cars.
Cars should be loaded so that they will pass the
bridges and tunnels en route. When cars appear to
be loaded in such a manner that they will not apparently do this safely, agents will ascertain the dimensions
of the cars as loaded, and notify the proper officer before
forwarding.
Agents should inspect all cars before they are loaded,
and if found in bad order, should see that they are
repaired before being used. A record of such inspection should be kept by them.
Particular care should be exercised in examining cars
to be loaded with grain, to see that there is no opportunity for leakage around the doors, king bolts, or elsewhere ; also to see that the roof does not leak.
Cars loaded by shippers may be examined by the
latter as to condition, and if not considered suitable
should be rejected by them ; if loaded, the cars will
be considered as accepted by them.
When cars are furnished by a connecting line to cover
a particular order they should be so used.
Agents should, so far as practicable, examine cars
received at or forwarded from their stations, to ascertain whether the contents are as represented. If an
agent has reason to believe that the contents of a pack-

age are not properly described or way-billed, he should
satisfy himself by personal inspection, opening the
package in the presence of witnesses, if necessary. If
falsely represented, correction should be made accordingly.
Bonded freight will be inspected by custom house
officials only.
When cars having doors designed expressly for grain,
lime, sand, etc., are not used for such freight, the doors
should be raised and fastened back.
Cars belonging to other lines should be promptly
returned to the point at which they came onto the road,
and not be loaded with freight consigned to the care of
any road other than the one to which they belong.
Cars belonging to fast freight lines, or other freight
lines, may be loaded for the line over which they run,
or with less than carload shipments to the point at
which received from another road. When agents are in
doubt as to points for which line foreign cars may be
loaded, they should ask the proper officer for instructions.
When freight is unloaded en route for any purpose, it
should be reloaded into the same car, if practicable ;
when not practicable, a notation should be made on the
contract, receipt or bill of lading covering the property,
giving the time, place and cause of transfer. A similar
notation should be made on the way bill.

quadrupeds have to be accompanied by some reliable persons,
who must take their stand in the cattle cars. This is not necessary with smaller animals or fowls, if shipped in well ventilated
cages or coops."—! ypitations, Austrian Road, 1877. "On the
arrival of horse 'boxes or cattle wagons et any station, they must
be immediately cleaned mit, so as to prevent damage to floors
by wet straw, dung, etc., remaining on the wood; and every
horse box, wagon and vehicle must be thoroughly examined
inside and out, so us to ascertain whether it is in a lit state to
travel without liability of injury to the horses, cattle, etc.
Should the horse boxes be short of head collars, the circumstance is to be reported immediately to the superintendent."—
°real Northern Railway, England.
t This is a matter which every company will have to adjust
according to its necessities by the issuance of supplementary
rules and regulations.
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Live stock will be received and transported subject to
the terms and conditions of the live stock contracts in
use. The attention of shippers should be called to the
particulars of these contracts.
The instructions in relation to passing men in charge
of live stock will be observed.
Men in charge of live stock should be accorded proper
facilities for caring for same at stations en route.
The doors of cars containing stock should be securely
fastened. When necessary to prevent escapes strong
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boards should be nailed across the inside of the doorway, two-thirds of its height and sufficiently close to
prevent stock from getting over or through the openings.•
When stock is loaded in grain cars the doors should
not be nailed, but should be raised and fastened back on
the inside.
Live stock should not be transferred from one car to
another en route, except between cars having the same
shipper and consignee. When transfers are made the
particulars thereof should be noted on the contract and
way bill.
Way bills for live stock should show the date and
hour freight was loaded.
If possible to avoid it, live stock should not be run
for more than twenty-four hours without stopping for
feed, water and rest. A notation should be made on the
way bill giving the points where stock is to be unloaded
for this purpose.
When stock is unloaded en route for feeding or other
purpose and an animal is left out of the car on account
of being crippled or for other cause, notation to that
effect should be made on the face of the way bill by the
agent at the station where the animal is taken out.

Care should be exercised in handling and loading
butter, eggs and similar freight into refrigerator and
other cars.
Butter should not be loaded on top of cases containing
eggs.
Butter packages should be carried or trucked into
position in the car—not rolled.
Eggs in cases should be stowed lengthwise of the
car, and when cars are furnished with cross bars these
bars should be put in place and utilized as the car is
loaded.
Butter and eggs should be so carefully packed in the
car that damage cannot occur en route.
Agents should give their personal attention to matters
of this nature and call the attention of trainmen thereto
when necessary.
It is the duty of agents to notify the proper officer of
failure on the part of any employe to carry out instructions necessary to the safety of property.

REFRIGERATOR CARS.

Particular attention should be given to icing and
loading refrigerator cars.
The ice should be washed clean of sawdust and dirt,
so that the waste pipes will not be obstructed thereby.
Waste pipes should be tested to see that they are clear
and in perfect order before loading a car.
Ice should be put into cars in the place provided
therefor.
The floors of refrigerator cars should be kept dry, so
that the air will be free from moisture while the cars
are in transit.
*Boards for this purpose may be obtained by requisition on
the proper official.

SEALING AND FASTENING CARS.

Before commencing to load an empty car, all old seals
should be carefully removed and the end doors of the
car fastened inside.
The doors and windows of every loaded car should be
securely fastened.
Agents will seal all cars loaded by them, excepting
cars containing lime, brick, cattle, horses, ties, wood,
lumber, fence posts, ice, sand and similar freight.
Cars should be sealed both at the end and side doors
as soon as loaded.
A record should be kept of all seals placed on cars.
When freight is loaded into and unloaded from a passing train, the agent will break and destroy the seal of
each door opened ; this should be done in the presence
of the conductor. As soon as the freight has been
loaded or unloaded, the agent will reseal the door with
the seal of his station, keeping a record thereof ; he will
also keep a record of the seals broken and removed.
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When a car contains freight for a station having no
agent, the conductor will break the seal, keeping a record
of the same, and have the car resealed upon arrival at
the first station at which there is an agent.
Seals should be placed on cars so that the numbers
on the seals may be readily seen and in such manner
that the doors cannot be opened without breaking the
seals.
Agents will report to the proper official cars discovered
by them to be improperly sealed ; also doors not closed
and sealed.
Seals and the tools connected therewith should be
kept in a secure place; only the agent or his deputy is
allowed to use same.
Conductors should take the seal and lock record of
cars in their trains before starting. The books containing these records should be sent to the proper officer for
preservation when tilled up.*
Conductors should examine the seals of cars before
leaving their trains at termini ; also of cars set out en
route. An examination should also be made at all
points where the train stops a sufficient time ; if a seal
is found broken or a door open which the conductor cannot account for, a record thereof should be noted in the
car book and the facts reported forthwith to the proper
officer.
Agents should examine the doors of all loaded cars
left at their stations to see whether they are sealed or
not.
In receipting to the conductor for cars left at their
stations, agents will note the numbers of cars, if any,
having imperfect or broken seals.i

MISCELLANEOUS RULES IN REFERENCE TO HANDLING

*Care should be exercised by conductors to record correctly
the number and other distinguishing characteristics of each
seal.
f The practice of sealing ears described in the foregoing
rules is not, it is proper to say, in universal use upon railways.
Each company has its own devices. Upon many lines seals
are not used at all. However, all companies require the doors
and windows of loaded cars to be securely fastened. This custom is binding upon every agent and conductor.

FREIGHT.

The attention of agents and others is called to the
laws regulating the transportation of cattle, sheep,
swine and other freight ; these laws should be observed
by them in the manner prescribed, as they are held personally responsible in many cases in the event of
neglect.*
The classification and rate sheets of the company
indicate the rate to be charged. Articles not provided
for will be charged the same as those of an analogous
nature, or special directions will be given in connection
therewith by the proper officer on application.
Agents should afford enquirers all needed information
as to different routes of which their road forms a part,
but they should not endeavor to influence the public in
favor of any particular route except under instructions.
They should maintain a strictly neutral position unless
otherwise directed.
Cars containing gunpowder or other combustible
articles should be conspicuously labeled with the name
of such articles.
When a car is left at a station destined to some other
station, the agent where the car is left should advise the
agent at the station to which the car is billed of the
fact, also the proper official, giving in each instance
the number of the car, the number of the train leaving
it and the reason it was left.
Agents should see that conductors certify on the way
bill the correct delivery of property at stations where
there are no agents.
All articles will be at the risk of the owners at the
several way stations, sidings and platforms where depot
buildings have not been established, from the time such
articles are unloaded from or until taken into the cars.
*a would be well for each company to give, as an addendum
to its instructions, such laws or portions thereof as are necessary to the due protection of the carrier and the proper enlightenment of his employes.
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The company will only be accountable for shipments of
this character as they weigh or tally out of or into the
car, as the case may be.
When cars containing merchandise or other property,
except lumber, become disabled, the contents should be
transferred, unless the car can be repaired so as to go
forward within a specified number of hours. Cars containing lumber may be detained for repairs for a reasonable time.*
Perishable property should go forward without delay.
When perishable freight is delayed in transit or prompt
delivery cannot be made, special care (according to the
nature of the property) should be taken to protect it
against damage.
If a conductor does not take all cars ready to go, he
should give his reasons therefor to the agent. In the
event such reasons are not considered sufficient by the
latter, he will forthwith report the facts to the proper
officer, giving the name of the conductor, the number of
the engine, the number of cars in the train, and such
other particulars as may be necessary to a full understanding of the subjecti
Business communications should receive prompt attention, or immediate explanation be made of the cause
of delay. Enquiries in reference to facilities or rates
should not be lost sight of, but should be answered at
the earliest practicable moment.
The private affairs of the company should never be
divulged under cover of business. The information to
." When cars aro left at any way station in consequence of

which patrons have a right should be accorded, but one
patron should not be allowed to pry into the affairs
of another patron. The relations of the company
with those who do business with it aro strictly confidential.
When it is deemed advisable that special time should
be made in transporting freight, the agent will communicate with the proper official in regard to the matter.
Agents should lock the doors of their freight houses
when they or their men are not there to guard the same.
Teamsters or other persons should not be allowed to
take freight away unless the delivery is made in the
presence of the agent or his deputy.
The company will only be liable as warehousemen for
property while in its warehouses and in its freight or
storehouses, except for such loss or injury as may arise
through the negligence of employes of the company.
The right to charge storage or to send to store any and
all property not taken away within a reasonable length
of time after its arrival is reserved by the company
The handling of the freight traffic at each station is
intrusted to a particular person—the agent. He is held
responsible for its due and orderly conduct ; also for the
buildings and property connected therewith. This official usually has supervision also of the yardmaster and
his crew.*
The buildings and grounds connected with each station should be kept clean and in proper condition for the

being out of repair, it shall be the duty of the agent where such
car is left to send word immediately, either by telegraph or letter, to the superintendent of ear shop, or to the nearest local ear
repairer, stating what is necessary to repair it. If the car cannot be repaired promptly, and it is found to contain perishable
property, the agent will have the freight transferred immediately and sent forward to its destination."-1863.
Whenever he has loaded cars to send which any freight
train declines to take, if in his opinion such train be not fully
loaded, he will report the rase to the master of transportation,
giving the name of the conductor, engineman, and the number
of ears in the train. 1853.

• "Every stationmaster or person in charge of a station is
answerable for the security and protection of the office and
buildings and of the company's property there. Ho is also
responsible for the faithful and efficient discharge of the duties
devolving upon all the company's servants, either permanently
or temporarily employed at the station or within its limits, and
such servants are subject to his authority and directions in the
work of the line. He is also responsible for the general working of the station being carried out in strict accordance with
the company's regulations, and must, as far as practicable, give
personal attention to the shunting of trains, and all other operations which in any way affect the safety of the line. He must
always appear in uniform when on duty, if uniform bo supplied
hiati."—Eng lirda Standard.
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accommodation of business. Order should be preserved
about stations.
The general rules and regulations of the company
intended for the information of the public, such as those
concerning rates and other matters, should be kept
properly posted.
Every proper means should be used to secure traffic;
to accommodate the public ; to avoid giving offense.
All orders should be promptly and intelligently
executed.
In handling traffic and otherwise conducting the
affairs of the company, the principles of Prevention
should be observed. Precaution should be enforced to
prevent accidents or mishaps to persons or property.
Officials in charge of stations should report to the
proper officer anything that comes under their observation that will lessen traffic or interfere with the safe and
economical working of the property, or prove prejudicial
in any other way to the interests of the company.

CHAPTER VII.
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AND FISCAL METHODS.
(NoTr.,—In the accompanying rules it is assmned that
freight accounts are subject to the disposition of an officer
known as "freight auditor." The title is used for convenience
merely. It does not matter who has charge of the accounts so far
as the regulations are concerned. It will be understood, therefore, that in using the title the writer means the particular
official in charge of freight accounts. In reference to the designation of agents who handle freight, the agent who receives the
freight for shipment is called the " forwarding agent;" the
agent who delivers it at destination is called the "receiving
agent." These are the designations commonly used in freight
accounts, and should be kept clearly in mind, I
SHIPPING BILL.*

Carriers require, when freight is delivered to
them for shipment, that the consignor shall deliver with the goods a bill of directions, stating
to whom the freight is consigned, list of articles,
and other data. This is generally called a shipping bill. Or the long list of blanks used in handling freight traffic this is the initial form. The
shipping bill is very simple in its construction
and application. Carriers, however, require it to
be delivered with the goods, as it is their authority to ship the freight and deliver it to a specified
person at a particular place. This authority is
necessary; its possession by the carrier, moreover,
*See Form No. 2, Appendix B.
(1w)
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prevents disputes and mistakes that would otherwise certainly arise. It is a bulwark of defense,
and a shield against unjust claims. It must be
accurate in every respect. No deviation can be
made by the carrier from the directions it gives,
except under particular circumstances.
After goods pass into the hands of the carrier
they become subject to the consignee or person
to whose order they are shipped. This condition
is a legal one.
The form of shipping bill embraced in the
appendix hereto adjusts itself naturally to the
receipt for freight* that follows. Further reference to the shipping bill is made elsewhere in
connection with the receipt for freight and the
bill of lading.
The following rules govern the use of the shipping bill:

f. Name of the consignee, marks and final destination
of the shipment in full, giving county, state or territory,
also any specific routing instructions given by the shipper; when the freight is destined to a point not reached
by any transportation company, the station to which it
is to be transported ; also, if the freight is consigned
" Order of," or " Notify," the full name and address of
the party to be notified. Abbreviations should not be
used.
g. Number of packages.
h. Description of articles.*
i. Weight. 1j. Initials and number of the car when the freight
has been loaded prior to the time the shipping bill is
made.
A shipping bill should be furnished for freight reshipped ; also for all freight consigned to the company.:
Agents should see that the freight is properly marked
in accordance with the information required in the
shipping bill. All old marks should be obliterated. No
shipment should bear any address other than that
required to carry it to its proper destination, as given in
the shipping bill.
When it is desired that the freight be shipped at an
agreed valuation, the notation " Valuation, $—
per —," should be noted across the face of the shipping
bill. All other conditions under which the freight is
received for shipment should also be noted, such as

Freight should not be received for shipment unless
accompanied by a shipping bill giving in detail the
following information, viz :
a. Station at which the freight is offered for shipment.
b. Date upon which delivery to the company is completed.
c. Name of the person, firm or company by whom the
freight is shipped.
d. Name of the station to which the freight is to be
transported by the company.
e. Name of the transportation company to which the
freight is to be delivered at its junction with the company receiving the freight for shipment when it is
destined to a point on another company's lines, and the
shipper designates the route.
See Form No. 1, Appendix B.

■All shipments should be fully and accurately described in
accordance with the terms used in the classifications governing.
t When the actual weight cannot be arrived at. and there are
no track or other scales upon which the freight can be weighed
at or between the forwarding and receiving stations, and the
classifications or tariffs do not provide for an estimated weight,
invoice or weights arrived at by using the tables of estimated
weights furnished by the freight auditor should be inserted.
When other than actual weights are used, the notation
‘i Invoice," or "Estimated," should be made. All weights are
subject to correction.
$ All material, supplies, etc., belonging to the company
should be consigned to it, in care of the officer or employe to
whom delivery is to be made at destination.
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"Owner's risk," " Company's risk," " Released," *
"Charges guaranteed," etc.
If shippers refuse to sign the release or other special
contract required to be executed in connection with the
terms and conditions under which the freight is received
for shipment, notation to that effect should be made
across the face of the shipping bill.
In the event the condition of the freight becomes a
factor in determining the weight or rate to be used in
computing the charges, the notations "Said to be green,"
"Said to be dry," etc., should be made. The notations "In
wood," "In tin," "In bundles," "In bales," "Corded,"
"Strapped," "Knocked down," "Set up," etc., should
also be made on the face of the shipping bill when the
classification provides for different rates in accordance
with the preparation or packing of the shipment.
When freight that is liable to be injured thereby is
received during excessively hot or cold weather or a
storm, the fact should be noted on the shipping bill,
and if it is evident that the freight cannot be sent forward without being further damaged, the shipper should
be requested to repack it or otherwise render it safe to
be forwarded.
When freight is received in old packages which appear
to have been recooperecl, or when the handling of packages discloses the fact that they are but partially full, or
that the contents are in a loose condition, or when the
package appears to have been damaged in any way, its
condition should be noted upon shipping bill.
When the rules of the company permit, proper notation should be made upon the face of shipping bills when
shippers desire that freight be delivered " On track,"
"Elevator," "Graded," etc., or when it is to be stopped
at any intermediate point to be "Shelled," "Cleaned,"
"Stored," "Feel," "Finish loading," "Part
"
unload," or to be otherwise manipulated.

Freight should, when practicable, be checked with the
shipping bill to see that all the articles enumerated
thereon are received, and that the condition of the
freight corresponds with the notations made thereon.
When freight is loaded by the shipper and is not counted
or checked by an employe of the company, the notation
" Shipper's count, tally and loading" should be made,
in addition to which the notation " More or less" should
be made when the quantity is specified by the shipper.
When the freight is not checked by an employe of the
company, the fact should be noted on the shipping
bill.
All shipping bills should be filled up and signed by
the shipper. In the event he is unable to write, necessary assistance should be rendered. The shipping
bill should be read over to him, after which he will
be required to make his x , which should be duly
attested.
In the event the shipper desires to prepay the charges
on any shipment, the amount received to be applied for
this purpose should be noted on the face of the shipping
bill. If money is advanced to the shipper to be way
billed as advanced charges, the amount should also be
noted thereon,* as for example, "$7.15 paid to be applied in prepayment of charges," or "$8.1O advanced
to shipper," specifying for what purpose.
All shipping bills should be numbered consecutively,
commencing with No. 1, at the beginning of each clay or
month.
[Isiore.—At stations where a large number of shipments are
received each day, the custom of consecutively numbering the
shipping bills by days will he found more convenient. At small
stations, however, the monthly system of numbering will answer
every purpose. They should then be Mod in numerical order,
so that they may be readily referred to at any future time. They
form an important part of the station records, and their preservation is necessary for the protection of the agent and the company. When practicable, the number of the way bill should be
entered on the face of the shipping bill.]
*Advances should not be made by agents except in the manner and under the conditions prescribed in the general rules
and regulations of the company.

*That is to say, the company is released from any risk. In
the ease of those who ship a considerable amount of freight
from time to time, it is customary, in many cases, to obtain a
blanket release covering all shipments for the season.

8 VoI.
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If the shipper desires to make any change in the
shipping bill after the freight has gone forward, his
request should be submitted in writing, and the date
and hour of its receipt should be noted thereon by the
agent, who will, if the rules of the company permit,
endeavor to have the wishes of the shipper complied
with, either by giving instructions direct to those
interested, or by referring the request to the proper
officer. In no event should the agent guarantee that
the change will be made.
The foregoing instructions are not intended to apply
to shipments of freight received from connecting transportation companies. All freight received from such
companies should, however, be accompanied by a regular way bill, or a freight (expense) bill containing all
necessary information for waybilling the shipment.
Instructions with reference to interline shipments will
be found elsewhere herein.
Conductors of freight trains should be supplied with
a form* for the purpose of furnishing agents whose duty
it is to make regular way bills, with waybilling instructions for freight loaded at stations or sidings where
there are no agents. Agents should report to the freight
auditor any failure on the part of conductors to furnish
such information on the authorized form.
When a receipt for freight is issued, the notation,
"Receipt given," should be made upon the face of the
shipping bill, or conductor's waybilling directions, as
the case may be, in order to avoid issuing more than
one receipt for the same shipment, as well as to enable
the clerk who makes the way bill to make the proper
notation thereon.

lading is necessary to those who attend to the adjustment of
claims, and so the subject naturally conies up hero for illustration.]

RECEIPT FOR FREIGHTt AND BILL OF LADING4
[NOTE.—The issuance of receipts and bills of lading for
freight forms a part of the chain of transactions that each shipment of freight involves. An accurate knowledge of the rules
and regulations governing the issue of receipts and bills of
*See Form No. 5, Appendix B.
1. See Form No. 1, Appendix B.
See Form No. 87, Appendix B.
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As stated elsewhere, the shipping bill contains
the particulars of each consignment. It is intended for the information and protection of the
carrier. It not only contains a statement of the
property, but is an order to the carrier to ship it
to a particular place for a particular consignee.
The receipt is the acknowledgment of the carrier
that he has the goods and will transport them
under certain conditions. The receipt and shipping bill usually accompany each other. When
a bill of lading is given it takes the place of the
receipt. The issuing of receipts, while it may be
said to be the universal custom in large cities, at
least so far as freight delivered by merchants and
manufacturers is concerned, is by no means a
universal or general custom elsewhere. In the
country the shipper as a rule neither asks for nor
expects a receipt. The receipts and bills of lading
issued by carriers are frequently used by shippers to
raise money at banks. This renders it especially
important that tile carrier should strictly observe
all the conditions stipulated in such documents.
As a rule the rate inserted in a receipt is the
local rate only; if the business is interline the
rate is to the junction with the connecting line.
However, this is a custom, not a rule. It arises
from the fact that such receipts are usually issued by local agents who do not know the through
rate. This is one reason why the issuance of bills
of lading is generally confined to officials who are
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years enlisted the attention and ingenuity of
printers and others. Two different forms have
been invented and patented by printers. These
inventions, summed up, cover the making of two
sheets, identical in form and wording, at one
writing, by the use of carbon sheets. They
answer the purpose very well.*
So far as possible the bills of lading in use
upon different lines should be uniform. It is desirable that they should not be encumbered with
unnecessary exceptions, exemptions and qualifications that the law does not allow carriers to
enforce. So far, however, as the stipulations of
the bill of lading cause the shipper to exercise
greater care in packing and handling his goods,
he derives quite as much advantage from it as the
carrier. There should be greater disposition on
the part of the public to co-operate Iry
ca niers
in measures necessary to protect the latter from
loss. Because of this lack of co-operative effort
the carrier seeks by various methods to protect
himself. While he cannot shield himself from
any loss that rightfully belongs to him, the limit-

ations of the bill of lading protect him in many
ways from carelessness and indifference upon the
part of shippers.

* The writer has also patented and copyrighted a form
intended for use in such cases. It differs from both of those
mentioned in this, that while the blanks are filled up (written)
simultaneously, they are not all alike in wording, as will be
seen by reference to them in Appendix B hereto; one is a shipping bill and nothing else; the other is a receipt for the freight,
and requires only the signature of the agent to make it complete. They form a part of his Multiplex System of Accounts,
but may be used separately without a carbon sheet if necessary,
just as similar forms have been used since the first railroad was
opened.

[NOTE.—The rules of many carriers require that a receipt
or bill of lading shall be issued for all freight received for shipment, and that time freight shall not be delivered afterward
except upon the production of suck receipt or bill of lading;
and, moreover, that the way bill shall be marked "Receipt
given," or "Bill of lading issued," as the case may be. I have
never been able to exactly understand the necessity of this
rule in regard to marking the way bill, if the other is always
enforced. If freight cannot be received for shipment without
the issuance of a receipt or bill of lading, what is the necessity
of saying on the way bill that it has been issued? That may be
inferred. The real facts in the ease, however, are that agents
receive freight without giving a receipt therefor, and, while it
is desirable that such receipt should be given, yet the exigencies of business are superior to theoretical conditions. Moreover, when receipts are given, in a large number of cases the
fact is not noted on the way bill, and even when noted on the
way bill, the delivering agent does not require that the person
to whom he delivers the freight shall produce such receipt. I
do not think I err when I say that the whole question of
receipts and bills of lading is very imperfectly understood,
or, if perfectly understood, it is very imperfectly enforced.
The element of good faith, as between the carrier and his
patron, enters here as it does in so many other eases ; a
shipper delivers freight to be forwarded to a particular person, and so marks it; the carrier receives, weighs and forwards it; when it reaches its destination it is delivered to the
person to whom it is consigned. That is the way business is
actually done in millions of cases every day. While it perhaps
entails loss in some cases, yet they are so few and infrequent as
not to be sufficiently important to break up the practice. If,
then, it is impossible to enforce universally an arbitrary rule in
regard to the issuance of receipts and bills of lading and the
marking of the way bill, such rule should be withdrawn from
the instruction books of carriers, or should be restricted within
such limits as render enforcement possible. I should say that
all goods received from merchants, manufacturers and other
business men should be accompanied by a shipping bill and a
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receipt, properly filled out and ready to be signed by the agent.
It is neither necessary nor practicable that the way bill should
be marked. The name of the consignee or person to whose
order the freight is Shipp-v(1 cannot be changed except by
direction of the forwarding agent, and he will not change it
without making a corresponding alteration on the receipt or bill
of lading. Consequently, the responsibility may be safely left
with him.

h. Quantity upon which the rates are understood to
apply, as, per cwt., per ton, per car, etc.
i. Name of the consignee, marks and final destination of the shipment in full, giving county, state or territory; any specific routing instructions given by the
shipper; when the freight is destined to a point not
reached by any transportation company, the name of
the station to which it is to be transported; also the
name and address of the party to be notified when freight
is consigned "Order of," or "Notify." Abbreviations
should not be used.
j. Number of packages.
k. Description of articles in accordance with the
terms used in the classifications governing.*
t. Weight.#

Tlie spec ifi c

rules and regulations governing
1(
)/.
Freight
rece
are as follows :
A receipt should be given by the agent, or other
authorized employe, for all freight received for shipment
(including that reshipped,* as well as company property),
giving in detail the following information,i- viz :
a. Station at which the freight is received.
b. Date upon which the shipment is accepted by the
company.
c. Name of the person, firm or company from whom
the freight is received.
r/. Name of the station to which the freight is to he
transported by the company.
c. Name of the connecting transportation company to
which delivery is to be made at its junction with the
company receiving the freight for shipment when the
freight is destined to a point located upon the line of
another company.
f Station to which the rates (if any are inserted)
apply.
q. Rates: (when their insertion is requested by the
shipper).
"` When a receipt is issued for freight reshipped without passing out of the company's possession, the original receipt for
freight, if one was issued, should be taken up.
}Receipts should not be given on blanks furnished by shippers which differ from those furnished by the company, unless
their use is specially authorized by the proper officer.
When shippers do not request the insertion of rates, the
word "Tariff" should be written in the space provided therefor.
When agents are in doubt as to the proper rates to be used they
will communicate with the proper officer, and the receipt should
not be issued until the necessary instructions are received. It

is essential that the rates inserted in receipts for freight shonld
be correct, and that the stations between which they apply
should be shown. Agents will be held personally responsible
for any loss resulting to the company by reason of the insertion
of incorrect rates. It will often happen that different rates are
provided between the same points via different routes. Care
should be taken to see that the rates inserted apply via the
route the freight is to be transported.
*When the condition of the freight is a factor in determining the weight or rates, the notations "Said to be green,"
"Said to be dry," etc., should be made, When different rates
are provided in accordance with the preparation or packing of
the freight, such as, "In wood," "In tin," "In bundles," "In
bales," "Corded," "Strapped," "Knocked down," "Set up," etc.,
proper notations should be made so that the correct rates may
be applied.
Id The actual gross weight should be given whenever obtainable. When the shipment consists of a carload, and there aro
no track or other scales upon which the freight can be weighed
at or between the forwarding and receiving stations, and the
classifications or tariffs do not provide for an estimated weight,
invoice, or weights arrived at by using the tables of estimated
weights furnished by the freight auditor, should be inserted.
When other than actual weights are used, the notation "Invoice, "
or "Estimated," should be made. When invoice or estimated
weights are used, and the shipment is to be weighed en route,
or at destination, the notation "To be weighed at
station," should be made on the face of the receipt. All weights
are subject to correction,
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71i, Initials and number of the car, if the freight has
been loaded prior to the time the receipt is issued.
When freight is accepted at an agreed valuation,
"Owner's risk," "Company's risk," "Released," etc., or
when charges are "Guaranteed," proper notation should
be made upon the receipt for freight.
In the event the rules and regulations of the company
require a release or other special contract to be executed
in connection with any shipment of freight, and the
shipper refuses to sign the contract, the matter should
be promptly referred to the proper officer for instructions, and the freight should not be accepted for shipment until the necessary instructions have been received.
When freight is delivered to the company during
excessively hot or cold weather, or a storm, and it is
liable to be damaged thereby, the notations "Received
in rain," "Received in snow," "Very warm weather when
received," "Very cold weather when received," as the
case may be, should be made upon the face of the receipt
for freight. Proper notation should also be made upon
the face of the receipt whenever freight is received in a
damaged condition, when the packages are old and
appear to have been recoopered, or when the handling
of them discloses the fact that the contents are in a
loose or shaky condition and but partially full.
Receipts issued for freight that is loaded by the shipper, and is not checked by an employe of the company,
should bear the notation, "Shipper's count, tally and
loading," in addition to which the notation, "More or
less," should be made when the quantity is specified by
the shipper.
When special cars, such as palace horse cars, refrigerator cars, poultry cars, etc., are used, and a charge is
made therefor, the amount of the charge should be noted
across the face of the receipt.
When refrigerator cars are to be re-iced, stock stopped
to be fed, or when any other special service is to be
performed en route, the receipts issued for such freight
should bear the notation, "Subject to charge for reicing," "Subject to charge fox stopping to feed," etc.

The amount of the charge should be inserted whenever
known.
When the freight described in the receipt is to be
"Graded," delivered "On track," at any particular
dock, elevator, warehouse, siding, etc., or if it is to be
stopped at any intermediate point to be "Shelled,"
"Cleaned," "Milled," "Stored," "Fed," "To finish
loading," "Part unload," or otherwise manipulated,
notation to that effect, as well as any charge in addition
to the regular rate for such extra service, should be
entered upon the face of the receipt.
Receipts given for freight to be transported to a station at which there is no agent should bear the notation,
"`This company is not responsible for the freight enumerated herein after it is unloaded at destination." *
Amounts received to apply in prepayment of charges
should not be entered on the receipt for freight, nor
should the notation "Prepaid," or "Charges paid," be
entered thereon.}
When charges are advanced upon freight received for
shipment, the amount so advanced should be entered on
the receipt for freight.:
* All freight will be at the risk of the owners at the several
way stations, sidings and platforms where buildings have not
been provided by the company, from the time such articles are
unloaded from or until taken into the cars. The company will
only be accountable for shipments of this character as they
weigh or tally out of or into the ear, as the case may be.
t A receipt for the money on the authorized form, Appendix B, Perms Nos. 7 and 8, should be issued when money is
received to apply in prepayment of freight or other charges.
However, the Association of American Railway Accounting
Officers, recognizing the fact that carriers do receipt for money
to apply in prepayment on the face of bills of lading and
receipts for freight, make the following recommendation:
" When an amount collected from a shipper to prepay charges
on property to be forwarded is to be acknowledged on the shipping receipt or bill of lading, a space should be provided for
this purpose below the receipt for the property, in form as
to apply in prepaynten.? of the charges
follows: Received
Agent. The agent to fill
on Ike properly elemcribed above.
in the amount and sign his name."
Agents should also obtain from the shipper a receipt for
all advanced charges paid out by them on the authorized form,
Appendix 13, Form No. 9.
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A pen should be drawn through all the blank spaces
in the receipt not otherwise filled up, so that nothing
may be added afterward.
No erasures or alterations should appear on a receipt
for freight. In the event an error is made, a new receipt
should be used instead of attempting to make the necessary correction.
Unless special instructions are received to the contrary, agents should not issue receipts for freight guaranteeing that it will reach destination within any
specified time, go by any particular train, or that the
shipment will not be transferred en route.
Stamp signatures should not be used in signing
receipts for freight unless their use is specially authorized by the proper officer. In the event their use is
authorized, the name of the employe stamping the
receipt should be written in full underneath, so that the
identity of the person actually giving the receipt can be
established.
Receipts should not be signed or delivered until all of
the articles enumerated therein are in the possession of
the company, and the necessary release, guaranty,
stock or other special contract is executed, when such
document is required by the conditions under which the
freight is received for shipment.
The following rules and regulations govern:
BILLS OF LADING.*

Bills of lading are only issued by agents when specially authorized to do so by the traffic department.t
When desired, they may be issued in duplicate, printed
forms being provided for the purpose.
Local agents who are authorized to issue bills of lading in lieu of receipts for freight should see that they
contain all of the information which is required to be
shown on receipts for freight. When a bill of lading is
* See Form No. 87, Appendix B.
f As a rule, bills of lading are not issued by local agents, bat
only by commercial or general agents of the company.

BILLS LADING—TALLY BOOK.
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issued no receipt for freight should be issued, and vice
versa.

When bills of lading are issued by commercial, general or other agents, the receipts for freight or bills of
lading issued at the time the freight was delivered to the
company should be taken up. All of the information
given in the document which is surrendered should be
copied on the bill of lading. The notation, "Bill of
lading issued
189..," should be made across
the face of the receipt or bill of lading taken up. It
should then be filed as a record of the transaction.
Bills of lading should be written in ink and a pen
drawn through all the unused blank spaces, so that
nothing may be added after they are issued. They
should be signed in ink by the person authorized to
issue them. In the event the signature is affixed by an
authorized employe, his name should also be signed in full
underneath, so that the person actually issuing the document may be identified beyond question. No erasures
or alterations should appear upon the bill of lading. In
the event an error is made, another blank should be used
instead of attempting to make the necessary correction.
TALLY BOOK.

Upon many lines the carrier classifies the
freight delivered to him for shipment and enters
the weight thereof on the shipping bill. This he
uses in making the way bill. Some inconvenience attaches to this, frequently because of the
goods not being properly classified by the shipper on the bill. However, this may he overcome
in a measure by the ingenuity of the scalesman
and bill clerk.
At one time it was the universal practice to
enter each consignment of freight in a blotter or
tally book; this was usually done at the ware-
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house door, as the goods were classified and
placed on the scale. The book was used in making the way bill. The articles were grouped
together according to class, and the weights entered opposite each. This plan is still pursued
upon many lines. Generally speaking, however,
the tally book is not now esteemed necessary.
When a tally book is used, the particulars of
each consignment should be entered therein in
the order in which received.

quantity or condition noted thereon, as well as upon any
receipt which may be issued for the property. In the
case of carload lots that may be passed without being
checked or transferred, the notation " Not checked or
transferred at . . . station" should be made across
the face of the freight (expense) bill or way bill, as well
as upon the receipt given for the freight, and the station
record.
Shipments of perishable or other freight upon which
the rules of the company require the charges to be prepaid or guaranteed, are subject to the same general conditions when received from connecting lines as in other
cases. The notation, "Charges guaranteed," upon connecting line's freight (expense) bill will be understood to
be the guaranty of all charges to destination, including
any charges that may have been advanced. When
freight upon which charges should be guaranteed is
offered by connecting lines, the agent should require the
guaranty of connecting line and should not accept that
of the original shipper alone.

FREIGHT RECEIVED FROM AND DELIVERED TO OTHER
TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES.

Freight should not be received from or delivered to
connecting or transfer lines unless it is accompanied by
a freight (expense) bill or a way bill, showing the weight
and charges, as well as all particulars necessary for the
proper handling and forwarding of the freight..
In the event freight is received for delivery to connecting lines without a regular way bill, the necessary
over freight return should be sent to the proper officer
forthwith. A short freight return should also be
promptly sent to the proper officer when way bills for
freight to be delivered to connecting lines are received
unaccompanied by the freight.
Receipts for freight received from connecting lines
should not be given, nor the freight allowed to go forward, until all of the necessary information by which it
may be intelligently handled is received from the carrier
making the delivery.
All loaded cars received from connecting lines should
be carefully examined at the junction station to detect
any defects that may result in loss of or damage to their
contents.
Less than carload lots of freight received from connecting lines should be carefully checked with the
freight (expense) bill or way bill, and any variation in
*See now on page 317.

WAY BILL.*

The way bill is the connecting link between
the point where the goods are shipped and the
point where delivered. It is an itemized statement of each consignment and of the contents
of each car. Sometimes one bill will cover a carload; in other cases there will be several bills.
It is generally esteemed important that a way
bill should not cover more than one carload.
Cars may become separated en route, in which
case it is more convenient to have a bill for each
car; moreover, accounts are facilitated thereby.
The local charges on a way bill show, in the
column assigned them, what the carrier has
*See Forms Nos. 10, 10a, 90 and 90a, Appendix B.
g Vol. e
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earned for his services. There are, in addition,
other columns for the extraneous charges that
grow out of a transaction. It is upon the basis
of the amounts inserted in the various columns
that the accounting officer charges and credits
agents, as the case requires. Thus, for charges
advanced, he gives the forwarding agent credit
as having paid the money, while he charges the
agent at the point of delivery as having collected
it. For local charges, he debits the collecting
agent and credits Earnings.
The way bill forms the initial blank in the
system of freight accounts and the bookkeeping
incident thereto. It is made at the point where
the freight is received for shipment, and accompanies the goods to the point where delivered.
It is at once an order upon the conductor to
carry the property and an evidence that the
transaction is duly recorded. It covers every
circumstance attending each shipment, so far as
known to the forwarding agent. It frequently
occurs, however, in the conduct of business, that
charges accrue en route of which the person who
makes the way bill has no knowledge, such as
charges for feeding or caring for live stock, and
so on. Transactions of this kind, when they
involve an outlay not contemplated in the original
transaction, require special action. At one time
it was the general custom to note charges that
accrued en route in the body of the original way
bill. But this system was objectionable, as the
charges thus noted were frequently overlooked.

Moreover, there was no authoritative record of
them outside the document itself. For this and
other reasons some companies require a way bill
to be made for special charges that arise between
the shipping and delivering points. Thus if, in
shipping a carload of cattle from Chicago to
Philadelphia, they were unloaded and fed at
Pittsburgh, the agent at Pittsburgh would make
a special way bill to cover the amount paid the
owners of the stock yard at that point.
The form of way bill used throughout the country is not uniform.* The form embodied in the
appendix herein contains features not usually to
be found in documents of this nature. The purpose of the extra columns that have been added
is to secure more authoritative accounting for
moneys due the company, and to prevent charges
from being overlooked. They are also designed
to facilitate and cheapen the work of accounting.
The rules and regulations governing the use
of the way bill are very minute and elaborate.
They are still far from complete and are not
observed as scrupulously as they should be. Thus,
the rule requiring the way bill to accompany the
freight in every instance, and forbidding conductors, under dire penalties, to receive freight
into their trains unless so accompanied, is universally laid down and as universally disregarded.
In many cases the exigencies of business render
it impossible to hold freight until the clerical
work of making a way bill has been performed.
* Bee foot note at close of Chapter V.
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The train is ready to go forward, the facilities of
the company are crowded and the necessity of
moving freight with the utmost dispatch is imperative. To hold a train until a bill could be
made would involve unnecessary expense, perhaps loss. The practical nature of the business
will not admit of hindrance, however great the
remonstrances of accounting officers; the engine
is consequently hitched to the train, and the car
goes forward without a way bill. It has been
the custom from the start to use a memorandum
bill in cases of this kind, giving the point from
and to and the number of the car. This has
been the conductor's warrant. It is as unsubstantial and as untraceable as a snowflake. The
way bill proper follows upon a succeeding train.
The requirements of the freight business for fifty
years have demanded some simple yet effective
device that might be used in such emergencies as
those described, in place of the way bill; something that would be as authoritative as a way
bill and yet easier to make. This has been found
in the loaded car ticket shown in the appendix.*
This ticket is exceedingly simple and cheap, and
requires but a moment's clerical work. It is so
arranged that in filling it up a return of it is also
written (at the same time) for the freight auditor;
also a record for retention at the station. The
loaded car ticket, after being used, is sent to the
freight auditor and compared with the way bill.
Thus the ticket, while a substitute for the way

bill at the start, ends its career by becoming a
part of it, for a way bill is still required to be
made, as of old. The use of this ticket renders
it practicable to send forward freight as fast as
loaded, without waiting for the way bill, and
without any risks attending the transaction.
The immense number of way bills that the
freight business of a railroad renders necessary,
coupled with the celerity with which the work
must be done, has caused to grow up in every
great city a special class of workers known as way
bill clerks. They make a specialty of way billing,
just as men make a specialty of other branches of
industry. They are experts and work with the
utmost rapidity and facility.
The making of way bills involves, incidentally,
the routing of freight and the insertion of rates.
These duties are quite difficult to perform, as may
well be supposed; they involve special knowledge
and facility. Hence there is attached to every
station men especially skilled in this particular
kind of work. The examination of way bills, to
see that no error or omission has been made, also
involves constant and discriminating labor. This
examination must be made at the forwarding and
receiving points, and upon many lines is made at
headquarters as well. It requires to be done
with the utmost expedition and skill, as an oversight may involve loss to the person at fault, or to
the carrier; it is impossible in many cases to
rectify an undercharge after the goods have been
delivered.

*See Form No. 11, Appendix B.
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from inexperience, oversight, neglect and other
causes.
Upon many lines only one form of way bill
is needed.* In many cases, however, additional
forms will be desirable. Thus, a special form
may be used to advantage in way billing live
stock. The one contained herein is well adapted
for that purpose.f Another form may be used in
waybilling perishable freight; this form will not
be noticeably different from the common way
bill * except that it will be printed upon paper of
so striking a color that it will instantly attract
the attention and enlist the interest of everyone
into whose hands it comes. This will prevent
the nature of the property from being overlooked, and will save the carrier harmless in
many cases where he would otherwise suffer loss.
Still another form of way bill may be desirable
for use in connection with shipments of ore, coal,
coke and similar property, so arranged as to
accommodate a trainload instead of a carload.
Upon many lines trains are loaded at a mine
without any official being present at the point of
shipment, or the weight or quantity being known;
they are afterward weighed at destination or en
route, and a bill made at such point to cover the
whole train.; Still other forms will be found

convenient in the operation of business, but it is
not necessary to refer to them specificially here.
The particular form of the way bill is not of
vital importance. The blank itself, however, is
an essential link in railway accounting. This
cannot too strongly impress itself upon all concerned. About this there can be no differences.
The following instructions should be observed
in using the way bill:

*See Form No. 10, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 10A, Appendix B.
$ See Forms Nos. 26, 27 and 28, Appendix B. The writer has
devised for this purpose a form by which the agent who makes
the way bill makes also a return of it to the freight auditor and
a permanent record to be retained by him. They comprise part
of the Multiplex System of Accounts.

A way bill should be made for all freight transported.
The use of memorandum way bills (i. e., way bills
that are not completed in accordance with the following
instructions nor numbered in a regular series, but which
are intended as a temporary substitute for regular way
bills) is prohibited.*
A way bill for freight to be transported between
stations both of which are located upon the same railway, when it does not pass over any other railway en
route, is a local way bill.
A way bill for freight to be transported between
stations both of which are not located upon the same
railway, also for freight between stations both of which
are located upon the same railway, but where the freight
passes over some other railway en route, is an interline
way bill.}
*The introduction of the loaded car ticket (Form No. 11,
Appendix B) renders this rule practicable. It has never been
lived up to heretofore. Memorandum bills have been used as
generally as regular -way bills.
.1. It will frequently occur, however, that exceptions will be
made to this definition of 44local " and 44 interline " way bills, so
far as returns to the freight auditor are concerned. Thus,
while way bills may not be local or interline, according to the
definition prescribed, yet they may be so regarded in the
accounts. For instance, we may suppose that a shipment of
freight, billed from one point on the Erie Railroad to another
point on such road, passes at some intermediate point over another road, the contract with which road does not require any
return of the freight to be made to it, or require such carriage
to be noticed in the accounts; in such event the way bill in
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The perishable property way bill should be used for
billing perishable property, i. e., shipments of butter,
fruit and similar articles liable to injury by heat, cold
or delay in transit.
The live stock way bill• is intended for use in billing
stock to live stock centers. The stub, containing substantially the same information that is given in the way
bill, goes with the stock to the yards for the guidance of
those who attend to the collection of charges at that
place; the bill goes to the railway agent. Reference
should be made on the stub, as well as on the way bill
proper, to any special way bills that have been made for
feeding or caring for the stock in transit.

puting the number of tons, when there is a remainder
of one thousand pounds or over, it will be considered a
ton ; when the remainder is less than one thousand
pounds, it will be dropped. When the actual weight of
the freight contained in any car is not known, a careful
estimate thereof should be made and a corresponding
notation made on the way bill or loaded car ticket, thus :
"Twenty-nine, Est." In the event the ear is weighed
before it reaches its destination, the gross weight of the
car and contents, in tons, should be changed to agree
with the actual weight thus ascertained. When there is
more than one way bill for freight contained in any car,
all such way bills should be fastened together with a
rubber band or other device, and the tonnage, as specified, entered on the top or outside way bill.
No freight should be waybilled free except under
instructions from the proper officer.
When such instructions are issued, the freight should
in all cases be regularly waybilled and the authority
for the free billing shown in the column provided for
that purpose.
The actual weight of all freight waybilled free should
be entered on the way bill.
Shipments of company's material, estray freight way
billed free under instructions from the proper officer,
also freight way billed from milling, cleaning or feeding
stations free, should not be entered on way bills with
freight upon which there are charges.
All freight for company's use should be waybilled to
the company for whose use it is intended, in the care of
the person under whose direction and authority it is
intended to be used. A regular way bill should be
made for such freight whether there are freight charges
thereon or not.
The way bill should be made from the shipping bill
and contain all the information given thereon.
It will sometimes be necessary to divide a consignment of freight received from a connecting line and
load it into two or more cars, the rate upon which is
based upon the whole amount rather than upon the

INSTRUCTIONS TO FORWARDING AGENT.

The way bill should show the true condition of the
property when received for transportation.
A loaded car ticliet,t or such other device as agents
may be authorized to use, will be used when it is impossible to forward way bills with loaded cars.
In waybilling carload freight, unless specially authorized to the contrary by the freight auditor, agents will
make a separate way bill for each loaded car, except in
the case of freight such as timbers, poles, etc., which by
reason of their length require two or more cars, one way
bill only need be made for the shipment. Also in case
of special circus trains one way bill only should be
made for each train.
As the rating of locomotives used in freight service is,
or should be, based on the number of tons they can
haul, agents should see that the number of tons (including the weight of the car and the freight loaded therein)
is shown on way bills and loaded car tickets for all
loaded cars sent forward from their stations. In cornquestion might be included as a local way bill. But all cases
of this kind require to lie specifically mentioned in the instructions the freight auditor of a road gives in regard to interline
way bills.
'See Form No. 10A., Appendix B.
}See Form No. 11, Appendix B.
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amount contained in each car, In such cases that portion of the shipment loaded in each car should be billed
as "Part lot" and the way bill should show reference to
each of the other way bills in interest. If the actual
weight of the whole shipment is known, all of the weight
and charges should be shown upon the first way bill and
the notation made " The weight and charges as shown
on this way bill cover part lot shipment as shown on
my
189 way bill No
car number
car initials
;" and on the
other way bills made for the balance of the shipment
the notation should be made "For weight and charges
189. .way bill No
car initials
see my
car No
" If for any reason it is
impossible to determine the aggregate weight of a shipment which is sent forward loaded in more than one car
before the first carload goes forward, each carload
should be waybilled as a " Part lot " at its actual
weight and the freight charges extended in accordance
therewith, full reference being given on each way bill to
the other way bills in interest. In the event any charges
have been advanced, or miscellaneous charges of any
kind have accrued, or interline charges prepaid have
been received to apply on the shipment, they should in
every instance be noted on the first way bill made, and
notation made on each of the other way bills, " For advanced charges, miscellaneous charges, or interline
charges prepaid (as the case may be), see my way bill
of
No
189 . "
Whenever stock that has been stopped to feed in transit is rebilled at a proportion of a through rate from
original point of shipment to destination, the following
information should be shown on the waybilling for•the
stock out of the feeding station : Originalpoint of shipment, date and number of way bill, car initials and
number, inside measurement of car and the amount of
charges collected on the stock when received at the feeding station.
The way bill should agree with the receipt or bill of
lading given the shipper.

In waybilling freight for which a bill Of lading or
receipt has been given, the way bill should be marked
on its face "Bill of lading issued," or "Receipt issued,"
as the case requires.
In waybilling freight upon which the rules of the
company require that the charges should be guaranteed,
the notation "Guaranteed" should be made on the face
of the way bill. In case any person or firm executes a
monthly guaranty, the notation "Monthly guaranty"
should be made on the face of the way bill, and the date
of the execution of the same given. Particular attention is called to the execution of guaranties.* The signature of the shipper will not in all cases be sufficient.
When there is any doubt as to the responsibility of the
person or firm, the guaranty should also be signed by
some other responsible party.
Way bills should be written plainly and in copying ink.
Way bills should not be made to stations located on
other roads, unless authorized by the proper officer.
Advice of through rates should not be considered
authority for through waybilling.
WAY BILL NUMBERS.

Each month's way bills should be numbered separately, care being taken neither to omit nor duplicate a
number.
Way bills to local stations should begin with number
one on the first of each month.
In waybilling freight to points on other roads, a separate series of numbers will be used for each particular
railroad to which freight is waybilled, beginning with
number one on the first of each month and continuing
the numbers consecutively until the first of the next
month. The way bill numbers for each series will be
prefixed by a letter for each road, so as to distinguish
each series and locate at a glance the particular road or
roads it covers. t
*See Form No. 88, Appendix B.
t The letters for each mad will be determined by the freight
auditor and when not known application should be made to
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When it is found that the
bill numbers in any
series have been duplicated in any month, the forwarding agent should at once issue notices of errors and
omissions, changing the duplicate numbers by adding
thereto a fraction, the denominator of which should
indicate the number of duplicates made. As, for example, three way bills have been numbered 159, the
second way bill should be corrected to read number
159k and the third number 1591.
When numbers in any series have been omitted, a
way bill should be issued covering the omitted numbers.
As, for example, it is found that the numbers 100 to
200, inclusive, have been omitted, a way bill should be
made reading both from and to the station issuing it,
and numbered "100 to 200." The notation "This way
bill made to cover omitted numbers, as above," should
be made across the face of the way bill. It should then
be copied in the station record book, the requisite number of tissue copies taken, after which the original way
bill, together with the tissue copies required, should be
sent forthwith to the freight auditor.
When an agent's notice of errors and omissions is
received, advising that the destination of a local way
bill has been changed to a station located upon some
other railway, or that the routing has been changed and
the freight sent forward via some other railway, the forwarding agent should at once issue notice of errors and
omissions, advising the freight auditor of the change in
destination or routing, as well as giving the way bill a
number in the series in which it belongs. The authority
for making the change should always be quoted. He
should then make the necessary changes upon his
records, and cause the required number of tissue copies
to be made and sent to the freight auditor without
delay.

When waybilling to stations on other roads, the name
of each road over which the freight is to pass should be
given in the space provided therefor on the way bill, in
addition to the names of the junctions as provided in
the preceding paragraph.
In the case of two or more roads having the same
initials (as, for instance, Iowa Central and Illinois Central, Michigan Central and Montana Central), the name
should be abbreviated in such a manner as to show
clearly via which line the freight is to go.

ROUTE.

When waybilling to points that can be reached by
more than one route, and to stations on other roads, the
junctions via which the freight is to go should be entered
in the spaces provided on the way bill.

CAR INITIALS AND NUMBERS.

Car initials and car numbers, when known, should be
given in full in the spaces provided therefor. No initial
letter should be omitted unless authorized by the proper
official. If freight is loaded into a passing train and
the car initials and number are not entered on the way
bill by the agent, he should take the number and initials
of the car into which the freight is loaded, and enter the
information upon his record of the way bill, as well as
upon all the tissue copies made thereof, before they
are sent forward to the parties for whom they are intended.
In the case of two or more roads having the same
initials (as, for instance, Iowa Central and Illinois Central, Michigan Central and Montana Central), the name
should be abbreviated in such a manner as to show
clearly to which company the car belongs.
DATE.

All way bills should bear the date upon which they
are actually made. In the event the shipment of freight
which a way bill covers was delivered and receipted for
previous to the date of the way bill, the date upon which
it came into the company's possession should be noted
on the way bill.
The name of the month should be written in the space
provided therefor. Numerals should be used only for
the day of the month and the year.
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The name of the station and state from and to which
freight is way billed should be written in full in the
spaces provided therefor. Stamps should not be used.
Abbreviations liable to lead to uncertainty, such as Cal.
for California, Col. for Colorado, N. P. for Northern
Pacific, U. P. for Union Pacific, should not be used.
The name of the state should in every case follow the
name of the town, as there are many towns of the same
name.
CONSIGNOR.*

The name of the consignor should be entered in full.
The consecutive number of the shipping bill should
be entered in the column provided for the consignor.
In re-waybilling freight the name of the connecting
line and the particulars of the original way bill should
be noted in the consignor column. In every case the
original point of shipment should be given, including
the name of the state. When the freight has been transferred from one car to another en route, the initials and
number of the car from which transferred, as well as
the particulars of the car to which transferred, should
be shown.
CONSIGNEE AND DESTINATION.

The name and address of the consignee should be
given in full.
When freight is consigned to the care or order of any
person or company, the name of such person or company should be given in full.
• By reference to the form of way bill shown in the appendix,
it will be seen that various columns are provided for the convenient insertion of the names of consignor and consignee,
marks, number of packages and articles; also columns for the
weight, rate to he charged and authority for the rate, and the
different kind of charges accruing in connection with the transportation of the property. If there is more than one class of
freight, the weight of each class should be entered opposite,
so that the rate may be entered corresponding thereto. The
weight and charges columns should be carefully footed and the
totals entered at the bottom immediately following the last
entry.
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When freight is destined to a point beyond that to
which it is waybilled, the final destination, including
the county and state, should be shown.
The destination of property, or name of consignee,
or person to whose order freight is shipped, cannot be
❑hanged except subject to the conditions recited in
the instructions of the traffic department.
MARKS.

Any distinguishing marks shown on property should
be entered in the way bill in the column provided for
that purpose.
DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES.

The articles of freight and number thereof, also quantity, should be specified on the way bill; this should be
done in accordance with the classification. Abbreviations should not be employed, except such as are in
general use and are readily understood. The commodity should be shown ; it will not do to say "Grain"—
the kind of grain should be specified. This is also true
of live stock ; the particular kind of live stock should be
shown, such as horses, cattle, sheep, hogs. Coal should
be specified in kind—whether hard, soft, nut, slack,
lump, pea, or otherwise. All articles of each separate
consignment to which the same rate is applied should be
grouped together.
The conditions under which property is accepted for
shipment, such as "Owner's risk," "Carrier's risk,"
"Released," "Strapped, corded and sealed," "Knocked
down flat and compact," "Set up," and so on, whenever
separately considered in the classification, or when they
are factors in determining the rate, should be noted on
the way bill.
In waybilling live stock, the notation "Shipped
under contract" should be made on the face of the way
bill, in case a live stock contract is executed. If it is
refused by the shipper, the notation "Contract refused"
should be made in every instance.
When freight is inspected at the forwarding station
by an authorized inspector, the notation "Property
10 v01.
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inspected" should be made upon the face of the way
bill in copying ink before the same is copied.

carload lots or otherwise, when the actual weights cannot be ascertained.
Care should be taken in basing an estimate upon shipper's statement to ascertain what weight he is selling
under.
The estimated weights thus obtained should be used
by agents in waybilling all bulk carload freight for
which actual weights are not at hand. Way bills should
not be sent forward without showing either the actual
or an estimated weight based on the known facts as to
the contents of the car.
If agents are unable to obtain the actual weight of
carload freight and use an estimated weight based on
the contents of the car as shown by the shipping bill, or
way bill at elevator or invoice weights furnished by the
shipper, the shipment should be weighed en route or at
destination on the company's track scales. The name
of the station at which it is to be weighed en route should
be entered in the space provided for that purpose.
Agents forwarding freight to be weighed en route
should keep a record of the same, so as to be sure that
they receive a statement of the weight from the agent at
the weighing station. When such statement is not
received within a reasonable length of time, the forwarding agent should send a request for it, and if not
received promptly the freight auditor should be notified
of the neglect.
When these statements are received from any other
weighing station than that designated on the way bill,
the forwarding agent should notify the freight auditor
of the fact forthwith.
The weight of each class of freight should be shown
separately on the way bill opposite the articles. This
is particularly necessary for mixed shipments, such as
groceries for which different rates are charged.
The space provided for weights should be divided on
the way bill into columns for units, tens, hundreds,
thousands and tens of thousands, and each figure entered in its proper place.
When a car is to be stopped en route to have a further

WEIGHT.

When scales are furnished at a station, agents should
in every instance weigh all freight offered for shipment*
and know that the weight as billed is correct.
The actual weight of freight should be shown on the
way bill whenever known ; when not known an estimated
weight should be entered ; this latter should be based on
the actual contents of the car.
In waybilling freight shipped in bulk, the actual
weight of which is not known and cannot be obtained at
the forwarding station, an estimated weight should be
entered, based on the declaration as to quantity or
measurement as shown by the shipping bill.
When agents are compelled to base their way bills on
estimated weights or quantities, they should note under
the weight "Estimated."-}
In many cases -weights are fixed by statute. When
this is so, such weights govern in buying and selling, in
the absence of specific agreement to the contrary. Such
weights also form the basis for estimates in waybilling
"This is necessary to protect the company in case of claims
for loss or damage. However, when estimated weights are provided by the classification in effect, freight should be waybilleci
at such weights, the actual weight being noted underneath the
description of articles.
f Agents will be supplied by the freight auditor with a table
of weights to be used when actual weights are not known and
the tariff or classification does not provide therefor. This table
should be exhaustive; it will include such things as the weight
of alcohol per barrel; of ale, beer and porter per gallon; of
empty beer ban•els; of common brick; of coke per bushel; of
gravel per cubic yard; of pitch per barrel; of different kinds
of cordwood; of limestone per dressed cubic foot; of white pine
per thousand feet; of lath and cedar posts; of different kinds of
seeds, and so on. This table will be useful to agents in waybilling. Another table will be furnished them, giving the location of the track scales on the road. Still another table, giving
the route freight follows and the different junctions via which
it goes, will be furnished, and so on.
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load added, or to be partly unloaded, the billing agent
should note on the way bill, in the spaces provided
therefor, the station at which the ear is to be stopped
and the purpose for which the stop is made. Under
the description of articles, the actual contents of the car
and the weight of the goods as originally loaded should
be shown. Such shipments should, however, be waybilled at the minimum carload weight for the commodity, unless the actual weight is more.

When the way bills for the freight weighed are made
at local stations and the way billing destination is a
station on some other road, the agent at the weighing
station should, in addition to sending the statement to
the forwarding agent, advise the freight auditor of the
gross, tare and net weights as ascertained by using
notices of errors and omissions in interline way bills.*
When freight way billed between stations, neither of
which is located upon the roads doing the weighing, is
weighed en route, the statement should be sent to the
freight auditor.
When freight way billed from stations on other roads
to local stations is weighed en route, the statement
should be filled up and sent to the freight auditont
When freight is destined to the weighing station, however, the forwarding agent, if the freight is from a local
station, should be advised of the weights ascertained,
using agent's notice of errors and omissions.:

RECORD OF FREIGHT WEIGHED EN ROUTE—STATEMENT OF FREIGHT WEIGHED EN ROUTE* AND
STATION RECORD THEREOF. j'

This form should be used at stations where track
scales are located, for the purpose of furnishing forwarding agents and the freight auditor with the weights of
freight weighed en route, and for making a permanent
record thereof at the station. The statements should
be consecutively numbered, beginning with number one
on the first day of each month.
Great care should be exercised in weighing carload
freight upon track scales. The scales should be kept in
balance and each car should be carefully and accurately
weighed. As soon as the weights are ascertained, all of
the information called for by the statement should be
filled in, care being observed to note in the column provided for that purpose, whether the tare is actual,
marked or estimated. The abbreviations "A," " M "
or "E" should be used for this purpose. In the event
the way bills for the freight weighed are made at local
stations, the statement should be addressed to the agent
at the station where they were made, signed, detached
and sent to him forthwith.;
*See Form No. 31, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 32, Appendix B.
If it is desired to advise the freight auditor of such weights,
the form may be made in triplex, consisting of a statement to
the forwarding agent, a return to the freight auditor and a record to be retained by the agent at the weighing station.

RETURN§ OF WEIGHTS OF IRON ORE, STATEMENT
AND RECORDS THEREOF.

These forms should be used at the ore docks owned
by the company, for furnishing to the freight auditor
and the mine owner or his representative, and for recording at the docks, the weights of all shipments of
iron ore received.
A separate book of forms should be used for the shipments received from each mine.
The returns to the freight auditor, as well as the statements and record, should be consecutively numbered,
beginning with number one on the first day of each
*See Form No. 19, Appendix B.
t When it is the custom to revise original way bills, it is not
necessary that the statement of weight be sent to the freight
auditor by the agent of the weighing station, as the information
will be obtained from the original way bill after It is sent to
him.
t See Forms Nos. 18 or 19, Appendix B.
§See Form No. 26, Appendix B.
I See Form No. 27, Appendix B.
iq See Form No. 28, Appendix B.
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month. As soon as the return is completed it should
be carefully footed, detached and sent to the freight
auditor.
The statement provided for the owner of the mine
should then be detached, addressed to the person to
whom the agent is authorized to furnish the information and sent to him forthwith.
When agents are required to furnish more than one
statement of the weights, they will write the return
addressed to the freight auditor in copying ink, taking
as many impressions thereof as may be necessary.

"Elevator," " Track scales," "Hopper scales," " City
scales," etc. Upon the face of the original way bills
should be noted : " OS No
issued" (referring
to the number of the return used), giving the date.
Forwarding agents will, immediately upon receipt of
returns for bulk freight weighed at destination, cause the
same to be carefully examined with a view of detecting
any errors or omissions in weights, rates, extensions,
etc. In the event they are found to be correct, the station records should be completed in accordance therewith and. the return filed as a part of the station records.
If, however, they are found to be incorrect in any particular, the necessary changes should be made therein
before correcting the station records, and notices of
errors and omissions in way bills* should be sent to the
agent who issued them.

RECORD OF BULK FREIGHT WEIGHED AT DESTINATION—RETURN TO AGENT,* AND STATION EEOORDt THEREOF.

This form is a substitute for "Agents' notice of errors
and should be used
and omissions in local way
at stations where large quantities of bulk freight are
received, the transportation charges upon which are
based upon elevator, board of trade, or other authorized
weights ascertained at the receiving station. It should
be used for advising forwarding agents at local stations
of the weights of and charges upon all such freight
received, when this information is to be given for two or
more shipments on the same day; also for making a
station record thereof.
The returns should be consecutively numbered, beginning with nuniber one on the first day of each month.
As soon as the weights upon which transportation
charges are to be computed are received, the original
way bills should be completed. These forms should
then be filled up, signed and sent forthwith to the forwarding agent. All of the information called for under
the various headings should be given. Notation should
be made above the weight for each shipment, showing
how the same was obtained, i. e., "Board of trade,"
1' ' See Form No. 14, Appendix B.
See Form No. 15, Appendix B.
$ See Forms Noe. 18 or 19, Appendix B.

RATES.

In applying rates, the rules as published in the various
classifications in force will govern. If the articles are
not classified, or are not clearly analogous to articles
which are classified, a special ruling should be called
for from the traffic department.
In arriving at rates, agents should be governed by the
tariffs and instructions issued by the traffic department
from time to time.
Tariffs and special rate sheets bear a consecutive
number given by the traffic department. Each tariff
number should be prefixed by a letter indicating the
department issuing it.
The number of the special rate sheets should be entered
together with the prefix " S. R." over the special rate.
The number and year of the tariff should be entered
in the column provided for authority for rate.
If the rate applies on the number of the articles or the
number of tons, or in any other way than on the weight
per hundred pounds, such variation should be plainly
indicated above the rate.
*See Form No. 18, Appendix B.
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When way billing carload shipments, the capacity of
the car should always be entered in the space provided
for that purpose. The length (inside measurement) of
the car should be entered on the way bills for all carload freight where classification or tariffs provide that
the charges shall be based on the size of the car.
Agents should not deviate from tariff rates without
authority from the proper officer.
The authority for any deviation from tariff rates
should be plainly noted in the column provided therefor.
Agents using unauthorized special rates will be held
responsible for any lose occasioned thereby. The difference will be charged to them as prepaid charges.
When agents are in doubt as to the proper rate to be
used, reference should be made to the traffic department.
When using a rate that is a proportion of an interline
rate, the billing agent should note on the face of the way
bill the interline rate, also the proportion of the rate
allowed each line. This rule is based on the supposition
that the freight is to be re-waybilled en route.
Freight should be waybilled on the day received, but
if for any reason the way bill is made on the day after
the freight is receipted for, and the rates have changed
in the meantime, the freight should be billed at the rate
in effect on the day of receipt, and a notation made
upon the face of the way bill: "Bill of lading (or
receipt for freight, as the case may be) issued.. ..
189...."

Freight billed to stations at which there are no agents
should be prepaid. Many other conditions exist under
which freight will not be received or shipped unless the
charges are prepaid or abundantly guaranteed. This is
so in regard to perishable property.

FREIGHT CHARGES -UNPAID.

In the column for freight charges unpaid should be
entered the amount to be collected by the receiving
agent for transportation services between the stations
from and to which the freight is waybilled.
FREIGHT CHARGES PREPAID.

In the column for freight charges prepaid should be
entered the amount collected by the forwarding agent
for transportation services between the points from and
to which the freight is billed.

FREIGHT RECEIVED FOR SHIPMENT TO STATIONS AT
WHICH THERE ARE NO AGENTS.

Stations at which there are no agents are called prepaid stations.
When freight is received for shipment to a prepaid
station, the charges thereon should be prepaid.
Freight so received should be waybilled to the station
to which it is destined at rates current to that station.*
RECEIPT FOR AND RECORD OF PREPAID FREIGHT
CHARGES.t

The instructions governing the use of these forms are
as follows:
The "Record of prepaid freight charges collected to
apply in prepayment of charges on freight" is intended
to contain an accurate and classified account of every
cent of prepaid charges collected by the billing agent.
The importance of this record cannot be overestimated ;
it should be written up promptly and with the utmost care.
*As a matter of economy in accounting, it will sometimes be
desirable to dispense with the waybilling of freight to and
from stations and sidings where there are no agents. When
this is the case, freight destined to such prepaid stations or
sidings should be waybilled to the first station beyond at
which there is an agent, at the rates current to the prepaid
station. Freight received at a prepaid station or siding for
shipment should be waybilled from the first station on route at
which there is an agent, at the rates current from the station at
which the freight was received for shipment. In this -way
many separate accounts may be avoided, especially on roads
running through sparsely settled sections, and the expense of
making up amounts at stations, as well as at the general office,
may be reduced correspondingly.
See Forms Nos. 7 and 7a, Appendix 13, for single shipments
and Forms Nos. 8 and 8a, Appendix B, for consolidated shipments.
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The leaf of the record book is placed exactly under
the blank receipt. The purpose had in view in bringing
these forms together is to make the filling up of one
answer for both, and to make their use coincident. Before using, a carbon sheet should be placed between the
forms, with the carbon side down. The information
should be written on the receipt. By the use of the
carbon sheet (or any other device answering the same
purpose) an exactly similar impression will be taken on
the record book. Thus the labor that would otherwise
be required in writing up these forms separately is
reduced one-half, while for every receipt given an
assured and accurate copy is retained at the station as
a record of the collection.
As writing reproduced by carbon sheets soils more
easily than in other cases, especial care should be exercised, a blotter being used whenever practicable, to prevent the hand coming in contact with the writing.
In writing up this record the most effective instrument should be used. The manifolding pen is the best
medium now in use.
Carbon sheets and manifolding pens should be ordered
in advance as required. The carbon sheets should be
renewed as often as necessary to secure good legible
copies.
The receipt and record may be written separately if,
through want of carbon sheets or other cause, it should
be necessary, or the company should deem it advisable.
No two books used at the same station should bear the
same number. Progressive numbers should commence
with number one in each book, and should run consecutively to the end of the book.
Numerals should not be used to indicate months.
The name of the month should always be written infull.
Agents and others in the service of the company are
prohibited from receiving prepaid amounts without giving a receipt therefor at the time the transaction occurs.
This receipt is a protection to the company, the employe
and the payer. The receipt required to be given is the

form contained herein.* No other may be used. The
receipt should be signed by the agent, cashier or other
authorized person, at the moment the money is collected ;
it ought then to be stamped with the station stamp, in
which should be specified the date, name of station and
company.
When prepaid freight charges are collected, they
should be forthwith entered on the cash book ; the
number of the item should also be entered therein.
Per contra, the folio of the cash book should be entered
on the record of prepaid freight charges. When the
freight is waybilled, the date and number of the way
bill should also be entered in the record of prepaid
freight charges ; afterward the number of the item
should be noted on the tissue or station copy of the
way bill opposite the amount.
Blank forms for making duplicate receipts will be
furnished upon application to the stationer, In the
event a duplicate receipt is asked for and the agent has
no duplicate blanks on hand, a duplicate should be
written out at length with pen and ink and marked
"Duplicate." In no case may a blank be detached
from this book for the purpose of making a duplicate,
as an important purpose intended in making the number of the receipts correspond with the number of the
items on the record of prepaid freight charges is to
secure the simultaneous use of the receipt and record;
also to prevent the giving of a receipt for prepaid freight
charges without a corresponding entry being made on
the record of prepaid freight charges collected, or vice
versa.
Each agent to whom a book is sent is duly charged
therewith, and the number of receipts it contains.
Their preservation and proper use is of the utmost
importance to him.
Each receipt is numbered and corresponds to the
number of the item on the record of prepaid freight
charges in connection with which it is to be used. Reference to this number will always indicate the number
* See Form No. 7 or 8, Appendix B.
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of the item on the record of prepaid freight charges
collected, and the latter may be turned to instantly
when desired.
In the event a receipt becomes unfit for use, it should
be canceled and left in the book (or pinned thereto) and
the corresponding blank of the record of prepaid freight
charges also canceled.
The footings of each page of the record of prepaid
freight charges should be entered in the place provided
at the bottom. Afterward these footings should be
entered in the "Recapitulation" bound in the back part
of the book. The recapitulation pages are perforated
and may be detached if more convenient for use. If
detached, they should afterward be put back in the
book for preservation. The footings entered on the
recapitulation should agree with the returns made to
headquarters; if they do not, the difference should be
located and adjusted. This is the purpose of the
re c apitulation.*
The record provides for a classification of prepaid
charges under three heads as noted below. This will be
found exceedingly convenient where there are separate
columns for these classes on the way bill. But it will
facilitate accounting, even where there is only one prepaid column on the way bill. The classification is as
follows, viz.:
"Freight Charges Prepaid."—This column is intended
to contain the charge for transportation between billing
stations, i. e., between the stations named in the heading of the way bill.
" Miscellaneous Charges Prep aid."—This column is
intended to contain any special charges collected by the
billing agent, for switching, loading, unloading, cooperage, stopping en route, feeding or other special purposes
not otherwise provided for. The nature of the service
performed (for which the charge is made) should be
fully described. (See "Record of Miscellaneous Collections.")
"Interline Charges Prepaid."—In this column should

be entered the amount paid to the billing agent to prepay charges over connecting lines or for use on such
lines. The purpose for which the amount is paid should
be clearly stated immediately above the amount.
When a book has been completed, the date of its use
(from and to) should be noted on the back ; the book
should then be filed away in a dry and secure place. It
is required to be preserved indefinitely.

*This rule applies to the use of Form No. 7 only.

FREIGHT RECEIVED FOR SHIPMENT AT PREPAID
STATIONS OR SIDINGS.

When freight is loaded at prepaid stations, the conductor should furnish the agent at the first regular
station beyond such prepaid station with full billing
instructions.*
The agent should then make a way bill for the freight
reading from the station at which the freight was
received to the station to which the freight is destined,
using the rates current from the station at which the
freight was loaded.
The agent who makes the way bills should give them a
separate series of numbers. In filling in the name of
the station from which the freight is transported, the
name of the prepaid station should be entered first ;
then the name of the station at which the way bill is
made.
Property forwarded from a prepaid station destined
to the first station at which there is an agent, should be
waybilled by the agent at the first station preceding the
prepaid station, and it is the duty of the receiving agent
to notify such billing agent, giving him all such particulars as he requires for making the way bill.
In making regular way bills for freight received from
conductors, agents should enter the number of the conductor's waybilling directions in the consignor column
upon the regular way bill before the latter is copied.
The waybilling directions should then be filed as a part
of the station records.
*See Form No. 5, Appendix B.
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MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES.

In the event freight is reshipped agents are not allowed
to enter the accumulated amount as advanced charges
in re-waybilling. Such amounts should be collected on
the spot, and the consignee should accept the freight
and give a receipt for the same.*
Charges advanced on material for the company's use
received from connecting lines for reshipment should
not be entered on the way bill as advanced charges. At
the end of the month a statement of such charges should
be rendered to the proper official, with a view of having
a voucher made therefor.
Charges for repairs on equipment (engines, cars, etc.)
for other companies in transit may, if necessary, be
advanced by the agent where the charge occurs. He
should reimburse himself by waybilling the same as
advanced charges when the equipment goes forward, as
in other cases.
Advances should not be made on perishable goods or
on property that cannot, if necessary, be sold for the
amount advanced (after adding other charges thereto)
unless a sufficient guaranty is given.

Miscellaneous charges may be incurred for switching,
cooperage, loading, unloading, icing cars, stopping cars
en route to clean, shell, or mill grain, to finish loading
or to part unload, wharfage, storage, car rental, car
service, tolls and so on.
The exact nature of the service for which miscellaneous charges are incurred should be noted opposite
the amount on the way bill.
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES UNPAID.

In the column provided for miscellaneous charges
unpaid should be entered charges other than for transportation service, incurred while the freight is in the
company's possession, collectible by the receiving agent.
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES PREPAID.

In the column provided for miscellaneous charges
prepaid should be entered charges other than for transportation service, collected at the waybilling point and
entered in the way bill by the forwarding agent.
ADVANCED CHARGES.

All amounts advanced on freight received for shipment should be entered in the column provided for
advanced charges. Such amounts are a proper credit
to the forwarding agent when made in accordance with
the rules governing such matters.
Agents should not, unless specially instructed to the
contrary, pay out as advanced charges any portion of
the invoice value of freight offered for shipment.*
Accumulated charges due upon freight ordered returned or sent forward by the proper officer should be
waybilled as advanced charges.
4. The question as to the extent to which agents may safely
make advances on freight is taken up in the book "Fiscal Duties
of Agents and Conductors;" also the modus operandi of treating
charges on a company's material: also the questions connected
with the taking of receipts, the issuing of them, etc.

PALACE, STABLE AND OTHER PRIVATE CARS.

If a shipper desires to use a palace horse car, poultry
car, special fruit, or other private car, the agent should
order it from the proper official, specifying the kind of
car, quantity to be loaded, name of party ordering, and
the point to which the freight is to be shipped. In case
an extra charge is made for the use of the car, the agent
will, if possible, unless otherwise ordered, collect the
extra charge from the shipper. When this is not done
*The following freight traffic rule warrants the advance of
such charges, however, in the eases named: Freight waybilled
as marked, or as ordered by shipper, should not be considered
as billed in error, although it may not be wanted at the station
to which waybilled; in such cases the agent will, if the property is ordered by the proper officer or agent to be forwarded to
another station, make a way bill with charges at current rates
to such station, putting the charges to his station thereon as
advanced charges. The above rule will, therefore, be modified
to this extent.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.

INTERLINE allARGES PREPAID.

the amount should follow as advanced charges, as, in
the absence of contrary orders, the agent at the forwarding station is debited with the extra charge for the
use of the car. When no extra charge is made for the
use of a car, it is waybilled and reported in the same
manner as other ears.
When a charge is made for the use of palace or stable
stock cars, and the shippers desire that it be collected at
destination, the amount should be entered on the way
bill in the column provided for advanced charges.*

INTERLINE CHARGES PREPAID.
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RECORD OF AND RECEIPT FOR ADVANCED CHARGES.t

This form should be used for making a record of and
obtaining a receipt for all charges advanced on freight
received for shipment, as well as of amounts advanced
on freight en route, when the shipments are not received
from a carrier accompanied by a receipted bill for all
accrued charges.
[NOTE.—When shipments are received from carriers accompanied by receipted bills for accrued charges, this form will
not be used for obtaining IL receipt for money advanced. The
date and number of the way bill made for the shipment should,
however, be noted on the face of such bills, and they should be
filed as a part of the station records. Agents will not be credited with amounts advanced unless they obtain a receipt for
the same.]

It should show in detail, as per the headings of the
various columns, all the particulars in connection with
amounts advanced on freight.
The name of the company by whom the money is
advanced should be entered in the blank space at the
head of the column provided for the signature of the
person to whom the money is paid.
The receipt of the person to whom the money is due,
or his authorized representative, should be obtained in
every instance at the time the money is paid.
It is understood that the palace and stable stock car companies' charge for the use of their cars is in addition to the railroad company's charge for transportation.
See Form, No, 9, Appendix B.
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In the column provided for interline charges prepaid
should be entered amounts received by the forwarding
agent to prepay charges on shipments over other lines
beyond the point to which the freight is waybilled.
Amounts received to pay freight charges on shipments
which have been previously waybilled as unpaid (the
accounts for which have been audited and closed) should
also be entered in this column. It will frequently occur
that money deposited with other companies to pay
charges will not be received until the freight has been
waybilled forward as unpaid, and the accounts for the
month in which the way bills were dated have been
closed. This rule is intended to cover such charges.
The prepaid amount is charged to the agent who receives it and credited to the agent to whom it is billed,
so that the latter may use the money to pay the charges
on the original shipment.
When a way bill is made for an amount paid on a
shipment, the charges upon which have been waybilled
and closed in the accounts as unpaid, reference should
be made thereon to the way bill which accompanied the
shipment. Reference to this way bill should also be
noted upon all the station records of the way bill which
accompanied the shipment.
The purpose for which interline charges are paid
should be clearly specified on the face of the way bill
opposite the amount.
It will sometimes occur that insufficient money is
paid to satisfy a charge; when this is the case, the
amount, whatever it is, should be applied as far as it
will go.
It will often occur that amounts will be paid to
agents by connecting lines to prepay charges in excess
of the correct amount, or the forwarding agent may
inadvertently collect more than he should from a local
consignor. Such amounts in excess of the sum required to fully prepay the charges to destination should
not be entered on the way bill as interline charges
it Vol. 5
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prepaid unless the forwarding agent knows that the
over-collection belongs to the consignee.
All way bills should be carefully examined before they
are copied, with a view of detecting any errors or omissions which may have been made in filling them up.

statement should then be signed by the agent or his
authorized representative. When the original receipts
cannot be produced, the matter should be referred to
the freight auditor for instructions, all of the facts in
the case being given. In the meantime, the amount
should not be refunded by the agent.
The name of the company by whom the money is
paid should be entered in the space provided therefor
at the head of the columns used for obtaining the signature of the consignee or agent of connecting line.
A receipt should in every instance be obtained from the
party to whom the money is paid at the time, for all
amounts of interline charges prepaid on freight received paid out, the date of payment being noted
opposite the signature of the party to whom the payment is made.
At the end of the month succeeding that in which
the way bills are dated, all amounts unrefunded, as
well as all amounts in excess of those required to prepay the charges on shipments delivered to connecting
lines, should be reported to the freight auditor.*
After amounts have been reported to the freight
auditor they should not be refunded by agents except
under instructions from the freight auditor. When
claim is made for such amounts, accompanied by the
original receipts for charges paid, they should be referred
to the freight auditor, accompanied by a letter reciting
the facts in the case.

RECORD OF AND RECEIPT FOR INTERLINE CHARGES
PREPAID ON FREIGHT RECEIVED.*

This form should be used for making a record of and
obtaining a receipt for all amounts under the head of
" Interline charges prepaid" on way bills received.
The entries thereon should be made from the way
bills on the date of their receipt. All the particulars
called for by the headings of the various columns should
be given.
When the amount waybilled as interline charges prepaid is intended to be used to prepay the charges on the
shipment to a point beyond the waybilling destination,
agents should, if possible, ascertain the exact amount
required to prepay the charges through, and in case the
amount of interline charges prepaid is greater than the
amount required to prepay the charges through, only
the amount necessary to pay the charges to destination
should be paid to the agent of the connecting line.
When the amount of interline charges prepaid is to
be refunded, or paid over to any person designated by
the forwarding agent, or when the amount is intended
to pay the charges upon a shipment previously received
with charges unpaid, the agent should forthwith notify
the person to whom the money is due, requesting him to
produce the original receipt for charges paid.
Amounts should not be refunded by agents unless
the original receipts for charges paid are produced.
When the original receipts are presented, the notation,
, account of (giving the reasons for
" Refunded, $
making the refund) to (name of party to whom the
amount is paid)
189..," should be made
across the face of the original receipt in ink. This
* See Form No. 51, Appendix IL

INSTRUCTIONS TO INTERMEDIATE AGENTS.

Agents at junction stations should keep themselves
fully posted regarding all waybilling arrangements via
their stations to and from stations on other roads. In
case unauthorized through way bills are received, the
freight auditor should be advised by wire of the facts,
and the shipments held until instructions have been
received from him.
Agents at junction stations will decline to receive way
*See Form No. 17, Appendix B.
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bills from agents of other lines unless the freight accompanies them.
When the whole of an interline shipment waybilled
to a station on some other line checks short at the
junction station, the way bill should not be delivered to
the agent of the connecting line until the freight arrives.
If the freight is still short at the close of the month, the
freight auditor should be advised by letter of the facts
in the case, such advice being accompanied by a copy
of the way bill.
All interline way bills received from or delivered to
connecting lines should be stamped with the name of
the junction station and the date of their receipt. This
information should also be shown on all way bills passing local junctions where the freight can reach its
destination via more than one route. The purpose of
this is to be able to determine from an inspection of the
way bill the route the freight has followed.
In the event interline way bills with charges to collect
are received from connecting lines at junction stations,
destined to prepaid local stations, the freight auditor
should be notified at once. The freight will not be sent
forward until instructions are received from him.
Agents at junction stations should obtain a receipt
from the agent of the connecting line for all freight
delivered to them on interline way bills.
Agents at junction stations should carefully examine
all interline way bills for freight received from or delivered
to connecting lines. In the event the freight has been
weighed en route, and the way bills have not been
corrected, this should be done, and the proper notices of
errors and omissions issued before the way bills are sent
forward. The prescribed minimums should be observed
in every instance.
Great care should be exercised in making corrections
or changes in way bills en route. A pen should be
drawn through the matter to be changed, and the new
entries should in every instance be made in red ink.
The authority for making the changes should be noted
in every instance, and the proper notices of errors and

omissions issued.* Whenever a notice of errors and
omissions is issued, the notation "C/S No.... issued
at
station," giving date, should also be made on
the face of the way bill.
Agents, conductors and other employes who handle
way bills for carload freight en route should examine
them carefully to see that no freight that should be
weighed en route passes the designated weighing station
without being weighed.
When, by reason of the scales being out of order,
blockade of yards, etc., it is impossible to weigh the
freight at the station designated on the way bill, the car
may be allowed to go forward, provided it can be
weighed upon the company's scales before it reaches, or
at, destination. In all such eases the notation "Not
weighed at
station (stating the reason), weigh
at
station," should be made on the way bill.
Carload freight should not, however, be allowed to leave
the designated weighing station until it has been
weighed, if there are no track scales between such
station and that to which the freight is destined, or at
destination.
When freight is weighed en route, the weights as
ascertained should be shown on the way bill in the
space provided therefor. Stamps showing the gross,
tare and net weights are provided ; these should be used.
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Way bills should be made for all estray freight sent
forward to its proper destination. They should be
numbered in the regular series ; the weight of each class
of freight should be entered in the proper column and
immediately following should be noted, "Freight estray,
authority G. F. D. No
dated
18 9.." They
*This is necessary, as the lines in question will, in the
majority of cases, have been advised by sending them a
duplicate of the bill, that the freight has been shipped. They
will, consequently, expect some account of it in the joint settlement, unless advised that it has followed a different route.
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should then be copied in the station record of freight
forwarded.
When way bills are received covering astray freight,
as contemplated in the foregoing rule, full reference to
the way bill upon which charges are shown should be
noted thereon. Full reference to the way bill which
accompanied the freight to destination should also be
noted on the face of the way bill upon which the
charges are shown. They should then, as soon as they
have been entered upon all of the station records, be
securely fastened together and sent to the freight auditor
forthwith.
When freight is received waybilled as estray, and no
way bill showing the charges has been received, the
freight auditor should be advised of the facts in the case
by letter forthwith, to which should be attached a copy
of the estray way bill.
When cars are unloaded en route, the articles unloaded
and weight thereof should be noted upon the face of the
way bill accompanying the shipment. When the charges
upon the shipment as shown by the way bill are unpaid,
and it is desired to unload so much thereof as not to
leave enough to insure the payment of the total charges
at final destination, the agent at the station where freight
is to be unloaded will collect the full amount of the
charges, or at least such portion thereof as may be necessary to protect the company. Inthe event the necessary
collection cannot be made nor a sufficient guaranty
obtained from the party to whom the freight is to be
delivered, the agent at destination, as shown by the way
bill, should be advised by telegraph of the facts and
the freight should not be delivered until the company
is amply protected.
When amounts are thus collected at intermediate stations, a way bill should be made reading from the station
at which the collection is made to the waybilling destination as shown by the original way bill. Full reference
to the original way bill should be given under the head
of "Consignor," and the amount collected entered under
the head of "Interline charges prepaid." Opposite the
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amount should be stated the reason for making the
collection. The following notation should also be made
across the face of the original way bill : "I have collected
to apply in payment of charges ; see my way
bill No
dated
189.." The way bills should
then be securely fastened together and accompany the
balance of the shipment to destination. When the collection is not made at the intermediate station and the
guaranty is given that the charges will be paid at
destination, the facts should be noted on the face of the
original way bill.
When cars are stopped en route to finish loading, the
agent, conductor or other employe superintending the
transaction should note on the face of the original way
bill all the particulars in connection therewith, viz., the
place at which the additional load is added, description
of the articles and the weight, so that it will show the
aggregate load. In the event the transaction occurs at
a station, the agent should forthwith issue the necessary
notices of errors and omissions,• noting on the way bill
"CIS No ....issued at
station," giving the date.
In the event way bills showing an additional load
added en route arrive at destination, or at junction stations for delivery to connecting lines, which do not bear
the notation "CIS No... issued at
station," the
agent will cause the necessary notices of errors and
omissions to be issued forthwith.
In cases where ears are found to be overloaded, the
agent at the station where the discovery is made will
cause the excess weight to be removed and make correction upon the face of the original way bill in red ink,
showing the actual weight of the freight sent forward in
the car. The notation " .... pounds unloaded at
station, account of ear overloaded" should also be made
upon the face of the way bill ; a notice of errors and omissions should immediately be sent to the freight auditor,
and in the case of local way bills and interline way bills
made at stations located upon the line where the excess
is unloaded, to the forwarding agent, advising him of
* See Form Nos. 18 or 19, Appendix B.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO RECEIVING AGENTS.

the change made in the way bill. The proper officer
should also be notified of the facts in the case forthwith.
The part of the shipment which has been unloaded will
eventually be disposed of in accordance with instructions received from the official having jurisdiction in
such cases.
Agents at stations where freight is transferred from
one car to another en route should enter on the way
bill, in the spaces provided for that purpose, the particulars of the transfer, giving the name of their station and
the initials and number of the car into which the freight
was transferred. A record of all freight thus transferred should be kept at the station in a book provided
for the purpose.*
When way bills are received by mail covering freight
contained in cars moved on loaded car tickets, the agent
should immediately enter the numbers of the way bills
in the spaces provided therefor on the loaded car ticket,
and any freight destined to stations beyond should be
sent forward accompanied by the original way bills.

All way bills received for freight delivered by conductors at prepaid stations or sidings should be taken
into the station accounts, separate returns being rendered therefor as required by instructions containdd
elsewhere herein.
When freight is received that originates at a prepaid
station and does not pass a station at which an agent
is located, it should be accompanied by conductor's waybilling directions.* The agent receiving the freight
should immediately have the waybilling directions
completed by inserting the weights, and forward them
to the station preceding the prepaid station, requesting
that a way bill covering the shipment be made, reading
from the prepaid station.
Agents at ' waybilling destination will, immediately
upon receipt of way bills, enter in the space provided
therefor the date the way bill is received, using the
station dating stamp.
All freight received, whether unloaded from passing
trains or set out in cars, should be carefully checked
with the originalway bill. Any discrepancies discovered
should be noted upon the face of the way bill.
Receiving agents will be held accountable for the correctness of all freight charges, as well as for the full and
accurate collection of all unpaid amounts shown upon
the way bill, including advanced charges. Upon receipt
of a way bill it should be carefully revised with reference to route, classification, tariff, weight, and charges ;
in the event it is found necessary to make any change,
it should be made upon the face thereof in red ink, care
being taken to make the corrections in such a manner
as to leave the original information legible. The necessary notices of errors and omissions should then be
issued.
When notices of errors and omissions are issued, the
notation "CIS No..... issued at
station," giving the date, should be made on the way bill opposite
the items covered thereby.
The receiving agent is required to carefully examine

INSTRUCTIONS TO RECEIVING AGENTS.

Agents should see that way bills or loaded car tickets
are received from conductors covering all freight left at
their stations. In the event freight is received for which
conductors cannot furnish way bills or loaded car tickets,
the facts should be reported forthwith to the proper
official, as required by the rules of the company.
When way bills or loaded car tickets are received from
conductors without the freight which they call for, the
agent should, in the event they cover shipments destined to his station, immediately notify the proper officer
of the facts in the case, as required by the rules of the
company. If they cover shipments destined to other
stations, he should see that they bear notations showing what disposition has been made of the property.
If the freight has been delivered to consignees at prepaid stations or sidings, their receipts therefor should
appear on the face of the way bills.
* See Form No. 16, Appendix B.

See Form No. 5, Appendix B.
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as to the correctness of prepaid charges, as in other
cases; in the event enough money has not been collected, the difference should be entered on the way bill
under the bead of "Freight charges unpaid," and
proper collection made. No addition can be made to the
amount of the prepaid charges by the receiving agent
without the authority of the agent at the station where
the way bill was made, or the freight auditor, except
that, in cases where interline charges prepaid have
been collected to apply on the shipment beyond the waybilling destination, if the amount entered under the
bead of "Freight charges prepaid " is too little, it may
be increased to the extent of the amount of interline
charges prepaid, if necessary, and a corresponding reduction made in the amount entered under the head of
"Interline charges prepaid." If the "Freight charges
prepaid" are found to be in excess, they should be reduced and the amount added under the head of "Interline charges prepaid."
When receiving agents discover that an over collection has been made on a shipment, the freight charges
on which are prepaid, they will make the proper correction on the face of the way bill and issue necessary
notices of errors and omissions, as in other cases. If,
however, they are requested to refund the over collection, and the original receipt for prepaid freight charges
is produced, the amount of the over collection may be
entered on the way bill under the head of "Interline
charges prepaid," noting opposite the amount, "This
amount refunded
1.89.." The notice of
errors and omissions sent to the forwarding agent
should also give the reason for entering the amount
under the head of "Interline charges prepaid." In the
event the original receipt for prepaid freight charges is
produced and request made that the amount of the over
collection be refunded after the original way bill has
been sent to the freight auditor, the matter will be referred to him for adjustment.
Agents receiving way bills for freight to be delivered
to connecting lines upon which the freight charges are

prepaid, with an amount entered -under the head of
" Interline charges prepaid" to be applied in prepayment of the freight charges beyond their station, will, if
possible, ascertain the amount necessary to prepay all
charges through to destination, and in the event the
amount shown on the way bill, under the head of "Interline charges prepaid" is more than is required to prepay all charges through to destination, only the actual
amount necessary should be paid to the agent of the
connecting line. The amount of the over prepayment
should be reported to the freight auditor,* to be charged
to the agent.
In the event the receiving agent is authorized to correct unpaid charges to read prepaid, or to increase the
amount of prepaid charges, a copy of such authority
should be sent to the freight auditor. It should be
attached to the original way bill if it has not already
been sent in.
Alterations or additions to amounts entered on way
bills under the head of " Advanced charges" should not
be made by the receiving agent except when directed to
do so by the agent at the station where the way bill is
made, or by the freight auditor. When changes are
made in advanced charges by the receiving agent, a
copy of the authority for so doing should be sent to the
freight auditor. It should be attached to the original
way bill if it has not already been sent in. In the event
the receiving agent is requested to increase the amount
of advanced charges, or to add such charges to any way
bill received, if he is unable to make the collection, the
forwarding agent and the freight auditor should be immediately notified by telegraph.
When questions arise in regard to the proper classification of freight covered by way bills, showing that the
property has been inspected at the forwarding station or
en route, the freight auditor should forthwith be advised
of the facts in the case, and in the absence of instructions from him to the contrary, the collection of freight
charges should be made, based upon the inspection.
. See Form No. 17, Appendix B.
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LOADED CAR TICKET.

Receiving agents will be held responsible for the
collection of all freight charges based upon the actual
weight of the freight, except in cases where an estimated
or minimum weight is provided for by the classification
or tariffs. They should know that the company receives
freight charges upon the correct weight. When freight
is received that has not been weighed by the company
en route, and there are no scales upon which it can be
weighed at destination, they should not deliver it until
satisfactory arrangements have been made for obtaining
the necessary information from the consignee,
In the event it is impossible to weigh the freight,
agents are required to inspect the original invoice, and,
when necessary, the books of the consignee should be
examined, in order that the correct weight of the shipment may be arrived at. When consignees refuse to
submit the invoice or their books for examination, the
facts should be reported forthwith to the freight auditor,
and the freight should not be delivered until a satisfactory basis for determining the freight charges has been
arrived at. In the event it is impossible to obtain other
weights, charges should be collected, based upon the
maximum weight of the commodity that can be loaded
in the car.
When the weights to be used in computing freight
charges are obtained on scales other than those belonging to the company, or from information obtained from
an inspection of the original invoice or books of the
consignee, the facts should be noted in red ink on the
face of the way bill and certified to by the agent. In
the event the shipment is weighed by a regularly appointed weighmaster, such as board of trade, city, etc.,
the fact should also be noted upon the face of the way
bill. In the event the freight is weighed upon scales
belonging to the consignee, the weighing should be
superintended by an employe of the company.

Way bills should not be taken into the station account
or sent to the freight auditor until the weights upon
which the collection of freight charges is based have
been ascertained.
When way bills have been completed as required by
the foregoing rules, they should be entered upon all of
the station records, including the monthly abstracts.
This includes all way bills for freight transported free,
such as for company's material, estray freight, reconsigned freight, freight that has been manipulated in
transit, such as milled, cleaned, fed, stored, etc.
When freight is reconsigned and ordered sent forward
to another station after the original way bills covering
the same have been entered upon the station records,
the way bill should be corrected to the proper rate, any
charges for reconsigning, car service, etc., entered
thereon as miscellaneous charges unpaid, the proper
destination shown, and the station records corrected
accordingly.

]Norg.—Tlic foregoing rule is not intended to be applied
literally at points where board of trade, connecting lines, or
other authorized weights are used. Agents at such points are,
however, expected to know that the weights furnished them are
correct in every particular.]

LOADED OAR TICKET*—RETURNt AND RECORDI
THEREOF.

From the time railroads were first opened for
business up to the present moment, the necessities of accounts have required that every loaded
car should be accompanied by a distinctive way
bill, properly numbered, giving the points from
and to, and specifying in detail the contents of
the car. But cases have arisen daily and hourly
when it was impossible to fulfill this requirement.
Why? Because of lack of time. The clerical
work of making a way bill is considerable. The
physical discharge of business cannot wait. The
:machinery of the world cannot remain idle in
*See Form No. 11, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 12, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 13, Appendix B.
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LOADED CAR TICKET.

order to facilitate clerical work. In many instances it is neither advisable nor practicable to
hold freight while a way bill is being made and
copied. The result is that the freight goes forward without it. Now, to permit this is very
much like letting a man go into a theater on his
representation that a ticket will be handed in
subsequently by someone who will follow.
The undesirability of sending freight forward
without a way bill, without some means of identifying it in the accounts subsequently, is too
well known to require argument. But there has
been no escape from this dilemma heretofore,
because there has been no practicable substitute
for the way bill. This is now partially attained
in the loaded car ticket.. The loaded car ticket is
very much like the ticket passengers are given,
so far as our ability to trace it is concerned.
The loaded car ticket, as already intimated,
supplies something that has been needed since
the opening of railroads. It permits freight to
be forwarded as soon as loaded, without waiting
for a way bill. It obviates the necessity every
railroad has been under, of making a rule that
no freight shall go forward without an original
way bill, and afterward admitting, daily and
hourly, that such a rule is inoperative and void.
I have never known of a case, except in connection with the sending forward of cars without
a way bill, where a railroad company habitually
published a rule that it habitually failed to enforce. This rule may now be dropped, and

another substituted, viz: that no car shall go
forward without a way bill, or a loaded car
ticket, if it is not practicable to send a way bill.
It is not intended, by the use of the loaded car
ticket, to do away with the way bill. The way
bill is necessary. But it is not so important that
it should go forward from the starting point with
the car. It may go forward on a subsequent
train. It is rarely if ever necessary to unload a
car before the way bill can overtake it, except in
the case of way freight. In the case of through
freight, or freight in car lots, that must go a considerable distance before being unloaded, the
loaded car ticket will answer until the way bill
can be sent forward to overtake the car.*
The accompanying rules and regulations govern
the use of the loaded car ticket. They describe
in what way the three documents may be made
simultaneously, or may be written separately if
desired, and the uses that should be made of such
documents afterward:
*This ticket was devised by the -writer, and forms part of
his Multiplex System of Accounts. It is bound in book form,
printed in triplex, and numbered by the printer. It is as
authoritative and as easy to be traced as a way bill. While it
precedes the way bill with the car, it afterward bbcomes part
and parcel of it, being compared with and attached to it subsequently by the freight auditor. This ticket is so simple that it
requires only a second's work to make, and may be made either
by a clerk, scaleman or the yard foreman. In -writing it, the
person also tills up simultaneously a return for the freight
auditor, and a record for retention at the place where made.
These three different documents are written simultaneously,
and so quickly that they may almost be made while the car Is
passing over the scales in the yard.
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The loaded car ticket is a form authorized to be used
in Lieu of a way bill in moving freight over the lines of
the company. It should not be used without special
authority from the proper officer, and then only when it
is impossible to make regular way bills without delaying the freight.
The tickets are consecutively numbered and should
be so used. Agents will be required to account for each
number furnished them.
When all the freight contained in a car sent forward
on a loaded car ticket is destined beyond the station to
which the loaded car ticket reads, the name of the first
station for which the car contains freight should be
given in the space following " Destination!'
A separate loaded car ticket should be made for each
car.
Way bills for freight contained in cars sent forward
with loaded car tickets should be made and sent by mail
to the station to which the tickets are issued, by first
train mail after the freight has gone forward. They
should bear the same date as the loaded car tickets.
The number of the ticket accompanying the car
should be entered on the face of each way bill made for
freight contained therein.
As soon as the way bills have been completed, the
numbers thereof should be entered in the spaces provided therefor on the return to the freight auditor, and
the station record thereof. The return to the freight
auditor should then be detached and sent to him forthwith by train mail.
Should a ticket be spoiled, it should be forwarded to
the freight auditor, together with the corresponding return, by first train mail, both forms, as well as the record, bearing the notation "Void" and being signed by
the agent.
Loaded car tickets should not be made reading to stations located upon other roads unless specially authorized.
When loaded cars are received unaccompanied by
the way bills for the freight contained therein, agents

should see that a loaded car ticket is furnished by the
conductor for each loaded car received. They should
see that the information required to be furnished by the
conductor is given thereon, i. e., date, train number and
conductor's name. In the event the freight was to be
weighed en route, they should see that the proper
weights are inserted in the space provided therefor. If
the instructions to weigh en route have not been complied with, the reason therefor should be noted in the
space provided for showing the weights.
Immediately upon receipt of loaded car tickets, they
should be stamped with the station dating stamp, showing the date of their receipt.
Immediately upon receipt of the way bills for the
freight contained in cars that are received accompanied
by loaded car tickets, the agent should enter the number
of each way bill in the space provided therefor on the
loaded car ticket, and sign the statement as receiving
agent, enclose them in an envelope, and send the loaded
car tickets to the freight auditor.
[Nom—When it is the custom to revise original way bills, the
following rule should apply: When intermediate agents receive
cars accompanied by loaded car tickets, the original way bills
being received by mail, and it is found upon inspection that
any of the way bills read to their stations, the loaded car ticket
should be securely fastened to one of them and accompany it to
the freight auditor. If there arc no way bills reading to his
station, the loaded car ticket should he securely fastened to one
of the way bills reading to some other local station, and be sent
forward with the car, the loaded ear ticket to eventually accompany the way bill to the freight auditor. However, if all of the
way bills for the car read to stations located upon some other
railway, the agent will complete the loaded car ticket in accordance with instructions contained thereon, and forward it to the
freight auditor forthwith.]

If for any reason the regular way bills for a car have
not reached the station to which it has been forwarded
on a loaded car ticket, the agent will notify his division
superintendent by telegraph, giving full particulars as
to the contents of the car, destination as shown by the
ticket, etc. In the event lie receives instructions to send
the car forward without the original way bills, he should
12 Vol.
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change the destination of the loaded car ticket accordingly, and send the way bills forward as soon as they
arrive. Care should be taken, however, not to forward
the car beyond the first point for which it contains
freight, as shown by "Destination," unless otherwise
ordered.
RECONSIGNING TICKET* — RETURNif FOR AND RECORDt THEREOF.

The reconsigning ticket is an authorized substitute for
a way bill, and is intended to be used at points where
the company has two or more stations when freight is
reconsigned for delivery to connecting lines, or to industries located in the territory of another station, and the
original way bill is taken up and accounted for at the
station from which the freight is reconsigned.
Care should be exercised in filling up this form. It
should contain all the information necessary to enable
the agent who receives it to make proper delivery to
connecting line. The charge made for reconsigning, as
well as the name of the station at which the shipment
originated, way bill number and date thereof, should
also be noted.
The charge made for reconsigning should be entered
on the original way bill covering the shipment under
the head of "Miscellaneous charges unpaid," and the
73
notation "Reconsigning ticket No.
issued.
should be made opposite the entry.
As soon as the ticket is completed, the return thereof
to the freight auditor should be detached, securely
fastened to the original way bill to which it refers, and
sent with it to the freight auditor.
Should a ticket be spoiled, it, as well as the corresponding return and record, should be marked "Void";
the ticket and return should then be detached and sent
to the freight auditor forthwith.
Agents who receive reconsigning tickets should imme* Soo Form No. 23, Appendix B.
See Form No, 24, Appendix B.
/ See Form No. 25, Appendix B.
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diately cause them to be stamped with their station
dating stamp, showing the date of their receipt. They
should then be entered upon the station records, after
which they should be sent to the freight auditor forthwith.
CONDUCTORS' RETURNS OF FREIGHT HAULED.*

A return of this kind is valuable for the purpose of verifying the fullness and accuracy of the
returns made by the agent who makes the way
bill and the agent at the station where it is
received. It is, in fact, supplementary to the
returns of agents. It is not in general use upon
railroads, the information it contains being measurably secured in other and less expensive ways.
Its value, however, cannot but be apparent, and
the time will no doubt come when it will form
one of the fixed returns used in connection with
the handling of freight traffic. It should give
the particulars of the train, name of conductor,
date and number of way bill, car number, billing point, destination and local charges. When
a car is accompanied by a loaded car ticket, the
particulars of such ticket should be given instead
of those of the way bill. The following rules and
regulations are such as the circumstances of this
return suggest:
This return should be made by conductors of all
trains in which freight is transported. It should be
filled up in full (but need not be footed) and enclosed
to the freight auditor immediately upon the arrival of
conductors at their destination.
Every possible precaution should be observed by
*See Form No. 89, Appendix B.
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conductors to prevent the occurrence of errors or omissions in this return.
When the way bill is for deadhead freight, the letters
"D. H." should be meted in the column for local
charges and the name of the consignee given in the column headed " Remarks."
When the way bill is for company's freight, the letters
"Co." should be noted in the column for local charges.
When the way bill is for grain in bulk, or for any
other kind of freight, the weight and local charges of
which are unknown, the kind of freight in the car should
be described as briefly as possible and the words " In
bulk" noted opposite.

Thus, for every dollar collected at a station the
person who pays the money must have a receipt
given him; there must also be a record left at the
station; also a return made to headquarters. This
involves three different papers, none of them
being alike. Now, if all three of these documents could be written at once and yet preserve
their integrity, we should accomplish the same
labor-saving object the copying press does. This
is rendered practicable by recent devices introduced in railway accounting.*
While it is probable these devices may not
secure as great a reduction in the single item of
labor as the copying press did, they enforce responsibilities in accounting not before attainable.
Their introduction, therefore, I esteem to be
quite as valuable to carriers as that of the copying press.
In its way the duplicate way bill has become
almost as much of a factor in freight accounts as
the original way bill or any other form of return. It is required for examination and reference. In many cases a copy of the way bill is
required to be sent to interested companies for
interline business. If a traffic is supervised by a
commissioner, he also, quite likely, requires a
copy. To the person who supervises the freight
accounts it is also necessary. Upon many roads
every station is furnished with a copying press,
so that the original way bill may be copied
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THE INTRODUCTION OF COPYING PRESSES AND OTHER
IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCOUNTING—THE DUPLICATE
WAY BILL.

The copying press is the greatest device ever
invented for lessening clerical work and reducing
the expense thereof.
Thus, before its introduction, it was necessary
for railways to have written copies made of records, accounts, statements, returns and way bills.
The amount of work this involved was enormous
and the expense proportionate. The time required in making these copies, moreover, greatly
delayed business. All this is avoided by the use
of copying presses, so far as the latter are applicable. There are, however, many records and
devices used in accounting to which the copying
press is not applicable—where it cannot be used,
in fact. In corporate accounting every clerical
act must have its counterpart. Every receipt
given, for instance, necessitates certain collateral
acts, such as the making of records and returns.

* The device referred to is that already described us the

Multiplex system of accounts.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.

EXAMINING AND REVISING WAY BILLS.

therein and as many impressions taken as the
circumstances of the case require. This greatly
facilitates the work. At some stations, however,
the amount of work is not thought to justify the
use of a copying press, in which case duplicates
are written with pen and ink.

[NOTE.—The foregoing rules are not intended to abrogate
special instructions given to individual agents in regard to the
distribution of copies from their stations.]
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Way bills, when completed, should be copied in tissue
books furnished for that purpose, a sufficient number
of loose tissue sheets being inserted to make the
extra copies required.* Agents should be particular
to see that all the letterpress copies are legible in every
respect.
The loose tissue copies required to be made by agents
should invariably be on full sized tissue sheets, and way
bills reading to stations on different railroads should
not be copied on the same sheet.
In making the loose tissue copies of way bills required
by the freight auditor, the impression should be taken
in such a manner as to leave a clear margin of at least
one and one-half inches at the left-hand side of the
tissue sheet. This margin is required for binding, and
the tissue sheets are made considerably wider than the
way bills so that there may be ample room for obtaining a full impression of the way bills in addition to the
margin required.
The copies required by the freight auditor should be
enclosed in envelopes specially provided for the purpose,
and sent forward by the first train mail after the way
bills have been made.
Agents should not furnish officials or employes of
other roads, bureaus or associations, with copies of way
bills unless instructed to do so by the freight auditor.
This does not prohibit forwarding agents from furnishing receiving agents with copies of way bills that may
have been lost.
+ The tuunbor of extra tissue copies required to be made of
each different kind of waybilling will be specified in special
instructions issued by tho freight auditor from time to time.
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The way bill should be delivered to the conductor in
charge of the train carrying the freight in every instance,
except in cases where the use of a substitute* is authorized. A substitute for a way bill cannot be used except
under special instructions from the proper officer.
When its use is authorized, a way bill should afterward
be made and sent under cover to the agent at the station
to which the freight is moved upon the substitute.
When freight is moved upon a loaded car ticket,
agents should note upon the regular way bill covering
the shipment, the number of the loaded car ticket upon
which the freight was moved.
EXAMINING AND REVISING ORIGINAL WAY BILLS AT
HEADQUARTERS.

It is customary upon many railroads to examine the extensions and footings of way bills at
headquarters to see if charges and totals are
correct, and, in the event they are not, to make
necessary alterations and send notices conformably thereto to tile various agents interested. It
is impossible to avoid making errors in way bills,
and as errors in classification, rates, amount of
charges and footings of way bills are certain to
affect the company or others unjustly, it is
necessary that care should be exercised to prevent such mistakes. This can only be done by
having the way bills re-examined at headquarters, where all the sources of information in
regard to details of traffic are accessible. Many
railroads require that agents should forward to
headquarters immediately after the making of a
"See Form No. 11, Appendix E.
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way bill a duplicate thereof. This the company
uses for making the examination referred to.
Upon other roads the examination of the way
bill is deferred until after the receipt of the
original way bills at headquarters. This involves
considerable delay, as the way bill must accompany the freight to its destination. There are
many advocates for examinations of the original
way bills in place of duplicates, and as these
advocates are men thoroughly posted in best
methods, the practice must have merit. They
claim that the way bill, having accompanied the
freight through to destination and been compared with it at the time of delivery, constitutes
a history of the transaction, and often contains
information with regard to shipments that cannot be obtained from the copy made at the
starting point; also, in case of destruction of
freight offices and their contents by fire or ether
cause, as frequently occurs, if the original way
bills have been sent to headquarters it places the
accounting office in a position to make complete
accounts for the stations for the current month
much more promptly, and with less labor, than
could be done if depending upon copies.
The following special rules are intended to be
observed when original way bills are revised at
headquarters, viz•.:
Immediately upon receipt of original way bills at their
destination they should be carefully examined by the
receiving agent to see that they are correct in every particular.
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The freight which they accompany should be checked
with the way bill, and all notations, alterations and. additions made in red ink thereon. They should then be
entered upon the station records, including the abstract
book, after which they should be sent to the freight
auditor in envelopes especially provided for the purpose.
In the event a correction is received, or an error or
omission is discovered after the original way bill has
been sent to the freight auditor, the accounts and records of the station should not be corrected until the correction has been sent to the freight auditor and returned
by him, bearing his acceptance.
Agents making corrections on local way bills received
will only be required to send a notice of such corrections
to the forwarding agent.
No notice will be issued by agents of changes made
in original interline way bills received, as proper
notice will be given to the other lines in interest by the
freight auditor upon receipt of the original way bill by
him.
When corrections have been discovered after the original way bills have been sent to the freight auditor,
receiving agents should issue, on way bills reading from
local stations, two notices of errors and omissions, and
on interline way bills, one notice of errors and omissions. These notices should all be sent to the freight
auditor, and the station records should not be changed
until a copy of the notice has been returned to them by
the freight auditor, bearing his acceptance.
When freight is reconsigned and ordered sent forward
to another station after the original way bills covering
the same have been entered upon the station records
and sent to the freight auditor, it should be regularly
waybilled and the weight of the shipment only entered
in the space provided therefor. Immediately following the weight should be noted "The original way
bill covering this shipment will be furnished by the
(giving the name
freight auditor, authority
of the officer authorizing the change in destination),
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ERRORS AND OMISSIONS.

date
189 .."* The agent will then erase all record
of the original way bill from his records. In the event the
order to reconsign and send forward is received before
the original way bill has been sent to the freight auditor,
the destination of the original way bill should be
changed, when it will be sent forward with the freight.
When a portion of the freight called for by any way
bill is short at destination, the agent should make the
necessary returns of short freight, enter the way bill in
the station records and forward it, with the other way
bills of the day, to the freight auditor. If, however, all
the freight called for by the way bill is short, the necessary returns for short freight should be made and the
way bill held at the station. If the freight is not received at the time of making the current freight returns,
a copy of the way bill, accompanied by a letter of explanation, should be sent to the freight auditor, who will
instruct the agent as to what further action is necessary.

so that all the books and accounts of the company may accord, and there may be full and clear
understanding upon the part of all concerned.
Without such notice agents and others may be
led into error or omission. If the freight auditor
discovers an error in a way bill, it is his duty to
notify both parties in interest. In the same way,
if an agent discovers an error in a way bill, he
should notify the other agent in interest, and the
freight auditor as well.
In order that there be no misunderstanding, it
is the custom upon many roads for the parties
receiving notices of errors and omissions to interchange with each other so as to make sure that
each party in interest is advised.
The value of examining every way bill, statement and return carefully and promptly is too
manifest to need argument. Any neglect to perform such duty, or any carelessness displayed in
its discharge, is fraught with many risks to the
carrier. The form used in sending notices of
errors and omissions in way bills is commonly
called a correction sheet or correction card. The
latter is contemplated in the accompanying
instructions.*

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS—CORRECTIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS THEREOF j —EXAMINATION OF DUPLICATE WAY BILLS—ORIGINAL WAY BILLS.

When an error is discovered in any way bill,
statement or return in which two or more persons are interested, notice of the fact should be
forwarded forthwith to the parties in interest,
*When such way bills are received they should be securely
fastened to the original way bill when received, and sent forward with it to the freight auditor.
t Six forms are contemplated herein, viz: The Freight Auditor's Notice of Errors and Omissions in Local Way Bills (Form
29, Appendix B); the Freight Auditor's Notice of Errors and.
Omissions in Interline Way Bills (Form 30, Appendix B); the
Agent's Notice of Errors and Omissions in Local Way Bills
(Form 18, Appendix B); the Agent's Notice of Errors and Omissions in Interline Way Bills (Form 19, Appendix B); the Freight
Auditor's Statement of Errors and ❑missions in Monthly Abstracts and Summaries of Freight Forwarded (Form 75, Appen-

dix B); the Freight Auditor's Statement of Errors and Omissions
in Monthly Abstracts and Summaries of Freight Received
(Form 76, Appendix B).
*Tho particular form given here is a part of the Multiplex
system of accounts, as will be seen. It is somewhat similar to
a postal card, except that the two sheets arc attached together,
and in writing one both are written. Afterward they aro separated, and sent to the different persons interested. The use of
these cards not only saves labor, but also the cost of envelopes.
Altogether, they form one of the most admirable of the blanks
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There are almost as many blank forms for
making corrections as there are different returns.
Thus the accounting officer notifies agents and
conductors of errors and omissions in their balance sheets; the ticket auditor performs the same
office in connection with the various returns he
receives; the freight auditor sends agents notices
of errors and omissions in the returns they make
to him; also of errors and omissions in way bills,
and so on.
The notices of errors and omissions sent by
officers and others are of the utmost importance,
and require to be carefully scrutinized by those
to whom they are addressed. In the event they
are found to be correct, the books, statements
and accounts they affect should be altered to
conform thereto. If this is done, the books
everywhere-- at stations and headquarters—will
always be kept in balance, and by reference to
one the examiner may know what the others contain. Notices should not, however, be accepted
perfunctorily or abstractedly. It is the duty of
the person receiving them to satisfy himself in
every case that the alterations they call for are
right and proper. Until this fact is determined,
nothing should be done. It is inevitable in the
discharge of business that many so-called correc-

tions should be made that are not right. This
will be discovered in every instance, if all the
parties act intelligently. Nothing is to be taken
for granted here, any more than in any other
department of railway service. Each party must
satisfy himself of the correctness of what he does
before acting.
The practices of railroads in reference to the
examination of accounts and the correction of
errors and omissions are supposed to be uniform.
Every railroad is supposed to make such examination and inquiry as may be necessary to insure
accuracy and fullness. However, this work is
pursued much more effectively upon some railways than others. Many things are accepted
as being full and true upon one line that are not
accepted upon another line until investigation
has proven them to be so. Some companies
require examinations to be concurrent—to be
pursued both by the agent and at headquarters.
In other cases one examination is thought to be
sufficient, viz: that by the agent. Among the
most important examinations made are those
connected with the freight way bill. If this is
not properly examined before delivery of freight,
loss is very likely to occur to the agent or company. Hence it is the universal custom to require
every way bill to be carefully scrutinized before
delivery of freight. The methods adopted by
different companies in accomplishing this work,
however, vary. Upon one line a company will be
satisfied with the examination of the agent who

covered by the Multiplex system. However, my remarks do
not have reference to the form of blank used so much as to the
advisability of examining every 'way bill, statement and account, to see that it is correct, and not until this examination
has been made by an independent person can there be any
assurance of correctness.
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collects the money ; upon other roads each way
bill is required to be examined at headquarters as
well. In order to make the examination at headquarters, many roads require that a duplicate of
every way bill shall be sent by the first train to
the freight auditor. In other cases the examination is deferred until the receipt of the original
way bill, as described elsewhere.*
In reference to the practice of deferring the
examination of the way bill until the receipt of
the original bill, it would hardly seem possible
that an examination thus deferred until after the
freight had been delivered, in many instances,
can be satisfactory. Still, the fact that such custom is pursued demonstrates that practice here,
as elsewhere, is superior to theory.
Upon some roads only limited alterations are
required to be made on the books for errors and
omissions—such alterations being generally confined to those particular books that record the
collection of moneys in the particular department
of the service in which the error or omission
occurred. Upon other roads every book, paper,
statement and return through which such error
or omission percolates, either directly or collaterally, is required to be made right. In the
latter case the records of the company agree,
and everywhere show the corrected facts. Upon
some roads original figures, even if wrong, are

never altered, but in some other place, and in
some other way, the omission is noticed and
rectified. It will thus be seen that great diversity
exists in treating errors and omissions, both in
the examination and method of correction. It is
not necessary to enter more fully into the subject here. I refer to it simply for the purpose of
illustration.
The method of accounting contemplated by
the accompanying rules and regulations requires
that an examination shall be made by all parties
concerned in every transaction the forwarding
agent, the receiving agent and the freight auditor. Every person who discovers an error or
omission is required to correct it forthwith, and
to notify all the other parties in interest. It will
result from this very frequently, as may be imagined, that there will be duplicate, and sometimes triplicate, notices sent of the same error or
omission. This cannot be avoided. It is better
that three notices should be taken of one error
than that a single error should be overlooked.
An essential thing in connection with the accounts of railways and other corporations is that
definiteness and certainty should attach to every
transaction—that nothing should be presupposed
or taken for granted.
The accompanying rules and regulations, as
stated above, embody those governing the use of
notices of errors and omissions in way bills, abstracts and summaries. And first those relating
to way bills.

*if the examination is based on the original bill, it ought to
be sent to headquarters as quieliTy as possible after the freight
received agent gets through with it.
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FREIGHT AUDITOR'S AND AGENTS' NOTICES OF ERRORS
AND OMISSIONS IN WAY BILLS.*

The freight auditor's notice of errors and omissions
in local way billst is used for advising agents of all corrections made in the freight auditor's office for errors
and omissions discovered in revising local way bills.
The freight auditor's notice of errors and omissions
is used for advising agents of all
in interline way
corrections made in the freight auditor's office for
errors and omissions discovered in revising interline
way bills.
When notices of errors and omissions issued by the
freight auditor are received they should be carefully
examined, and if the changes shown thereby are found
to be in order, the agent will at once have all his station
records affected thereby (including the original way bill,
if in his possession) changed accordingly, and file the
notice of errors and omissions as a, part of the station
records. In the event the agent does not concur in the
corrections made, his exceptions thereto should be entered on the face thereof. The notice should then be
returned to the freight auditor by first train mail for his
decision. In the meantime the station records will not
be corrected.
Agents' notices of errors and omissions in local way
bills§ should be used for advising the freight auditor
and the other agent in interest, of all changes made in
* It has been the practice from time immemorial to write
each notice of an error or omission. This always rerptixed two
copies and sometimes more. Afterward an impression was taken
and the original enclosed in an envelope and the latter addressed. All this is saved by the Multiplex system of accounts.
One writing suffices to make all the notices, while the card is
itself used, thus saving an envelope and the labor of addressing
it. However, the accompanying rules do not hinge at all upon
mechanical methods of inakiug the correction. They point out
what is necessary to be clone in order to secure accuracy and
harmony in the correction of errors and omissions.
1- See Form No. 29, Appendix B.
t See Forms Nos. 30 and 92, Appendix B.
See Form No. 18, Appendix B.

NOTICES OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS.
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way bills reading between local stations.* In such cases
two notices should be filled up, pinned together and sent
under cover to the freight auditor. They will, in the
event the changes are found to be in order, be stamped
"Accepted," one of them returned to the agent who
issued it, the other sent to the other agent in interest.
If they are not accepted, the reasons will be noted
thereon and they will be returned to the agent who
issued them. They should also be used for notifying
the freight auditor and the forwarding agent, when
interline way bills are changed at an intermediate
station.
All notices of errors and omissions in local way bills
issued by agents should be consecutively numbered,
commencing with number one on the first day of each
month. They should be filled up with copying ink and
a tissue copy taken in a book kept for that purpose,
before sending them forward.
Agents who receive notices of errors and omissions in
local way bills issued by another agent will, if they find
the changes to be in order, cause their station records
(and in the ease of receiving agents the original way bill)
to be corrected accordingly, sign their acceptance and
return the notice to the agent who issued it to be filed
as a part of the station records. If, however, exceptions
are taken to the proposed changes, they should be noted
on the face of the notice, which will then be returned to
the agent who issued it. In the event the agents cannot
agree, the matter will be referred to the freight auditor
for his decision.
Agents' notice of errors and omissions in interline
way billst should be used for advising the freight auditor
of all errors and omissions discovered in interline way
bills for freight forwarded and received. When the
changes contemplated in the foregoing are found to be
*Upon some lines notice is not sent the forwarding agent
unless it affects a collection or payment made by him. In some
cases the receiving agent makes the examination, and if he finds
an error or omission corrects it, but does not send any notice
at all.
fSee Form No. 19, Appendix B.
13 Vol.
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in order, the notice will be stamped "Accepted" and
returned to the agent who issue it. Agents at intermediate stations should also use this form for advising
the freight auditor of all changes made in interline way
bills en route, such as change of destination, routing,
and for advising him of weights ascertained when the
freight has been weighed upon the company's scales.
They should also be used for advising him when a local
way bill has been changed to an interline way bill. In
the latter case the notice will be filed in the freight
auditor's office.
All notices of errors and omissions in interline way
bills issued by agents should be consecutively numbered,
commencing with number one on the first day of each
month. They should be filled up with copying ink and
a tissue copy taken in a book kept for that purpose,
before sending them forward.
Whenever notices of errors and omissions are issued
or accepted by agents, all of the station records affected
thereby (including the original way bill, if in their possession) should immediately be changed accordingly.
Opposite the items changed should be noted in every
instance "C S No
issued at
station," giving
the date, and whenever necessary in order that the
changes may be understood by all interested, the
reasons for making them should be given.
Whenever forwarding agents find that errors have
been made in entering amounts under the head of
"Freight charges prepaid," "Interline charges prepaid,"
or "Advanced charges," on way bills made at their stations, after• they have been sent forward, they will at
once telegraph the agent at the station to which the way
bill reads, requesting that the necessary corrections be
made. The freight auditor should also be advised by
telegraph of the changes that it is desired to have made.
Agents receiving requests of this character will use every
effort to have the wishes of the forwarding agent carried
out, advising him promptly in every instance, by telegraph, sending a copy of such advice to the freight
auditor forthwith.

Whenever a way bill is canceled or made void, it, as
well as all entries made of it in the station records,
should be marked "Void," the reason and authority for
doing so being noted in connection therewith. In the
event it has left the station at which it was made, the
necessary notices of errors and omissions should be
issued. The original way bill should in every instance
be sent to the freight auditor.
FREIGHT AUDITOR'S NOTICES OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES.*

These forms are used for advising agents of the
changes made in their monthly abstracts and summaries in auditing these returns in the office of the freight
auditor, and for advising them of the totals of their accounts as closed on the general books of the company.
Immediately upon their receipt they should be examined carefully, and, in the event the changes made are
found to be in order, all of the station records affected
thereby should be corrected in accordance therewith.
When any of the changes are found to be wrong, or are
not thoroughly understood, the agent should at once
take the matter up with the freight auditor by letter,
when the necessary explanation or adjustment will be
made.
When these forms show that way bills have been
added to the agent's account, the originals of which
have not been received, the forwarding agent should at
once be requested to furnish copies. Immediately upon
receipt of the copies agents will, in the event the original way bills have not been received, note across the
face of the same, in red ink, "Original way bill not received." They should then be entered on all the station
records and sent to the freight auditor, accompanied by
a letter of explanation.
These forms should not, under any circumstances, be
sent away from the station after their receipt, but
should be kept on file as part of the station records.
* See Forms Nos. 75 and 76, Appendix B.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.
NOTICE TO CONSIGNEE OF THE ARRIVAL OF
FREIGHT.

There is, so far as I know, no legal obligation
upon the part of carriers to notify consignees of
the arrival of freight, or if, so it is not general in
its application. It is, however, customary in
many cases, especially in large cities. The obligation is not wholly on one side. It is to the
interest of the railroad company that there
should be as little delay as possible in the removal of property. Its limited stonige capacity
and the necessity of unloading cars as promptly
as possible, so that they may be available for
other use, suggest the advisability of notifying
the consignee. But this notice is of especial
value to the latter in this, that it enables him to
remove his property before storage accrues
thereon, and saves him the inconvenience and
losses that would be of frequent occurrence if
he remained in ignorance of the arrival of the
property, or neglected to promptly remove it.
It is well to state the amount of charges in the
notice, so that the consignee may bring with him
the necessary amount. The notice should also
have an order attached for the consignee to sign,
directing the carrier to deliver the goods to
bearer. The notice will thus answer a double
purpose.*
* In the Multiplex system of accounts the various blanks
connected with the delivery of freight have been so adjusted
that in writing the notice of the arrival of the property the
agent at the same time writes the receipt to be given the consignee and also makes the permanent record to be kept of the
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When agents are required to notify consignees of the
arrival of property, the notice should be sent without
delay.
The charges on the goods should be stated in the
notice.
The cost of postage, if any, should be added to the
charges as shown by the expense bill.
If storage is to be charged, under certain contingencies, the fact should be stated.
The notice should state that the property will not
be delivered except to the consignee or upon an order
signed by him.
The date the notice is sent should be entered on the
freight record.
FREIGHT RECEIVED RECEIPT GIVEN CONSIGNEE —
I. E., THE FREIGHT BILL *— RECORD OF FREIGHT
RECEIVED.t

The receipt and record answer two entirely
different purposes. Upon the last named the
particulars of freight received for delivery to the
consignee are entered, and the receipt of the consignee taken when the freight is turned over to
him. This record may be upon a detached blank.
The freight bill (receipt) is a statement of a particular consignment of freight received for delivery. There may or may not be charges due
transaction at the station. This permits a great saving of
labor and time, compared with the old method. Perfect uniformity of record is also secured—a desideratum of the first
importance. Some of the multiplex forms contemplate a fourth
blank, namely, an ardor on the warehouse foreman to deliver
the goods, All these four forms are written at once.
*See Form No. 20, Appendix B.
See Form No. 21, Appendix B.
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are intended to protect the interests of everyone
concerned; to aid those who are skillful and
to guide those who are inexperienced. Like the
instructions contained elsewhere herein, they are
not based upon theories, but upon practical experience in the actual operation of business.
While they may not contain all that is necessary, nor indeed be the best that may be devised,
they are entirely adequate to the reasonable and
full protection of a railway company or other
carrier.
In order that there may be no misunderstanding as
between the company and its patrons, and in order to
protect the company, the patron and the agent, the
last-named is required to give a receipt for all moneys
collected by him.
This receipt should not be for a lump sum, but should
specify in detail the items.
A separate receipt should be given for each transaction. Thus, a distinctive acknowledgment should
be given for charges collected on each consignment of
freight, the delivery •of this document to the payer being
coincident with the receipt of the money.
The receipt that is given to the consignee upon payment of charges is sometimes called a "freight bill,"
sometimes stn " expense bill,"
The record of freight received is a transcript of the
way bill and of the receipt given the consignee. It

shows each consignment of freight received at a station,
where it is from, who the consignor was, the name of
the consignee, the articles, the condition thereof, quantity, marks, weight, rate, and the various kinds of
charges. When the consignee takes away the freight
he is required to sign an acknowledgment that he has
received the freight; this completes the record. This
precaution is necessary to protect the company, and
should never be omitted.
The reason for describing the rules and regulations
governing the use of the freight bill and record of freight
received together, is because it is intended that they
should be used together.
It is designed that the freight bill and record shall be
bound in book form. After a freight bill (which is perforated) is filled up it is detached, leaving the record
behind in permanent book form.*
Way bills when received should be entered in a book
known as the " Record of Freight lleceived."l
The instructions governing the use of this form are as
follows :
The receipt to be delivered to the consignee is known
as a "Freight Bill."!
The leaf retained in the book is known as the " Record
of Freight Received and Agent's Balance Thereof."
It will be noticed that the record of freight received is
placed exactly under the freight bill. The purpose had
in view in bringing the blanks together in this way is to
make the filling up of one answer for both. Consequently the freight bill should not be detached until the
matter to be contained therein has been written. Before

By reference to this blank, the care with which it has been
prepared will strike those familiar with such matters. It is
intended to give in detail all the items that are embraced on
the face of the way bill, and also on the face of the freight
received book. It is, in fact, an exact copy of both. It is so
perspicuous that it permits anyone into whose hands it comes
to pass upon the merits of the items charged to determine
whether they arc in excess of tariff or otherwise. It thus possesses an especial value both to the consignee and to the claim
agent of the company.

■Upon many roads the freight bill and record are not bound
in book form, nor numbered. When this is the case, the records
should be filed away in the best manner possible to secure their
preservation and easy reference. In speaking of the record of
freight received, therefore, it will be understood that it refers
to the record signed by the consignee. The account that is
kept of a particular consignment constitutes a record; a thousand of these bound in hook form also constitute a record.
1- See Form No. 21, Appendix B.
Bee Forms Nos. 20 and 91, Appendix /3.
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using, a carbon sheet should be placed underneath the
freight bill. The matter that the blanks are intended
to contain should be written on the freight bill. By the
use of the carbon sheet (or any other device answering
the same purpose) an exactly similar impression will
be taken on the record of freight received. Thus the
amount of labor that would otherwise be required in
writing up these separately is reduced one-half. The
value of the record is also greatly enhanced because of
the fact that both are exactly alike in every case ; a
thing impossible under other circumstances, yet of the
greatest importance.
Carbon sheets and manifolding pens should be ordered
in advance, as required. The carbon sheets should be
renewed as often as necessary to secure good, legible
copies.
The freight bill and record of freight received .may be
written separately, if through want of carbon sheets or
other cause it should be necessary.
In writing this book the most effective instrument
should be used. The manifolding pen has been found
to be the best and should be used.
The record of freight received is intended to contain
an accurate copy of each and every way bill, with all
notations thereon, of freight received at a station for
delivery. The importance of this record cannot be
overestimated. It should, therefore, be written with the
utmost care, and every means taken to secure its reliability and safety. A freight bill should be delivered in
the case of "deadhead" freight, the same as in other
cases. This applies also to the company's material;
way bills for such material should be copied herein and
a freight bill delivered as in other cases. When a great
deal of deadhead freight is received at a station, a separate book may be used for such freight.
The freight bill, as soon as filled up, should be
detached and kept in a secure place until it is delivered
to the consignee ; its delivery should be coincident with
the payment of the charges. Agents and others in the
service of the company are prohibited from collecting

money, in any case, without giving a receipt therefor at
the time the transaction occurs. This receipt is a protection to the company, the employe and the payer.
The receipt required to be given by receiving agents for
charges on freight received is that referred to herein.
No other form is valid or binding upon the company.
In the event a duplicate receipt is required for such
charges, and the agent has no printed forms on hand, it
should be written out at length in ink and should be
marked "duplicate." Blank duplicate receipts* should
be furnished for use as needed. In no case should a
blank be detached from thi6 book for the purpose of
making a duplicate, as an important purpose intended
in making the number of the freight bill correspond
with the number of the item (or consignment) of the
record of freight received is to secure their simultaneous
use, also to prevent the use of a freight bill without a
corresponding entry being made on the record of freight
received, or r.•icc versa.{ Each official to whom a book is
sent is duly charged therewith and with the number of
freight bills that it contains. Their preservation and
proper use are, therefore, of the utmost importance to
him. Each freight bill, it will be noticed, is numbered,
and corresponds with the number of the consignment
on the record of freight received in connection with
which it is to be used. Reference to this number, consequently, will always indicate the consignment on the
record of freight received; the latter can, therefore, be
turned to instantly when it is desired to refer to the
record for any reason. A freight bill should be delivered to the consignee when charges are prepaid, the
same as in other cases.
In the event a freight bill should become unfit for
use, it should be canceled and left in the book (or pasted
*See Form No. 22, Appendix B.
t All freight bills contained in the "Record of Freight
Received" should be exhausted in the order numbered before
it is filed away. Should it happen that any freight bills remain unused, they should be formally canceled before the record
is filed away.
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therein), and the corresponding blank of the record of
freight received also canceled.
No form or style or manner of freight bill whatsoever,
except those bound in this book, should be used.*
When a book has been completed, the date of its use
(from and to) should be entered in the spaces provided
for that purpose on the back. The book should then be
filed away in a dry and secure place.1- It is required to
be preserved during the time within which claims may
legally arise.
The number of the record book of freight received,
also the number of the consignment, should be entered
on the way bill opposite the name of the consignee
(thus, "B. 40, C. 80,") so that the freight bill or number of the consignment on the record of freight received
may be referred to instantly, if subsequent correction
of the way bill or other cause renders such reference
necessary ; these numbers should also be entered on
the cash book, but the letters indicating "book" and
"consignment" need not be used, the entry reading
thus : "40-80." After posting a consignment on the
cash book, the folio of the cash book should he noted
on the record of freight received where the consignment
is entered.
Upon the receipt of a way bill it will be entered in due
sequence on a freight bill (and per consequence on the
record of freight received), in the order in which the
consignments occur, a blank being taken for each consignment. But where there are several consignments
for the same person on a way bill, only one blank need
*viz: Form 20, Appendix B. For facility in accounting,

be used, provided one is sufficient to accommodate the
business ; if there are two or more consignors, the names
of the consignors for the first shipment that appears
upon the way bill will be entered in the place provided;
the name of the second will be entered over the articles,
thus, " James 8. Kirk & Company," and so on in the
order they appear. It will sometimes be necessary to
use two or more freight bills in order to enter all the
articles contained in a single consignment. When this
is the case, the number of freight bills used should be
written in at the top, so that the number may always be
known afterward. The space provided for entering
articles is sufficient for all, ordinary purposes, and will
be found adequate even in extraordinary cases by minimizing the writing, interlining, etc.
In order to prove the accuracy of the record of freight
received and the correctness of the footings of each way
bill as the work progresses, the aggregate amount of the
charges to be collected on each way bill will be extended
to the last column of the freight record in the place
provided. If the footings of amounts to be collected on
the various consignments agree with the total of the
way bill, the accuracy of both is demonstrated.* When
the consignments of a way bill are entered in more than
one book, the total amount of charges on the way bill
should be entered opposite the last consignment in the
record of freight received, in the column provided for
that purpose, as in other cases, and the footings of the
different pages balanced accordingly.
As a rule all collections for freight should be posted
on the cash book directly from the freight bill at the
time -the money is received. But in the event business
is so pressing as to render this embarrassing, or when
it will greatly impede the delivery of freight, it will be
sufficient for the moment to enter the number of the
book and consignment on the cash book. This will
greatly facilitate the rapid discharge of business, and is
*It is designed that the pages of the freight record shall

and in order to more easily keep a check upon collections, and
be able to determine readily the amounts collected from different sources, four different forms of receipts may be used by
agents to advantage, viz: Receipt delivered to consignees
upon payment of charges—the freight bill—Form 20, Appendix B. Receipt for prepaid charges—Forms 7 and 8, Appendix B.
Receipt for miscellaneous charges—Form 33 Appendix B.
Receipt for switching charges—Form 44, Appendix B.
If the records are on detached slips, they should ho filed
away in order. If they aro bound in book form, this object is
attained -without labor.

be large enough to accommodate five consignments of freight;
that makes a book of ordinary size.
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rendered feasible and safe because of the fact that the
record of freight received is a fac-simile of the freight
bill, both having been written simultaneously. If this
were not so, the practice would not be permissible.*
The instant there is any relaxation, the work of writing
up the cash book should, however, be proceeded with,
and in every case the cash book should be written up in
full before the close of the day.
The columns under the head of "Agent's balance for
freight received " are provided in the record of freight
received for the purpose of enabling agents to accurately
locate and adjust any discrepancies in freight collections.
The collections for freight received should be entered
in the cash book at the time the money is received, in
accordance with the foregoing paragraph. At the close
of each day, after the cash book has been balanced, the
amounts as shown to have been collected on freight
received should be posted in the proper column under
the head of "Agent's balance for freight received," inserting the folio of cash book in the column provided for
that purpose, and opposite the respective entries contained in the record of freight received. At the close of
each month, after the final remittance for the month has
been made and the cash book has been posted with the
record of freight received, all amounts remaining unpaid,
as then shown thereby, should be extended to the proper
column under the head of " Agent's balance for freight
received." In the event any discrepancy in the amount
of freight charges collected is found by posting the cash
book with the record of freight received, the amount,
whether an undercharge or an overcharge, should be
extended at once to its respective column under the
head of " Agent's balance for freight received." If an
undercharge, it should be treated the same as an uncollected bill and should be settled for in like manner;
if an overcharge, the items should be posted into the
record of overcharges paid. The various columns of

each page in the record of freight received should be
carefully footed and balanced. The columns headed
"Total amount collected" and "'Total amount unpaid
last day of month," added, deducting the amount shown
by the column headed "'Total amount of overcharges
collected," should agree exactly with the column headed
"Amount to be collected of consignee." At the close
of the month, after the cash book has been posted, the
amounts remaining unpaid, as shown by the record of
freight received, should be transferred ; they should be
entered on the first page of the freight received book to
be used the following month, giving book number, consignment number and amount of uncollected. The
total of the uncollected items thus drawn forward should
agree with the list of uncollected bills on hand at the
close of the last day of the month, which accompanies
the account current to headquarters. The cash collected
for such bills during the succeeding month should be
posted opposite the respective items. At the close of
the succeeding month, after the cash book has been
posted, the items remaining uncollected should be
extended to their proper column under the head of
" Agent's balance for freight received," and drawn forward to the beginning of the next month's account, the
same as the uncollected items of the current business.
The freight bills corresponding to the record used to
record these bills should be marked "void" and left in
the book.*
A printed receipt for freight delivered to consignee is
annexed to each freight bill. These receipts are numbered consecutively to correspond with the number of

I When, however, the freight bill and record are not hound
in book form, and do not hear the same numbers, this practice
cannot be safely followed.

* Another plan which avoids the necessity of 3)laking void
the freight bills where uncollected items are brought forward
from previous months into the current c. Record of freight received," is to have the record of uncollected bills on hand at
the close of the month arranged so as to provide an "Agents'
balance far freight received," the same as that in the "Record
of freight received," entering the uncollected items at the close
of the month in this record, and posting the cash collected on
account of these items on the record of uncollected bills on
hand, as provided under the head of "Agents' balance for freight
received."
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the freight bill and of the consignment on the record of
freight received. As soon as the freight charges, as
shown by the freight bill, are paid, and the property
delivered, the receipt should be signed by the consignee
or someone duly authorized by him, detached from
the freight bill and pasted in the proper order on the
back of the record of freight received, down the center
of the leaf, or otherwise properly filed in numerical
order for reference. Receipts for freight delivered
should not be detached from the freight bill until after
they have been signed and the freight charges paid.
The footings of each page of the record of freight received should be entered in the place provided at the
bottom. Afterward, these footings should be entered in
the "Recapitulation" bound in the back part of the
book. The recapitulation pages are perforated, and
may be detached if more convenient for use. If detached, they should afterward ho put back in the book
for preservation. The footings entered on the recapitulation should agree with the returns made to headquarters ; if they do not, the difference should be located
and adjusted. This is the purpose of the recapitulation.
Wherever it is the practice to go to the office of the
consignee to take his receipt for freight (as is sometimes done) the same rule should be observed as in
other cases, which has been fully explained in the foregoing. The practice, it may be remarked, of going to
the consignee to take his receipt is highly objectionable ; indeed, it is fraught with danger to the company
and risk to all concerned. Wherever, therefore, through
the connivance of competing lines, or other extraneous
influences, it is practiced, an effort should be made to
correct the abuse by requiring consignees to come to
the office and receipt for their freight the same as others; not to do so is presumably to discriminate in their
favor. In this connection it may be remarked further,
that whenever freight is delivered to draymen or others,
at the company's warehouses or in its yards, receipts
should be exacted at the time of the party to whom the

delivery is made ; it is only when property is delivered
by the company directly at the storehouse of the consignee that it can ever be necessary to go to his office for
a receipt ; receipts should be taken in all cases in advance of delivery or coincident with it.
Care should be taken, in each instance, to see that
receipts for freight are signed by the consignee, personally, or by someone duly authorized by him ; in the
latter event a record of the authority should be on file
in the agent's office for future reference or use. In the
event the consignee or person claiming to act for him is
unknown to the agent, he should in every case be properly identified before delivery of the property.
It is important that the receipt taken for property
delivered by the company should be as full in its specifications as that given to the consignor. Neglect of this
rule may at any moment occasion both misunderstanding and loss. Each article should not only be
named in the receipt, but its condition, if in bad order
or in any way damaged, carefully specified, so that no
misunderstanding may arise afterward as to its condition at the time of delivery.
The receipt of the consignee should be written in ink
or indelible pencil, as should the receipt of the agent.
Stamp signatures should not in such cases he used.
The company's receipt should be signed by the agent,
cashier, or other authorized person, at the moment the
money is collected ; it ought then to be stamped with
the station stamp, in which should be specified the date,
name of station and company.
The rules of the company as to the time within which
property should be removed, and the manner thereof,
should be enforced.
Charges should be paid on delivery, except in cases
especially prescribed by the proper officer. When
freight is carted away in installments, the total amount
of charges should be paid before any part is delivered.
Numerals should not be used to indicate months.
It is desirable that all way bills included in an account
current (i. e., balance sheet) should be entered together
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in the record of freight received, following each other
in the order of business. If only one record book is
kept at a station, this will (where the balance sheet is
made to include all way bills dated within the period for
which it is made) necessitate leaving sufficient blanks
to accommodate the bills yet to arrive, before entering
bills belonging to a succeeding account current. This
is an awkward disposition of the matter at best, as it is
impossible to tell exactly how much space to leave. An
easy and practicable solution of the trouble will be to
use different books for alternate accounts current.
Thus, if returns or reports are made monthly (and are
made to include all bills dated within the month), all
bills belonging to such month will be entered in one
book or series of books; when bills for the succeeding
month commence to arrive, they will be entered in another book or series of books. The books will iu this
way alternate with each other, and way bills belonging
within particular periods will be entered together without any break or lapse in the hooks. Necessarily,
therefore, agents should supply themselves with two or
more books to be used alternately in the manner described.
As many records of freight received may be used simultaneously at a station as the exigencies of business or
convenience and economy require.
Any distinguishing marks that it may be necessary to
note on the freight record should be entered immediately
after the list of articles.
For disposition of claims for losses, damages, errors,
omissions or other causes, directions will be given on
the freight bill.
Should it be found impossible to balance the record
of freight received with the abstracts of freight received
before the time to send the abstracts to the freight auditor, the agent should send his abstracts forward without
delay; he should then check the station record of the
abstracts with the record of freight received, and if any
error is discovered in the abstracts the freight auditor
should be notified of same by first train mail.

RECORD OF FREIGHT RECEIVED SUBJECT TO A TERMINAL CHARGE ONLY BY THE COMPANY MAKING
THE DELIVERY — FREIGHT BILL—RECORD OF
FREIGHT RECEIVED.f

This form should be used at stations where docks or
yards owned or controlled by the company are located,
at which freight is received from connecting lines, boats,
teams, or otherwise, for delivery to consignees, and
where the only charge accruing to the company is for
dockage, yardage or other similar service, and is collectible from the party to whom the freight is delivered,)
and when it is necessary for the company to keep a
complete record of and obtain a formal receipt from the
consignee for the property so delivered.
It is intended that the receipt and record shall be an
exact copy of the bill of lading or manifest of the transportation company which delivers the freight at the
dock or yards.
All amounts collected for dockage, yardage or other
similar service, as shown by the record, should be
reported at the end of each month to the freight auditor
on the "Return of Miscellaneous Freight Collections
not Waybilled,"§ to be charged to the agent making the
collection.
THE COLLECTION WAY BILL.

When for any reason any amount standing to the
debit of an agent may be more advantageously collected
by an agent at some other station, the amount to be collected may be entered as advanced charges and
regularly waybilled to the station where the collection
can be made.
See Form No. 36, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 37, Appendix B.
When the dockage, yardage, or other charge accruing to the
company is paid by the boat or other connecting lino, a receipt
therefor should be give on Form No. 33, Appendix B.
See Form No. 35, Appendix B.
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When collections are to be made in this manner, a
way bill should be made reading from the station at
which the amounts are due to the station at which they
can be collected. It should be numbered in the local
series. Under the head of "Consignor" should be
entered the name of the agent at the station where the
amounts are due, the name of the individual, firm or
corporation from which the collection is to be made
being entered under the head of "Consignee." Under
the head of "Description of Articles" should be noted
"This way bill made to collect the charges on the following freight bills." The freight bills should then be
enumerated, the receipt and book number being given,
each amount to be collected being entered in the column
headed "Advanced charges," opposite its receipt and
book number. When all the freight bills have been
enumerated the advanced charges column should be
footed. The way bill should then be copied in the
record of freight forwarded.
A notation should then be made across the face of
each freight bill, describing the manner in which the
collection is made ; thus, if amounts are due at Troy
and are to be collected at Albany, the notation to be
made across the face of the freight bill would read,
"Amount of charges hereon way billed from Troy to
Albany, September 18, 1894, way bill No. 27." The
freight bills should then be receipted, dated, stamped
with the station dating stamp and charged on the cash
book, as in other cases. Credit should then be taken for
the total amount of advanced charges as shown by the
way bill. The way bill, together with the receipted
freight bills, should then be sent forthwith by express,
United States or baggage car mail, as may be best, to
the agent at the station where the amounts are to be
collected.
When way bills of this character are received, accompanied by receipted freight bills, the agent should forthwith acknowledge their receipt and proceed to make
collection. The way bills should be entered on the
record of freight received, as in other cases, all the

particulars of the account as shown thereby being given ;
the freight bill made in writing up the record will be
used in receipting for the amount collected, and will be
delivered at the time the collection is made, together
with the receipted freight bills received with the way
bills. The amount collected should be entered on the
cash book and remitted to the credit of the agent malting the collection, together with the other collections for
the day. In the event the collection of an amount cannot be made promptly, the other agent in interest should
be notified of the fact forthwith.
All way bills of this character (collection way bills)
should be included in the monthly returns to the freight
auditor* for the month in which they are dated.
CHARGES ACCRUING EN ROUTE.

Charges accrue on freight en route in various
ways. Thus, it may be necessary to unload or
transfer freight at the cost of the shipper, to ice
or warm cars, to feed and water live stock, or to
perform other acts not embraced in the original
charge or coming within the province of the
company's duty as a common carrier. The circumstances that engender such charges are infinite. In some cases charges that accrue en route
are in the nature of disbursements made by the
carrier. Thus, an agent may pay the proprietors
of stock yards en route for feeding horses or cattle, and so on. Or, perhaps a charge may accrue
against the property for work done by the railroad company, not covered by its duty as a common carrier, for which compensation is to be
exacted. The accompanying rules and regulations cover both kinds of charges. Thus, if the
See Forms Nos. 61, 63 and 69, Appendix B.
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charge accrues for money paid by an agent of
the carrier, he is required to make a special way
bill therefor, reading from his station to destination, entering the amount therein as advanced
charges. If, on the other hand, it covers some
expense that has been incurred, but for which no
money has been paid, a special way bill is made
and the amount entered thereon under the head
of unpaid miscellaneous charges.* Charges that
accrue at intermediate stations are sometimes
collected at the stations where they accrue;
special provision is made for such charges, under
the head of "Charges not waybilled."
When a charge is made for extra service en route

at the station where the service is rendered, the agent
will advance the amount of the charge to the person to
whom it should be paid, taking his receipt therefor on
the advance charge book* and. enter the amount on the
way bill under the head of " Advanced charges." Opposite the amount should be noted, in every instance, the
exact nature of the service performed, and across the
face of the original way bill the notation " For balance
dated
station, way bill No.
of charges see
, 189.."1- When the shipment is being moved
on. a live stock way bill: with detachable stub, the
amount to be collected at destination, as well as the
particulars thereof, should be entered in the space provided therefor on the stub.§ The way bill should then
be securely fastened to the original way bill and accompany it to destination.
In the event the extra service is performed at a prepaid station or siding where there is no agent, the
conductor should furnish the agent at the first regular
station with full particulars to enable him to comply
with the instructions contained in the foregoing rule.

(such as for feeding and caring for live stock, icing
refrigerator cars, or for unloading and reloading cars)
the agent at the station where the extra service is performed should make a way bill reading from his station
to the waybilling destination as shown by the way bill
accompanying the freight. He will enter in the column
headed " Consignor" full reference to the original way
bill. In the event the charge accrues to the company,
he will, if it is to be collected at destination, enter the
amount to be collected under the head of " Miscellaneous charges unpaid;" when the collection is made by
him the amount should be entered under the head of
"Miscellaneous charges prepaid ;" and when the extra
service is not performed by the company but is payable

* These rules apply especially in the case of live stock cared
for at the various stock yards operated by the company along
its line. The accompanying rules design, in such cases, that a
separate way bill shall he made in each instance for such
charges, and that particular account shall be kept with each
stock yard, very much as accounts are kept of the receipts
and expenditures of a store. If the way bills of a company do
not contain a column for miscellaneous charges, the amount
may be entered in the unpaid local charges, or other disposition made of it.

CHARGES NOT SPECIFIED ON TILE WAY BILL—MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES. I

Way bills for freight are usually made by the
forwarding agent; every charge that is known to
him is carefully entered thereon. Charges that
* See Form No. 9, Appendix 11.
t Notations of this character are intended to prevent the
charge being overlooked in the event the special way bill
becomes detached or lost.
See Form No. 10A, Appendix B.
The reader will remember that there are several different
kinds of way bills, among them a live stock way bill. This
latter is not noticeably different from others, except that there
is a coupon attached, which, upon the arrival of the car at
destination, goes to the stock yards with the stock, while the
way bill proper goes to the freight office, where the bill is
accounted for.
II Form No. 35, Appendix B, is designed for agents' use in
reporting these collections.
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accrue afterward at intermediate points are way
billed at such points, or are entered on the original way bill if provision is made therefor. Superficially considered, this would seem to cover the
business. Such is not the case, however. Charges
frequently accrue on freight after it has reached
its destination. A way bill might, perhaps, be
made in cases of this kind. But it would be impossible to surround it with the safeguards that
attach to other bills. If the charge occurs before
the way bill has been accounted for, the amount
is added thereto as miscellaneous charges unpaid,
and the forwarding agent and freight auditor
notified. If, however, the accounts for the month
have been closed, other disposition must be made
of the charge. That which naturally suggests
itself in the latter event is an itemized return to
the freight auditor—something that he may specifically examine, and upon which he may base a
charge against the person making the collection.
In reference to collections of this nature, it is
the duty of the person who receives the money
to give a receipt for each and every amount collected, just as he does in every other case when
he collects money.* Agents will appreciate the
value of this. It will serve both as a protection
to them and the carrier, and rob affairs of the

ambiguity that always attaches when precautions
of this kind are not observed.
The miscellaneous accounts that accrue about
stations in connection with the handling of freight
resemble very much in their• desultory nature the
miscellaneous accounts against various persons
collectible by storekeepers at shops, superintendents, and others.

* In those cases where the multiplex system is in use, he
makes the receipt at the same time he records the transaction
on his books. 'rho record thus made is invaluable afterward.
If the multiplex system is not in use, the agent should still
give a receipt, and should, moreover, make a record of the
transaction in such book as may be provided for the purpose.
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OF MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES COLLECTED.t

This form should be used at stations in receipting for
special charges arising in connection with freight traffic
that are not waybilled by the forwarding agent, and
cannot be added to the way bill and included in the
freight bill or receipt for prepaid. freight charges, by
reason of these documents having passed out of the
hands of the agent. Such charges may be incurred for
loading, unloading, weighing and transferring cars,
dockage, car service, storage, yardage, cooperage, icing
refrigerator cars, feeding and caring for live stock, etc.
This form should also be used in receipting for all other
collections at stations for which no specific form is provided.
Great care should be exercised in writing up these
forms. All of the blank spaces should be filled in, so
that the receipt and record when completed will give a
full account of each transaction. The purpose for which
the collection is made should be shown in every instance.
Each person to whom a book is sent is charged therewith, and with the number of receipts it contains.
Their preservation and proper use are therefore of the
utmost importance. The receipts are consecutively
numbered and should be so used. In the event one
should become unfit for use, it, as well as the record
*Fee Form No. 33, Appendix B.
1. See Form No. 34, Appendix B.
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thereof, should be marked "Void" and the receipt left
in the book.
At the end of each month all the miscellaneous collections shown by the record should be reported to the
freight auditor on the "Return of Miscellaneous Freight
Collections Not Waybilled"* to be charged to the agent
making the collection.

earnings from each source being footed separately. A
total should then be made of the amounts collectible
from the various sources by each individual, thus showing the amount to be charged to him on the books of
the company.
When completed, the return should be signed by the
agent personally and a letterpress copy taken thereof
in a book kept for the purpose at the station. It should
then be enclosed with the monthly abstracts and summaries, and sent, together with them, to the freight
auditor so as to reach his office on the morning of the
seventh day of the month succeeding that for which it
is made.

RETURN OF MISCELLANEOUS FREIGHT COLLECTIONS
NOT WAYBILLED.*

This form should be used by agents for making returns
to the freight auditor of all miscellaneous earnings
accruing to the company in connection with the handling of freight, coming within their knowledge, the
charges for which are collectible by any official or
agent, and which are not embraced in the returns for
any way bill. It should not be rendered if there are no
miscellaneous earnings to report.
[NOTE.—The earnings to be reported on this form will accrue
from such sources as loading, unloading, weighing and transferring cars, dockage, car service, storage, yardage, cooperage,
icing refrigerator cars, feeding and caring for live stock, etc.]

When the charges are not collectible by the agent who
renders the return, a station record should be made
thereof on one of the forms, giving all the details of
the transaction. From this record the monthly return
to the freight auditor should be written. When the
charges are collectible by the agent, it should be written
from the "Record of Miscellaneous Charges Collected."1The return should be written with copying ink. Red
ink should not be used for any purpose whatever.
All the particulars in connection with each charge
made should be given, as provided for in the headings
of the various columns. When the earnings accrue
from various sources, and are collectible by different
individuals, the earnings from each source, collectible
by each individual, should be grouped together, the
*See Form No. 35, Appendix B.
See Form No, 34, Appendix B.

RECORD OF AMOUNTS CHARGED, COLLECTED AND
REFUNDED FOR. OAR SERVICE—RETURN TO THE
FREIGHT AUDITOR,* AND STATION RECORD
THEREOF.']

This form should be used by agents for making
monthly returns to the freight auditor and keeping a
station record of all car service charges assessed, collected and refunded at their stations.
[NeTE.—Car service is a charge made for the use of cars and

tracks at the loading or unloading station when they are used
in excess of a stipulated time. Such charges should be assessed
and collected in accordance with the instructions issued by the
general freight department.]

The return should be written daily, and should give,
as indicated by the headings of the various columns, all
the particulars in connection with each charge. The
full amount assessed in each instance, as shown on the
report to the manager of the car service association,
should be entered in the column headed "Amount
charged." In the event any deduction is authorized,
the amount to be deducted should be entered in the
column headed "Amount refunded," the actual amount
* See Form No. 77, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 78, Appendix B.
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collected being given in every instance in the column
headed "Amount collected."
In the event cars upon which car service charges have
been assessed are reconsigned and sent forward to some
other station, the car service charges should in every
case be entered on the way bill upon which the car goes
forward, as miscellaneous charges. The amount assessed for car service should, however, be reported on
this return by the agent at the station where it was
assessed. The name of the station to which the car has
been reconsigned should be entered in the column provided for that purpose on the return.
When completed, the sheets constituting the return to
the freight auditor should be detached and sent to the
freight auditor so as to reach his office on the morning
of the twenty second day of the month succeeding that
for which it is made.

on throughout the day. The number of the trip should
in every instance be noted in the receipt.
The receipts and record thereof are consecutively
numbered and should be so used. They are charged to
the person to whom they are issued. Their preservation and proper use are therefore of the utmost importance. By placing a carbon sheet between the forms
before using, they may be filled up at one writing. If
one of the receipts should become spoiled. or unfit for
use, it, as well as the corresponding record thereof,
should be marked " Void " and left in the book attached
to the record.
After the last trip for any day has been completed, a
return to the freight auditor,* statement to the person
authorized to receipt for the cash collected,+ and a
permanent record I should be written up from the record
of cash collected, showing the details of all the transactions for the day.
When all of the forms contained in a book have been
used, it should be labeled with the commencing and
closing numbers contained therein, and the dates between which the receipts have been used. It should
then be filed away in a secure place, as it is required to
be preserved indefinitely.

RECORD OF CASH COLLECTED FOR FERRIAGE—RECEIPT FOR CASH COLLECTED--RECORD OF CASH
COLLECTED.t

This form should be used by captains, pursers or
other employes in charge of ferryboats or tugs owned by
the company, in receipting for all charges collected by
them in connection with the transportation of freight
and passengers; also for making a permanent record of
the same.
A receipt should be filled up for every collection
made. It should show the exact amount collected, as
well as all the particulars in connection with the transaction, i. e., if the service is for transporting "one
single rig," "one load of coal," "ten horses," it should
be so stated. The receipt should then be signed by the
person making the collection, and delivered to the person from whom the collection is made.
The first trip made on any day should be designated
as " Trip No. 1," the second as " Trip No. s," and so
* See Form No. 38, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 39, Appendix B.

RECORD OF FERRY COLLECTIONS -- RETURN TO THE
FREIGHT AUDITOR11 —STATEMENT TO THE PERSON AUTHORIZED TO RECEIPT FOR CASH COLLECTED§ — RECORD OF FERRY COLLECTIONS.I

This form should be used by captains, pursers or
other employes of the company authorized to make
collection of transportation charges on property transported by ferries, tugs, etc., owned by the company, for
*See Form No. 40, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 41, Appendix B.
See Form No. 42, Appendix B.
See Form No. 40, Appendix B.
, See Form No. 41, Appendix B.
§
11See Form No. 42, Appendix B.
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making a return to the freight auditor, a statement to
the person authorized to receipt for cash collected, and
a permanent record of all such transactions.
The return, statement and record should be written
up at the close of the day's business from the "Record
of cash collected,"* and should show in detail, as per
the headings of the various columns, all of the day's
transactions. In the event transportation service has
been performed which is not provided for in the form,
the details thereof should be entered in the blank spaces.
When special rates, i. e., rates not shown in the regular
printed tariffs, are used the name of the party authorizing them, as well as the date of their issue, should be
shown opposite the items under the headings of " Remarks."
Before writing up the forms, carbon sheets with the
carbon side down should be placed between the return
to the freight auditor and the statement ; also between
the statement and the record. In this way all three
forms may be filled at one writing.
As soon as the day's business has been written up,
the return addressed to the freight auditor should be
signed, detached and sent to him by first mail. The
statement should also be detached and sent, together
with the cash collections for the day, to the person
authorized to receipt for the same.
[NoTn.—A. receipt is provided on the record of ferry collec-

atter is performed by the company for any other corporation, the settlement of the charges for the service
will be made by the freight auditor.
Agents at stations where such service is performed
should render monthly statements to the freight auditors of the waybilling into or out of their stations, as
the case may be, for all cars weighed or transferred.
Separate statements should be made for the transactions with each corporation, as well as for each kind
of service. In the heading of each statement should be
shown the kind of service performed, number of cars
weighed or transferred, rate per car, amount to be paid
or collected, and the name of the corporation performing the service.
All the particulars in connection with the waybilling
for each car should be given, as provided for by the
headings of the various columns.
After the statement has been completed, the correctness of the same should be certified to by the agent.
The correctness of the amount to be paid or collected
should also be certified to by the agent or authorized
representative of the other corporation interested. Thus
completed, the statement should be forwarded to the
freight auditor so as to reach his office not later than
the morning of the fifth day of the month succeeding
that in which the service was performed.

tions, to be used in cases where the money is turned over in
person. In all other eases the authori4ed forms for making
remittances should be used.]

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WAY BILLS FORWARDED.'

When all the forms contained in a book have been
used, the book should be labeled so as to show the period
covered, and filed away in a dry and secure place, as it
is intended to be preserved indefinitely.

Most of the forms heretofore noticed refer to
the immediate handling of traffic; the determining of the charges thereon; the routine to be
observed in order to fix the transaction upon the
records and in the accounts so that the carrier,
the agent and the shipper may be duly protected.

WEIGHING AND TRANSFERRING CARS.

When cars are weighed or transferred for the company by connecting lines, stock yards companies or
other corporations ; also, when any service of this char* See Form No. 39, Appendix B.

*See Form No. 53, Appendix B.
See Form No. 61, Appendix B.
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We now come to the devices used in making
returns of traffic for the purpose of audit and for
record on the general books of a company.
The abstract of local freight forwarded is a
statement of bills made; of each bill, its date,
progressive number, description of articles,*
weight, where from and to; also its total footings. It is made from the impression or copy
the agent keeps of the way bills.
Every agent is required to make an abstract of
local way bills. This return is valuable in auditing the fr.eight accounts. The amount forwarded
to a particular station must, if correctly stated,
agree with the amount that that station receives.
Thus, one should balance the other. This agreement, while not conclusive, forms corroborative
evidence of the correctness of an account. But
it requires to be further tested by verifying the
totals, by comparison, item by item, with the
duplicate or original way bills on file, and with
returns received from different sources intermediary between the forwarding and receiving
points.
Upon many roads daily abstracts are required
from agents for freight forwarded, or received,
or both; each way bill forwarded from a particular station to another station is compared with
the return the latter makes. There can be no

objection to the daily system, except upon the
ground of cost. It is effective, but not more so
than the monthly system. It seems to involve a
repetition or duplication of work that the latter
does not, and therefore to be more costly.
The accompanying rules and regulations, it
will be noticed, are quite minute, and such as
the return suggests and convenient accounting
requires. One rule, namely, that no red ink
shall be used in making it, is stereotyped; this
is the precaution of an accountant. The reason
for it is that corrections and additions made at
headquarters are noted in ink of that color.
Thus, if no red ink is used in making a statement, every alteration and addition will stand
out conspicuously, and may be discovered at a
glance. The methods of accountants, by which
they facilitate their work, are full of instances
of this kind—of simple expedients suggested by
practical experience. If we could catch and
transfer all these subtle devices that experience
has suggested, and that are in force to-day, they
would be of the greatest value. But, unfortunately, this can only be done in exceptional
cases.
In making the freight abstract, it is designed
that way bills destined to particular stations
shall be grouped together, according to dates and
numbers. The totals of each group are inserted
immediately below. These totals are afterward
entered in the monthly summary, and that is in
turn footed. The freight forwarded abstract

* The statement of commodities is valuable in connection
with the returns for the general statistical information it
affords, and is useful—and necessary in ,nauy cases—in settling
with connecting lines, when the adjustment is dependent, as ft
often is, upon the commodity carried.
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may be written up from day to day, as way bills
are made, so that at the end of the month but a
short time is required to close and send it forward. However, as corrections are likely to
occur, certain length of time, according to the
circumstances of the case, should transpire
between the time the way bill is made and the
time it is abstracted.
By referring to the form of monthly abstracts
embraced in the appendix hereto, it will be
noticed that the author's Multiplex system of
accounts has been utilized here. At one time it
was the custom to enter the particulars of each
way bill in what was known as an abstract book.
Afterward the abstract sheets were made from
this. When the abstract book was abandoned,
an impression copy of the abstract was taken by
the agent; this gives place here to the multiplex
form. Thus, in making the return to the freight
auditor, the agent at the same time makes a record for his own use by the aid of a carbon sheet.
The multiplex form is applied because it is as
cheap as, if not cheaper than, the old practice of
taking an impression copy. It saves the labor of
taking the impression, and the return rendered to
the freight auditor is much clearer and in better
shape than when an impression has been taken
of it. Moreover, the abstract sent to the freight
auditor may be made in copying ink (if desired),
so that, after all corrections have been made by
him, or before, for that matter, he may take one
or more impressions of it.

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WAY BILLS
RECEIVED.'

227

The reader is referred to what has just been
said in reference to the abstract of local way bills
forwarded; it applies in the main to abstracts of
freight received. They are the reverse of each
other. Way bills for freight received may be
abstracted daily, as fast as they come to hand—
from hour to hour, if necessary, in order to expedite work.f In making the abstract of freight
received, way bills are grouped together according
to dates and numbers, and the total weight and
charges inserted below. The abstract of freight
received is made from the original way bills,
whereas the abstract of freight forwarded is
made from the copies of way bills kept by the
agent.
MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTERLINE WAY BILLS
FORWARDED.

This is a station abstract of freight billed
through to points on other railroads. The
abstract for way bills forwarded to local points
* See Form No. 63, Appendix B.
t The accompanying rules contemplate way bills for freight
received being entered on the abstract and other station records as they are received, and forwarded to the freight auditor
daily. This rule, however, is to be accepted rum grano satin.
As a general thing, all corrections should reach the receiving
station simultaneously with the freight, or before it. Moreover, all way bills should be examined as soon as received, and
all errors and omissions corrected. If this is done, there is no
reason why any delay should occur in abstracting.
I See Form No. 67, Appendix B.
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has already been described. The abstract of
interline way bills differs from it in several
respects, but for a general description of this
return the reader is referred to what has been
said of the monthly abstract of local way bills
forwarded. It will be noticed, however, that
agents are required to make separate abstracts
for way bills forwarded to different roads. The
reason for this is, that the accounting officer may
forward to each road in interest a copy of its
account without delay, in order that settlement
may be facilitated and hastened thereby.
The use of the forwarded abstract in settling
joint freight business with the companies interested, presupposes the settlement of such accounts
on the basis of the report rendered by the forwarding company. Manifestly this basis is
merely a matter of private agreement between
the lines in interest, and may be changed at any
time. The abstract of interline way bills forwarded is an integral part of an agent's account,
and necessary to determine the balance to his
debit or credit.

The forms used in reporting interline way bills
(whether forwarded or received), it is manifest,
must conform generally to the method of settlement for interline business agreed upon by the
roads in interest. In some cases joint traffic is
settled at the junction where it is transferred
from one road to another; in other cases it is
settled between the audit offices of the respective
lines in interest; in still other cases, in a clearing
house. This abstract is necessary in either event
to enable the freight auditor to determine the
balance to the debit or credit of the agent who
makes it. It is also valuable in supervising
accounts with other companies, even if they are
not settled directly through the freight auditor's
office.
Practices connected with the making of abstracts are not uniform upon different railroads.
In some cases the abstract is made at the headquarters of a company, from original or duplicate
way bills, or both. When this is so, it is manifest
that some means of locating the differences that
will arise between the amount the agent debits or
credits himself with and the amount shown by
the books written up at headquarters is necessary. An abstract rendered by the agent is the
only means by which these differences can be
located, unless, indeed, the abstract made at headquarters is sent to the agent to check. Many
esteem the making of abstracts at headquarters
an unnecessary duplication of work. Generally
it may be accepted as true in regard to accounts

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTERLINE WAY BILLS
RECEIVED.*

This abstract is rendered by agents receiving
way bills from stations on other roads. The
abstract for way bills received from local points
has already been described, and the reader is
referred to it for a general description of this
abstract.
* See Forms Nos. 65 and 04, Appendix B.
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that duplication of work in any direction presupposes lack of skill, a cumbersome system. The
accounts of railroads should in the main be so
arranged that one writing will suffice. It is
neither necessary nor desirable to rewrite accounts
in the different offices and departments through
which they pass.

or copying ink should not be used for any purpose

RETURNS AND RECORDS OF MONTHLY ABSTRACTS OF
LOCAL AND INTERLINE WAY BILLS FORWARDED
AND RECEIVED—GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Local way bills are those made for freight to be
transported between stations both of which are located
upon the same railway, providing it does not pass over
any other railway en route.
Interline way bills are those made -for freight to be
transported between stations both of which are not
located upon the same railway; also those made for
freight to be transported between stations located upon
the same railway when the freight passes over some
other railway en route.
[INToTu.—In construing the foregoing rules, special conditions, such al; the rental of a portion of some other company's
tracks, should be considered.]

Agents who make or - receive way bills and render
returns for freight forwarded from or received at prepaid
stations should render separate returns for the business
at each station. The name of the station at which the
returns are made should be shown on each sheet, in
addition to the name of the prepaid station for which
the returns are rendered.
When the unused blanks in any book of forms are
insufficient to complete the returns for any month's
business, they should be used first, and a new book
opened from which the returns should be completed.
Great care should be exercised in -writing up the
returns. They should be written with fluid ink. Red

whatever. The sheets should not be mutilated, blurred
or soiled in handling. In the event any of them are not
perfectly clear and legible, they will be returned and
new sheets will have to be made.
All of the information called for by the headings of
the various columns should be given, except that when
there are no freight charges assessed, the spaces for
weight and freight charges should be left blank.* The
total footings only of the way bills should be entered
opposite the date of way bill, way bill number and
description of articles.
In reporting way bills dated in previous months, they
should be entered in numerical order at the head of the
account to which they belong.
All way bills covering shipments of supplies, company's material, estray freight, also those for shipments
of freight waybilled free from stations where it has beep
manipulated in transit, should be entered upon these
returns as in other cases, except that the weights should
not be shown. Immediately following the description
of articles on the same line, and in the same column,
should be entered "D-H," "Free," or "Transit," as the
case may be.
Way bills for freight upon which the transportation
charges are computed based on weights ascertained at
destination, should also be entered on these returns in
consecutive number order with the other way bills
reported. In the event the weights are not at hand at
the time the returns are closed, the spaces for showing
the weight and freight charges should be left blank.
Way bill numbers should always be entered in full.
The different commodities as shown by each way bill
should be given under the head of " Description of
articles," in accordance with the classification given in
monthly returns of commodities (in tonnage).f If there
* If a company wishes to keep an account of its deadhead
freight, this rule may be varied or separate abstracts may be
required of such freight.
t See Forms Nos. 73 and 74, Appendix B.
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are more than two commodities on the same way bill,
the two that weigh the most should be named, those not
named being designated as "etc."*
Opposite each item of miscellaneous charges reported
should be noted what the charge is for and the station
at which it accrued.
The weight and charges columns for the way bills forwarded to and received from each station should be
accurately footed, and the totals entered in the spaces
provided therefor on the monthly summaries of local
and interline way bills.t
A blank space of three lines should be left underneath the footings of each account.
Unless otherwise specially instructed by the freight
auditor, way bills received after the monthly freight
returns for the month in which they are dated have
been rendered should be taken into the station accounts
for the month in which they are dated. In the event
they are carried forward to the succeeding month's
account, due notice thereof will be given.
When the freight auditor's notices of errors and omissions in abstracts and summaries: are received, the station records should be corrected in red ink to agree
therewith.
RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WAY
BILLS FORWARDED—RETURN TO THE FREIGHT
AUDITOR,§ AND STATION RECORD THEREOF, 11

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of all local way bills for freight forwarded, dated in the month for which it is made, as
well as for all way bills to be reported that are dated in
previous months.
* The information contained in the commodity column is
frequently of great use in settling with connecting lines.
t See Forms Nos. 69 and 71, Appendix B.
I See Forms Nos. 75 and 76, Appendix B.
§See Form No. 61, Appendix 13.
See Form No. 62, Appendix B.
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It should be written from the original letterpress
copies of the way bills.
All of the way bills reading to each station via the
same route and junctions should be entered together in
consecutive number order underneath the name of the
stations and junctions, which should appear above each
account.
The names of the stations to which way bills are
made should appear on the return in the order in which
they appear on the monthly summary of local way bills.*
When the return for any month has been completed,
the sheets constituting it should be detached, arranged
so that the stations to which the way bills read will appear in the order given on the monthly summary of local
way bills, consecutively numbered, beginning with number one, enclosed in an envelope specially provided for
the purpose, together with the other monthly returns due
at the same time, and sent to the freight auditor so as
to reach his office on the morning of the seventh day of
the month succeeding that for which it is made.
RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WAY
BILLS RECEIVED RETURN TO THE FREIGHT
AUDITOR,S AND STATION RECORD THEREOF.t

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of all local way bills received up to the
time it is rendered, dated in the month for which it is
made, as well as for all way bills to be reported that are
dated in previous months.
It should be written up each day from the original
way bills.
All of the way bills received from any station via the
same route and junctions should be entered together in
consecutive number order underneath the name of the
stations and junctions, which should appear above each
account.
*See Form No. 69, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 63, Appendix B.
See Form No. 64, Appendix B.
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The names of stations from which way bills are received should appear on the return in the order in
which they appear on the monthly summary of local
way bills.*
When the return for any month has been completed
the sheets constituting it should be detached, arranged
so that the stations from which way bills are received
will appear in the order given on monthly summary of
local way bills consecutively numbered, beginning with
number one, enclosed in an envelope specially, provided
for the purpose, together with the other monthly freight
returns due at the same time, and sent to the freight
auditor so as to reach his office on the morning of the
seventh day of the month succeeding that for which it
is made.

The names of stations on other railroads should be
entered on the return in alphabetical order. The way
bills to each station ou the same road, via the same
route and junctions, should be entered together in
consecutive number order underneath the name of the
station, which should appear above each account.
When the return for any month has been completed,
the sheets should be detached, arranged in road order
as shown in the list of roads furnished by the freight
auditor, the business to the stations on each road via
each junction being grouped together. They should
then be consecutively numbered, beginning with number
one, enclosed in an envelope specially provided for the
purpose, and sent to the freight auditor so as to reach
his office ou the morning of the third day of the month
succeeding that for which the return is made.

RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTERLINE WAY
BILLS FORWARDED RETURN TO THE FREIGHT
AUDITOR,'' AND STATION RECORD THEREOF.I

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of all interline way bills for freight forwarded, dated in the month for which it is made, as
well as for alt way bills to be reported that are dated in
previous months.
It should be written up from the original letterpress
copies of the way bills.
The name of the railroad upon which the stations waybilled to are located, as well as the names of the intermediate roads, if any, and the junctions via which the
freight is routed, should be entered in the spaces provided for that purpose in the heading of the form.
Separate sheets should be used for the way bills to
stations on each road, and when the freight is routed via
different routes and junctions, separate sheets should
also be used for the way bills via each route and junction.
* See Form No. 69, Appendix B.
f Sea Form No. 65, Appendix B.
See Form No. 66, Appendix B.

RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTERLINE WAY
BILLS RECEIVED RETURN TO TIIE FREIGHT
AUDITOR,* AND STATION RECORD THEREOF."}

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of all interline way bills received up to
the time it is rendered, dated in the month for which it
is made, as well as for all way bills to be reported that
are dated in previous months.
It should be written each day from the original way
bills.
The name of the road upon which the stations from
which way bills are received are located, as well as the
names of the intermediate roads, if any, and the junctions via which the freight is transported, should be
entered in the spaces provided for that purpose in the
heading of the form.
Separate sheets should be used for the way bills from
the stations on each road, and when the freight is transported via different routes and junctions, separate sheets
'See Form No. 67, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 68, Appendix B.
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should also be used for the way bills via each route and
j unction.
The names of the stations from which way bills are
received should be entered on the return in alphabetical
order. The way bills from each station on the same road,
via the same route and junctions, should be entered
together in consecutive number order underneath the
name of the station, which should appear above each
account.
When the return for any month has been completed,
the sheets should be detached, arranged in road order,
as shown in the list of roads furnished by the freight
auditor, the business from the stations on each road, via
each junction, being grouped together. They should
then be consecutively numbered, beginning with number one, enclosed in an envelope specially provided for
the purpose, together with the other monthly freight
returns due at the same time, and sent to the freight
auditor so as to reach his office on the morning of the
seventh day of the month succeeding that for which the
return is made.

return, so that its totals shall exhibit both local
and interline way bills. One purpose of this
summary is to enable the accounting officer to
determine primarily the amount to be debited
and credited to each agent on account of freight,
as the totals of this summary (after the totals of
the summary for interline business have been
added) make the total transactions of an agent
on account of freight for the period it covers.
The summary is thus a resume of freight business, first of the station, and afterward, by aggregation, of the whole road. It closes the series
of returns and accounts commenced with the
making of the way bill, so far as agents are concerned; other transactions grow out of it but are
collateral only.
In preparing the monthly summary of local
way bills, it is customary, if there is a large number of stations on the road, to have the form
printed with the names of the stations indicated
thereon in their regular order. This saves labor
and otherwise facilitates work. However, the
names of more or less stations will require to be
written in. Where there are a great many stations, several sheets will be required. Where
there are many, a good plan is to bind them
together like a primer. After the blanks have
been filled up (and both the summary and record
may be filled simultaneously by the use of a carbon sheet) the summary should be detached and
sent to the freight auditor, the record being
retained by the agent.

MONTHLY SUMMARY OF LOCAL WAY BILLS.*

Every station is required to make a return of
this nature. It shows the total amount of local
freight forwarded to every other station, also the
total amount of local freight received from every
other station, each being given separately. The
totals are obtained from the monthly abstracts
of local way bills just described. This summary,
being footed, exhibits the total debits and credits
for local freight for the period and for the station
for which it is made. It is intended that the
aggregate footings of the monthly summary of
interline way bills shall be brought on to this
*Bee Form No. 69, Appendix B.
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RECORD OF MONTHLY SUMMARY OF LOCAL WAY BILLS
—RETURN TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR,* AND
STATION RECORD THEREOF.''

sheet should be accurately footed, and the totals, together with the total footings of the monthly summary
of interline way bills, should be recapitulated at the
bottom of the last sheet in the spaces provided therefor,
The recapitulation should then be footed and the,
amounts entered in the spaces provided for grand totals
of local and interline combined.
The return should then be signed by the agent personally, and the sheets constituting it detached and
fastened together with a paper fastener at the upper
left-hand corner.
The return should then be enclosed, together with the
other monthly freight returns due at the same time, in
an envelope specially provided for the purpose, and sent
to the freight auditor so as to reach his office on the
morning of the seventh day of the month succeeding
that for which it is made.
When the freight auditor's notices of errors and omissions in abstracts and summaries* are received, the
station record should be corrected in red ink to agree
therewith.

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of the total footings of each account as
shown on the monthly abstracts of local way bills, also
the totals of the monthly summary of interline way bills
and the grand totals of the local and interline business
combined.
The name of the station should be written both at the
top and bottom of each sheet.
Agents who render returns for prepaid stations should
show the name of the station at which the return is
made, in addition to the name of the prepaid station for
which the return is rendered.
Great care should be exercised in writing up this
return. It should be written with fluid ink ; red or
copying ink should not be used for any purpose whatever. The sheets should not be mutilated, blurred or
soiled in handling. In the event any of them are not
perfectly clear and legible, they will be returned and
new sheets will have to be made.
All the information called for by the headings of the
various columns should be given. The totals of the
business forwarded to and received from each station
should be entered in the spaces provided therefor opposite the printed names of the stations, so as to indicate
the route via which the freight was transported.
When there are accounts to be entered of business
with a local station the name of which is not printed on
the return, the name of the station should be written in
so as to appear in station order, if possible ; if this cannot be done, it should be written in the first blank space
underneath the names of the other stations on the same
division.
When all of the accounts have been entered, each
* See Form No. 69, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 70, Appendix B.

MONTHLY SUMMARY OF INTERLINE WAY BILLS.f

The total footings of this return are carried to
the summary of local way bills and the whole
aggregated therein. Reference has already been
made to that return. This statement is identical
in most things with it, except that it embodies
interline way bills instead of local way bills. For
a general description of this return, therefore, the
reader is referred to what has already been said
in regard to the monthly summary of local way
bills.
* See Form. No. 75, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 71, Appendix E. This form is sent to the
freight auditor and a record of it is retained by the agent; both
may be written simultaneously by the use of the multiplex
method.
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This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor and making a
station record of the total footings of each account as
shown on the monthly abstracts of intei line way bills.
In the event no interline way bills have been made or
received, a return on this form should not be rendered.
The name of the station should be written both at the
top and bottom of each sheet.
When returns are rendered for prepaid stations, the
name of the station at which the return is made should
be shown in addition to the name of the prepaid station.
The sheets constituting the return to the freight
auditor are blocked alternately with the sheets comprising the station record.* Carbon sheets should be
placed between the forms, and the entries made upon
the return with writing fluid. Red or copying ink
should not be used for any purpose whatever.
Great care should be exercised in writing up this
return. The sheets should not be mutilated, blurred or
soiled in handling. In the event any of them are not
perfectly clear and legible, they will be returned and
new sheets will have to be made.
All the information called for by the headings of the
various columns should be given. The names of the
railroads with which interline business has been done
should be entered in alphabetical order, as shown in the
list of roads furnished by the freight auditor. Immediately following the name of the road, and in the same
column, the junctions via which the freight was transported should be entered. The names of the stations
with which there are accounts should then be entered in
alphabetical order. The totals of the business forwarded to and received from each station should be
entered opposite the names of the stations in the spaces
provided therefor.
When there are two or more accounts with the same
stations on the same road, by reason of the freight being
routed via different junctions, the accounts for the
business via each route should be grouped together.

A blank space of three lines should be left underneath
each group of stations.
When all the accounts have been entered, the sheets
constituting the return should be arranged in proper
order and consecutively numbered. Each sheet should
then be accurately footed and signed by the agent personally. The total footings of each sheet should then be
recapitulated on the last sheet of the return, when more
than one sheet is used. The grand total should then be
entered in the spaces provided therefor at the bottom of
the last sheet of the monthly summary of local way
bills.*
The sheets constituting the return should be fastened
together at the upper left-hand corner with a paper
fastener, enclosed with the other monthly freight returns
due at the same time, in an envelope specially provided
for the purpose, and sent to the freight auditor so as to
reach his office on the morning of the seventh day of the
month succeeding that for which the return is made.
The sheets constituting the station record should also
be fastened together with a paper fastener in the same
manner as the return. They should then be filed by the
agent with the other records of the station.
When the freight auditor's notices of errors and omissions in abstracts and summaries} are received, the
station record should be corrected in red ink to agree
therewith.

"` See Form No. 72, Appendix B.

JUNCTION RETURNS OF INTERLINE WAY BILLS4

This return is valuable in adjusting accounts
with companies with which joint traffic is carried
on. The method of settling these accounts
between railroads in America has been the occasion of prolonged controversy. Whatever the
method of settling interline freight accounts may
*See Form No. 69, Appendix B.
1-See Forms Nos. 75 and 76, Appendix B.
See Form No. 60, Appendix B.
16 Vol. 6
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be, this return will facilitate it. It shows the
route freight has followed, and affords information valuable in dividing the earnings between
the parties in interest.
It is serviceable, moreover, in tracing freight,
and affords an exhaustive abstract of each way
bill, as will be seen by reference to the form.
Not only should a daily return be made at junctions of interline business billed through via
such junctions, but the way bills for such freight
should be stamped, at such junctions, with the
name of the junction, so as to afford additional
information in regard to the business and the
route it followed.

those that are received from the same line ; nor should
way bills delivered to or received from more than one
line be reported on the same sheet.
Way bills should not be reported on this return until
the freight which they call for has been received from or
delivered to the connecting line.
The return should be written up from the original
way bills, all the particulars shown thereon being given.
In addition to this, the returns should show whether the
freight was checked or not, and when the freight is
delivered in cars the condition of the seals on the doors
should also be noted.
When way bills and freight are delivered to connecting lines, the receipt of the agent or other representative
to whom delivery is made should be obtained upon the
station record in the space provided therefor.
In the event there is no business to report for any day,
the freight auditor should be notified of the fact by
using a postal card.*
As soon as the business for any day is written up, the
returns should be detached and sent to the officials to
whom they are addressed by first train mail.

RECORD OF INTERLINE WAY BILLS PASSING JUNCTION
STATIONS—RETURNS TO THE FREIGHT AUDITORS
AND TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT,t AND STATION
RECORD THEREOF.t
[NOTE.—It will be noticed that three separate forms are provided; they are, by application of the Multiplex system of
accounts, filled up at one writing, thus saving an agent twothirds of the work usually required to make the station record
and furnish the traffic department and the freight auditor the
information.]

This form should be used by agents at junction stations for making daily returns to the freight auditor and
the traffic department and for keeping a record at their
stations of all interline way bills received from and
delivered to connecting transportation lines.
Separate sheets should be used for reporting the way
bills in each direction, i. e., way bills delivered to any
other line should not be reported on the same sheet as
'See Form No. 58, Appendix B.
{flee Form No. 59, Appendix B.
Esse Form No. 60, Appendix B.

213

DAILY RETURNS OF FREIGHT EARNINGS.

Upon some roads no attempt to estimate the
daily earnings is made. Upon many lines daily
earnings are compiled at headquarters from way
bills and abstracts returned by agents. Upon
other roads specific reports of earnings are
required daily from agents. The latter is the
method contemplated herein. Under it agents
are required to report the local charges on
freight forwarded to local stations; also the
through charges on freight billed to stations
on other roads, giving each station separately;
*See Form No. 3, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 57, Appendix B.
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similar information is required for freight
received from other roads. With these data
the freight auditor is able to make up the
gross earnings for local and interline business.
The two make up the gross earnings of the
whole property.
If care is exercised, the estimate thus made will
approximate the actual receipts—it will at least
be sufficiently accurate to afford managers a fair
indication of the business that is being done.
This is all that is necessary.
In order to insure care upon the part of agents
in making these returns, the freight auditor may
compare them with the monthly abstracts and
summaries. It is the custom with some companies to subdivide the daily earnings so as
to show the sources from which earnings are
derived—from grain, products of the forest, ores,
live stock, and so on. This is a very admirable
system, but involves considerable clerical work
and expense, as the earnings must be ascertained
for each class.
The accounting officer of a railroad will never
find any difficulty in providing a way to ascertain
the daily earnings in whatever shape asked for.
The trouble he will experience will be in keeping
the cost of the information within the limits of
its real value. Whenever the cost cannot be
thus kept down, there is no doubt that railway managers will, one and all, cheerfully consent
to remain in ignorance of what their properties
are earning until the books can be closed at the

end of the month. Returns of daily earnings are
desirable only so long as they cost little to compile. No statement that can be made of daily
earnings is much better than a guess, unless based
upon actual balances, and these are only determinable by auditing and closing the accounts.
This form should be used at all stations where freight
is forwarded or received, or where milk tickets are sold,
for making a daily return to the freight auditor of the
freight charges on all freight forwarded, the amount
received from the sale of milk tickets and the freight
charges on freight received from stations on other railroads. A return on this form should be made up and
sent to the freight auditor for every day in the year
except Sundays. In the event freight is received or
forwarded on Sunday, the freight charges thereon should
be included in the return for Monday.
It should be written in copying ink at the close of the
day's business and an impression retained at the station. Great care should be exercised in writing up this
return. It should show the total amount of freight
charges on way bills made to local stations, including
milk ticket sales, if any; also the amount of freight
charges on freight forwarded to and received from stations on other railroads, forwarded and received being
shown separately. When agents make or receive way
bills, and render monthly returns therefor, for prepaid
stations, the amount of freight charges on such way bills
should be included with those of their own stations.
The way bills received from stations on other railroads should be included in this return on the date of
their receipt, regardless of the date of the way bill.
Estimated amounts should be included for the freight
charges on grain, lumber and other carload freight sent
forward without a knowledge of the actual quantity contained in the car; also for interline shipments received
upon which the actual weight is not known at the time.
In all such cases the load should be inspected and the
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estimated amount of freight charges should be based upon
the actual contents of the car. Afterward, as soon as
the actual freight charges can be ascertained, the difference between the estimated and actual amounts should
be added to or deducted from the proper item in the
current return. However, no correction should be made
when the difference to be adjusted is on account of an
under or over estimate of the freight earnings included
in a return for a previous month.
In the event there are no freight charges to be reported
in items Nos. 2, 5 or 8 for any day, the notation " No
earnings" should be entered in the space provided for
showing the amount of freight charges.
After the return has been completed, it should be
enclosed in an envelope especially provided for the purpose and forwarded to the freight auditor by first train
mail.
When, by reason of delay to trains or other causes, it
is impossible to forward the return as directed, the
freight auditor should forthwith be advised of the
amounts of items Nos. 2 and 10 by telegraph. The
return should also be sent forward at the earliest possible moment.
Beginning with the second return rendered in any
month, the amount of the freight charges previously
reported under the various items should be brought
forward from day to day, so that the return for any
particular day will show the total of each item for the
month up to that time. The total of items Nos. 3 and
6 for the last day of the month should agree with the
total freight charges, as shown by the freight forwarded
books (Form 29), after adding the milk ticket sales, or
similar traffic, if any. The correctness of item No. 9,
as reported on this return for any month, may be proved
by adding to the amount of this item, as shown by the
return for the last day of the month, the amount of
freight charges on way bills dated in the month that are
reported in this return in the succeeding month, and then
deducting the amount of freight charges on way bills
received in the month that were dated and reported in

the preceding month. The result thus obtained should
agree with the amount reported on the received side of
the monthly summary of interline way bills.*
MILK SHIPMENTS—TICKETS AND RETURNS THEREFOR.

In the early history of railroads, all the milk
that was sent from the country to the great cities
was waybilled, the same as wheat or potatoes.
So long as the shipments were confined to a few
cans, this method of handling the business
answered very well; but when it grew so that
hundreds of cans were shipped daily from different stations, the clerical work that waybilling
required rendered it impossible to properly handle
the business. In many cases the milk reached
the platform for loading simultaneously with the
arrival or departure of the train. There was no
time to waybill it; consequently it went forward
without a way bill. When it reached its destination there was no time to compare the cans with
the way bill, if there happened to be a way bill
in existence. The milk was taken possession of
by the owners and hurried away.
This imperfect method of accounting occasioned the loss of much of the revenue that
should have accrued from the business. In consequence, it became necessary to find some more
simple method of accounting—some substitute
that required only a moment's time. This, after
careful enquiry and experiment, was found in the
use of a milk ticket, and the rules and regulations
see Form No. 71, Appendix B.
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it suggested. Under this system it is required
that each can shall be ticketed, just as passengers
are ticketed, except that the charge is based on
weight in the case of milk. The tickets are procured in advance of their use, and are attached
to the cans before the latter are placed upon the
platform for shipment. Afterward the tickets
are detached by the company, before delivery of
the milk, care being exercised to see that the
quantity called for by the ticket corresponds with
the size of the can.
In some cases, a single shipper will forward
one or more full carloads of milk daily, the entire
shipment being consigned to one station. When
this is the case, instead of using a separate ticket
for each can, a milk ticket is provided, which
ticket covers the transportation of the contents
of the entire car. This ticket is made in triplex:
three documents, consisting first of the milk
ticket, second of a return to the freight auditor,
and third the station record, are filled up at one
writing. The milk ticket and return to the freight
auditor are then detached, the ticket being sent
forward with the car and the return to the freight
auditor sent to that official by first train mail, in
an envelope especially provided for the purpose.
The record is retained at the station for the use
of the agent in making up his monthly returns.
The forms used in making returns for milk carried
resemble somewhat those for passenger tickets
in this, that they give the commencing and closing numbers, number sold, etc. Returns of the

number of cans shipped on each train are required; also returns of tickets collected on each
train. There are various reasons for this.
MILK SHIPMENTEI.

Milk tickets are provided to be used in transporting
milk when it is shipped by passenger, milk or other
trains in large enough quantities to justify their use.
[NoTE.—When tickets are not provided, shipments of milk
should be waybillecl the same its other freight.]

When the use of milk tickets is authorized, agents
should keep a sufficient supply on hand to meet all
requirements. They should be ordered from the proper
officer, seasonable requisition being made for the tickets
required, i. e., they should be ordered at least ten days
in advance of the time they are needed.
When the tickets are received, the commencing and
the highest number, as shown by the invoice, should be
entered on the local ticket register. The tickets should
then be carefully examined to see that they are in
numerical order, that none are missing, and that there
are no duplicate numbers. In the event any irregularities are discovered, they should be noted on the
face of the invoice. The invoice and tickets should
then be returned to the officer from whom they were
received.
When the tickets are examined and found correct, as
shown by the invoice, it should be signed by the agent
and a tissue copy taken thereof for the station record, in
the letter book. The invoice should then be sent to
the freight auditor.
The tickets will be sold only in quantities of ten or
some multiple thereof. They should be sold in numerical order, the name of the station and date of sale being
plainly stamped on the back of each ticket at least onehalf inch from the eyelet hole. The impression of the
stamp should never be made on the end of the ticket in
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which the eyelet hole is placed, and especial care should
be taken to see that it is distinct and legible on every
ticket sold. The date stamped on the ticket should be
that of the day on which the sale is made.
Tickets are provided for cans containing a certain
number of gallons, and crates containing a certain
number of specified packages. The rates to be used
are based upon full packages ; however, no reduction
will be made when the packages are but partially
filled.
Agents should see that a ticket of the proper denomination is attached to each can, crate or other package
at the time it is received for shipment. The ticket
should be attached by a string passed through the eyelet hole of the ticket and tied to the package, especial
care being exercised to see that the capacity of the
package is not greater than that called for by the
ticket.
A record should be made of the number of cans,
crates or other packages loaded on each train, showing
the capacity of the packages and their destination.
When tickets are used for shipments going to points
other than those shown by the tickets used, the actual
destination of the milk should be given.

RECORD OF MILK (CARD) TICKET SALES—MONTHLY
RETURN TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR* AND STATION RECORD THEREOF.t

DAILY TRAIN RETURN OF MILK SHIPPED.*

This form should be used at stations where daily shipments of milk are made, for making a return to the
freight auditor of the number of cans, crates or other
packages sent forward by each train.
It should be made from the station record and sent
forward immediately after the shipment has gone forward, and should show in detail, as per the headings of
the various columns, all the particulars in connection
with each shipment. The number of packages reported
to the freight auditor on this return covering the business for any day should agree with the total number of
packages actually shipped.
* See Form No. 54, Appendix B.

This form should be used at stations where milk tickets are sold, for the purpose of keeping a daily record of
milk ticket sales, as well as for making a monthly return to the freight auditor and a station record of tickets sold.t
It should be written at the close of each clay's business, separate sheets being used for the tickets reading
to each destination, the commencing and closing numbers, number sold, rate and amount being entered opposite the day of the month upon which the sales are
made.
When the tickets are for cans, the capacity of the cans
should be entered in the space provided therefor. If the
tickets are for crates or other packages, a description of
the packages should be written in.
The total amount of the milk ticket sales for each day
should be included in item No. 2 of the daily return of
freight earnings,§ and the total amount of the sales for
the month should be entered on the monthly balance
sheet as freight charges prepaid.
Alter the sales have been made up for the last day of
the month, the recapitulation at the bottom of the form
should be filled in, showing the amount of cash received
from the sale of each kind of tickets reported thereon.
The highest number of the tickets on hand should also
be entered in the space provided therefor. The sheets
constituting the return should then be signed by the
agent personally, detached and sent to the freight auditor so as to reach his office not later than the second
day of the month succeeding that for which it is made.
• See Form No. 55, Appendix B.
1-See Form No. 56, Appendix B.
Under the Multiplex system the making of the return to
the freight auditor and the writing of the record are performed
simultaneously.
t Soo Form No. 57, Appendix B.
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When more than one sheet is used for making the
return for any month, a recapitulation should be made
on one of the sheets constituting the return, of all the
tickets sold and the amounts received therefor.
When no milk tickets have been sold during the
month, a return should be made out as in other cases,
the highest number of each kind of tickets on hand only
being entered. Across the face of the return should be
noted "No business." It should then be signed by the
agent and sent to the freight auditor.

What has been needed is a system so simple
and effective in its working as not to require
continual surveillance and the enforcement of
arbitrary measures in order to make it effective
—something that leads naturally to these results.
The revenue arising from the business of switching cars into the yards and grounds of merchants, manufacturers and others is valuable
because of its extent, if properly supervised. In
some cases a charge is made for switching; in
others it is not. The practice is not uniform.
This adds to the difficulties of accounting. To
secure accurate accounting, four things are necessary—first, that no car shall be switched without a specific written order;* second, that a
receipt shall be given in every case when money
is collected for switching; third, that a return for
every car switched shall be made to the freight
auditor,-{ and fourth, that a record shall be retained in the office of the local agent. The clerical work heretofore involved in making these
papers, and the delay of work in the yard that it
occasioned, have rendered futile the attempts of
accounting officers to surround the business with
needed safeguards. A switching engine cannot
be kept standing idle in the yards while a lot of
blanks are being laboriously filled up. The result

RECORD OF BOOK MILK TICKET SALES—MONTHLY RETURN TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR AND STATION
RECORD THEREOF.

The rules governing the making of this record and
return are essentially the same as those governing the
making of the record and return of card tickets. The
only difference being that a recapitulation is provided
for this form in which is entered the number of each
kind of package shipped, the rate per package, and the
amount received for the transportation thereof.
CHARGES FOR SWITCHING.

Heretofore the difficulties that railroad companies have experienced in collecting switching
charges have prevented their enforcing such
charges effectively. Many devices for keeping
an account of switching charges have been introduced, but have one and all been objectionable,
because of the clerical work they involved. Some
of them have worked with tolerable smoothness
under a particular man, because of his tact, energy and experience, and have failed miserably
under someone else.

* Sometimes this order must be given by telephone or by
verbal direction. When this is the case, a written order should
be made subsequently. A written order should be given in
every case.
After the yardmaster honors an order, he notes the fact on
the face of the order and forwards it to the freight auditor.
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has been that cars have been switched without
any written order—without any record being
made of the transaction at the time or afterward; without any return of the transaction
being made to headquarters. The records being
cumbersome and incomplete, no check upon the
business was possible. No safeguard could be
thrown around the business. The method contemplated herein obviates all these objections.
Under it all the papers are written simultaneously—the order, the receipt, and the record.*
It requires but a moment's time. Thus every
excuse for not making a record for each car
switched vanishes.
In order that the record of switching may be
complete, it will be found necessary to take
notice of switching for which no charge is made,
as well as that for which a charge is exacted.
This the accompanying rules and regulations
contemplate. These regulations, with the blanks

that accompany them, are so simple and so farreaching that a company that uses them may
feel assured that the revenue from its switching
is reasonably well collected.
The importance of this, agents and managers
will appreciate. Switching charges, heretofore,
have been an unknown quantity in railway
affairs—something so difficult to handle that
only isolated efforts have been made to do so,
and then only in a feeble, half-hearted way.
There is no necessity for such a state of affairs to
continue. Switching charges may be collected
with the same ease, facility and lack of friction that ordinary freight receipts are collected.

* The devices for handling switching charges contemplated
herein form part of the Multiplex system of accounts. However, the accompanying rules and regulations apply generally
to the collection of switching charges, without reference to any
particular method, except in so far as such method is specifically referred to, and this is easily determinable by the reader.
The particular recommendation that attaches to the Multiplex
system of accounts is its labor-saving feature and the celerity
with which the work may be done, and the further fact that
when an, order is given for switching, an indestructible record
is left for the information and use of all parties concerned afterward—the agent, the company, and the person for whom the
work is done. This renders it comparatively easy to audit the
accounts and to throw around collections of this nature the
safeguards necessary to secure full and accurate accounting.

RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES—ORDER FOR SWITCHING*—RECEIPT FOR SWITCHING CHARGESf—
RECORD OF SWITCHINQ4

This form should be used whenever any switching is
performed by the company for individuals, firms or
corporations.
Separate orders should be issued for the switching
done for each individual, firm or corporation, the
details of the service to be performed being specified in
each instance. The receipt and record should also be
filled up at the time the order is issued. This may be
done by the use of carbon sheets and a manifolding
pen. The order should then be detached, signed by
the agent and delivered to the conductor, yardmaster
or other employe under whose supervision the service is
to be performed.
In the event the car initials and number are not
known to the agent issuing the order at the time, this
* See Form No. 43, Appendix B.
tSee Form No. 44, Appendix B.
See Form No. 45, Appendix B.
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information should be filled in by the conductor, yardmaster or other employe to whom the order is issued.
This will also apply to any other information which
cannot be given at the time the order is written.
Whenever any of the necessary information has neon
filled in on the order by the conductor, yardmaster or
other employe, it should be submitted to the agent in
order that he may complete the receipt and record
thereof before the order is forwarded to the freight
auditor.
As soon as the service covered by an order for switching has been performed, the conductor, yardmaster or
other employe under whose supervision the work has
been done, should enter upon the face of the order the
date, and certify that the service has been performed
by signing his name in the space provided therefor.
The order should then be inclosed and sent to the
freight auditor by first train mail.
The receipt for switching charges should be left in the
book until such time as the charges for performing the
service are to be collected. Before signing the receipt
a carbon sheet should be inserted in order that the
record may show the date and a fac-simile of the signature of the agent, or his authorized representative, who
receipts for the money.
When switching service is performed, the charges for
which are collectible through the general office, the
amount to be paid for the service should be entered in
the receipt and the notation made across the face
thereof, "Charges collectible through the general office."
It should then be inclosed and sent forthwith to the
freight auditor.
When for any reason a charge made for switching is
ordered canceled after the order for switching has been
issued, a notation should be made across the face of the
receipt and record showing why the charge was canceled.
The authority for canceling the charge should be quoted.
The receipt should then be detached and sent to the
freight auditor forthwith. In the event a charge made
for switching is added to any way bill,-the order should

be returned, as in other cases, and a notation made
across the face of the receipt and record showing to
what way bill the switching charge was added. The
date, number of way bill, and station from and to
should be given.
Each book of forms, as well as the number of orders
and receipts which it contains, is charged to the agent.
Their preservation and proper use is therefore of the
utmost importance. In the event an order is spoiled or
becomes unfit for use, it, as well as the corresponding
receipt and record, should be marked " Void." The order
and receipt should then be pinned together and sent to
the freight auditor.
At the end of the month all amounts collectible
through the general office, as shown by the record of
switching, should be reported to the freight auditor on
the " Return for switching charges collectible."
RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES—ORDER FOR SWITCHING}' — SWITCHING WAY BIL4—RECEIPT FOR
SWITCHING CHARGES COLLECTED—RECORD OF
SWITCHING.fl

This form should be used when switching is done by
connecting lines or other corporations for the company.
The blanks constituting the form, and the general instructions governing their use, are the same as those of
the preceding form, except that a switching way bill is
provided to be delivered to the agent, yardmaster, or
other representative of the connecting line or corporation, under whose supervision the service is performed.
The order for switching should be delivered to the
agent or representative of the connecting line by which
the service is to be performed. As soon as the service
is completed, the amount of the charges therefor should
* See Form No. 47, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 43, Appendix B.
See Form No. 46, Appendix B.
§ See Form No. 44, Appendix B.
I See Form No, 45, Appendix B.
17 Yoh 6
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be inserted in the space provided for that purpose. It
should also be dated, certified to by the representative
of the connecting line and returned to the agent who
issued it. It should then be attached to the receipt for
switching charges and sent forthwith to the freight
auditor.
When large numbers of cars are switched at a station
by other companies, no charge being collected from the
shipper or consignee, and the charge of the other company for the service is settled through the general office,
special books may be furnished with the form "Receipt
for switching charges collected" omitted. Any other variation as to the number or arrangements of these forms
may be made to meet the exigencies of the business.
At the end of each month all amounts due connecting
lines or other companies for switching performed, as
shown by the record of switching, should be reported to
the freight auditor on the "Return for switching charges
due other companies."
It is preferable on many accounts that interline switching charges be settled through the freight auditor's office.
The custom is not, however, uniform.
RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES DUE OTHER COMPANIES—RETURN TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR*—
STATEMENT TO THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENTf —
RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES4

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor, statements to
the traffic department, and for making a station record
of the charges for switching service performed for the
company by connecting lines or other corporations, the
charges for which are payable through the general office.
Great care should be exercised in writing up the return.
It should be written with copying ink, but should not be
copied at the station.

I See Form No. 49, Appendix B.

f See Form No. 49A, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 50, Appendix B.
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The name of the road by which the switching charges
are payable should be entered in the space provided for
the purpose in the heading of the form.
Separate returns and statements should be rendered
for the switching charges due each road or corporation.
The return should be written daily from the record
of switching, and should give full details of the service
performed, as indicated in the headings of the various
columns. In the column headed " Destination or point
of shipment" should be given the final destination or
original point of shipment of the freight. The freight
charges on the freight contained in each car switched
should be given in the column provided for that purpose
in every instance.
The numbers of the orders for switching should be entered in the column provided for that purpose in regular
numerical order, and when more than one car is switched
on any order the number of the order should be entered
opposite the first car number entered.
As a letterpress copy of the return is taken in the
freight auditor's office, great care should be exercised to
see that it is not mutilated, blurred or soiled in handling during the month. In the event it is not perfectly
clear and legible, it will be sent back and a new return
will have to be made.
After the entries have been made for the last day of
the month, each return and statement should be footed
and the total amount due to each road or corporation
shown. The returns should then be inclosed to the
freight auditor, and the statements to the proper official,
and sent forward so as to reach them on the morning of
the fifth day of the month succeeding that for which
they are made.
In the event no switching service has been performed
for the company during the month, the charges for
which are payable through the general office, no return
or statement need be rendered, but the freight auditor
should be notified of the fact by postal card.*
*See Form No. 3, Appendix B.
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RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES COLLECTIBLE—RETURN TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR* _STATEMENT
TO THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT''—RECORD OF
SWITCHING CHARGES.t

handling during the month. In the event it is not perfectly clear and legible, it will be sent back and a new
return will have to be made.
After the entries have been made for the last day of
the month, each return and statement should be footed,
and the total amount due from each individual, firm,
connecting line or other corporation shown. The returns
should then be inclosed to the freight auditor, and the
statements to the proper officer, and sent forward so as
to reach them on the morning of the fifth day of the
month succeeding that for which they are made.
In the event no switching service has been performed
during the month by the company, the charges for
which are collectible through the general office, the
return and statement should not be rendered, but the
freight auditor should be notified of the fact by postal
card.*

This form should be used by agents for making
monthly returns to the freight auditor, statements to
the traffic department, and for making a station record
of the charges for switching service performed by the
company for individuals, firms, connecting lines or
other corporations, the charges for which are collectible
through the general office.
Great care should be exercised in writing up the
return. It should be written with copying ink, but
should not be copied at the station.
The name of the road to which the switching charges
are due should be entered in the space provided for that
purpose in the heading of the form.
Separate returns and statements should be made for
the switching charges due from each individual, firm,
connecting line or other corporation.
The return shduld be written up daily from the record
of switching,§ and should give full details of the service
performed as indicated by the headings of the various
columns. In the column headed " Destination or point
of shipment" should be given the final destination or
original point of shipment of the freight.
The number of the orders for switching should be
entered in the column provided for that purpose in regular numerical order, and when more than one car is
switched on any order the number of the order should
be entered opposite the first car number entered.
As a letterpress copy of the return is taken in the
freight auditor's office, great care should be exercised
to see that it is not mutilated, blurred or soiled in
*See Form No. 47, Appendix B.
I. See Form No. 47A, Appendix B.
See Form No. 48, Appendix B.
§See Form No. 45, Appendix B.

OVERCTIARGES—RECORDSt AND RETURNS THEREFOR.t
[NoTn.—The book entitled " Fiscal Duties of Agents and
Conductors," also refers to this subject. The volume in question contains many other particulars, it may be said, in reference to freight matters, and requires to ho studied in connection
with this.]
It will continually happen, in the operation of
railroads, that overcharges and undercharges
will occur. Patrons will be charged too much or
too little. When an agent collects too little the
carrier leaves him to his own devices to secure
the balance, holding him responsible for the full
amount, unless the circumstances are exceptional
and such as to warrant a departure from the general rule.
See Form No. 8, Appendix B.
f See Forms Nos. 52 and 86, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 17, Appendix D. This return gives date of
way bill, number, where from, where to, name of party overcharged, amount, etc.
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In regard to amounts an agent collects in excess of the proper charge, disposition is made of
them according to circumstances. When an
agent collects more than is charged to him by
the company, it is manifest that lie must have a
surplus in his hands to the extent of such collection, and so long as this state of affairs continues
he may refund the amount overcollected, and
should use all possible diligence in so doing. But
lest the amount overcharged should be forgotten
(as it would be if it were not a matter of record),
and in order that there may be no misunderstanding in any way, and that there may be an authoritative history for the purpose of inspection and
otherwise, agents are required to make a careful
record at the time of all overcharges collected
by them. This record* is called an overcharge
book. The name is not material. It recounts
substantially the facts embodied in the return for
amounts overcollected, shown in Appendix B
hereto.f This return is to be made monthly, but
the overcharges that accrue in any month are
not to be returned until the end of the next
month. The purpose of this delay is to give the
agent a full month in which to refund the
amount overcharged. When, however, the overcharge is finally reported to the freight auditor,
he at once charges it to the agent. Afterward it
is apparent the agent cannot refund it if called
upon, without special direction to that effect

Upon some roads the process of refunding overcharges is very informal, and is often abused in
consequence.*
The method of accounting provided herein
contemplates that after an amount has been
conveyed into the treasury of a company it
shall not be refunded except by voucher. This
is the practice of the United States government
and is a safe method to be pursued by corporations, although perhaps not the simplest or most
expeditious.

*See Form No. 52, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 17, Appendix B.

RECORD OF AND RECEIPT FOR UNREFUNDED
CHARGES.t

This form should be used for making a record and
showing the disposition of all amounts collected in
excess of the correct amount due the company for
services rendered in connection with the transportation
or handling of freight; also for making a record of all
credits which agents are instructed to report to the
freight auditor.
When agents discover that an overcollection has been
made, or receive instructions that an amount should be
reported to the freight auditor, they should immediately
enter the amount on this record, giving all the details in
connection with the transaction, as called for by the
headings of the various columns.
Agents should use all possible diligence in refunding
* Upon somo roads the way bill has what arc called ,‘ over "
and “short " columns; if it is desired an agent shall refund an
overcharge, he enters the it,iount refunded in the " short" column of any way bill, it does 1I )t matter which, and he is credited with the amount at headquarters.
f Soo Form No. 52, Appendix B.
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overcollections, notifying all parties to whom money is
due, when they are known, requesting them to present
the original receipts* for charges paid. Unless specially
instructed to do so by the freight auditor, agents should
not refund amounts to any person or persons unless the
original receipts for charges paid are produced. When
a receipt is presented, the notation "Refunded $
account of
(giving the reasons for making the
refund) to (giving the name of the party to whom the
amount is paid)
189.." should be made across
the face of the original receipt in ink. This statement
should then be signed by the agent or his authorized
representative. The receipt of the party to whom
money is paid should then be taken on the record in
the space provided therefor, the name of the company
making the payment being entered in the space provided for that purpose at the head of the column.
The date the payment is made should also be entered
opposite the item. When the original receipt for
charges paid cannot be produced, the matter should
be referred to the freight auditor for instructions before
making the refund.
All amounts unrefunded at the end of the month succeeding that in which an overcollection or credit
occurred should be reported to the freight auditor,
except that when instructions are received from the
freight auditor to report certain amounts on any specified returns, they should be so reported. Opposite each
item reported should be noted "Reported on Form
No
for (giving the name of the month and
year)
Agents should not refund amounts after they have
been reported to the freight auditor. When claim is
made they will refer the matter to the freight auditor
for instructions, sending him the original receipts
for charges paid whenever these documents are presented.

RECORD OF OVERCHARGES REFUNDED—RECEIPT FOR
OVERCHARGES, ORIGINAL* AND DUPLICATE, AND
STATION RECORD THEREOF.f

13

*There are four kinds of receipts used, viz.: the freight bill,
the receipt for prepaid charges, the receipt for miscellaneous
collections and the receipt for switching charges.

1

This form should be used by agents and other representatives of the company who are authorized to settle
overcharge claims direct with claimants without waiting
fora formal voucher to be made at headquarters.
All of the information, as indicated by the form,
should be filled in before the claim is paid. The original receipt for freight charges paid and bill of lading
should be taken up. A receipt in duplicate, as provided
for by the form, should be obtained from the person to
whom payment is made, at the time.
All claims settled during the month should be carried
in the account of the person making the settlement until
the end of the month, at which time claim for relief of
their accounts should be made to the freight auditor.
All such claims should be accompanied by the original
and duplicate receipts obtained at the time the claims
were settled. The original paid freight bills and bills
of lading should be attached to the receipts in every
instance, and when the claim is for switching charges
refunded, a statement of the witybillingt covering the
shipments switched should also be attached to the
receipts.
MONTHLY RETURN OF UNREFUNDED CHARGES4

This form should be used by agents for making a
return to the freight auditor of all unrefunded amounts
collected in excess of the correct amount duo the company for services in connection with the transportation
or handling of freight ; also of all amounts remaining
to their credit, account of freight traffic, the accounting
for which is not provided for by other returns.
*See Form No. 85, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 86, Appendix B.
$ See Form No. 53, Appendix B.
ti See Form No. 17, Appendix B.
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The returns should be written with copying ink at the
end of each month from the record of and receipt for
unrefunded charges,* and should give the details as
indicated by the headings of the various columns of all
amounts unrefunded at the end of the month succeeding that in which the overcollection or credit occurred;
also any amounts which agents are specially instructed
to report on the return. In the event there are no
amounts to be reported on this return, it should not be
rendered.
The following list embraces the items to be reported
on this form, and in rendering the return they should be
entered in the order given.
First—Freight charges unpaid, freight received.
Second—Advanced charges, freight received.
Third—Interline charges prepaid, freight received.
Fourth—Miscellaneous charges unpaid, freight received.
Fifth—Freight charges prepaid, freight forwarded.
Sixth—Miscellaneous charges prepaid, freight forwarded.
Seventh—Advanced charges, freight forwarded.
Eighth—Interline charges prepaid, freight forwarded.
Ninth—All other collections or credits on account of
freight, the accounting for which is not provided for by
other returns.
When all of the amounts to be reported have been
entered on the return, it should be accurately footed,
signed by the agent personally, and a letterpress copy
taken for the station record. It should then be inclosed
and sent to the freight auditor so as to reach his office
on the morning of the third day of the month succeeding that for which it is made.
When claim is made, supported by the original receipt
for charges paid, after an amount has been reported on
this return, the overcharge should not be refunded by
the agent, but the claim should be referred to the freight
auditor forthwith, who will give instructions in regard
to the disposition of the same.

MILLING, CLEANING AND SHELLING IN TRANSIT—
STATEMENTS AND RETURNS THEREOF.

*See Form No. 52, Appendix B.

2G7

Such an account as this was unknown in the
early history of railroads. If any disposition was
to be made of grain at any station en route, it
was waybilled to such station, and, after being
milled, cleaned or shelled, was billed forward
under the changed conditions to its destination.
This was the simple and direct way of treating the
transaction. It facilitated accounting, moreover.
But a rate made by adding two or more local
rates was found, in many cases, to be prohibitory,
and, as it was not advisable nor practicable to
give special rates in every case, the practice grew
up of billing grain to the intermediate point at
the rate current to the final destination, and
rebilling the product afterward without charge.
It is this practice that the accompanying rules
and regulations are intended to cover. Manifestly, the conditions under which traffic will
thus be handled will not be confined to grain
alone. The concession is one that adapts itself
to every kind of business that requires the carrier
to foster by concessions of this kind. It is not
probable, however, that the practice will grow to
any great extent, as these concessions naturally
confine themselves to a few articles. Nor is it
desirable that it should. The particular manner
of treating property to be stopped en route will
vary according to the methods of carriers and
the necessities of business. In some cases carriers will require the charges to be prepaid; in
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other cases they will be satisfied to have them
paid at destination. The method contemplated
herein requires that they shall be paid at the
intermediate point where the property is rebilled.

time, and prevent overshipments. As soon as the actual
weights have been obtained, they should be substituted
for the estimated weights used.

RECORD OF FREIGHT MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.*

This form should be used by agents for making a
station record of all freight received to be manipulated
in transit (i. e., milled, cleaned, shelled, stored, fed, etc.) ;
also of the product when it is sent forward.
A separate account should be kept with each individual or firm for each kind of freight received to be
manipulated for each transit destination.
The record of freight received to be manipulated
should be written daily from the original way bills, and
should show all the particulars in connection with each
shipment as indicated by the headings of the various
columns. The name of the commodity and the manner
in which it is to be manipulated should be entered in
the spaces provided for that purpose at the head of the
account. Agents should know that actual weights are
used in computing freight charges on all shipments
received to be manipulated in transit. The general
rules governing the manner of obtaining weights should
be observed.
The record of product shipped should be written daily
from the letterpress copies of the way bills, all the particulars called for being given. The name of the original commodity received and the station to which the
transit applies should be entered in the space provided
therefor at the head of the account. As overshipments
are not allowed, agents should carefully examine all
shipments made, and, when the actual weight cannot be
obtained at the time, estimated weights should be used,
based upon the actual contents of the car. This weight
should be entered upon the record in lead pencil. This
will enable agents to balance the accounts from time to
*See Form No, 81, Appendix B.

RETURN FOR FREIGHT RECEIVED TO BE MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.*

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor of freight received
at their stations to be manipulated in transit (1. e.,
milled, cleaned, shelled, stored, fed, etc).
A separate return should be rendered for each kind of
freight received for each individual or firm, to be
manipulated for each transit destination. It should be
written from the record of freight manipulated in
transit, and should give all the particulars in connection with each shipment, as indicated by the headings
of the various columns.
The return should be written with copying ink. Bed
ink should not be used for any purpose whatever.
Each account should be accurately footed. Immediately following the footing of the account, a recapitulation thereof should be made. The balance brought
forward from the last transit year should be entered
first, following which should be shown the total receipts
by months for the present transit year, thus showing the
total receipts for each account up to the close of the
month for which the return is rendered.
After all of the accounts have been written as provided for in the foregoing rules, a grand recapitulation
should be made on separate sheets, showing the total
weight and charges on all freight received from each
station to be manipulated for each transit destination
during the month for which the return is rendered.
The return should then be copied in a book kept for
that purpose at the station, and sent to the freight
auditor, together with the return for freight forwarded
after having been manipulated in transit, so as to reach
* See Form No. 79, Appendix B.
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his office on the morning of the eighth day of the month
succeeding that for which it is made.
RETURN FOR FREIGHT FORWARDED AFTER HAVING
BEEN MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.*

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor of all shipments
Bent forward from their stations on account of freight
manipulated in transit (i. e., milled, cleaned, shelled,
stored, fed, etc.).
A. separate return should be rendered for the shipments made on account of each kind of freight, by each
individual or firm, to each transit destination. It should
be written from the letterpress copies of the way bills.
All the particulars in connection with each shipment, as
indicated by the headings of the various columns, should
be given.
The return should be written with copying ink. Red
ink should not be used for any purpose whatever.
When the actual weight of any shipment is not known
at the time the return is rendered, the space provided for
showing the weight should be left blank. In all such
cases the freight auditor should be advised of the correct weight as soon as it is known.
Each account should be accurately footed. Immediately following the footing of the account, a recapitulation thereof should be made of the total shipments by
months for the current transit year, thus showing the
total weight of the shipments made during the transit
year up to the close of the month for which the return
is rendered.
The return should then be copied in a book kept for
that purpose at the station, and sent to the freight auditor, together with the return for freight received to be
manipulated in transit, so as to reach his office on the
morning of the eighth day of the month succeeding that
for which it is made.
*See Form No. 80, Appendix B.
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This return is of a statistical nature. It is
intended that it shall be made by the agent at
the station where the business is handled. The
reason for requiring it to be made by agents instead of having it made at headquarters is to distribute the clerical work over the whole road;
this is done under the belief that it is cheaper to
thus distribute it. This belief is based on the
theory that the work may be done by agents
without any material increase in their clerical
force. If this theory is correct, then the practice is manifestly for the best interests of a company. If it is not true, however, that agents can
do -the work without a general or considerable
increase in their force, then it would be better to
have it done at headquarters. These are things
about which men and companies differ, and for
good reasons. Thus it may be desirable upon a
particular road, or division of a road, to have the
commodity statement made by agents, while
upon another road or division it may be desirable to have it made at headquarters. Matters of
this kind will adjust themselves according to the
particulars of each case. Such adjustment represents the very essence of economy and wisdom
and cannot be abrogated arbitrarily.
The commodity statement conforms in certain
particulars to other freight returns; they severally verify each other. I have not thought it
worth while to attempt to embody a list of the
commodities to be reported. That is a matter to
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be determined by the peculiar nature of a company's business or other influence. The rules
and regulations contained herein are for the
guidance of agents. The work of consolidating
the statistical returns rendered by agents is left
to the freight auditor. The information embraced in these returns includes the total tonnage forwarded; also the tonnage received from
stations on other lines. The latter is embraced
in a separate return. The two make up the
whole business of a road.

on the form, the names should be written in in the
blank spaces provided therefor. The grand total in
all directions should also be shown in the column provided for that purpose.
In determining the direction of a shipment, either
local or interline, the relative positions of the stations
between which the freight is transported over the line
for which the return is rendered only, should be taken
into consideration.
When the distance north to destination or junction
with other line, from a line drawn east and west through
the point of shipment, is greater than the distance east
or west to destination or junction with other line, from
a line drawn north and south through point of shipment,
the tonnage will be considered "north-bound."
When the distance west to destination or junction
with other line, from a line drawn north and south
through the point of shipment, is greater than the distance north or south to destination or junction with
other line, from a line drawn east and west through the
point of shipment, the tonnage will be considered " westbound."
When the distance south to destination or junction
with other line, from a line drawn east and west through
the point of shipment, is greater than the distance east
or west to destination or junction with other line, from
a line drawn north and south through the point of shipment, the tonnage will be considered "south-bound."
When the distance east to destination or junction
with other line, from a line drawn north and south
through the point of shipment, is greater than the distance north or south to destination or junction with
other line, from a line drawn east and west through the
point of shipment, the tonnage will be considered "eastbound."
Each column of the return should be accurately footed.
The footing of the grand total column should agree with
the grand total of the forwarded side of the record
of monthly summary of local way bills' after all the

MONTHLY RETURN OF COMMODITIES (IN TONNAGE)
FOR FREIGHT FORWARDED.*

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor of the gross tonnage of all freight forwarded from their stations on local
and interline way bills, excepting that the tonnage of
freight waybilled without charges (i. e., company material and supplies, estray freight, freight forwarded
after having been manipulated in transit, etc. ; also
shipments that have been received, taken into the station accounts, and re-waybilled to some other destination) should not be included in the tonnage reported.
The return should be written with copying ink. Bed
ink should not be used for any purpose whatever.
The information from which it is written should be
obtained from the original letterpress copies of the way
bills. The gross tonnage of each commodity in each
direction (i. e., east, west, north or south bound), as
shown by the copies of the way bills dated in the month
for which the return is rendered, being entered in the
spaces provided therefor opposite the name of the commodity printed on the form. When important commodities are forwarded, the names of which are not printed
*See Form No. 73, Appendix B.

* See Form No. 70, Appendix B.
18 Vol. 6
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changes made in auditing the accounts have been adjusted on the station record in accordance with the
freight auditor's notice to agents of errors and omissions in their abstracts and summaries of freight forwarded.*
When the return is completed, a letterpress copy
thereof should be taken in a book provided for that
purpose at the station. It should then be inclosed.,
together with the return of commodities (in tonnage) for
freight waybilled through from stations on other roads,
and sent to the freight auditor so as to reach his office
on the morning of the twenty-fifth day of the month
succeeding that for which it is made.

west, north or south bound), as shown by the way bills
taken into the station accounts in the month for which
the return is rendered, being entered in the spaces provided therefor opposite the name of the commodity
printed on the form. When important commodities are
received, the names of which are not printed on the
form, the names should be written in in the blank spaces
provided therefor. The grand total in all directions
should also be shown in the column provided for that
purpose.
In determining the direction of a shipment, the relative positions of the stations between which the freight
is transported over the line for which the return is rendered only should be taken into consideration.
When the distance north to destination, from a line
drawn east and west through the junction at which the
freight was delivered to the company, is greater than
the distance east or west to destination, from a line
drawn north and south through said junction, the tonnage will be considered "north-bound."
When the distance west to destination, from a line
drawn north and south through the junction at which
the freight was delivered to the company, is greater than
the distance north or south to destination, from a line
drawn east and west through said junction, the tonnage
will be considered "west-bound."
When the distance south to destination, from a line
drawn east and west through the junction at which the
freight was delivered to the company, is greater than the
distance east or west to destination, from a line drawn
north and south through said junction, the tonnage will
be considered " south-bound."
When the distance east to destination, from a line
drawn north and south through the junction at which
the freight was delivered to the company, is greater than
the distance north or south to destination, from a line
drawn east and west through said junction, the tonnage
will be considered "east-bound."
Each column of the return should be accurately footed.
The footing of the grand total column should agree with

[Norm.—Unless specially instructed to the contrary, this
return should not be sent to the freight auditor until his notice
to agents of errors and omissions in their abstracts and summaries for freight forwarded, covering the month's business for
which the return is rendered, is received.]
MONTHLY RETURN OF COMMODITIES (IN TONNAGE)
FOR FREIGHT WAYBILLED THROUGH FROM STATIONS ON OTHER RAILROADS. (-

This form should be used by agents for rendering
monthly returns to the freight auditor of the gross tonnage of all freight received at their stations, waybilled
through from stations upon other railroads, excepting
that the tonnage of freight upon which there are no
freight charges (i. e., company material and supplies,
estray freight, freight that has been manipulated in
transit, etc.), should not be included in the tonnage reported.
The return should be written with copying ink. Bed
ink should not be used for any purpose whatever.
The information from which the return is written
should be drawn off from the original way bills daily,
before they are sent to the freight auditor, the gross
tonnage of each commodity in each direction (i. e., east,
•See Form No. 75, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 74, Appendix B.
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the grand total of the received side of the record of
monthly summary of interline way bills,* after all
changes made in auditing the accounts have been adjusted on the station record in accordance with the
freight auditor's notice to agents of errors and omissions
in their abstracts and summaries of freight received.t
When the return is completed, a letterpress copy
thereof should be taken in a book kept for that purpme
at the station. It should then be inclosed, together
with the return of commodities (in tonnage) for freight
forwarded, and sent to the freight auditor so as to reach
his office on the morning of the twenty-fifth day of the
month succeeding that for which it is made.
[NOTE.—unicsti specially instructed to the contrary, this

has adopted. This is why governmental direction
is often so fatal to a business ; it is not flexible
enough ; it is not sufficiently responsive to the
needs of affairs. The government is arbitrary
beyond measure in enforcing its forms. Not that
they are necessarily the wisest or best. On the
contrary. But the government official, like every
arbitrary mortal, confounds his own convenience
with the convenience of those he is supposed to
serve. He looks upon everyone who does not
conform to his methods as wanting in either good
sense or amiability as outcasts, not to be tolerated. The government official is dominated by
his environment. Except for this, he is not different from other men. All men are enervated
and weakened by the exercise of arbitrary
power.
This particular phase of everyday life is brought
to our attention here, because it enters into the
settlement of the claims of carriers against the
government for services and otherwise. The
government is especially arbitrary in the settlement of claims. It will not pay a claim, no
matter how palpable the facts may be, unless
presented to it in a certain way previously determined upon by it. Thus, if a carrier fails to exact
an order for transportation from the particular
officer designated to give it, or omits to take a
receipt, or takes a receipt from the wrong person,
or fails to certify to an account or back it up by
required evidence, the government will throw
out the claim, and the carrier must go back and

return should not be sent to the freight auditor until his notice
to agents of errors and omissions in their abstracts and summaries for freight received, covering the month's business for
which the return is rendered, is received.]
PECULIARITIES OF THE SERVANTS OF GOVERNMENT—
CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT FOR SERVICES.

In all the relations that exist between man and
man in their private capacity, the element of
good faith enters. It is also an important factor
as between common carriers and their patrons.
But between the government and the people it is
unknown— at least upon the part of the government. Every government official stands on the
pedestal of law and practice, above the people.
He is superior both to their customs and convenience. He refuses to act officially unless authorized by the strict letter of the law and in
conformity with methods of business that he
I See Form No. 72, Appendix B.
f See Form No. '76, Appendix B.
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rectify his error or omission as best he can. It
does not matter at all that the government knows
the service has been performed, or that the claim
is just. The evidence of the fact must be presented in a particular way before it will recognize the fact. These truths cannot too strongly
impress themselves upon the agents of carriers.
Claims against the government, if improperly
prepared, may remain unpaid for years, and, perhaps, never be paid at all, whereas, under other
circumstances, they are paid in due course. The
arbitrariness of the government in matters of this
kind must be met with equal arbitrariness upon
the part of those who deal with it. Carriers must
resolutely refuse to perform service unless the
government conforms exactly and technically
to every requirement made and provided, and
necessary to enable them to collect the amount
due them without loss or unnecessary delay. The
government cannot refuse to fulfill every condition required of it, when the demand is made in
advance of service; afterward it is not concerned,
and the burden falls upon the claimant.
Amounts due from the government for service
rendered by carriers are collected from headquarters by a particular officer designated beforehand.
There may be exceptions, but this is the general
rule. The government will only pay to duly
authorized agents. After all the preliminaries
have been gone through with, and every paper is
perfect, the government will settle. But even
here it requires carriers to receipt for money long

before it is paid to them. It is thus consistently
arbitrary to the end.
As a rule, whenever service is performed for
the government by a railroad, its agent is charged
for the amount, just as he is charged for the
tickets he sells or the freight that is payable at
his station. But, as he does not collect the
money, the charge would remain until the government paid (which might be years) if other
disposition were not made of it. It is, accordingly, better to relieve the agent of the account
as soon as he returns the necessary papers and
vouchers, and transfer the amount to the debit of
the government, or make other disposition of it.
The effect of such action will be to take the
matter out of the agent's accounts, where it is
liable to be overlooked by officials, and place it
where it can be handled more conveniently. This
is the disposition contemplated in the accompanying rules and regulations.
GOVERNMENT FREIGHT.

All of the rules and regulations governing the receipt
and shipment of freight by private parties will also
apply on shipments of freight for the government.
That is, all packages should be properly prepared for
shipment, full and explicit shipping directions should
be given, the goods should be properly marked, etc.
As the charges on freight transported for the government cannot be collected without a government bill of
lading, in duplicate, properly filled out and certified to
by the government officer under whose direction the
shipment is made, and as the government will not issue
bills of lading after the freight has been carried, such
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freight should not be received for shipment unless it is
accompanied by a government bill of lading in duplicate.
When freight unaccompanied by government bills of
lading is offered for shipment, the nature of or marks
upon which would indicate that it belongs to any department of the government, agents should make diligent
enquiry with a view of ascertaining the facts in regard
to the shipment at the earliest possible moment. They
should not, however, send it forward until they can
ascertain definitely whether it is government freight or
not.*
All government freight received for transportation
should be carefully checked with the bill of lading to see
that the freight is properly described, that the correct
number of packages is received, that the weights and the
rates (when the latter are inserted) are correctly shown.
The weight should be written out in words ; the figures
should also be inserted ; thus, if the freight weighs 1,400
pounds it should be inserted as follows: "Fourteen
hundred (1,400) pounds." When any charges are to
be made for switching, or other special service, provision for their payment should be made upon the bill of
lading.t The original and duplicate bills of lading
should also be compared to see that they are alike, correct and complete in every particular, excepting the
receipt of the consignee. This should be done in every
instance before the bills of lading are signed and
receipted for by the agent.
When government freight is received for transportation in carload lots, the bills of lading should show by
*Government freight is usually labeled or marked "Government property," or with the official title of consignee or
shipper. Shipments of government freight commonly consist
of supplies of the war department, including commissary,
quartermaster's and ordnance stores, consigned to officers of
the army.
In some cases the bill of lading contemplates services of
this kind and makes provision therefor—in other words, directs
it to be done. In the event it dots not, the service should be
indorsed on the bill of lading and properly certified to, or a
new bill of lading should be issued.
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whom the freight is loaded. When it is loaded by the
government, the following notation should be made :
" Loaded by the government, railroad company not
responsible for quantity."
When government freight is received for transportation, and any portion of the shipment is found to be in
bad order, or any of the packages are in any manner
insecure, the facts should be noted on the original bill
of lading, and the notation signed by the agent.
Agents should not insert rates in government bills of
lading.
When government bills of lading are found to be
incorrect in any particular, they should be corrected by
the issuing or some other competent officer of the government, or a new bill of lading should be required. In
the event any alterations, erasures or interlineations
are made by an authorized officer of the government,
the changes should be certified to by the officer making
them before the bill of lading is signed by the agent.
Original bills of lading should, as soon as the freight
has been waybilled, be sent forthwith by express to the
agent at the station to which they read. The duplicate
bills of lading should be returned to the government
officer who issued them.
All government freight should be regularly waybilled
in accordance with the information contained in the
bills of lading. Regular tariff rates should be charged,
unless special rates are authorized by the proper officer.
The number and date of the bills of lading, also the
name of the place where issued, and by whom, should
be entered on the way bill underneath the description of
articles. The number and date of the way bill, also the
name of the station where the way bill was made, should
be entered on the bill of lading before sending it forward.
Unless otherwise specially instructed to the contrary,
bills of lading which cover transportation to stations on
other roads will not be accepted by agents. Separate
bills of lading should be issued for each road over which
government freight is transported.
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Agents should not, without special instructions from
the freight auditor, advance any charges on government
freight unless bills of lading are received with the freight,
providing for the payment to the company of the charges
advanced, as well as the charges for transportation over
the company's road.
Great care should be exercised in handling and transmitting government bills of lading. Their loss would
entail endless trouble and delay in collecting the transportation charges from the government. Losses resulting from carelessness on the part of agents or other
employes handling or transmitting these documents
will be charged to the party at fault.
The charges for transportation of government freight
covered by government bills of lading are not payable
through the hands of agents. Agents are therefore
authorized to deliver all such government freight without collecting the charges thereon.
All government freight should be delivered promptly
as in other cases, and the usual receipts taken therefor.
Before the freight is delivered, however, the personal receipt of the consignee should be obtained on the bill of
lading in the spaces provided for that purpose; the
name of the station at which the freight is delivered
should also be written in after the word " Received"
on the back thereof. In the event any extra service
has been performed for which a charge is made, not provided for in the bill of lading, the facts in connection
therewith should be noted on the bill of lading and certified to by the proper government officer in charge.
Without this certificate such charges cannot be collected from the government, nor will credit be allowed
an agent.
When government freight arrives at destination and
the bills of lading for the same are not at hand, immediate enquiry therefor should be made of the waybilling
agent. The freight auditor should also be advised of
the facts forthwith by telegraph ; all the information
necessary to enable him to locate the missing bills of
lading should be given so far as known.

No credit Will be allowed an agent for charges on government freight unless he can produce the necessary
bills of lading properly accomplished, full and accurate
in every respect.
All completed government bills of lading received by
agents for freight waybilled during any month should be
held by them until the eighth of the succeeding month,
upon which date they should be sent to the freight
auditor by express, accompanied by the unreceipted
freight bills, with a request for a relief voucher for the
amount of the uncollected charges. This request
should be made in accordance with the " Form of request for voucher." Thus all of the las for the
month will be embraced in one request.
A letterpress copy of the request for voucher should
be taken in a book kept for that purpose at the station.
In the event the amounts credited by the freight auditor
do not agree with the amounts as claimed, the matter
should be taken up with him at once.
Way bills for government freight should be entered
on the station records and accounted for the same
as the way bills for other freight. When the account
current for the month is rendered, the amount of
charges on government freight for which the freight
auditor has been asked for relief should be noted on
the credit side thereof, thus : "For government freight
awaiting relief voucher, as per request upon the freight
auditor under date of
SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS FOR OVERCHARGES, LOSSES,
DAMAGES AND DELAYS — THE EXEMPTIONS OF
CARRIERS.f

The adjustment of the claims that are made
against carriers forms one of the most vexatious
branches of the service. The interests of the
*Bee Form No. 82, Appendix B.
f Some of the conditions that attend the carriage of property
are referred to elsewhere in connection with the shipping bill
and the receipt and bill of lading.
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others. It does not matter who the officer is.
The requirements of the situation will quickly
enlighten him as to the duties and difficulties of
the position, and the necessity of his being well
informed in regard to every claim before attempting an adjustment of it. This latter necessitates
effective appliances kept up to the highest point
of efficiency. If not carefully informed, he will
pay claims that should be thrown out, or refuse
to pay claims that his company is clearly responsible for. In either event, the interest of the
latter will suffer. In order to be able to protect
the employer, and at the same time be just, the
claim agent must be fully enlightened. To be
enlightened his appliances must be such as to
make him so. His duties at best are complicated
and perplexing, and he requires the hearty
co-operation of all with whom his business brings
him in contact. It is especially incumbent that
agents shall be prompt, intelligent and thorough
in their answers to enquiries in regard to claims,
and that they shall be prompt and thorough in
investigations in regard to lost, missing or damaged property. The accompanying rules and
regulations are intended to facilitate all these
things.
In reference to the settlement of claims for
overcharges, it is not necessary to say anything
here further than that every person who is
charged more than he should be is entitled to
have the money refunded without delay or unnecessary circumlocution. The manner in which

this is done varies upon different roads. The
accompanying rules and regulations intend that
an amount overcollected shall at once be refunded by the agent making the overcollection,
if the amount has not been charged to him by
the carrier. He is also required to make a record
of the transaction meantime, and take a receipt
when he refunds the money. All overcharges not
refunded at the end of the month following that
in which they occur are to be reported to the
freight auditor, who will charge them to the
agent. After that the amount cannot be refunded
except by voucher.
In reference to claims for loss or damage, no
hard and fast rule can be given. The legal obligations of carriers are well understood. There
is no moral obligation except such as policy may
dictate. The claim agent must be familiar with
the legal obligations of carriers. The duty of
defining the responsibilities of carriers belongs
to the traffic or legal department of a railroad,
and not to that of accounts. But, as the settlement of claims forms such a part, and as a more
or less accurate knowledge of the obligations of
carriers is required to be known to those who
attend to such matters, the subject naturally
comes up here for reference.
The conditions that attach to the transportation of freight are very generally expressed in
the rules and regulations of the traffic department. The law provides that the carrier shall
provide reasonable accommodations and shall
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exercise due diligence. If risk or loss occurs,
notwithstanding, because of the perishable nature
of property, or because of other exceptional circumstances, it falls upon the owner and not upon
the carrier. ft is the custom of carriers, so far
as practicable, to formally define their responsibilities in their classifications and tariffs, in the
receipts they give for freight and in the contracts
and agreements they enforce. This is so in regar4
to perishable property, household goods, live
stock and other kinds of freight. Special risks
for which the carrier will not hold himself responsible, but about which misunderstanding might
arise, are also, so far as possible, carefully enumerated, or made the subject of agreement in
advance. This is done in order that the owner
may take due precautions. The exemptions in
the case of live stock are such as the traffic naturally suggests, and are in every case made the
subject of prior agreement. This is also true of
perishable freight, but as property of this kind
frequently reaches the carrier at secondhand, the
conditions under which it is carried are everywhere generally understood and accepted without
special agreement.
Some of the exemptions that it is customary
for railways to enforce may be enumerated here.
It will be understood, however, that the list by
no means exhausts the subject. Moreover, the
conditions are not the same in different states.
They vary also in different classifications and
upon the same road at different periods. What

is said here is more by way of illustration than
as being intended to exhaust the subject.
Carriers do not assume responsibility for the
loss of packages the contents of which are unknown; for leakage of any kinds of liquids; for
breakage of any kinds of glass, carboys of acids,
or articles packed in glass; stoves or stove furniture; castings, machinery, carriages, furniture,
musical instruments of any kind, packages of
eggs; for loss or damage to hay, hemp or any
article the bulk of which requires that it shall be
transported on open cars; for damage to perishable property of any kind, occasioned by delays
or change of weather; for loss of weight of grain
or coffee in bags or rice in tierces; for loss of
nuts in bags, or lemons and oranges in boxes not
covered by canvas; for loss or damage by fire;
for loss or damage on lakes or rivers, unless it
can be shown that such loss or damage occurred
through the negligence or default of the agents
of the company.
Carriers require that for all loss or damage
occurring in the transportation of freight the
legal remedy shall be against the particular carrier or forwarder in whose custody the package
happened to be at the time; that the company
receiving the freight for shipment shall not be
held responsible for its carriage or safety except
on its own road.
Carriers also stipulate that every consignment shall be subject to reinspection and reweighing.
19 Vol. 5
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They also reserve the right to alter the classification or weight of freight after a bill of lading
has been issued (should any error be found) if
necessary to make the same conform to the facts.
They will not receive or transport as freight
bank bills, drafts, notes, deeds, contracts, mail
matter, gold and silver coin, manufactured articles of gold and silver, jewels or watches, nor
allow their employes to take charge of such property. Nor will they agree to transport freight by
any particular train, nor in time for any particular market. Nor will they be responsible for any
loss or damage occasioned by providential causes,
public enemies, mobs or fires, or that arises from
unavoidable delays caused by the refusal, failure
or inability of connecting lines to take the property. Nor will they be responsible for loss or
damage to any article by fire, wetting, falling off
the cars, or otherwise, when the bulk of the property is such as to render it necessary to forward
it on open or flat cars. Nor will they be responsible for damage by fire to any article after its
arrival at destination (except wit hin prescribed
legal limits), liability thereafter being that of
warehousemen only. Nor will they hold themselves responsible for loss or damage occasioned
by unskillful or improper packing, or arising
from hidden contents of packages, or for any
other damage that does not arise from negligence
upon their part. Nor will they agree to ship
freight via any particular line or deliver it to any
particular house; nor be responsible for any delay

that may occur by failure of such line or house
to receive it. Nor will they hold themselves
responsible for the correctness of charges paid to
other corporations or individuals in good faith.
In the event goods are falsely described, the carrier is not responsible (in case of loss or damage
to such goods) for a greater sum than the value
of such goods according to the description given
by the shipper.
On particular kinds of freight, classifications
provide that it must be shipped at owner's risk.
In consideration of this, a reduced rate is given.
When a release is not given (1. e., when the carrier it not " released " from risk, or the risk is not
qualified) he charges the highest rate made and
provided, leaving the question of risk to be adjudicated in the event of loss. For instance, if
the owner of household goods limits the responsibility of the carrier to a valuation of, say, five
dollars per hundred pounds in case of loss or
damage, only first class rates are charged, whereas,
if no exemption is made, one and one-half first
class is charged. Conditions, of course, vary in
different classifications. Certain articles, such
as high explosives, Atlas, Hercules and giant
powder and nitroglycerine, are not usually provided for in the regular classifications, but are
subject to the local rules of the roads transporting them. Some roads refuse to transport such
freight. But in no case does the carrier assume
responsibility for loss or damage to such property. In the case of live stock, carriers limit
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their responsibility, refusing to accept liability
in excess of, say, one hundred dollars per head
for horses or valuable live stock, except by special agreement. Nor will they be responsible for
the care of live stock while in transit, nor for
injury or damage that animals may do to themselves or each other while en route; nor for damage arising from delay of trains; nor will they
guarantee the transmission of stock within any
specified time, nor be responsible for the safety
of persons in charge of live stock. And in order
that there may be no misapprehension or mistake in the matter, they forbid their agents from
shipping live stock until a contract has been
signed defining the conditions under which it is
carried.
Whenever the rules and regulations of a company require that the shipper shall release the
carrier from risk, or limit his responsibility, the
form of release provided for the particular thing
in question should be formally signed by the
shipper in duplicate. In every case shippers
should be advised of the difference in rate that
the giving of a release or refusal to do so engenders. The rules usually require that the
original release shall be attached to the way bill
and forwarded with it, and that the duplicate
shall be preserved by the agent. In some cases
a release relieves the carrier of every kind of
responsibility, in others only qualifiedly. Such
matters are dependent upon custom and the law.
In reference to the accompanying rules and

regulations, they are such as are necessary to
put claims in shape for settlement. They are far
from complete. The ulanks are such as are commonly used upon railroads for similar purposes.
The rules and regulations attending the use of
each blank require that the person who fills it
up shall keep a copy. This copy is usually taken
in an impression book, but this duty is frequently
neglected. Moreover, the copies, when taken,
are scattered promiscuously through the station
records, and are difficult to find. I have, consequently, applied to all tracing sheets used in the
adjustment of claims the principle of accounting I have found so efficacious in other branches
of the service, namely, the Multiplex system.
Thus, the labor of taking the impression is saved,
and a copy is assured in every case, and in a
shape that it can be found in an instant. This
last is a matter of the utmost importance, as
investigation of the affairs of a station cannot be
made without such information, and if each class
of enquiry (each kind of tracer) is kept distinct
and apart, it is possible; otherwise it is not.
The following rules and regulations govern the
preparation and presentation of claims for overcharges:
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The interests of the company require that all claims
for overcharges and kindred errors should be adjusted
as promptly as may he. Agents should therefore
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exercise especial diligence in handling all such claims
coming into their hands. When claims of this nature
are presented to agents they will, in the event they cannot
refund the overcollections in accordance with the rules
governing such matters, render the claimants all necessary assistance in order that the claim may be presented
to the freight auditor accompanied by all necessary
information to enable him to investigate and settle the
claim promptly.
As a rule, notice is given the agent at the time the
freight is delivered and the charges paid, that claim will
be presented, and the basis thereof will be stated. In
such cases agents should make diligent enquiry into the
matter and adjust the difference at the time, if possible.
When it is claimed that the rates used are wrong, such
claim being supported by receipts for freight or bills of
lading naming rates which do not agree with the rates
used in waybilling the shipment, or with the tariffs in
the hands of the agent, the proper officer should be
advised of the facts and asked to decide upon the rates to
be used in computing the charges. If it is claimed that
the overcharge arises on account of the weight, the
manner in which the weight was obtained should be
investigated. The freight should be carefully inspected
and, whenever possible, reweighed. In the event all of
the freight cannot be reweighed, the weight should be
tested by weighing a part of it, when possible. (When
this is done, the test weight should be noted on the station record.) In the event the shipment cannot be
reweighed, and there are no other means of determining the actual weight, approximately correct weights
may be obtained from an inspection of the original
invoice, or by using the tables for computing weights furnished by the freight auditor.
In presenting claims, a bill should be made against the
company by the claimant showing the amount of overcharge claimed and stating the basis upon which the
claim is made, to which should be attached the original
paid freight bills or other receipts for charges paid, also
the receipts for freight or bills of lading issued by the

forwarding agent. In the event these documents cannot
be furnished, the reason therefor should be given. When
the overcharge claimed is on account of weight or count,
the claim should be accompanied by the original invoice,
together with any other evidence that the claimant may
be able to present. If the claimant declines to give up
the original invoice, the agent should obtain an accurate
copy of the same and certify to the fact. Certificates of
weights certified to by the weighmaster should also be
attached when necessary. In the event the agent does
not consider the evidence submitted sufficient, affidavit
of the claimant or other person familiar with the facts
should also be attached.
Agents are not authorized to receive and transmit
claims of this character to the freight auditor. They
should see that the necessary information is furnished,
and request claimant to transmit them direct.
When claims are referred to agents for additional
investigation or information, they should be given preferred attention. The information should be obtained
at the earliest possible moment and the claim returned to
the freight auditor by express, promptly, accompanied
by a letter of transmittal.
AGENTS' RELIEF CLAIMS.

When amounts are charged to agents that cannot or
should not be collected by them, application for relief
should be made at once to the proper official. Promptness on the part of agents in making application for
relief of uncollectible amounts, care in preparing claims
and the energetic following up of the matter will obviate
the necessity of carrying a large number of uncollectible items on their accounts current.
All claims for relief should be accompanied by a letter
setting forth all the facts in the case ; to this should be
attached copies of the way bills or statements of waybilling, unreceipted freight bills, certificates of weight
and inspection, original invoices or certified copies
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thereof, as well as any other information that may be
necessary to enable the official to whom they are sent
to decide upon the correctness of the same.
The following claims for relief should be made to the
freight auditor :
1st. Claims for relief of amounts erroneously charged
to agents on account of freight traffic.
2d. Claims for relief of freight charges on material
received for construction purposes.
8d. Clainis for relief of charges on freight for contractors, graders or other parties with whom the company has a contract for the performance of work.
In the two latter instances a certificate should be
made across the face of each unreceipted freight bill to
the effect that the agent should receive credit for the
amount charged. This certificate should be signed by
the officer under whose supervision or direction the work
is performed.
All claims for relief of charges on unclaimed, short or
damaged freight should be made to the officer in charge
of such claims.
When amounts are correctly charged to agents, but
are for any reason uncollectible by them, the matter
should be referred to the traffic department for adjustment.
Claims for relief of amounts advanced on company's
material and supplies should be made to the officer in
charge of the purchasing department.
When claims are received at the general office, they
are registered and given a number. At the time the
receipt of the claim is acknowledged, this number is
communicated to the agent and should be noted upon
his station records. This number should be referred to
in all subsequent communications made in regard to
the claim, and when amounts are carried on the account
current or statement of uncollectible charges for which
claim numbers have been received, the numbers, and
the title of the ollieer by whom they are being investigated, should be given,

The following rules are intended to apply to
the handling and settlement of overcharge and
loss and damage claims, where two or more carriers are interested in the billing.
RULES GOVERNING INTERLINE CLAIMS GENERALLY.

The carrier against whom a claim is made should
place upon the papers its own wrapper, which should
not be disturbed by any of the other carriers in the
course of investigation of the claim, nor should any
other carrier place its wrapper outside of the one originally placed upon the papers.
The papers in the claim should be securely fastened
to the wrapper by using a fastener placed at the upper
left-hand corner. All papers attached in the course of
the investigation of the claim should be attached in
regular order, so that the last paper attached would be
the first to be seen upon opening the claim.
No notation should be permitted to be made upon the
back of papers, and any paper or papers once attached
to the claim should not be removed or taken off in the
course of investigation, either entire or in part; if
any of the papers attached are larger than the wrapper,
they should be folded in.
It is the custom on American roads that one carrier
will not bill against another whose proportion of a claim
is less than twenty-five cents; and where a clerical error
of less than twenty-five cents occurs in the bill rendered
by one carrier against another, no correction is made.
Vouchers paid by managers of fast freight lines and
settled through their accounts between the carriers
interested in such lines are excepted from the above
rule.
It is desirable to have claims presented by the consignee to the agent of the delivering carrier. The carrier to whom claim is presented should have it supported
by original bills of lading, paid freight bills, bill of
claimant and original invoice or certified copy. The
absence of any of this evidence should be explained,
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RULES GOVERNING INTERLINE OVERCHARGE CLAIMS.

Overcharges arising through errors of agents or other
employes through improper routing or waybilling will be
paid by the carrier employing such agent or employe,
except that when contributory negligence on the part
of other carriers can be shown claims shall be charged
to the carriers at fault upon the basis of revenue.
Should any carrier receive revenue on two hauls on
such shipment, they shall refund the revenue one way.
When a shipment from another carrier is found to
have been billed or sent to the wrong destination, and
request for its return is made, and the shipment is
returned to point of error, or to another point, the original billing stands ; or should none exist, freight shall be
charged for the carriage at the tariff rate and same
shall be returned without charge. Should the proper
destination of the shipment be beyond that to which the
original billing is made in error, if the same rate applies,
it shall be forwarded without additional charge. In the
adjustment of claims under this rule, should the property have moved over the lines of a carrier or carriers
implicated in the overcharge by reason of contributory
negligence, but who refuse to bear their pro rata proportion, same shall be borne by the carrier whose agent
originated the error.
In the handling of overcharge claims, should an
undercharge be discovered in the original division of
earnings, same shall be credited in the final apportionment to the carrier interested.
When a claim is presented by a consignee to delivering carrier for overcharge, and such overcharge is
upon investigation found to be with initial or intermediate carrier, the initial or intermediate carrier at
fault should make voucher in favor of claimant, and at
the same time notify all carriers in interest of the payment so that they may close their records.
Claims for located overcharges should be charged
direct to the company in fault.
Papers in all cases, including original claimant's receipt, must accompany bills made against carriers.
It being understood in oases where delivering agents

The carrier through which claim is presented should
have the same authenticated by the original bill of
lading or shipping receipt, and paid freight bill, or
their absence satisfactorily explained; also a statement
showing the amount of overcharge due from each carrier in interest, when practicable.
When claims for error in weight occur, the same
should be settled on basis of actual weight, subject to
the minimum or estimated weight (when such applies)
provided for in classification or tariff. The overcharge
may be paid and charged back to the carriers in interest
by the delivering carrier, without reference of papers
for authority therefor; provided, that papers be accompanied by a certificate of weight.
When overcharge occurs by reason of erroneous classification in billing, and claim for same is supported by
the bill of lading and published classification with
invoice or certificate of delivering agent, settlement
may be made by the delivering carrier, and the claim
charged back without previous reference of papers.
When overcharge occurs by reason of erroneous rate
in billing, and claim for same is supported by published
tariff in effect at time of shipment (which has been
accepted by all the parties in interest), settlement may
be made and claim charged back without previous
reference of papers.
Erroneous or unauthorized rates on interstate traffic
should not be allowed by receiving agent, but claimants
should be referred to the carrier whose agent issued
the bill of lading or made the unauthorized contract.
Prompt notice should be given the proper officers of the
carrier by whom the erroneous rate was issued or contract made.
If a terminal carrier (in the absence of a tariff) in
good faith protects a rate supported by a bill of lading,
and upon investigation it is found the rate was made in
error, the claim should be charged to the carrier making
the error.
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only collect from consignees the correct amount of
freight and charges, that the receipt of such agent or
his cashier is to be considered as the original claimant's
receipt. The certificate of the auditor or treasurer of a
company that such agent has been credited in his
accounts shall be accepted instead of receipt, where
relief claims are so handled.
When bills for proportions of paid freight claims are
presented to a carrier, they shall, if correct, be passed for
payment within sixty (60) days.
When foreign bill of lading is protected by delivering
road on account of connecting fast freight line, or on account of co-operative fast freight line composed of a
number of railroad companies, one receipt of claimant
attached to claim papers shall enable delivering line to
secure settlement, and it shall not be required to take
separate receipts for each railroad company forming
part of said co-operative line.
An authority once granted, on the strength of which
money has been paid which would not otherwise have
been expended, should be honored in all cases and no
repudiation will be allowed; but when the authorization
is simply a clerical error, the error being apparent and
no loss resulting therefrom, it should be susceptible of
correction.

secure fastening of end doors on the inside of the car
shall be considered as proper end-door security.
Cars used for local trade, or which are opened for repairs, ventilation, icing or inspection, shall not be considered as unsealed, if a perfect continuous seal record
is shown from station to station.
When the seals or seal record are imperfect as shown
on any portion of the line (as defined above), any claim
for loss shall be charged entire to the carrier on whose
line such imperfect seals or record are shown. If the
seals or seal record are imperfect on the lines of two or
more carriers, the loss, including the accrued charges,
shall be equally divided between them, without reference to mileage or revenue. It being understood that
no carrier shall be charged with a loss on account of an
imperfect seal record, if investigation beyond the point
of such imperfect record shows the seal to have been
intact.
Any claim for loss which investigation fails to locate
shall be prorated on basis of revenue from the point
where the shipment last checked in good order to the
point where the loss was discovered.
When a carrier checks and loads freight in good order
at a transfer or junction point, and the carrier to whom
it is delivered rechecks and finds the freight short under
the delivering carrier's seals, the loss, including accrued
charges, shall be divided between the delivering and receiving carriers on the basis of 60 per cent. to the
former and 40 per cent. to the latter.
Loss of an entire package from a car, under the seals
of the station where shipment was last checked, the car
having passed over the lines of two or more carriers
since it was last checked, shall be charged to the loading carrier 30 per cent., unloading carrier 20 per cent.,
and 50 per cent. prorated on earnings basis from the
point where last checked to the point where loss was discovered.
When a shipment of liquids arrives at a junction
point in a leaky condition, it is the duty of the delivering carrier to ascertain the exact loss and re-cooper

INoTE.—Tho term dg Carrier," as used in the foregoing rules,
is intended to cover Railroad, Steamship, Fast Freight Lino, or
other Transportation Company.]
RULES GOVERNING INTERLINE LOSS AND DAMAGE
CLAIMS.

The following are considered imperfect car seals, viz :
absence of seal properly applied, broken seal, indistinct
impression and blank seal.
An imperfect seal record is defined as follows : No
record of seal, no record of marks or impressions on
seal, no record by agents (or by conductors, if seal record is taken at stations where there are no agents) of
seal upon one or more doors. It is understood that the
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the packages so that they may be delivered to the
receiving carrier in good order, exact weight being
shown. If any subsequent loss occurs, the additional
loss shall be borne by the carrier or carriers beyond the
junction point.
Any claim for damage which investigation fails to
locate shall be prorated on a mileage basis from the
point where the freight was last checked in good order
to the point where the damage was discovered. The
mileage to be used in prorating to be that given in an
official guide. The minimum distance chargeable to
any one carrier not to be less than ten miles.
When a carrier checks and loads freight into a car
in good order at a transfer or junction point and the
carrier to whom it is delivered re-cheeks, finding the
freight damaged or pilfered under delivering carrier's
seals, the claim shall be divided between the delivering
and receiving carriers, on basis of 50 per cent. each.
Any claim for unlocated damage by water shall be
prorated on a mileage basis, irrespective of evidence of
storms on any part of the lines, provided the loading or
transferring carrier can show evidence of inspection of
the car before leaving initial or transfer station.
When freight is transferred en route, claim shall be
prorated between points where last transferred in good
order and point at which damage is discovered.
When it is necessary to pay a claim arising from
delay, the same shall be borne by the carrier upon
whose line the delay is located. If delay is located
upon the lines of two or more carriers, the claim shall
be borne pro rata by such carriers, each paying such
proportion thereof as the delay upon its line bears to
the entire delay.
All cars loaded by carriers should be inspected before
loading, and, if necessary, properly cleaned, that damage may not result from filth, waste, oil, grease or other
substances. If damage results from failure to do so, it
shall be charged to the carrier at fault.
Any loss or damage located at a transfer point shall
be paid by or charged to the carrier whose employes
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were in charge of the freight at the time the loss or
damage occurred.
When a loss or damage at a transfer point resolves
itself into a question of veracity between the employes
of the carriers interested in the transfer, the claim shall
be equally divided between such carriers.
Loss or damage located on the line of any carrier in
whose hands freight is astray shall be charged to such
carrier.
Claims arising through errors of agents, such as improper waybilling, forwarding, receipting, failing to note
upon hill of lading "Shipper's load and count," " Released," or "Owner's risk," when so accepted, shall be
paid by the carrier employing the agent at fault; except
when contributory negligence, such as failure to promptly
report over or short, or to carry out instructions calculated to remedy the error, can be shown upon the
part of other carriers. In such cases the claim shall be
equally divided between the carriers at fault.
When a shipment is delivered by a carrier to a transfer company or teamster for delivery to another carrier,
and any loss or damage occurs while the property is in
the possession of the transfer company or teamster,
claim for same shall be paid by the carrier delivering
the shipment to the transfer company or teamster.
The question of collecting the amount of the claim
from the transfer company or teamster shall be disposed
of by the carrier making the delivery.
Loss or damage located upon the road of a carrier
performing switching service for a compensation or
otherwise at terminal points, or between connecting
roads, shall be paid wholly by the carrier performing
such switching service, provided that the placing of the
car under perfect seal security in the consignee's
yard, or upon the track from which it is to be loaded,
shall constitute delivery. In case there is a damage or
shortage under perfect seals, failure to check the contents shall not render a switching carrier liable for loss.
When the switching carrier is the initial line, it is not
required to check the contents, or do more than seal the
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car and deliver it to connecting carrier in good order
and under perfect seal security.
Any claim for unlocated loss or damage of property
switched shall be settled under the appropriate rules,
switching road being charged on the basis of a constructive mileage of ten miles in case of damage, unless
its actual mileage is greater.
Any claim for loss or damage located by investigation
shall be paid by or charged to the carrier upon whose
line the loss or damage occurred.
At transfer points where a single check is agreed upon,
the check of the receiving carrier shall be considered as
that of the delivering carrier, or vice versa, each acting as
the agent of the other.
In case of damage, checking carrier shall be charged
upon the basis of a constructive mileage of ten miles,
unless actual mileage in greater.
In checking the contents of through cars bearing
initial or foreign seals, at junctions, transfer points or
destinations, all overs and shorts shall be specifically
reported within ten days to the carrier from which said
freight was received; such carrier shall, in turn, report
back to the initial carrier through the connections that
handled the shipment. Any carrier neglecting to report
within ten days is barred from making it after such
limit and shall be charged with the amount of the loss,
unless it can be shown that it occurred before the shipment reached that line. Over and short reports handled
through the freight claim departments of destination
lines shall be made to connecting carrier within thirtytwo days after handling the shipment at destination,
Sundays and legal holidays excepted. At junction
points, where one agent acts jointly for two carriers, be
must always protect each company alike in his check
and notations.
When a loss or damage is found by a carrier under its
connections' seals at an intermediate station, a notation
of the facts must be made on the billing by the agent so
checking, such notation to be prima facie evidence
locating the point at which such loss or damage was

first discovered, and claims shall be prorated accordingly. Overs and shorts so checked shall be reported
back to the initial carrier through the connections
handling the shipment.
When freight upon which charges should be prepaid,
but the amount of which is guaranteed instead of being
prepaid, is forwarded over more than one road, the
initial or guaranty carrier shall be responsible to its
connections for the total amount of the freight and
advances in the event of the inability of delivering carrier to collect ; request for protection of guaranty to be
made within six months.
When freight which reaches destination in apparent
good order, and is unclaimed or refused, is sold for
charges and expenses and the proceeds of the sale do
not cover same, the deficit shall be prorated on the basis
of earnings by the carriers interested in the carriage of
the freight. Accumulated freight shall be disposed of
without reference to other carriers.
All shipments of fruits, vegetables, melons or other
perishable freight, refused by consignees on account of
having been spoiled or damaged during transportation,
upon which the carrier is unable to collect charges shall
be sold to the best advantage, account sales attached to
papers and claim for relief credited with the net proceeds of said sale. The remainder shall be prorated
from point of shipment to destination upon revenue
basis, unless it can be clearly shown that the loss
was the result of neglect of one or more carriers in the
When a claim is presented to a carrier for loss or
damage, and such loss or damage upon investigation is
found to be with another carrier, the papers in the claim
shall be sent to the carrier upon whose line such loss or
damage occurred, and such carrier shall voucher direct
in favor of claimant. In such case all carriers in
interest shall be notified of the payment, that they may
close their records.
When claims are presented for loss or damage to
property which was loaded by shippers or unloaded by
20 Vol. 6
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receivers, or which was both loaded and unloaded by
shippers and receivers without a representative of the
carrier being present, and the receiving or delivering
line recommends payment, the check of the shipper
or receiver shall be treated as if made by the carrier,
provided affidavits are made by shippers and receivers
of the correctness of their check.
Claims for located loss or damage shall be charged
direct, all necessary papers accompanying the bill.
When granting authority to another carrier to charge
proportion on the basis of mileage or revenue, the mileage or revenue of the carrier granting such authority
shall be invariably shown.
When a proratable claim has been declined upon its
merits and the amount recovered from any carrier
through process of law, such amount, together with
costs and special attorney's fees, shall be prorated from
point of shipment to destination.
When an amount so recovered cannot be shown to be
proratable, the case shall be referred to an arbitration
committee, and the carrier or carriers decided by said
committee to be at fault shall reimburse the defendant
in the suit the full amount of verdict and costs, including special attorney's fees, less such defendant's proportion, if any, of the claim.
It is understood that the term " process of law" means
any settlement by the court or attorneys interested after
suit has been commenced.
Bills against foreign roads shall be, so far as practicable, attached to claim papers immediately on the top of
and following the investigation, instead of being fastened
on the back of the claim wrappers.
An authority once granted, on the strength of which
money has been paid which would not have otherwise
been expended, should be honored in all cases, and no
repudiation will be allowed ; but when the authorization
is simply a clerical error, the error being apparent and
no loss resulting therefrom, it shall be susceptible of
correction.
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FREIGHT AUDITOR'S ADVICE OF SPECIAL JOURNAL
VOUCHER.*

This form is used for advising agents of amounts
credited to them on account of way bills that have been
charged in previous month's accounts, when the adjustment is made by journal entry in the office of the
freight auditor.
Immediately upon receipt of advice of special journal
vouchers, the agent should examine them carefully, and
in the event the credit is not wanted, or they are found
to be wrong in any particular, they should be returned
to the freight auditor, accompanied by a letter fully explaining the facts in the case.
When the credit is found to be in order, and is fully
understood, all of the station records affected thereby
should be corrected in accordance therewith, and the
notation " P. A. Journal Voucher No
" made
opposite each item changed. The advice should then
be filed away and preserved as part of the station records.
In the event a special journal voucher is canceled,
the agent whose accounts are affected thereby will be
notified of the fact forthwith. All of the station records
affected by the change should then be corrected, and the
word "Canceled" written across the face of the advice
of special journal voucher, after which it should be returned to the freight auditor by first train mail.
FREIGHT AUDITOR 8 ADVICE OF SPECIAL JOURNAL
BILL.'J.

This form is used for advising agents of amounts
charged to them on account of way bills that have been
charged in previous months' accounts, when the adjustment is made by journal entry in the office of the freight
auditor.
Immediately upon receipt of advice of special journal
bills, the agent should examine them carefully, and, in
See Form No. 84, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 83, Appendix B.
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the event they are found to be wrong in any particular,
they should be returned to the freight auditor, accompanied by a letter of explanation.
When the debit is found to be a proper one, and is
fully understood, all of the station records affected
thereby should be corrected in accordance therewith,
and the notation " F. A. Journal Bill No
" made
opposite each item charged. The advice should then be
filed and preserved as a part of the station records.
In the event a special journal bill is canceled, the
agent whose accounts are affected thereby will be notified of the fact forthwith. All of the station records
affected by the change should then be corrected, and
the word " Canceled " written across the face of the
advice of special journal bill, after which it should be
returned to the freight auditor by first train mail.

indicated should be made and certified to by the conductor. The advice should then be securely fastened
to the way bill and accompany it to destination.
Spaces are provided upon way bills and their substitutes to be filled in by conductors, showing the hour
at which freight was received by them, the number of
their train, the numbers of the stations at which the
freight was received and left, the date and conductor's
name. All of the information called for should be filled
in by the conductor having charge of the freight.
In the event of miscellaneous charges accruing on a
shipment of freight while in the possession of a conductor, such as for feeding and caring for live stock,
icing refrigerator cars, unloading and reloading cars,
etc., he should furnish the agent at the first regular
station with full particulars thereof ; he should also see
that the agent makes a way bill for the miscellaneous
charges ; also that the proper notation is made upon
the face of the way bill upon which the shipment is
being moved. These two way bills should then be
securely fastened together and accompany the shipment
to destination.
When the way bill or its substitute directs that the
freight should be weighed en route at any station, conductors should see that this service is performed. If,
however, the scales at that particular point are out of
order, or the yard is blockaded, or there is any other
good reason why the car cannot be weighed at the particular station designated without subjecting the shipment to serious delay in transit, it may be weighed at
some other station, provided there are track scales at
or between the designated weighing station and the
destination of the car. When the car is not weighed at
the designated weighing station, the notation " Not
weighed (stating the reason), to be weighed at
station" should be made upon the face of the way bill.
Freight should not be allowed to pass the designated
weighing station without being weighed, if there are no
track scales between it and the station to which the car
is destined, or at destination.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CONDUCTORS.

Unless specially instructed to the contrary by a competent authority, conductors should not receive from
agents and take into their trains for transportation
between stations located upon the lines of the company
freight of any description, unless the same is accompanied by a regular way bill or an authorized substitute.
Freight should not, under any circumstances, be
moved on a memorandum way bill, or on any document the use of which is not authorized by the proper
officer.
Whenever way bills are received by conductors for
freight to be transported in their trains, which do not
show the initials and numbers of the cars into which the
freight is loaded, the conductor should see that this
information is written in the spaces provided therefor
on the way bill before leaving the station.
Conductors should not make any changes in way bills
or their substitutes unless specially authorized in writing to do so by the forwarding agent or an officer of the
company. When such authority is received the changes
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When freight is weighed en route, conductors should
see that the gross, tare and net weights are entered on
the way bill or its substitute, in the spaces provided for
that purpose.
When freight is left at any station short of its destination, the way bill or its substitute should be left with
the agent. In the event freight is left at prepaid stations or sidings where a way-bill box is provided, the
way bills or their substitutes should be left therein. If,
however, no box is provided, the name of the place
at which the freight is left and the reason for leaving it
at such point should be noted on the face of the way
bills or their substitutes, and they should then be left at
the next station where there is an agent.
When freight is waybilled to and left at a prepaid
station or siding, the fact should be noted on the way
bill by the conductor. The receipt of the party to whom
the freight is delivered should also be taken thereon.
The notation should be signed by the conductor. The
further notation should be made by the conductor
"Received in good order the freight called for by this
way bill." This notation should be signed by the party
to whom the freight is delivered. The way bills for
such freight should be delivered to the agent at the next
regular station.

The books of forms will be furnished by the division
superintendent, who will advise the freight auditor of
the commencing and closing numbers of the forms contained therein, and the names of the conductors to
whom they are issued.
All freight offered for shipment at prepaid stations or
sidings should be accompanied by full shipping directions in writing, and the freight should be properly
marked.
Immediately upon receipt of the freight, this form
should be written up by the conductor. A carbon sheet
should be placed between the return and waybilling
directions, also between the waybilling directions and
the record. Thus all of the forms may be filled up at
one writing.
Separate forms should be used for each consignment
of freight. They should contain all of the information
indicated by the form, in order that the agent to whom
the waybilling directions are delivered may be enabled
to properly waybill the freight. The return and waybilling directions should be signed by the conductor and
the number of his train noted.
The return should then be detached and sent by first
passenger train, in an envelope specially provided for
the purpose, to the freight auditor, and the waybilling
directions delivered to the agent at the first regular
station, who will make a regular way bill for the freight
and deliver it to the conductor before he leaves the
station.
When loaded cars are taken into a train at prepaid
stations or sidings during the night, it is expected that
regular way bills for them will be found in the way-bill
box at the first regular station, provided it is not a night
office. When the regular way bills are found in the waybill box, the numbers of the waybilling directions should

CONDUCTORS' RECORD OF FREIGHT LOADED AT STATIONS WHERE THERE ARE NO AGENTS—RETURN
FOR FREIGHT LOADED* — WAYBILLING DIRECTIONS*14—RECORD OF FREIGHT LOADED.t

This form should be used by conductors for making a
return to the freight auditor, issuing waybilling instructions and for keeping a record of all freight received for
transportation by them at prepaid stations or sidings.
* See Form No. 4, Appendix B.
f See Form No. 5, Appendix B.
t See Form No. 6, Appendix B.
§When through accident to a car, or for any other unexpected cause, freight is delayed en route, the agent at the
station where it is delayed should forthwith notify the proper

official and the agent at the station to which the goods aro
billed, of the fact and the reason for the delay. If the car is
left at a sidling where there is no agent, the conductor should
report the facts to the agent at the first station he arrives at,
and such agent should report the delay as above.
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be entered upon the face of the way bills, and the waybilling directions left in the box. If regular way bills
are not found, and there is no one at the station to make
them, the cars should be set out and the waybilling
directions left at the station.
In the event freight is received by conductors at prepaid stations or sidings for transportation to another
prepaid station or siding, there being no regular station
intermediate, an amount sufficient to cover all freight
charges should be collected from the consignor. In such
cases the amount collected should be noted on the return
to the freight auditor and the waybilling directions. It
should also be entered in the spaces provided therefor
on the record of freight loaded. The return should then
be sent to the freight auditor as in other cases, and the
waybilling directions, together with the money collected,
should be delivered to the agent at the first regular
station, the receipt for the money being taken on the
conductor's record of freight loaded, in the space provided for that purpose.
When freight is received at points not mentioned in
the time tables, the distance from the point at which it
was received to the station at which the regular way bill
is to be made should be shown in the blank space
immediately following "Destination."
Great care should be exercised to see that none of the
blanks contained in any book is mutilated or destroyed.
Each form is intended to cover a shipment of freight,
and each conductor to whom a book is furnished is
charged therewith, and the number of forms contained
therein. Their preservation and proper use are, therefore, of the utmost importance. When all of the forms
contained in a book have been used, the book should be
turned over to the division superintendent. The unused forms should also be returned to the division
superintendent whenever a conductor leaves the service
of the company or is transferred to some other position.
When the books are turned in they will be forwarded
forthwith to the freight auditor by the division superintendent.

MILK SHIPMENTS.
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Conductors who receive milk to be transported on
milk tickets should see that a ticket is attached to each
can, crate or other package before it is taken into their
trains. Especial care should be exercised to see that
the capacity of the package is not greater than is
indicated by the ticket.
Milk tickets are provided with a stub, as indicated by
the dotted line near the end of the ticket in which the
eyelet hole is placed. The tickets should be canceled
by the conductor before the milk is delivered at destination by tearing or cutting them off along the dotted line.
The tearing out of the eyelet hole is not a sufficient cancellation. They should not be mutilated in such a
manner as to obliterate any of the information contained
thereon.
At the end of each trip, conductors should make up a
separate package of the tickets from each station, noting
on the back of the last ticket in the package the number
of tickets contained therein. Each package should then
be secured with a rubber band, and the collections from
each train enclosed in a separate envelope specially
provided for the purpose. The number of the train,
names of the stations from and to which the tickets
read, date and the conductor's name should be entered
on the envelope in the spaces provided therefor. It
should then be forwarded immediately to the freight
auditor.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Agents are required to make an account current—
balance sheet. They will embrace in this the particulars of the amount to their debit and credit for freight
business. In connection with their list of uncollected
bills, they will note opposite each item the date of its
receipt, and what measures have been taken to collect
the amount, if the property was received before the
date of closing the account current. In regard to
missing property or bad order freight, the steps that
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have been taken should be given opposite ; also, the
particulars of the property, such as " short," " bad
order," etc. It is the duty of officers having the matter
in charge to see that agents are promptly relieved of
charges on account of freight not collectible by them,
and in the event they do not perform this duty promptly
and effectively, their attention should be called to the
matter.*
All freight returns should be rendered and accounts
kept in accordance with the rules and regulations of the
company. Any case not covered by the same should be
referred to the freight auditor for instructions.
All freight returns (or substitutes therefor) should be
forwarded to the freight auditor so that they will reach
his office at the time designated in the instructions governing the use of the forms.
All correspondence pertaining to the freight accounts
should be addressed to the freight auditor. When replying to letters from him, his letter should be attached to
the reply unless otherwise instructed. Papers should
not be detached from correspondence without special
permission.
The use of a pencil in making notations on letters,
way bills, freight bills, station records or any other business document or paper, or in filling out receipts or
returns of any kind, is forbidden. Pen and ink should
invariably be used.
Red ink should not be used by agents for any purpose
whatsoever on the returns rendered to the freight auditor.
All corrections, alterations and additions made at headquarters are noted in red ink.
Unnecessary telegraphic correspondence should be
avoided. Telegrams should be concise and to the point,

and sent only when absolutely necessary in order to
protect the interests of the company or facilitate the dispatch of business.
When a record is not otherwise provided for, and there
are no special instructions to the contrary, a letterpress
copy should be taken of all returns, letters, statements, etc.
Great care should be exercised to see that all returns,
letters, statements, etc., are carefully written and that
they are not blurred in copying, mutilated or soiled in
handling. In the event they are not perfectly clear and
legible, they will be returned to the agent to be made
over.
The use of stamp signatures on receipts or returns is
prohibited. Subordinates who are legally authorized to
sign for another should sign their own name in full
underneath. This is necessary in order that the identity
of the person who issues the receipt or signs the return
may be established beyond question.
Particular attention is called to the necessity of practicing the greatest economy in the use of all books,
blanks and other stationery used in connection with the
freight accounts. They should be used only for the purpose for which they are intended.
Particular attention should be given to the instructions
accompanying the various blanks relative to their use.
In case there is any doubt as to the proper use of any
of the forms, the matter should be referred to the official
under whose instructions they are used, before proceeding. Before sending forward any of the various returns
rendered to the freight auditor, agents and others should
be careful to see that they are absolutely correct in
every particular. All notices and correspondence from
the freight auditor's office should be attended to promptly;
all of the station records should be corrected in accordance with all proper notices of errors and omissions
which may be received, and a systematic method should
at all times be used in connection with the station work.
In this manner time, unnecessary labor and expense
will be saved.

* Forms are especially provided for the use of agents in
those cases where they desire that a voucher be made to relieve
them from a charge that they cannot, or are not expected to,
collect. See Form No. 82, Appendix B. The minutiae to be gone
through with in order to relieve agents of sums that creep into
their accounts that they cannot collect aro very fully gone into
in the book Fiscal Duties of Agents and Conductors," and
need not, therefore, be referred to further here.
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Full reference should be noted on all station records
of all notices of errors and omissions, over and short
freight returns, claims, enquiries or communications of
any kind relating to freight forwarded from or received
at the station. A memorandum should also be kept of
all duplicates of receipts for freight, bills of lading,
freight bills, receipts for prepaid charges, etc., that are
issued, as well as the name of the person to whom they
are sent.
Bills of lading, circulars, tariffs, correspondence and
special instructions should be carefully preserved at
stations. When tariffs or circulars are canceled or
expire by limitation, agents should mark the date of
expiration across the face of same. They should not
be destroyed, however, as they form an important part
of the station records.
Traveling auditors are authorized to give instructions
as to the manner of keeping station accounts and of
rendering returns. Their instructions should be observed.
Agents may give proper information to shippers and
consignees in regard to their own business, but no
information should be given regarding the station earnings, account books, records, divisions of through rates
or correspondence, except to a duly authorized employe
of the company.
Particular forms are provided for making stated
returns ; such returns will not be accepted on forms
other than those provided for the particular business to
be reported. Employes should keep themselves fully
supplied with all the blank forms necessary for the
transaction of the business of their positions. In the
event there is no business to report on a form, unless
specially instructed to the contrary, a copy of the form,
properly headed, dated and signed, with the notation
" No business" written across the face thereof, should
be sent to the freight auditor. When instructed that it
is unnecessary to send in a copy of the form, a postal
card notice* should be sent in lieu thereof.

It should be sent forward so that it will reach his office
on the morning of the day upon which the return for
which it is a substitute is due.
Books should not be abandoned until completely
used up. There is no reason why returns for a month
should not be kept partly in an old book and partly in a
new one, if such a separation cannot be avoided without
waste.
When a book or record is full, the filing thereon
should be completed, so that it may be referred to conveniently and quickly. It should then be filed away in
a dry and secure place for preservation and use when
needed.
The spaces provided in blanks, books and records,
for inserting places, dates, signatures and other details,
should be filled up according to their intent and purpose
by the person who writes up the form. Numerals should
never be used to indicate months.
In the event passenger fares are collected on freight
trains or otherwise on account of notations made on
way bills, or for any other reason, they will be reported
in accordance with the instructions of the officer in
charge of ticket accounts.
No forms or styles of receipt for money should be
used except those authorized by the company. No
money should be collected without giving a receipt therefor at the time and upon the blank expressly provided.

*Bee Form No. 3, Appendix B.

[NOTE, referred to on page 128—A saving might be effected at
Junction stations where freight is rebillod, by turning over
the original way bill to connecting line, instead of furnishing
a freight bill far each consignment. This would necessitate
instructions to billing agents to enter on any particular way
bill only such shipments as were to be delivered to a single
connecting carrier. After the freight has been waybiiled out,
the original way bills should be retnrued to the agent who furnished them. A daily statement should be made of all way bills
received and delivered and settlement between the two lines in
interest made in accordance with such statement, either between
the agents or through the accounting department.]

ENGLISH RAIL WA Y,S.

CHAPTER VIII.
FISCAL AFFAIRS OF ENGLISH RAILWAYS.

Goods (freight) traffic includes general merchandise
and cattle (live stock) conveyed in goods (freight)
trains.
Mineral traffic includes coal, coke, lime, etc., conveyed by mineral trains.
Under the caption of "Station Accounts of Traffic,"
the records kept at the stations and the returns furnished to the accountant of the company are divided
into two departments, viz.: Goods department and
mineral department.
GOODS DEPARTMENT.

When goods are offered for shipment they are accompanied by a consignment note (shipping ticket) which
specifies the nature of the goods, as well as the conditions under which they are accepted for conveyance.
These conditions are printed on the form. The consignment notes are sometimes bound into books of convenient size for the use of the public, and arranged so that
a receipt for the goods delivered to the company may
be obtained on a perforated counterpart (stub). Several
forms of consignment notes are used, varying according
to the nature of the traffic offered and the conditions
under which it is accepted for conveyance. The consignment notes are numbered consecutively, and when
the invoice has been made, the number of the invoice is
noted thereon. It is the duty of the warehouseman, or
checker (receiving clerk), to see that the consignment
notes are correctly filled up, that the names and addresses, or marks, given therein correspond with those
018)
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on the goods, and that.the nature of the consignments,
quantities, weights, etc., are correctly inserted. The
owners' names (initials) and numbers of the wagons
(cars) into which the freight has been loaded are then
entered on the consignment notes, which are then
passed to the invoice (way bill) clerk, and the invoice
(way bill) is made therefrom.
The foundation of the accounts of the goods department is the invoice (way bill), which shows all the
particulars in connection with the consignment shown
on the consignment note, including the number on the
consignment note (this facilitates reference in case any
question arises as to the correctness of the invoice), as
well as all charges incidental to the transportation of
the goods. A tissue copy of all invoices is taken and
retained by the forwarding agent. The invoices are
sent forward by mail to the delivering station so as to
reach that point not later than the arrival of the goods
called for thereby. An exception, however, is made to
this in the case of goods of a light nature destined to
intermediate stations and of which there is not sufficient
to make a wagon (car) load. Goods of this character
are usually conveyed in the van (caboose) of the train.
The invoices in such cases are marked "Van," and an
additional form called a guard's (conductor's) way bill
is filled up, to which the invoice is attached ; upon the
latter form are inserted the particulars as shown by the
invoice. It is the duty of the guard to check this way
bill with the invoice and goods, and he is held responsible for delivery to the person in charge at the destination station, taking the receipt of the party to whom
delivery is made on the way bill. When thus completed, the way bill is sent to the goods manager (division traffic manager).
The date and hour of the arrival of the invoices at the
delivering station are noted thereon, as-well as the date
and hour of the arrival of the goods. The goods upon
arrival are checked with the invoice, after which it is
carefully examined as to the correctness of the weights,
rates and extensions. Any sign of damage or discrep-
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ancy in the condition or quantity of the goods is noted
on the invoice and at once reported to the sending or
trans-shipping station. When the examination is complete, the invoices are written up in a register (freight
received book) kept at the station for that purpose; this
book gives the particulars of all invoices received. It is
also invaluable as a check upon the accounts. Over
goods (freight) are entered in a book kept for that purpose by the checker (receiving clerk). Weekly advices
of goods on hand, as well as of missing goods, are sent
to the pods manager's department, where they are compared with similar returns from the other stations and
such action taken as may be necessary.
Goods for trans-shipment (transfer) at junction stations are registered in a transfer book which shows full
particulars of the goods as well as the dates received
and forwarded. Upon the face of the invoice is stamped
the name of the station at which the transfer was made,
giving the date, together with the marks (initials) and
numbers of the wagons (cars) into which the goods are
reloaded. Goods are carefully inspected at transfer
stations, and if their condition is found to be otherwise
than that shown by the invoice, it is noted upon the
invoice, transfer book and delivery sheet before a receipt
is given for them.
Charges paid out by the forwarding agent for any
purpose, and charges for material or services furnished
by the carrier, are entered on the invoices as "Paid
ons" (advanced charges). Paid ons are divided into
two classes, viz.: paid ons and paid ons not paid. The
former represent money that is actually paid out at the
forwarding station, such as cartage charges or charges
of other companies advanced to them when goods are
received for reshipment. "Paid ens not paid" represent amounts accruing to the carrier for service performed outside of the hauling of the goods, such as
loading freight, storage, wharfage, etc. ; also for material,
such as sacks, meat cloths or other articles supplied by
the company for which a charge is made. These latter
charges are billed out as " Paid on" and "To pay," in

which event the charge is collected at the time the
goods are delivered.
Live stock is handled upon type numbered tickets
(serially numbered) instead of invoices, a counterpart
(stub) of the ticket being retained by the forwarding
agent as his record.
The manner of delivering goods at destination varies.
Some are carted by the company's carman (drayman),
who is in all eases an employe of the company; some
are delivered from the warehouse (freight house) direct
to the consignee; some are unloaded direct from the
cars into the warehouse of the consignee. The usual
method at all stations is for delivery to be made by the
company's carman to all consignees residing within
certain boundaries, unless specially advised by consignees that the goods are to be put into the warehouse,
in which event rent is charged for the accommodation.
After the invoices have been checked with the goods,
examined and entered in the register (freight received
book) those covering goods to be delivered by the carrier
are entered upon the "Carman's Delivery Sheet," which
shows name of sender, name and address of consignee,
description of goods, weight and charges, one column
being provided in which to show the total amount of
charges to be collected, and opposite the entry for each
item a blank space for obtaining the receipt of the
party to whom delivery is made. If charges have been
prepaid or consignee has a ledger account, it is so stated
on the delivery sheet. The total weight and charges to
collect on these sheets are entered in a cartage register
and the carman's (drayman's) receipt obtained therein
before the goods are taken away. When delivery has
been made and the completed sheets, which are type
numbered, are returned by the carman, they are examined as to signatures and the correctness of the cash
collections and then fastened in skeleton guard books
(binders or files) for reference. In the case of goods not
to be carted and goods for parties residing outside of the
delivery boundary, printed advice notes are used, and
when these are delivered by the company's messenger
21 Vol. 6
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the consignee's acknowledgement is taken. In the case
of goods removed from the company's warehouse by
consignees, a record is made in the Warehouse Book
and consignee's receipt is taken therein when goods are
delivered. A separate book called the Grain Warehouse Book is kept for grain business and the receipt of
consignee taken therein when the grain is delivered.
Goods that are invoiced "to await order," or goods that
are likely to remain on hand more than a week, are
entered in the Warehouse Stock Book, which is checked
every week with the goods on hand and carried forward
to a new account each month. Charges for wharf or
warehouse rent are entered in columns provided for this
purpose. All received shipments as they are entered in
the delivery sheets or in the warehouse books are numbered progressively, the progressive numbers being
noted on the invoices.
The accounts of the goods department are divided,
for the purposes of cash collection, into two sections,
viz.: Porter's (cash) and Ledger Accounts. The former
include cash business collected by the agent or his representative ; the latter credit business for which collections are made monthly through the Accountant's
Office.* In connection with Porter's Accounts are used
the Porter's Ledger (cash book), which shows the cash
debits and credits of the station for all kinds of business ; the Warehouse Book (freight received book), for
freight removed by consignees; the Cartage Register,
which shows the weight and charges for freight delivered
by draymen; an Extras (miscellaneous) Book, in which
is kept a record of amounts accruing to the company
not appearing on an invoice; also a Porter's Cash Book
(memorandum cash book), in which are entered all
amounts collected at the station on both inward and
outward traffic. Receipts for money are not given until
the proper entry has been made in this book. A Porter's Outstanding Book (record of uncollected charges)
is also kept, entries being made therein from the records of freight forwarded and freight received, to avoid

carrying them forward in the latter books. Collections
when made are entered in the Porter's Cash Book
(memorandum cash book) and posted therefrom to his
outstanding book.
In the case of ledger accounts, a statement of account
showing the amount due from each patron (forwarded
and received business separately), is rendered monthly
by the agent to the accountant, who examines the same,
records it and sends it to the customer. To facilitate
the collection of these accounts, the stations are
grouped into districts and a collector appointed for
each district. He is advised by the accountant of the
respective amounts of the bills sent out. The only
books which he keeps are a cash book and a ledger. As
the amounts are collected they are forwarded to the
bank, and are accompanied by a, daily advice of collection, the collector taking a tissue copy of the advice to
be forwarded to the accountant.
RECEIPTS FOR. MONEY.

Adhesive forms of receipt, stamped and unstamped,
are supplied in books by the accountant. These have
perforated counterparts, are type numbered consecutively and are intrusted only to clerks whose fidelity is
guaranteed. It is the duty of the chief clerk or cashier
at each station to examine the receipt books daily, and
to check the counterfoils (stubs) with the cash book,
and in the case of ledger accounts with the daily advice
of collections. When a receipt book has been filled up,
the clerk in charge is required to certify at the end
thereof that the entries on all the counterfoils have been
duly accounted for; the book is then returned to the
accountant. The company's carmen are not permitted
to have possession of the receipt books ; bill heads or
carriage notes (blank receipts) are provided for use in
cases where shippers or consignees desire receipts for
amounts paid to carmen. Carmen do not give receipts
for amounts collected by them unless specially requested

to do so.

*The Accountant corresponds to the Auditor in America.
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AGENTS' RETURNS FOR GOODS TRAFFIC.

same being made from the register and sheets ; the
totals of the returns should agree with the totals of these
records.
A monthly return called the omission sheet is rendered, which shows items taken into account to correct
errors or omissions in previous month's abstracts.
When the various summaries have been completed,
the totals that affect the station debit are entered in the
Monthly Advice of Totals, which is sent to the accountant with the other monthly returns.
A "debit list" is rendered monthly, which shows how
the debits on account of invoices (way bills) and extras
(miscellaneous) have been disposed of or distributed for
collection; this return in reality constitutes the station's gross credit statement, showing how the debits to
the station have been taken care of.
Two lists, giving names, dates and amounts of ledger
accounts not collected by the end of the month in which
they are due, are sent on the second day of each month,
one to the accountant and the other to the general
manager, with an explanation as to why not collected.
A list of porter's (uncollected cash) items outstanding
three months or more is sent each month to the general
manager and goods manager (traffic manager), with an
explanation of the delay in collection. A summary of
porter's outstandings (uncollected bills) is also sent
monthly to the accountant. Accounts for collections
made by carting agents (transfer companies) are made
monthly, showing the debit and credit items and balance. These are sent to the accountant with the debit
list, first being certified to by the company's agent. An
agent's monthly cartage account is rendered, showing
the total weight of each class of goods carted by the
company carmen (draymen) during the month; this is
also sent to the accountant, by whose department the
allowance for cartage (amount to be paid draymen) is
calculated at agreed rates. The amounts are then
credited to the agent's account, recorded and sent back
to the agent for payment. Accounts due to or from
other railway companies for cartage at junction or

At the commencement of each month, agents are
required to furnish the accountant with returns for the
goods and live stock traffic of the previous month. Abstracts of the forwarded goods are made from the tissue
copies of the outward invoices; those of received goods
are made from the inward invoices. Abstracts of live
stock shipments forwarded are made from the counterparts of tickets issued; those of live stock received are
made from the tickets received. Live stock traffic is
reported separately from goods traffic. The same is
true also of local and foreign (interline) traffic.
When the abstracts are completed, the totals are
transferred to the local and foreign (interline) summaries. Foreign (interline) traffic is classed as "light"
and "heavy"and each of these entered on special
summaries. The totals of the "light" summaries are
entered at the foot of the " heavy " summaries and
included in the totals of the latter. These returns are
due by the sixth or seventh of the month. Invoices
received after the month's returns have been completed,
if they affect the debit, are taken into account in the
following month as "omissions" (way bills carried forward). In addition to the returns made to the company's officials, similar returns are also made to the
clearing house for foreign traffic. Transfer summaries
are rendered by junction stations covering business rewaybilled at such station, the business waybilled in
being reported on a separate blank from that waybilled
out; the amount of paid one (advanced charges) on the
in and out shipments should agree.
Differences discovered in billing are treated as under
or overcharges, the invoices being abstracted at the
original figures. A record of undercharges is kept in
the Undercharge Register, inward and outward business
separately. Record of overcharges is kept on the overcharge sheets. No alteration or erasure of the figures
on goods' invoices is allowed. Monthly summaries of
under and overcharges are rendered to the accountant,
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transferring points are also settled through the accountant's office.
Beside the monthly returns, agents also render to the
accountant a "daily advice of collections," which is forwarded on the day following that to which it refers.
This return shows the total amount of cash collections,
as per the Porter's Gash Book (memorandum cash book)
and the deductions therefrom on account of paid ons
(advances), refunds, amounts paid in settlement of
claims, etc.; also all other items affecting the Porter's
Ledger (cash book). It should also show any items of a
miscellaneous nature which may not be included in the
Porter's Ledger Debit. Such items should be entered
in red ink to distinguish them from the regular entries.
The month's total of the cash and credits of this return
(exclusive of the red ink figures) must agree with the
totals of the Porter's Ledger (cash book).

copies of the invoices. A distinctive feature of these
abstracts is that the names of the shippers and consignees are given, and separate abstracts are made of
traffic to and from each colliery, or mine. The daily
summaries show in three columns : (1) the names of the
mine owners ; (2) numbers of the declarations of weight ;
(8) weight. The total of these returns should agree
with the daily abstracts. Weekly summaries are made
up from the tissue copies of the daily abstracts, the
traffic from each colliery (mine) being entered on a separate summary. The monthly summaries show the gross
tonnage from each colliery (mine) for the month, local
and foreign separately.
When mineral traffic is received at any station, the invoice is recorded in the Mineral Traffic Abstract Book,
the consignee's receipt being taken in this book for the
contents of the wagons (cars). Siding rent (demurrage)
is charged for such cars as are not unloaded within the
agreed time. A record of siding rent charges is kept in
a book provided for the purpose, and a weekly return of
the same rendered to the mineral manager, who makes
up the bills for all amounts due the company on account of this class of traffic. Abstracts and summaries
of mineral traffic received are rendered once each
month. They are made up from the received invoices,
and show name of colliery, or mine; forwarding station; weight of each kind of commodity; the total
weight for the corresponding month of the previous year
is also given at the foot of the return, and an explanation made of any unusual increase or decrease.

MINERAL DEPARTMENT.

When mineral traffic is offered for conveyance, the
senders (consignors) are requested to make a declaration of the weight loaded in the wagon (car). The form
upon which this declaration is made answers the purpose of a consignment note, as it gives all necessary
information for invoicing (waybilling) the shipment.
The handling of mineral traffic at the various stations
differs somewhat from the handling of goods traffic,
inasmuch as the agents have nothing to do with the
assessment of the charges nor with the collection of the
revenue derived therefrom, unless especially instructed
to do so by the person in charge of the mineral department.
AGENTS' RETURNS FOR MINERAL TRAFFIC.

Abstract of mineral traffic forwarded, accompanied
by the declarations of weight furnished by the shippers,
are sent to the Mineral Manager's Office daily, and summaries thereof daily, weekly and monthly. The daily
local and foreign abstracts are made from the tissue

EXTRAS (MISCELLANEOUS EARNINGS).

Extras (miscellaneous earnings) of the company are
derived from the following sources, viz.: Charges for
cartage; rents charged upon goods not removed from
the warehouse within the prescribed time; wharfage;
sack hire and demurrage, i. e., charges for the use of
sacks owned and furnished by the company, and charges
imposed by reason of their being retained beyond the
agreed time ; siding rent collected from consignees for
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allowing cars to stand upon the company's side tracks
beyond the designated time; proceeds of the sale of
manure, etc. ; extras are also derived from the use of
weighing machines (scales) at stations where these machines are located. When minerals are passed over the
company's machines (scales) all the particulars of the
transaction are recorded in a book kept for that purpose, the entries being numbered consecutively; books
of tickets, type numbered, with perforated counterparts
(stubs), are provided by the company for the weighing
of special traffic such as that carried at station rates
(i. e., a special rate without regard to quantity), as well
as other goods of which the consignees desire to know
the weight. These tickets are issued by the company's
weigher, the charge for the service being entered thereon.
Under this head also may be included the revenue derived from sacks for the conveyance of grain and seed,
which are provided by the railway companies for their
patrons upon application at the stations. A small
charge is made for hire, and demurrage is charged if
the sacks are retained beyond the time allowed, or if
they are returned unused, or returned full and afterward
removed without being shipped. Both hire and demurrage charges are entered on the invoice when possible.
When this cannot be done, they are taken up as extras.
Books are kept at the station in which to take receipts
from the parties to whom sacks are let out and for filled
sacks delivered to consignees. Two sack abstract books
are kept, one of which shows as a debit all sacks received from headquarters or turned in by customers,
and as a credit all sacks forwarded to other stations or
otherwise disposed of ; the other book shows the filled
sacks received from other stations and their disposition.
Monthly sack abstracts and a summary are made up
and sent to the accountant, who checks them, the forwarded against the received (in the same manner as the
regular goods summaries), and includes the amounts in
the agent's account. Particulars of the items taken to
debit as "Extras" are entered in the "Extras Book" (a
record of miscellaneous collections). The amount

shown by this book for the month is carried to the
"Agent's Monthly Advice of Totals" (balance sheet).
The extras are shown on this monthly advice of totals
under two heads, viz.: sack demurrage and all other
extras. The disposition of the money collected as extras
is also shown on the "Debit List."
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT.

In its relation to freight traffic this department
embraces the Goods and Mineral Audit Office and the
Station Ledger Office, final results being passed to the
Bookkeeper's Office.
All of the books connected with the Accountant's
Office are kept on the double entry system; that is,
every debit in the general ledgers has its corresponding
credit or credits therein, and vice versa. Under this
system all items to be entered in the general ledgers are
collected from subsidiary books and documents into
journals and are posted from the journals into the
ledgers. Thus the journals contain a condensed record
of the whole of the company's financial transactions ;
they supply also reference to books or documents by
which details, or origin of entries, may be traced.
The Goods and Mineral Audit Office takes charge of
the station debits ; the Station Ledger Office takes
charge of the station credits.
THE GOODS AND MINERAL AUDIT OFFICE.

This office deals with returns under four beads: (1)
local goods and live stock traffic; (2) foreign goods and
live stock traffic ; clearing house and private settlements; (8) mineral traffic, and (4) mileage and demurrage of working stock. When returns are received in
this office, the first step is to check the additions of those
portions of the summaries that affect the debit; also to
see that the totals are carried correctly to the Advices
of Totals, and that the totals of the latter agree with the
Debit Lists as regards inward to pay (local unpaid), outward paid (local prepaid), extras (miscellaneous) and
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paid ons (advances). Record is made of any difference found ; the agent is advised and the difference
adjusted, if possible, before the account is closed. If
this cannot be done, the agent is charged and any necessary correction made in a subsequent month. In the
case of local business, the summaries are arranged in
the accountant's station order and the totals of the forwarded summaries are checked against the totals of the
received. If any differences are found, the abstracts are
referred to. Abstracts are not examined unless differ
ences are discovered between the summaries. Practically the same method is pursued with each set of
summaries, i. e., Local Goods Summaries, Live Stock
Summaries, Local Transfer Summaries, Under and
Overcharge Summaries, etc.
Foreign business is settled in two ways : (1) directly
between the companies in interest; (2) through the
clearing house. In the former case one company submits to the other a statement of the business, which
statement is carefully checked and examined, and if
found to be in order, settlement is made based upon the
figures contained therein. In the other case, monthly
abstracts are rendered directly from the stations to the
clearing house ; the forwarded abstracts of one company
are checked against the received abstracts of the other.
Any differences discovered are recorded and the stations
interested are notified through the audit offices of the
respective companies. The audit offices take a record
of the differences, to see that they are properly adjusted
in future settlements. If the audit office finds that its
agent was correct, the clearing house is so advised. If
the agent is in error, and the change affects the debits
or credits of the other road, particulars are retained at
the audit office in what is known as the Foreign Inaccuracy Register. If the difference affects only the debits
or credits of their own line, it is handled through the
Station Omission Sheets. If these clearing house statements of errors are returned to them before it closes the
monthly accounts, the differences are included in the
regular monthly settlement. If too late to be included.

in this manner, they are classed with the outstanding
differences. The clearing house determines the proportion due each company and sends advice to the accountant upon an agreed date, showing amounts due to or
from the clearing house. These amounts must be settled for as stated by the clearing house, and any corrections found necessary are made in a subsequent month's
account. When the clearing house figures are received
in the audit office, they are combined with the local business and are charged to the station.
THE STATION LEDGER OFFICE.

The station's Daily Advices of Collection, with the
documents connected therewith, may be said to constitute the basis of the daily work of the Ledger Office and
enable it to check the cash and other credits pending
the receipt of monthly returns. These advices are compared daily with the statements from the bank, to see
that they agree with the amounts entered in the latter.
Documents upon which claim for credit is based, such
as overcharge vouchers paid, authority for allowances
to the station for refunds, etc., which should accompany
the Daily Advices of Collection, are checked therewith
to see that the amounts agree, and are inspected to see
that proper authority and signatures have been obtained.
The cash and other credits thus arrived at should agree
with the totals for the month of corresponding entries in
the various summaries and the debit lists.
The debits against the stations, arrived at by the
Goods Audit Office, are entered in the Goods Traffic
Abstract Book; the Station Ledger Office also enters in
this book the corresponding items from the debit lists
and summary of paid ens (advanced charges), the latter entries representing credits allowed. When the clearing house figures are received in the Audit Office, they
are combined with the local business and charged to the
station. The status of the station account is finally
shown in the Account Current Ledger. A separate account is kept therein with each station showing all the
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debits and credits, and at the end of the month the
balance, debit or credit, is ascertained by footing the
two sides of this ledger.
The principal duty of the Accountant's Office in connection with the returns for mineral traffic is to apportion to other companies their share of the earnings on
foreign mineral traffic. Statements of the traffic are
furnished by the Mineral Manager's Office, each company's proportion is computed and statements are made,
copied and forwarded to the other companies in interest; thus settlement of the foreign mineral traffic is
made without the intervention of the clearing house.

special form provided for the purpose, to which all correspondence and copies of the invoices (way bills) must
be attached. When the goods manager authorizes the
station to settle the claim, the amount paid is deducted
from the receipts and recharged to the accountant on an
ordinary invoice (way bill), to which the original claim,
the goods manager's authority and claimant's receipt
are attached. A. claims register is kept at the principal
stations, in which all claims are entered, being numbered progressively. This register gives all the particulars in connection with the claim, including the
date submitted to the goods manager, whether paid or
declined, and if paid, the date and amount. In the
case of claims on account of foreign (interline) traffic,
amounts paid on account of loss, damage or delay to
goods are apportioned between the companies interested
by the clearing house upon an agreed basis. When the
question of liability is doubtful, the loss is usually
borne by the companies whose lines intervene between
the point of loading, or where the goods were last seen
uninjured, and the point at which the damage was first
discovered or reported; the loss being divided between
the companies according to mileage, or in such other
way as may be decided by the railway clearing house
"Arbitration Committee." This is a tribunal to which
disputed cases may be submitted.
The authority given to agents to make refunds, referred to, is issued by the goods manager or accountant,
as the case may be, on a special form called a Refund
Voucher. These forms are kept in books and are type
numbered, consecutively ; a counterpart, or stub, is
retained and when the agent's recharge invoice (way
bill) is received with the original authority attached, the
latter is checked against the counterpart. If amounts
for which authority to refund has been given are not
recharged within a reasonable length of time, the refund
voucher is recalled.

CLAIMS.

When moneys for carriage (transportation charges)
have been collected and remitted and an overcharge hi
connection therewith is afterward discovered, an application for authority to refund the amount is made by
the agent and sent to the accountant if it be an error in
collection, or to the goods manager if it be an overcharge in the weight or rate. Authority to deduct the
amount from a subsequent day's cash receipts is then
sent to the station by the official to whom application
was made, with instructions to repay the amount, take
a receipt, recharge the amount by invoice (way bill) to
the debit of the accountant, and to attach the receipt
and authority for the refund to the recharge way bill.
These recharge way bills are sent to the Station Ledger
Office and there recorded in the Goods (Freight) Claims
Register, the authority for refund, receipts, etc., being
examined before the record is made. The papers are
then sent to the Goods Manager's (Division Traffic Manager's) Office and checks are drawn on the company's
bankers and passed through the secretary's cash book
to clear the debit against the Accountant's Office. Foreign claims are scheduled (sent) to the clearing house
for division after having been registered in the office of
the goods manager.
Claims relating to loss or damage are submitted to
the goods manager (division traffic manager) on a
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APPENDIX A.
DEMURRAGE RULES OF THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY AND STEAM..
SHIP ASSOCIATION.
The following demurrage rules were adopted at the Seth session of the
Rate Committee of the Southern Railway and rtteamship Association, to take
effect November 1, Jaci:
"Concerning package freight unloaded into depots or warehouses:
All package freight which is not removed by the owners thereof from
the custody of the railroad company within forty-eight hours, not incIndiug
Sundays or legal holidays, computed from 10 o'clock a. in. of the day follow•
big the day of arrival, Hhal1 be aubjected thereafter to a charge for storage
for each day or fraction of a day that it may remain in the custody of the
railroad company, as follows:
"Shipments of less than carload quantities, one cent per hundred pound!'
per day with no charge less than ten cents per package.
"Shipments of carload quantities, live cents per ton of 2,000 pounds per
day.
The right being reserved to store such property in public warehouses at
the risk and expense of owners.
"2. Concerning loaded cars to be unloaded by consignees:
"Bulk meats, bulk grain, hay, cotton seed, lumber, lime, coal, coke. sand,
brick, stone, wood and such other freights in bulk or otherwise as it may
be a stipulation of the rates thereupon, or contract for the transportation
thereof, or where it is the custom for cars to be loaded or unloaded oy the
owners of the property, which is not unloaded from the cars containing it
within forty-eight hours, not including Sundays or legal holidays, computed
from 10 o'clock a. m. of the day following the day of arrival, shall be subject thereafter to a charge for demurrage of one dollar for each day or fraction of a day that said ear or cars remain loaded in the possession of the
company, by whom to be delivered as the last carrier at interest: it being
understood that said car or cars are to be placed and remain accessible to the
consignee for the purpose of unloading during the period in which held free
of demurrage, and that when the Period of such demurrage charge commences they are to remain accessible to the consignee for unloading
poses.
3. The fact of said storage or demurrage charges being accessible in
conformity with these regulations may be stated by the delivering rosds
in their advise to consignees of the arrival of freight.
"1. When loaded cars are placed for delivery, and remain in position enabling it, and owners failing to unload the freight therefrom within the
time specified by these regulations, thereafter refuse to pay the demurrage
accruing thereon, the railroads shall refuse to place other loaded ear or
cars for such consignees until they pay the accrued demurrage and obligate
themselves to promptly pay all similar charges that properly accrue in the
future.
B. When cars that have reached their destination as per bill of lading,
are turned over by the terminal road Co a connecting road at the same place
for the placing thereof upon its tracks or aidings, private or otherwise, to
enable delivery, it shall be the duty of such connoting road to collect the
demurrage charges herein established its per the advise of the amount due
given it by the delivering line, and if delivery to consignee is not immediately made, the said connecting road shall assess and collect demurrage
in accordance with these rules; it being understood that the delivery from
One road to another for the purpose named in this paragraph does net
(337)
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create a now period of free holdinof the car or cars for either forty-Mght
hours or any part thereof, unless said transfer of the car has been made within
the period of forty-eight hours free storage originally allotted, and then
such portion thereof as remains unexpired will be allotted to the road to
whom the transfer has been made for delivery purposes.
"a. Concerning loaded ears in transit, held at Intermediate points on
their route, by notation on matilfeks or by notation on original bill of lading when being to 'order' containing instructious to notify' parties at
said intermediate points:
"All loaded cars are understood and expected to receive transportation
with due diligence and freedom from delay other than that exhibited in the
current freight schedules or resulting, from accidents liable to ordinary
transportation over the railroads of the line or route covered by the bill of
lading given, or manifests made for the property.
"The holding of loaded cars at intermediate points of transit upon the
request of shtppers or consignees or of parties at said intermediate
points is forbidden. Such stopping and holding can only be by order of the
transportation department at interest, or in compliance with law as may
be required in due form (always excepting such stoppage as may be necessary to recover and properly remove misdirected freight),
"Railroads are forbidden to assent to or permit loaded cars as described
herein to be held at either of their termini or along their line.
"7. In order to give proper legal force to these regulations against pox
Rible adverse rulings or decisions of courts in either of the states covered by
the association's territory as applicable to the traffic herein embraced, all
bills of lading issued by the roads of this association shall contain the following stipulation:
'"And it is further agreed that after due notice to the consignee or
owner of the arrival of the property described herein at the destination or
point of delivery named in this bill of lading, and a reasonable period
allowed thereafter for its removal from warehouses or cars, storage charges
ax usually applicable at such point of delivery may he made and collected
on the property remaining undelivered, and such demurrage charges made
and collected on loaded cars as the delivering road may have established.'
"And all railways interchanging business with tills association are to be
advised that this additional clause is to be incorporated in all bills of lading
given for property deliverable within the association's territory corn inencing
with the date that these regulations take effect.
"a. It shall lie the duty of the commissioner, through his inspectors, to
ascertain if these regulations are complied with as pertaining to all traffic
intended to be governed thereby.
"if any violations occur, the road guilty thereof shall be subject to the
penalties prescribed for violations of other regulations of the association's
agreements.
"e. Agents will be governed accordingly, making reports of all collections for storage and demurrage to their auditing department."
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No. 2.
Size GNIXM.

SHIPPING BILL FOR FREIGHT.

Delivered

Co.

to

At

189_

_Straion,

By
as described below.
Freight to be forwarded subject to the terms sod conditions of the Company's published
freight tariffs. classificatiela sad receipts; to be transported over its line to
and to be delivered, after onytoeut of frei:ght, in like good order to

-

It is understood that the rate to......
shalt not exceed

Per

ti

ti
awn AN CONSIGNEE.

NO.

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE&

waioar
Co.m.1.1.m.

Shipper.
[Nary.—The above form is supplementary to No. 1, both being fined up at one writing under the Multiplex System.'

No. 3.

Size 3x5K,

NOTICE OF NO BUSINESS TO REPORT.

Station,

18.

To the Freight Auditor:
trd
Dear Sir:
I have no business to report on Form

month a

for the

18
Agent.

INSTEUCTMNS:
This card must be sent to the Freight Auditor. so as to arrive at his office not later than the
morning of the day of the month on which the return is due.

cc

Cd

No. 4.
Size 5110 fn.

Conductor's Return for Freight Loaded at Stations

where there are no AitentR.

To Mg Frefeld Addi!or:

03g
station has this day been fon-ailed with wayhilling instructions for the 1oRowing described

freight which was loaded by me this day at
car

station or sing,

No.

consignee

consignor

destination

Money .collected io pay freight charges, $

Weight

Description of Articles.

xicr,v-H(briT

*giant at

Conductor Train No

No. 5.
Site 5x10 In.
donductor'e Way,bWing Directions for Freight Loaded at Stations where there Akre ire Agents.

rElg
Aged at

Station:

You wi/I ptease make s_ way-bill to the following described freight. which has

this day here loaded by me at
car No.

station or siding.

initials

consignor

V

consignee

destination

Money herewith to pay freight charges, .$
NOTE.— ••..,..r.1•• W.', WI OP! 4,1

•6 ••••••, ••••,

•64 e••••

WWI th• .11.41.1 b•1••• 8.•10.0 41•4••44,..

l
de
(IACat

_

usr4 N 1.44 P. • me! OP 1.••01194,11•1:01,1.

Description of Articles.

Weight.

Conductor. Train No

form is supplementary to No. 4, both forms, as well as the record (No. 6), being filled up at one Writing under
the Multiplex System.1

i7
fI

rb
No. 6.
Size 5.10 ln.

Page.......
C(Mdlieter'S Record of Freight Loaded at Stations where there are no Agents.

The following is a record of return Ibis

day sewl lo freight auditor, also billing directions

iS9
slaliicn, the same being Ice the following described freight loaded by Me at

hunished to agent at

ear ftba--

initials_

consignor

consignee

destination

collected and paid to billing agent.
Weigh!

Description of Articles

{ Received to pay charges on above, Si.
Signed

_Conductor, Train Na

Agent I

ISOTE.—This form is supplementary to No. 4. both forms, as well as No. 5, being tilled up at one writing under the 74-'t3p1ex
System.]

{SINGLE

rc

VONYII3

a

lama

•

Dapanno satEn vainj piedam

411

NO1J..111/:
'S,
..1101.1.11W

.:13 Joal!surso

yi

A./QV:Id:1

station or siding,

RECORD OF PREPAID FREIGHT CHARGES.

No. 7A.
Size 3x12.
bort 11 hisai Fait Claw Maid 11

Ptairttaaa

MOM

VPair

PT.&

" .1"%11.

ra

"'"Wt• fi WO, Pima.. arciaipt otialptampoit•

II
A1

W • Ft. Nix
C.Initials

Capacity O.

1.6.1

Rl

1ES_

Cat H.
,-_Patoada.

[Nont.—This form is supplementary to No. 7, both forms being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System.)

No. 8.
Size :44x10 fn.

16k

RECEIPT FOR PREPAID FREIGHT CHARGES.

mit a,

189_
Consignor, Dr. to

Company for amounts
to apply in prepayment of charges on freight forwarded from the above station, as follows:
Dr.

..asst

—

a.

4..0. rwa

r
imy.

Pm..

ca
assets

Pay

tom. Twat.

No. 8A.

Size SH,x13 in.

RECORD OF PREPAID FREIGHT CHARGES.

:a
CE,-7,=1:9
Station,

Record of Prepaid Freight charges collected at

6.4

hR

189

Consignor, to apply Jr prepayment of Charges on freight forwarded from the above
follows:

station

as

TOTAL

OAP na/ALAI

(NOTE.—This form is supplementary to No. 8, both forms being 11110 up at one writing tinder the Multip ex System.)

No 9.

MORD OF HP RECEIPT FOR IDVARCED CHARGES

Size 8x134
Station.

Record of and Receipt for Advanced Charges, at
op. Af !AAA'

'EC XI(IN,V,I ( 1

Am.A.A. At ARAI..

Y-B
WAY
from
Via junction

FOB FREIGHT.

Car Initials

Via junction

WAY-BILL.

with
wi
th
Ry.
Ry.

at
at

(Station!
'Station

to

Car No
.... . Car No
lbs.

to

capacity of car
Stop this car at

Via junction

Via Junction

with

,
with

Ry. 1

Coteau or car transferreclt.s
at

at

with

its, fl

tattoo)

189.
Ry.

Car No
Car No

to
to

(Station)

Weigh this ear at

11

Car No

to
Via Junction

(Stations

To
The Infolmation called for by the above schedule most be filled in whenever the car la to be stopped
at any intermediate station to part unload, finish loading or for any other purpose.
Crialittor
Consignee and Destination
Connecting line reference. original car, way-bill number
Marks
anti paint of shipment-

No. of
Fkgs.

Description of articles and
*classification conditions

(Attach lower half of page here.)

No. 10.

Size 43ixis.

Co.
tare and net weight of carload freight. to be
entered in this space where the car is weighed,

I

/OLD HIStl, THIS SIDS OUT.

3

Weight

G

5

tAuthority •
for rate

;Bata

,v, FeuharT
Ti'llreeigailew

Freight Charges
11 Prepaid
Unpaid

Size oiv.U. WAY-RILL FOR LIVE-STOCK.

from
Via junction
with

Tr

WAY-BILL FOR UTE-STOCK.
Car initial~

Via junction
Ry, 1

with

y.

with

Hy.
Contents of car transferred.

lbs.

Weigh this car at
For balance of charges to be collected, see
For balance of charges to be collected, see
For balance of charges to be collected, see

at
at

Car No
to UNION STOCK YARDS.

V ia junction

\ la junction

Marked capacity of car

Inter-line Chtrges
Prepaid

iSpeaMy for what pal-ISMS.)

/

............... - - . '• • ..

with

Advanced
Charges

Point ci j Prepaid

kr

No. 10.1t

!nation wilLupthis way-bill.
e date receiveu,
on datin
purpose.

Agent at Asst
on receipt of
enter herein tit
using the stati
stamp for the

istamai

189....

RI-.

to

Car No
.. Car No

to

ist mina i

way-hill No
way-bili No
way-bill No

189.
189.
189.

dated.....
–dated

elated

Conductors will see that the way-hills called fur by the above schedule are attached to. and aecomp my his way-bill to destination.
Consignor
No. of
Description of Live Stock and
Connecting line reference, original car. way-bill number
Consignee and Destination
*Classification Conditions
Head
and point of shipment.

Co.
"Gross. tare and net weight of carload freight, to be
entered In this space where the car is weighed.

1

READ INSTRUCTIONS ON THE BACK OF THIS FORM.
'Classification conditions, means 0. B., C. R.. released. Ot'd. etc.,
etc. }Authority for rate used must always be given in the column
waTiiii{Preflx
provided for that purpose. :When a through rate is used and the
shipment Is to be re•way-billed en route, the sub-divisions must be
No
shown in the rate column in road order, noting opposite each proportion the initial of the road to which It accrues.
Agents at minion statues receiving this w/2.r.bill, most stamp in the space below in cooseentive order tli;asines of their stations and date upon which the way-i;iii is received.
2
4
Agent at drat
!nation wlll,ulr
this way•bi 1.
on receipt of
edate received.
enter herein th
using the slat!
on Satin
stamp for the
purpose.

Weight

;Rate

tAuthority
for rate

Freight Charges
Unpald

Prepaid

Miscellaneous Charges
(Specify for what purpoes.
UnpaleF

of

[NO/E.—For detachable stub see following page.]

1

Advanced
Charges

Inter-line Charges
Prepaid

(Specify far what porpoise.)

(Attach lower half of page here. )

Agents at ittilCn011 stations re&

READ INSTULCTIONS UN THE BACK OF THIS FORM.
°Classification conditions, means 0. It.. C. B.. released. Geri, etc..
etc. }Authority for rate Med must always be given in the column
provided for that purpose. :When a through rate In used and the
shipment la to he re-way-billed en route, the sub-divisions must be
No.
shown in the rate column in road order, noting opposite each pro•
portion the initial of the road to which it accrues.
.
title way-bill, atm stamp in the !pace below in consecutive oreleilhe names of their Stitt= and dole upon which the way-bill is received.

(Attachfollowing page here—Perforate.)

GTORF.,

to
to
ts7

Co.
Car Initials
From

Car No

Nu1ix
Station,

Consignor

189....

%Write name of month),

Consignee

No.of Head Description of Live Stock

Weight.
it mental weight in not known, forwarding agent

Bate

must flit in the minimum.

Freight
Charges
Unpaid

th.

The celled the following charges:.
Miscellaneous charges unpaid`
See W.-B.
W: No.
See W.-B. No
See W -B No

Advanced charges,
t89
, feeding at
189 , feeding at

dated
dated.
dated

trJ

IV'
Com`

189...., feeding at
Total charges to be collected, gar-

........
........

eaoits)

0

O

A

uptico.

0

201

u g u Pxiy••.68 1

°Nu! J.L• 081

(.1a3pil fa pi.q liG

is

O

O.

two CUCEVOrl

C

1,1.1. J o01I'CI

igoa

[Nora.—Detachable stub of way-bill for live stock form, shown on preceding page,]
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APPENDIX B.

No. 12
Size ex,x714.
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No. 13.

Size

RETURN FOR LOADED CAR TICKET.

RECORD OF LOADED CAR TICKET.

TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:
Below please find statement of a loaded car ticket made
and forwarded by me, with a loaded car, viz.:

The following is a RECORD of a "Loaded-car
Ticket" sent forward from this station in lieu of a
regular way-bill, viz.: Ticket

LOADED CAR TICKET.

No
No

FOR
FOR

Initial

Car No

Initial

Car No

• SO

From,

From

To

To

Via

Via
189

Date of T'k't
Contents }
of Car

....

Date of T'k't

189

Contents
of Car
Consignee

Consignee

Destination

Destination

Regular way-bills for freight loaded in this car have
been made by me and duly forwarded to destination
as above; they are numbered as follows:

Regular way-bills for freight loaded in this ear have
been made and duly forwarded to destination as
above; they are numbered as follows:

............................ 1,

• .

.........

•

......

Forwarding Agent.

Agent.

Nora.—This sheet must not be detached until the numbers
of the way-bilis have been Inserted heroin; it must Then he
detached and enclosed in an envelope and forwarded to Lie
freight auditor by first train.

Car was directed to be weighed at

Car was directed to be weighed at

jNorn.—Tbie form Is supplementary to No.I4, both forms, as
wallas No. 1S. being tilled up at one writing under the Multi.
plea s ystem ,j

iNoTit.—This form is supplementary to No. 11, both forms,
as well as No. 12, being tilled up at one writing under the
Multiplex System .1

No 14.

RENO FOR BUN FREINIT IVE1611ED AT DESTINATION.

Company

AG

I

I3ETURN FOR BULK FRE GHT WEIGHED AT DESTINATION_

189

_station.
To the Agent

*team,.
Below plea.," fint1 returax for tree
rip hulk ro-ereed. from war. sfwgion, and
role ich the freifht chorfee Are fa he roin.wr. fed, (limed eipea the wei fht ci-grcrtiiiwere at tins etation.

.V.It:71;°7c"" ""'TZ."Z:2
Ty-io..

rvml
.."..'

."':''''

R..4 rr.50.

',VC:r:ItZ ice

L rl..:2.1

"‘C..'Z'dquvald.

C34-T.
. LIM.0

..$4.4
.5

•71 At

No. 15.

.!;•!•,,x9

BUOIID OF Bril FREIGHT WEIGHED AT DESTINIITA

in.
RECORD Of HULK FREIGHT NEIGHED AT DESTINATION.

station,
789 __
The followinkt is a record of returns tlas day rendered to the forioardeng agent, of buik freight receired
from.
station, the weights arul extensions for which were net accu-

rately known by the forwarding. agent, namely:

33-.65.

H. mi l

Car

51.ad , er,
r,,

Wu

iglu.

Ratc.

...Lg. eluzpa

.....

IlLiaal... .....

q33•.- .

I SW •1 :•orrna•

•

-7,,,,.;

...,,,..•

•

Alva.

[NOTE.—This form is suppiemente.ry to No. IL both forms being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System.]

RECORD OF FREIDA? TRISSPERRED.

No. 16.
Size 8'ix13%
•

•

...

••••

flea era.

D

Ct

kW: ilL tMlalkli.

DrCrIPra. NA CieLib.or Freiglp,

I

XIUN

.t. . a•L`. Z.M•g: .Z.....
....

fitation.

at

Record of Freight Transferred

Fe. 17.

&mum in.

MONTHLY

RETCRX OF

UNREFTINDED CHARGES.

'ro Tbro Fosioinc Aromas.
Below plow

rimer monthly

mina]

a unresuctaea ,hwe, at

nation, to be ebargad la

station account kr the month of

•

.,,

...,

.

i;

Ad 1..,Crd

LO4:141.e•Pargl•I

re5L'i =z.d

rrJatr.`0,1.

.1..
as °- s.a
gI
0E
.3 A e,'3

.

ol

48

146' 1

a

1..... RIM Chn Adt•Tted
TO *11002
M t.•Cl'VIC.W^115.a Prep'. Firi. Cbg"..Fe 17;17:4;
1•••[Li. r•••,•• 4- F.."''4.4.• ''''''d" hs."'"'.4 -2 ' Ett

-.6a ..." :3
P iF.,
-9 .z
ii -gl
0..4
-- _

t
1°
Di
3 6.f
e-o

...
.pr.3

$

4`.1.:
-8,-i t7 e,,,,,...
Y: U cog7r.,
... :mile cm..

1.'

ion ht.)

...
..

X1(1.1"H,I c f V

&

height CtorAn

i ii"
C'Teci.i.j:i:

.

TT

—..--._-rW

TAAL!

Agent.

No. 18.

Size 4\9 in.
AGENT'S NOTICE OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN LOCAL WAY-BILLS.

No

Station,
To Agent at
I have corrected

189

Station.

(my or your)

way-bill No

Dated

189

Car No.

to read as follows:

Agent.
Consignee and
Destination

No. of
Pkgs.

Articles

Weight 1 Rate

Authority
for Rate

Freight Charges

—13Firiatil

Prepahl

Mistellaseass Charges
e
I Advanced
charges
(Specify for what wpm)
Unpaid
Prepaid 1
1

Inter-line
Charges
Prepaid

Totals of Way-bill.
IWhenever an crrt. r or omission Is discovered In Local way-billing this notice must be sent to the other agent in interest )y first train
mail, who will, if the changes are in order, cause the station records to be corrected accordingly. sign his acceotance and return
to the agent who issued it to be tiled as a part of the station records; however, receiving agents will not change the records after
ISTUCTIONS:•
the original way-bill has been sent to the freight auditor until this notice has been referred to him and returned bearing his
acceptance. Number the notices issued. consecutively. commencing with No. 1, on the first of each month.
Use copying ink in filling up the form and lake a tissue copy in a book kept for the purpose before sending it forward.

Accepted,

Agent

189....

No. 19.

Sae 4s9

AGENTS NOTICE OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS. No.
Station

To Trig FRBIGFIT AUDITOR:
I have corrected inter-line way-hill No

189

Dated

From

189

Car No.

to

Via

to read as follows:
Agent.

Consignee and
Destination

No. of
Pkgs.

Totals of Way-bill.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Articles

Weight

Rate

Authority
for Rate

Freight Charges
Unpaid

Prepaid

%gull:aeon Charm
(Specify for what parposo)
Unpaid
Prepaid

Advanced 1 Inter-Iine
Chrges
a
Charges
I prepaid

i

This notice must be sent to the fre ght and tor prompt y whenever errors or omissions are discovered in inter- In^ way-hills for
freight forwarded; also, for freight received when the original way bills have been seat to the freight auditor. if the changes
made are found to be correct, its acceptance will be s amped hereon when it will be returned to the agent who isfued it, tote
filed as a part of the station records.
Number the notices issued, consecutively, commencing with No. I, on the first of each month.
Use copying ink in filling up the form and take a tissue copy in a book kept for the purpose before sending it forward,

362

REIM (EIHNSE) BILL.

No. 20.
Site ax19.

No. 21.
Swe ax19 in.
550050 OF ?WONT RICIIVID.

CONSIGNEE Dr. to
44

frem
• Conakarer

At

flat

For ••••••• w 1.51010.10L. azsMILL

CwNlpw

From
Can ?par_
Constr.
Deal_ _ _180_

Car so.

Re

0.1.1 ••••.k
01

•

,.'-•

Am,. ...Z.= a.m..:
er •

Remised 0.4,4
rea=ratar

019

,„

Lea 6•=z111 stow Me

'''"-a° '=3.7itt V ,"..4:1'

.o.,. n.,.
s
tt

niter
fallnry. 11•1m• of a. 11. MN le ••••••••1•A 04.41f101114 .000
L 011.• Foe owarolawyes Lod hudr.1..11.1161040••
1••••••./.1.1•••••••••1•••••••••0
&a moo, gesmtne,.....1.1.or a, the etfalvAL Cana ter 1.••. 11•01.1/L
LL1•01/ L•LLL
mm0 oLLY11•••••• 1.11.• Slam or.. tmpsam1.1.111.Ln LoULL tow.. LLY /no, rem. ILLuaL mestar al Lido

neee.eeeeelerine. ,e

pe

g▪

▪

Zgrog=7421.

RECORD OF FREIGHT RECEIVED and AGENT'S

Al

Z`r

• "W
C
elt •Mrt ww in*. LI deoLLAILL.

36:i

APPENDLY R.

APPENDIX B.

.

Me
wadi.

eapitaftva

1=0 lor *Le, pp
.01

Lt.

"9

8.•

The ender-:,grid hereby acknowledges to 111111 woe:tired of
the
in good order, the
property Pleeeri bed in Ile o Knee
hill and recurd of freight reevive,1 bearing the Nene nuollep
rrepertively as thou, 'printed

BALANCE THEREOF--3olof
eS..i
se. .4=
‘....471
.tr
..
pL.0.411•111.
,

..4,,..
....4 .e.,
,

P.,

-. I
•. P ' ,... 2 ;:e atLI:tliur 7.I.A

bercull.

111
1
.....e we... ma........eeme. NW mamarfteral• na. 1., aiLe .04 •••••••••-•110•6 IL4
[Norr.—The above form is supplementary to No. 20, both forms being
Riled up at one writing under the Multiplex System.]

APPENDIX B.

APPENDIX L..
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No. 23.
91z03%).7.44 W.

RECONSIGNING TICKET.
No

DUPLIWE HEIGHT (NUENsE) BILL.

2Zo . 22.

FOR

Sirs axle% 1*).
From

CONSIGNEE Dr.

e

; Comfpor

.=$"`
Perwi'",e00

Contwrod
1d

_Dale

_
4 e,

e

18.7 -

tog '

g.0rcr^'

Ner
Capacity

of Car _Pound!.
or Ka. et 1.1.1 ....

- a.

CrA

pmen4,,b

180—I
mom ow* ohillos...

01.

na—ra •

,P

„ 4:1-M

te

Loaded with
Itecon,4gned
From
To

4.0

roe

Car No

169
ma indat nal le 11..1W=1 sacral bon= Kill 11.

.....................Station

Consigned to

Notify

Via

to

iss

a

.

no ...!

.
Kro
na

....NI . '

..... • .• .• . ............. .•.•.... ............ •.•

—thms

.

I

PZI:a72
al le a. the
131.1.,...

189......

t:Zit.'T:17:

off:
....4...,_

Bill of Lading to

vat"

Co.. M.II. 61 2ln...hi .111131.n lh• ta.
Y.... ...1........a. Cana.. 1.4. 4.4.JnI1 fl L4W. fn 14444 6.3.0.
,.sin C.
ear.. of ahan of non land GUM ma.. 0.1 lbaday of ,L,..1. C... ....be., taanaInpaeel br
Itlaer.o..111%14111,4 aa
lbe or.: la 4. ri.111 so ....A E•011TY neeK ma. ie.
pa. Lea.. thus.. othsCOT ...Obi
a.. by Ow a eolen. etbley . Lao or dont. anol. Oa rent dilecay .o
4.1...w. Al., D. lrrenaloa Oa.
eye,
per*
layna6
reallna
To
o. r4.11 1. Ana Kona.. Tana I mootainaoll loont Vat laahak no. oat
tit• par,.
et
'Le akala nab. yroa. mob

Reconsigning charge of

$

has been

added to
Way-bill No
Dated
„. ..................... 189
and collected at this station.
Agent.
Per
NoTn.—The

agent receiving tiik ticket will, after he has
taken a record of it, rend it forthwith to the freight auditor.

367

AP P END IX B.

A PPENDIX B.
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No. 24.

No. 25.

RETURN FOR RECONSIGNING TICKET.

RECORD OF RECONSIGNING TICKET.

To the Freight Auditor:
Below please find statement of a "Reconsigning
Ticket," as follows:

The following is a RECORD of a "Reconsigning
Ticket" sent forward from this station in lieu of a
regular way-bill, viz.: ticket

RECONSIGNING TICKET.

No
FOR

No.
Car No

FOR

CarNo. .... ........... .............
Loaded with

Loaded with
1W:unsigned
From

Revonsigned

To

From
Station

To

Station

Consigned to

Consigned to,
Notify.
Notify

Via

189

189
Bill of Lading to
Reconsigning charge of

Bill of Lading to
$

...........

has been
Reconsigning charge of

added 10.

$

has been

added to

Way-bill No

Dat ed
and collected at this station.

.....

189
Agent,

Per
NOTE.—This sheet must be detached and sent to the freight
audltdr by first messenger after it has been Tilled tip.
iNcyric.— This form is supplementary to No. 23, both forms,
as well as No. 25. being tilled up at one writing tinder the
Multiplex SysteuLl

Way-bill No

........ • ........

Dated
and collected at this station.
•

189. .....
.Agent.

Per
[Nora.—This form is supplementary to No. 23, both forms,
being
filled up at one writing under the
as well as No.
II uttiplex System..,

21P l'EXDIX B.
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APPENDIX
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No. 27.

ESTURN OP WEIGI1T3 OF 1R0 011E @MAYO.

26.

a

Size 74;x9 in.

I ize 7A4x9 In.
Ala

STATEMENT TO THE MINE OWNER.

Ti,
TO THE IFREIOKT AUDITOR:

Do10w Dlooso find ototoroost of iroliftita of Iron ors roodood o1

taloa, ylama find rolurn of avotirht.• of aoo ore roosiaad al

Dock

nine, by train .x0.

Irtirm

Agent

Car No

.,
(or No.

ranio.la Oro

Cat NO

1

Pootala Orr

t r No

l'aan.la Or..

1,11.11, OW

22

3

23

8

24

4

23

is

23

6

37

7

78

8

29.

I

29

1

19

8

94

4

75

0

76

6

27

7

'49

29

9

30

10

81

II

32

12

33

0

30

9
10

31

1i

33

13

31

13

74

14

35

34

84

aa

13

36

I9

37

17

39

18

39

19

40

10

36

16

37

17

38

16

39

19

40
41

00

21
31

DOA.

mine. by train X°.

Prom _ .

f1

Total pounds.,

Taint pounds.

1:

43

rotary to No. 213, botl forms, as well as No.
urn is sum
28, being lulled up at one writing uuder the Multiplex System.)
24 Vol. 6

4.3

3

3

.

1110ROUTA ORIEISTAM AOITSONIT

r

1
3

-i
1
i

ti
to

4.1
4:.8.2;11 4 a

0

r.

13

11

=

3 U

0 1 3

3

=

0 13

1
;

FREIGHT IEDITOR1 NOTICE OF ERROR8 AND OMISSIONS IN LOCAL WAY-HILL

No. 29.

Size 4x9 In.

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT.

Office of the freight Auditor.
"MAYA Auditors petite of Errata sea Omissions in Label Pay.REII.

IBM

dated

From.
CarelMeSols
i?d

;A
lt:

Artiolee.

Wekalf.

Car No.

has been ...arra:rte.) to react as folicrwsr

to

Rate. tOth
rZIZ

0.1rnteide.ht Chall,FO:wd.

"
mv
:
:
7
9 14
11,....
"C"
...mtC,
h,n
alg...._

Acdhvaarg
ntr.
: Ip
Or
Ap
earoa
ri
li
n
d..°

PremEd.

. ...

.

• •

....

.. . ....
...

..... ... .. . .. .. ..........

... .. .......

..

.„... _ -

TOnyis of way-bin
.

P

bemid
ebmath
ectretton
. ostia
neNfoN
•bewm
tc li
lmaini...143,
the mem MU cep comet
.4 EC. rk•Mrd,
exemtMcs
bc. cake kiricP

fl! far him
Ns a mrt. tke anion meant..
vat
ice.lcrcipse by Si. Mi. nal.
pre Murata P
nelthi leaner.
Per

'tir X If IX 3,1 d

Wor...8711 No.

No. 30.
Size VA in.

FREIGHT AUDITOR'S NOTICE OF ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS.
Na

Way-Bill No.
fmm
CZ:We:42

d

Articles.

"
at
PM&

Weisht.

.. ..
-

..

. ...... • ••

.

.--

Prole.. Crnmem

Rata. trUg2

. - .

...... - •

Ftrin d

Ulm/W- .
•

•

•••-•• ....... - -• •••

.. ....... .-...e.....- .......

Chicago,
189
Car No.
has been corrected to read as follows:

189

dated
to

Plince,lommus Charzoa...
nr...•rfr Mr v.. s•vrr.:. 1
U npaid.
Pr,pan.
-

.

•

-

•-

-.

...

..

•
.

...

•

.

Advanced Icnh
t 7,.
17
c harga /1- prepaid.
.

•
.

- .

...... ... .
• .......

.VIGA.r.VjelV

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT.
Office of the Fretgh t
rrelzitt Auditor's nOtlOo Of Errorx and Omissions in Inter-Lino Way-8111S.

...... , ....
....

•

,.

• • .

finals Of way-b13.....

IISIMICTIONS : b.r.".:.:17:L77=.71,X;AZ
rd:"..V,".".= .;',2,1,:r."'
"'P..' :1.7 . `,7.7`i";.:,"T.Z"..''.Ti t."11 I. .,4–"rd_13..1.7 Tau 1' r .""Z° —
1
tr.?!
nee ierga aai lib earl naanlei u Oa folesiianfLr fife
nail
trails

Ernichk An32nr.

Per

No. 31.
Size 64x12}4.
STATEMENT Of IMEICHT WEICHED EN ROUT&

To the agent at

station.

Below please „Ifisd a reagenseral of fretyld way-baled from your station,
station

189

sy rm.lrr Inman aant, e. vnYrl m monv. mm. r..ar a. VOna warn
Osr

1.110.1.

Oar ite.

Sall

.1.8

tra.7.14.

11 a me. amr. m . m

Area

On.. 14 w.e NM OPP mm

Nfit fc l V

weighed at

Cu

No. 32.
size

in.
RECORD OF FROMM' WI101.1213 to Rearm,

Page

Record of freight wayldnacl pam
stallion

weighedat

wation.
189

te.21
Wtz:W4

Deriteullee

mMba
r&deltre..-4

[Norz —This form is supplementary to No- 31, both forms being 111 ed up at one writing under the Multiplex Swim. It
can also be written, if desired, to have another form provided, to be Iii ed tap at the seine time to he sent to the freight auditor, or other person to whom it is desired to furnish the information.)

No. 33.
in.

Size :5xs

RECEIPT FOR MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES.
No
ES

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that I have received this

Name of month must be

18

from

EILLea.)

,1

7

the sum of

.A71TATPhi (I V

of
Dollars, $

for.

on account of freight hauled in Car No
from

way-bill No

.................... station to

Dated

IS
station.
Agent.

••

Station.

No . 34.
Size 37c85i in.
RECORD OF MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES COLLECTED.
Polio Cask Book

No

Record of miscellaneous collections received

18

, from

amounting to

11 X/CIATa rie/ V

of
Dollars, $

for

on account of freight hauled in car No
from

way-bill No.

dated

station to

l8
Station.
Agent.
Station.

[Lycra.—This form is supplementary to No. 20, both forms being tilled up at one writing under the Multiples system].
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RECEIPT FoR DOCKAGE OR ?ERMA MERGES.

No. 36.

Size 'fflei in.

CONSIGNEE Dr. to

IMPEor BE far
BMW rre Owl.,

O. IMO. f'.

•••nrn

1 Or ewrn.« 1.1.111•19.•1•g ••11•1...

bf

0•••••1.•

VIUNH d d

To
erwepr

Deo 81.1e

pormotg,
:
so--7
mi rand in

ro wow rrM

NYE vrIlr. II*, A.11.4,

[err •••
a...1

•1..60•1. mOrlw

•••

balm

freed ..-1.1.11

1r-

-1.n.••••••••.

[r
Vroegreo.
Cwarrir.

eZr
Ositar. eJ I
—

•••••

11(rtorad-IT

alr

••• vannl•••
orxr .44.•-•.••
u.Rw
•••
•••••••11 rm. ••••
NY .I•• ars eon ••••••14
1•••14.01•11.4., • • • ...PEW

RECORD OF FREIGHT RECEIVED SUBJECT TO TERRINAL CHARGE MM.

No. 37.
size 41/x).4% in.
Seed

••=•••••••.1.1...1.14

r.)
1q.Mslire
NO—

sr=

INorg_—This form is supplementary to No. 36, both forms being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System.]

co

CO

No. 38.

Size 3.,,x6 In.

No.
RECEIPT FOR CASH COLLECTED.
189
Received for the
Ca, $

•
for transportation of
across the

river at

on trip No

No. 39.
Size 3N,1.6 iu.

No
RECORD OF CASH COLLECTED.

•••• wwwwwww • ••••• •6

... •

............ •

• ........... 189

Record of amounts received for the
CO., $
for transportation of
across the

river at

on trip

;Fors,—This form auppl2mentary to No.85, both forma being Shed up at one writing under the Multiplex System)

A PPEND/T

No. 41.
Size GEx ley,.

B.

STAMM OF FERRY COLLECTIONS.

RETURN OF FIERY COLLECTIONS.

No. 40.
Size GlIzifM in.

STATEMENT TO THE AGENT.

RETURN TO FREIGHT AUDITOR.
AGENT,

189

Herewith please find

To THE FREIOUT AUDITOR:
Below please find a statement of the passengers
and freight transported by the ferry boat

cash collected on account of passengers and freight transported by the ferry boat
on this date.

on

this date; also the charges incidental thereto; which I hereby certify

Please verify the following

statement and if found correct fill up and sign the receipt at the end of the record.

have been collected and remitted to the agent at

No.

Weight

Charges
Collected

No.

Remarks

Single Rigs,

"

Horse and Rider

Norse and Rider,

Foot Passengers

Foot Passengers,

Sheep

Sheep.

Hogs

Hogs,

Cattle

Cattle.

" (one and two years

Rate.

4i4,1:.

Remarks.

1

" (7'...V.Ir)

Horses

Horses,

" One and two years old)

"

(.7:—Ur )

Lumber, loads. ..

Lumber, Loads,

Coal, loads

Coal, Loads,

Merchandise, loads
"

Weight.

Double, Teams, Driver and Family,

Double Teams, driver and family,
Single Rigs,

Tinto

Merchandise, Loads,

small lots

Merehandiso, Small •Lots,

TOTAL

Total,

[NOTR.—This f orm is auppiententary tc Fn. 40, both forms, as well es No. 42, being
filler; up at one writing under the Multiples bystem.]
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NO. 43.
size Aixa in.

ORDER FOR SWITCHING.

iv

No.
8

Station,

0

ORDER FOR SWITCHING.—Please switch cars as noted below:

0]

Cars to be switched
fr..rn

Cars to be switched to

The switching charges are
payable by

X hereby certify that the service has been performed, as directed above
18

Yanima.hter,

Total number
and kind of cars tabs
switched.

Car
Numbers.

Car

Initials.

.17ffArgrbil"

NOTE.—Isto switching may he done for any person. firm or corporation, except upon an order written upon a blank of this form. duly
signed by the agent or his authorized representative. 'When the service has been performed, the certificate must
he signed and transmitted without delay by the yardmaster to the freight auditor.

Amount of switching charge, $
Agent. co1.3

No. 44.
Bize avaa in.

tO
Co

RECEIPT FOR SWITCHING CHARGES.
No

Station,

18,..

RECEIPT FOR SWITCHING CHARGESNOTE.—A receipt of this form will be given In every instance where a charge is exacted for switching or for use of engine.
No other form of receipt is valid for such charges. The receipt must be sSgned by the agent
or his authorized representative.
Cars switched
from

Cam switched to

Switching charges
payable byres

I hereby acknowledge to have received the amount stated above
in payment for the services specified.
18
[Nora.—Forms
Multiplex System.]

NOS.

Total number
and kind of cars
and

Car
Numbers.

Car
Initials.

Amount of switching charge, $

Agent.
44,45 and 46 are supplementary to form No.43, all four forms being filled up at one writing

under the

No. 45.
Size 3 4X.9 in.

RECORD OF SWITCHING.

j Folio Cash Book,

18. ,

Station,
RECORD OF SWITCHING AS PER ORDER ISSUED THIS DATE, VIZ.:

Cars switched
from

Cars switched to

Switching charges
payable by

Car
Numbers.

oar
Initials.

Amount of switching charges, $

The charge for the above service was collected,
is

Total number
and kind of ears
switched.

Agent.

{Nora.—Forme Nos. 44,45 and 46 are supplementary to Form No. 43, all four forms being filled up at one writing under the
Multiplex System.]

CU
-4

No. 46.
Size 3S4x9

co
Cc

SWITCHING WAY-BILL.
No

Station,

18

SWITCHING WAY-BILL—To be delivered to the Agent or Yardmaster of connecting line.
NOTE.—This Way-bill must accompany cars switched to connecting lines In every ease where a charge is made for such service.
Cars siV itched
from

Switching charges
payable by

Cars switelled to

The above cars delivered as directed.

Total number
and kind of ears
switched.

Car
Numbers.

Car
Initials.

Amount of switching charge, $

18

Yardmaster.

tNOTE,—Forms Nes. 41, 45 and 46

M ultiplex System.)

are supplementary to Form No. 43, all four fortes being &lied up at One writing under the •

RETURN FOR SWITCHING CHARGES COLLECTIBLE.

No. 47.
sizmi x la.

Orrynoi row
,. TWO MLITT! AOTITTNI

IWITCOUNG

eacmozs

Co.
COLLOCTIA1.4

Below please find retails of switching charges for cars switched by this Comparayr for

4/Sur/no tt. month of

189

at

Pi

Os.

station, which I hereby certify fa be correct.
Agent.

914
..+.1.w

9.
.4

044.• r MM.

M94. ••

9.44•11. 4•1

P., r 9149,11.

li nam.vdcl V

.0 of 1.4o

to

STATEMENT OF SWITCHING CHARGES COLLECTIBLE.

No. 47A.
Size S%x13 In.

STATEMENT OF SYNTC NINE CHANGER COLLECT/8 LE.
ON MEM MEOWS PS ST &MT
Bolos'

71

please find statement of switching charges for ears switched by this Company for

during the month of

Co.

station which. I hereby certify to be correct.

MY , at

tlIsnt
•NY

Cr rm.

.Cr rirsla

MA Era
V»

Unarm

RN.

le.MorCIORM.

Saelddl b. Ins

r•

Dr*. r IdArr.

krrer. ri eniNL

{NorE.—Tials form is supplementary to No. 47, both forms, as well as No. 48, being made up at one writil g under the
Multiples System]

RECORD OF SWITCHING CHARGES COLLECTIBLE.

No. 48.
size 8 y,x.13 in.

R Co.
RECORD OF 61E TON INC CNA RGES COLLECTIBLE.

The foltolutne is a record of swiechini charges for earl stoiechoW i i !his Company for

r. cr.,
Mt

Cr ft.

a.

189

dr el dr•
r.

11,14

as

I.

1t

Ca

Rtation.

........, .........

[im-E.—This form is .upplementary the NO. 47, both torms,
Multiplex &stem.]

RR

err... r sr..,

or,,.....
Pr r r irr...

RP. 41 Fry.

Ir.!.

well as No. 47A, being made up at one writing under the

'UX BIA'FIJ,I V

during the moral; of

RETURN FOR SWITCHING CHARGES DUE OTHER COMPANIES.

No. 49.

r.

Bine 8 lixra
ohm for Switching Charges doe otter Companies from

R

ie tea Tanta? ararram
Below please in return of switching charges for care stritekect by
durimo the month of

189

at

Company.
fi

Co for this Company

station, whisk I hereby certify to be correct.

-.teen t.
—

9114 4, 1•••

d de.

esa ••

Us

C• ,.....

.dr”. hli
.1,

••,...k.N....,•

wet. • 1.•

f

Mae* ••
Cg•r•••••

dwrial. It

•••• e InJa••

froW161. CY,.
--r••••

STAURNT OP SWITCHING COMES MR OTHER COIPANIES,

No. 49A.
Size 8!ax 13 ID.

R_ Company.

Statement of Switching Charges due other Companies from
TO TYE OKTBRAL TZINIOirr •GVI,

Below please flat Statement of switching ek-sules for ran snitched 3y
ciscrini

189 , at

the month of

B

Calor this Company

—station, which. I hereby certify to be Correct.
Affent,

er •

Weird go. 1.•

r••••••• r I••••
hw

W....

...••••••

..11(1.1'Nda

Ova

[VOTE.—This form is supplementary to No. 29, both forms, as well as No- 50. being filled up at one writing under the
Multiplex System.]

ca

RECORD OF SW1TCHIili CHARGES RR OTHER COIPANIE&

No. 50.
Size 8},xl3 In.

Mora of Switching Charges due other Companies from

Comeau

The follewiej fee record or switching charges for cars switched Sy
during the Inonth. of

S

Co. fey-

.189
dgene

ri V

MM.

[NoTE.—Thls form is supplementary to No. 49, both forms, as welt as No. 4iA, being filled up at one writing under the
System.1

RECORD of Ail RECEIPT POE AUER-LIMB CHARGES PREPAID.

laaalaaa

_ma

139....,

Station.

Bea

XlaN gd el
V

No. 51.

Size 84:03k in.
Record of and Receipt for Inter-line Charges Prepaid on Freight Received for the Month of

RECORD OF ITNREFUNDED CHARGES.

No. 52.

size 8x13%

station and disposition ma.de of same.

Record of Unrefunded Charges on hand at
......L.
...—...

..,

.0 tel

... 0.
-""4

&mi. rpm • .u. MAW

1...

.NO. 53.
Size 8}iiEl4}A.

4117,...r, .....—....

•'—'.... •,.....

kr-r 'V.A.

''''::,==o7ar''. ,.....n.:7r•.L'
-

V.d. 1le Idirrleds. le azr• .m...1 Ms N.

... ;.:............ .........„...
—ma

STATEMENT OF WAY-BILLING.
station,

189....

Statement of way-billing of freight
____.

,

D ata of
Way-bill

.

Car
Via.

%di

Consignee

Destination

Articles

Weighs
Wei

Bate

Unpaid

J

arnwe ot_tscliga„ Advanced Inlay-line
iifilliseylii.
"""P'' ' Charges Charges
Th
ir iilPrepaid
Prepaidap
Prepaid

chg..
Freights

Os
C.7

No. 54.
Size 315s In.

DAILY TRAIN RETURN OF MILK SHIPPED
From...

18

Station.

TRAIN No,

NUMBER OF ( ANs qHIPPED
GAL,
10 GAL.
'....N) GAL,

TO

8

Agent.
This return must be forwarded to the freight auditor, without fail, by first train after the milk has been shipped.
When there are no shipments the agent will send return with notation to that effect.

MONTHLY RETURN OF MILK TICKET SALES.

No. 55.

-ize San in.

TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:

Below please find return of milk ticket sales
station, for the month of

at

to

Tickets read from

Date.

Com'ne'g
No.

1S9

gallon cans.]
Closing
Number
sold
No.

F
Rate

Amount

gallon cans]
Com ne g
No.

Closing
No.

Number
sold

Rate

Amount

tti

RECAPITULATION.
Gallons
. ..

Highest No. on hand,

Gallons.
TOTAL, $

Gallons
Gallons

Ca
Avg& teg

z

.1._

—......

—

RI4

r.
a

lif

q.

0

to

ga
is

23'
1.7

1

11
sa

22
13
!77'
-C

r

Io
I

9
I
[

No. 57.

Size 7x8% in.
0:1

<
0
a

DAILY RETURN OF FREIGHT EARNINGS.
TO THE FREIGHT A UDITOR:
Below please find, amount of freight charges unpaid. and prepaid on.
freight forwarded to /oeal stations (including milk ticket soles); also a statement of the freight charges
unpaid and prepaid far freight forwarded to and received from stations on other railroads.
station. for
289_
21M.
amount of freight charges brought forward from item No. a. last
return.
2 amount of freight charges for this date on freight forwarded to
77o.
local stations (including milk ticket sales).
2,e0. .7 1 Total of items Nos. 1 and 2, to be forwarded to item No. 1, next
ret urn.
No.

/

Error Hies Va. r intrio

$

Statement of freight charges for freight forwarded to and received from stations on other railroads.
Antart!rri of frei ght charges lamtght forward from .
4
Is

Na

-

r

item .7ro. 6. last return.
smerum no. s awcho. 4 .t.moant of freight charges for this date on freight $
i
forwarded, to stations on. other railroads.
Tara
of items Nos. 4 and 5 to be tarried forward 8
No.
6
to i em No. 4, next return.
No. ••7 amount of freight charges brought forward from 8
item No. 9, last return.
nuf,-VAN WOBdtneiilmount
or freight charges forthis date on freight i
No. S
st
received from stations on other railroads.
No. 9iTotal of items Nos. 7 and 8 to be-carried forward $
-to item No. 7,. next: refarn,
1Total
freight charges for this date 011. freight forwarded to. and 8
-No. JO
received, from stations ok other railroads. licm,s Nos. 5 and 8. izir

:

3

I
t
g

r
1
.:
g
..

F$

--.......

'FI .
17 qxm d 4l'

a

110011NAVdOMINHMIDIAOORM
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APPENDIX B.
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403

APPENDIX B.

No. 58.

Size leSix16 Ln•
TO rmr

JUNCTION RETURN OF

AUNTORI

Below please find statement of

(Jaw. _tube

way-bills from, stations on —

delivered to

/vim

_R
COMPANY.
INTER-LINE WAY—BILLS.
fo stations on
R
at
_
station,
lel..11•41.430 Ch.M.

mune ettgaW.

Rio

fp

Cr•O•16.

No. 59.
SI4O 10

,1
,
:15

18A—

or.a16,

Mnk• X

IV•am.14.

gain.

Coe.
ndln

deglat•KUMI

seals
ewe

irminglik.

In.

TO TIM 131111111A1. FREI CHT AOtNT,

JUNCTION RETURN OF

Below please find statemont of inter-brae way-btils from stations on.. ...._r

R
COMPANY.
INTER—LINE WAY-BILLS.

delivered to

VZ,

OftslaMer.

189—

station,

at
Amp.*

I scelleenow 41.111v.

71.0101
tfamid.

ia

V•111,1.

1;127•11.1a.•

Mate
gcoai

I .1•141

[NoTI3.—Thin form, No. al, is supplementary to No. 58. both forms. as w 1
as No.60,

being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System.'

Candi..
PEN/44M
ear Walla

■••••■■

APPENDIX It

404

BROOD OF IITEIL1111

No. 60.
mizeiul/ix:::

R
Record of inter line way bills from stations

delivered to

COMPANY.

_Ti.....— to stollens on
R.—.

lireriYed of
1/N.' WIK!'

40b

APPENDIX .5.

Ca Mg lalloss4 Itseittd say-bilk and pearly it god oh

U
U7.

Into.

ae

Orogiam.

•Aind

,

it

to—

.4lidelldrierly• C-11.irrOL

+UMW.
VP.P.141-

rNoTE.._Thi. form is a supplemenutry to No. 58, both forms, es well as

189

station,

lrupat

--.111811.

7.

12:1:11,

Mike
,M. 1Mork
WL1.11 good. 431' Goat as
AM./Nada. eavlOura,

59, being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System)

/0•10001

EMELT ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WIT-BILLS FORWARDED,

No. 61.
Size lnixi6 in.

.10(ITE—Defeeh this Neal ..Ome le de Rapt walla, logebre,.111, .0 of AR &RR of INN I.'. !.a lloo

-st,,e4
b•W

?O THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:

fha Uilwitg is a pally aagrati Cad min Eon/arta troll_
For month. of_

189
lAremeroe/eesoiloot....

warm.

.X7aArgcf if V

sn"

No. 62.
Size 100a6 In.

RECORD OF IONTRIA ABSTRACT OF LOCAL WIT-RILLS FORWARDED.
lama d leanly matt at fatal waptuills
For month of

18

1J...risk. re

1111 A.:T(1,T V

Tr1: wtrZ,,

gift

Elvin

[tiorre.—This form a Rupp ementary to No. GI, both forma being filled up
at one writing under the
S stem, l

Na. 63.

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCILL WAY-BILLS RECEIVED.

Size 100[16 in.

To

NOTE—Detach this sheet and send to the freight auditor, together with
all of the sheets of this form for tile month's bthiness.

Sheet No

THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:

The following is a monthly abstract of local way-bills received at....

Station,

189

for month of
Date of Wad-hill
.
fit B.

Description of Articles

Freight Charges

Weight

Prepaid

Advanced

Inter-has
Charges
Prepaid

Clipprrs

MTh'•column most nothe used
by agent s.

tinp old •

lisasilamotu Charges
tspeity for what purpose.)
---Tpaid
Prepaid

RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF LOCAL 1VAY-B1LLS RECEIVED.

No. 64.
Size 10Xx16 in.

Mut of hal wat-hilli =MI at
For month of____

Dr...V.

W.

Yr-WrI/Z... ember.

r•-+.

lewd.
rhwes
AM..=

1

.11

yr.!! 'ne'

189
rreightea.ssea

xiax.va. r e r

RCN d

[NOTE.—This form is si ppiemc itary to No. ea, both forms being tilled up
at one writing under the Mu tiplex System

IP

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS FORWARDED.

No. 65.

0

Size 10ix1n in.
Sheet NO.
COTE —Detab His sheet ass wee to the h oiled &Alto.. tweeter with oit of be &NU of ells form for the mews beelseee.

TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:

roma

Weir dIfase E say inerant of tiler-Die my-101: trirnried lo Mita
act

L'Ea

1S9—

For month of
eleeee-,iiALIOA±ectestieeM

r'Intr
v
"t!'

No. 66.

les-_ era,.

RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT 07 INTER-LINE WIT-BILLS FORWARDED.

Size 10 7-4 x1ti in.

Brad if only Want
Yea—

ihIii Dan

vaT tilt farcarhi In Maw en
ic e

••

_taint.

—B.
For month of

189

r1.

wA
ore

r.NOTE.—This farm s supplementary to :No. CA, both forms being illed up
at one writing under the Ifni iplex System.:

tP
tee

4.•

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS RECEIVED.

No. 67.
Size 10XxI6 lo.

NOTE—Detach this sheet and send to tho freight auditor. together with all of the sheets of
this form for the month's business.

TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR;

Bolowplesne Li monthly iebstraet of inter-lino way-bills reeeirod from stations an

aka

wzr

as

H.

•

Jr.

railroad, at

atahea:

For month of
14.4.94 Ckwakft.

kacrip.k• •..1.1••

189

•

kkaceka Immo lakarim,

L••••.

..vw..vddtrp-

Via

2
1

is

RECORD OF MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF INTER-LINE DIY-BILLS RECEIVED.

No. 68.
Size LON,xiC in.

hod

*kid oiler-be

mufti frit Wins 22.

tecki, at

111011

For month of
I...L.14 ANA.

189

In.r.do•lampr• klamm.

A•••=mll

•

[11•11.1.1.

I
2

L

[tiara:.—This form ib so pplementary to No. 67 both forms being Ii led up
at one writing under the NI u iplex System.}

Sa

No. 69.
Size 16x213:t

f.
SPONVIILY SUMMARY

TO raP FAUGHT APECIA

O. Maw./ la •

aknotala Mao,. a, load rm.-afar

.1110.1.4

or

LOCAL WAT - IILLA

ar aL4 ar want j

MAI.. Ai,IAA nava

TX11:14.5 1.1,•7". ALT

14... W..
INS 01Wp1 .1.••••••

rap.ST

ma

ran deLMON

hat

•

Is an..0 an

W

RECORD OF WINTRY DUIIIRT OF LOCAL WU-BILLS.

No. 70.
Size I6x21%. in.

ala,a PACE IS TO SO a Eaam Ep ar *01 1T4/4011 Aa
$64.4 a./

777:

...mt. ...Am" arra rormiarawalga ....f f.,••aaaa Tam
tasioNT Exam. •• vilaa mama
0.v*, ......r...Z.,

—'I . ''''''

-- i '.---

0.0
5 , a • a ..a.
0,....M.

1,0

1111SCOR rammaanaa 11•101t TILPI RAMC

_ ,.
..- m-r......_•`•••---:::*- .w...1 oar. ....=

S.

•

•

a

P

•
TiWi

Vaal

II

f

0

a

/0
law

(NOTE.--This form is supplementary to So. e, both forms being filled up at one writing under the Multiplex System,1

APPENDIX B.
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No. 71.

APPENDIX B.

MONTHLY SUMAIARY OP

Size 18x21 M

i< SEE INSTIIITO
NOTE.—This sheet is to be detached and sent to the freight au

417

INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS.
TIONS ON DACK.'W
ditor; all the sheets for tile month's business should be sent together.

To TILE FREIGIIT AUDITOR:

Sheet No

The following is a monthly summary of inter-line way-bills received at and for
FREIGHT RECEIVED AT THIS STATION
Freight Charges
Weight

t repaid

I Prepaid

Names of
Miscellaneous Chargesadvanmd Interline Zirtionacliso
'
Manse Charm business it
Unpaid
Prepaid
Prepaid done.

warded from
stations,
ivithwhich,
ns via which

as be en

Station, for the month of

189

1111,:ic:11T FOull'Ani Fir rizoM Tiiis sTATION
]'reght Charges
Weight

Lnpald

Prepaid

Misi!ei mucous Charges ittutcm inumine
Canes Charges
Iiiipzi Id 1 Prepaid
Prepaid
1

I
2

2

2

a

3

3

4

4

4

Is

5

5

6

6

8
7

8

9

9

9

0

0

0

I

1

1

2

2

2

8

3

3

4

4

4

5

6

5

8

6

6

7

7

0

4

5

7

--TO1

ALS
Station.
27 Voi. 8

I
I
i

7
3

t

8

2

Agent.

418
No. 72.

Sire 16x2I

APPENDIX B.

RECORD OF MONTHLY SUMMARY

In.

419

APPENDIX Ii.

THIS SHEET IS TO BE RH

OF INTER-LINE WAY-BILLS.
TUNED AT THE STATION.
Sheet No.

Record of monthly summary of inter-line way-bills received at and forwarded
FREIGHT RECEIVED AT THIS STATION
Fre ght Charges
Weight

Unpaid

Prepaid

Names of
Miscelianeous Charges lidvinme4 Inter- ina wind rands
a j tna
c2o
Charges Charges business h
Unpaid
Prepaid
Pre patd done.

from

Station, for the month of

stations
with which.
via whieb
as b e en

189

FREIGHT FORWARDED FROM THIS STATION
Fre ght Charges

Miscellaneous

Weight
Unpaid

Prepaid

Unpaid

Charges Advanced Iniar-lim

Prepaid

Charges

Charges
Prepaid

I

1

1

2

2

2

a

3

8

4

4

4

5

a

a

6

6

8

7

7

7

6

S

a

9

9

9

0

o

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

a

8

4

4

4

5

5

5

8

8

6

7

7
_
8

4

6

4110111.—Th a form la anpplemet tary to No. 7l, both forme being

411 up et one writing under the Multiplex System.)

7

TOT

3

AIS
Station

7
—
I

s

2

Agent.

No. 73.

Size 14i15 in.

MONTHLY RETURN OF COMMODITIES (IN TONNAGE) FOR FR-EIGHT FORWARDED.
To the Freight Auditor:
Below please find monthly return of commodities (in tonnage) for freight forwarded.
station, for month of
from

18

EAST BOUND.

WEST BOUND.

NORTH BOUND.

SOUTH BOUND.

WEIGHT.

W EIGHT.

WEIGHT.

WE1GfIT

Tons, loth*

Lbs.

TosA.

oth

Tons.

Lb

ol

Lbs.

Tons, =ft:11s

IVE1013T.

Lbe.

Tons.

oohs

!orig. limetrby ngell

Lbs-

GRAND TOTAL.

ti OW: crcfV

Agent.

Totals.

No. 74.

Size Witt in.

MONTHLY RETURN OF COMMODITIES (IN TONNAGE) WAY-BILLED THROUGH FROM
STATIONS ON OTHER RAILROADS.

t

Em
Er.

column muse not heu9edby A

8

TaliIili.

EAST BOUND.

WEST BOUND

NORTH BOUND,

SOUTH BOUND.

'W E [PDT.

WEIGHT.

1T.E1GHT,

WEIGHT

Lbs.

Tens. teths

L'oe.

Tons. ro=bs

Lbs.

Tons. mths

Lbs.

Tons. miss

GRAND TOTAL,
R EIGHT.

Lbs.

Tone.

1(1.V :4 ,1,11

To the Freight Auditor:
Below please find return of commodities (in tonnage) for freight way-billed through from stations on other
railroads.
station, for month of
18
received at.
Agent.

APPENDIX B.

APPENDIX B.
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MEM maws NOTICE TO AGENTS OF Enna AND OMISSIONS
No. 76.

ACCOUNTING

Size 12x10 in.

OFFICE OF THE

Freight Auditor's Notice to Agents of Errors and Omissions

423

IN ABSTRACTS ARO SUMMARIES, FREIGHT RECEIVED.
DEPARTMENT.
FREIGHT AUDITOR.
in their Abstracts and Summaries of Freight Received.

station, on

To agent at

189,

Below please And statement of errors and omissions in your monthly abstracts and sum
totals of received side of summary (form 20, for month

mantes (forms 213A, 2&E, 26. and 255) , of freight received at your station; also corrected
of

AS REPORTED.

AS CORRECTED.
...

Weight

Freight Chgs.
Unpaid

noollanoonn Cbgo, kdeaneed Tater-lint
Charges Charges
?repaid

Prepaid I Unpaniopai

From

lists of

NT.-.

Way-la
No.

Weight

Freight digs.
I:inlaid

Prepaid

hilsosiliaases Chga. linseed hater-Ike
Charges Charges
Unpaid
Prepaid
Prepaid

Remarks

TOTALS,
- —

!Terence between ananuttn reported and as corrected (addit one lu black ink, deductions
in red sik)

Totals from received side of sum mar (form 26), as reported by agent
Totals from received side of summary (form 26), after correction by freight auditor.
INSTRUCTIONS;
This statement must he preserved by the agent as a part of his station records.
Each item must be carefully examined and the necessary corrections made on all the
If any of the changes that have been made are not thoroughly understood, the agent sit
made.
If a•ly of the way-bills that have been added to the returns have not been received, the
records.
The monthly return of commodities fin tonnage) for Inter-line freight received must not
shown In the grand total columns of the monthly return of commodities (In tonnage)
monthly summary of inter-Rue way-bills (form 268) after all c.rrections shown on this

station records.
ould at once communicate with the freight auditor, when the necessary explanations will he
agent must notify the forwarding agents at once, requesting copies for entryupon the station
he forwarded to the freight auditor until this notice has been received. The total weight
for inter-line freight received must agree with the total weight of the received side of the
notice have been made.

No. 75.
size 121(19 in.

Freight Naditel Notice to Agate of Errors aid Noisbicli A attracts aid Summaries. Freight Forwarded.
AcC9U7ITING DEPRITIVIT

n• •
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No. 77.
Size 11x13
ors Repro =I' went L1Kp1, cow ni ReNdo FirCjr Sod.
Mors pirate ;fad a

elaionone of =swats slanted,

—.Hallam, dupla

toffeefrd sad reran eied for ear

serrrier of

—149

'ff _,X7/17
7• Tdv

lb 1172 FIrEfGrIT st1D1Ts12:

No. 78

Size ltxo3 L7.
Mod fl /anti Eta* IMO W Iffsiiisile Cu Brea.
rise follow-hl is a ,paned of dmotaar..a olaaPeed. OanerfooS
ration afgakhaif

and refunded for ear korai. raf

289

Jew4

4. aWP

.1
1 1(LX...1,1,1V
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(NoTn.—This form is supplementary to No. 77, both forms he lig filled up at one writing under he Multiplex System./

NO. 79.

Size Sqx14 in.

RETURN FOR FREIGHT RECEIVED TO BE MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.
To the Freight Auditor:

at

station, to be

for

(Final destination.)

station, for account of

during the month of

received

(Varna of cortunodity.)
(How man t pillared.)

in transit

(Name of Individual or firm.)

189

-

Agent.

TT_A W.174dd V

Below please find statement of

This column must not
be used by agents.

Data of W.-B. Way-bill No.

Car No.

Received from

Description of
frelght

Weights

Charges

No. 80.
Size 8)4x14 in.

RETURN FOR FREIGHT FORWARDED AFTER HAVING BEEN
MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.

To the Freight Auditor:
Below please find statement of the product of

(Name of original commodity.}

station, after having been

forwarded from
transit for.

for account of

(Final destination.)

in

(How manipulated.)

during

(Name of individual or firm.)

189

the month of

Agent. ta
•

Date of W.-R. Way-hill No.

Car No.

Forwarded to

Kind of Product

Weights

[

[

Charges

1

...

e

No. 81.

Size 11115 In.

RECORD OF FREIGHT MANIPULATED IN TRANSIT.
R.

Bate of

Received to be
No. Car No.

(Row maitivalated.)
Received from

station.

in transit. Product of

Weight Preght ago.

Shipped to

V

Marne of Commodity.)

'at

(Name of Individual or firm.)

(Name of origins( commodity.)

Bate of W.-B. Way-hill No, Car So.

Kind of Product

Weight

jr-i riArad

in account with

CO.,

Cu

No. 82.
Size 4X 8X in.

FORM OF REQUEST FOR VOUCHER.
TO THE FREIGHT AUDITOR:

Station.

DEAR SIR:--Herewith find completed bills of lading covering govern rnen t freight way-billed to this station.

Date.

WAY-BILL

No.

Date.

Car Number. W.-B. Number.

Station From.

Deac. of Articles.

Amount of
Uncollected
Freight Charges.

_VRI,M( 1,1 1r

Bill of Lad ng.

Totat Amount,
Please issue relief voucher in my favor for above named amount.
Agent

'DUCE Or SpEcw, JOURNAL BILL.

No. 83.
Size 5tixiivA tn.

nify peelievred
it forme an rropoftana pert of the LitattorireCOltht Laustbe attimmed le
nods--miathecrrarlet
edit La rivas et a dem
three
as
sei are received000I-IlsITI fql:t rlliffPA-LfrM NP.

FCC= NV *o.) IOWfor the month In
No

OFFICE OF THE FREIGHT AUDITOR.

ADVICE OF SPECIAL JOURNAL VOUCHER.

189

Chicago,
agent at

station,

Para will receive credit as shown Below in the settlement of

189

IT

to

On amount of

Advanced
charges.

Weight

Charged

cuts,

Inter-line charges
prepaid.
(Specify'or what rianxec)

L

Should be in• ete01314,

Diroresoo So yaw Cy.,
.Entry made necessary on account of

INSTRUCTIONS.--Correm atarlon rethrda In etherdarese with the above. ISLA' Item la takma up an a epethel enthron the tweet thew:or-kV balance ramet, the
tenather Of thla advice faun ha Veto.
'reigns Audg f or.

Per

'd .1.1(1,Va d

To

ADVICE OF SPECIAL JOURNLI. TOUCHE.

No 84.
Hixe514z5?: 31,.

tionc—ThIn advice must be carefully preserved Lea Ic forms an Important part of Late station records. IL man no atwched to Forms 1067 and 1068 for the 010retb w.yety
the debit to Yuan u 8001:. .8 Ulnae roan® atu TeCeV•W.
ACCOUNTING TOMPARTNIETN-T

No.

CFME OF THE FREIGHT AUDITOR.

ADVICE OF SPECIAL JOURNAL SILL

Chicago,

189

hfistellaeedes charges.
(aeatifr to. whsr plopnwp

Freight charges.

Weight

Provemd.
Charged

in

station
189_accounte.
dated

tinged.

Advanced
charges.

Pdanaid,

189

Inter-line Charges
prepaid
rinat ..pi... .I

OPKify lee

r89

Shand be in aroma, - Difference to parr Dr.,

FI .17( 1.1..Vd‹T V

afent at
To
rote will he debited as shown below in the Rettlenient of
to
Ore account of
racy hilt N's.

ml•a•www •••••••••=.••••

-

Entry made necessary on account of

INS-2111.7.cnONA.--Clorrece
etatinn 'nuncio Is. socordance arab Lim above. if Una stern ortolan up as a special entry -,o the !Ave the Frierawyballioe mime!. tbe
camber of tiola advice masa be Oven.
Preight Aisdisor-

Bap

Receipt No

to

Station,
100

.....

Received of the
destined to

for overcharges on freight as per statement below, originating at
Bill' Lading No. „..,.,.. ........ Dated

Advanced charges per Bill' Lading $

189. • .; issued by

Agent

Line; way-billed from

Received from.

Date Car W.-B.
No.
189.. .
No.

Artic0r8

Co

Consignee

Consignor

to

Charges
To

Charges

Weight

To
Rate

Eats

Through

Charges

Hate

11
Agent's Claim No ................
The Duplicate receipt is same as the original except that it is printed with different colored Ink.

rlaN'S'eld r

<S •

0

No. 86.

3120 54.X8 in.

as.

CO

RECORD OF OVERCHARGE REFUNDED.

PP-

No
Station

loo
The following amount has been refunded by the

189...,

Oe.,
Dollars,

Bill' Lading No....

Dated

189

Advanced charges per Bill' Lading $

; issued by.....

Co

. . ........ Agent

Consignor

Consignee

Line; way-billed from

Received from

100

to

Refunded to
Date
M...,

Car
No.

W.-R.
No.

Articles

Weight

Charges

Charges

To

To

Rate

Rate

I

KICIN:07r 1 (IV

destined to.....

for overcharges on freight as per statement below, originating at

Through
Charges

Hate

[NoTE.—This form is supplementary to No. 8S. both forms, as well as a
duplicate of No. 88, being filled up at one wnting under the Multiplex System.]

Agents Claim No

No, 87.

BILL OF LADING.-ORIGINAL.
18

R OCEAN-et-I f rom
a receipt or biilof lading of The
tsar the following desert bed packages; showing the same to have been received by that line in a ooaftot gad order. contents and value niakr.own, marked and numbered az per
mangle; said priekages to be transported over She line of the
railway company, su Neer to the conditions and.
regulations of the published facia ofcraid geripany. to
delivered after Payment of freight, in like good order.
with tberesereations named below.,10
loompany or carrier (if the same are to he forwarded beyond the Nee of this
•
onapany'S road). to he carried to the place Of destination; It being taprinfely agremithaDthe responsibility of th is company as a common carrier, orotherwise, shall cease at
this company'sdepons.t wIsnSis the same are to be delivered to sack carriei; .beixiiincerryiiny guarantees that the rate of freight far the transportation of said paciages, from
the place where delivered to this compkny to &Ideation...ix , shall not exceed
•
per hUndred ponuds and charges advancerrby this company., provided erinien1S of peck eg are correctly stated in railroad receipts.• on
and duplicate. an which this
bill of lading issued, and subject to re-io5.pecOutt And re-wmghing, this oympamrreserving the richt-so alter'elassinearion or weight after bill of lad log bas berm issued (Shouldany error be found by the proper inspector us charge), thereby altering sates and charges; and subject. further to the frillowing conditions:
This corn pany shall n ramie responsible for the loss of package,
. the contents of which are unknown r, nor for leakage da/ any kind of liquids. breakage of any-k-iud of glees
Carboys*. adds. or art ecru:packed ro g lass, stoves or move furniture, casting% machinery, carriages, furniture, musical instrument-5 of any kind. packagesof eggs. or for 1034
Of damage on hay, h em pp-I:olio:fp or any ar Skis whose bulk Mil e:5 it etreanary to trereport us Open ca./1, nor for damage to perishable proper? of any kind, occasioned by
delays from any rause, or change of wea th er, nor for any lass of weight of gram or trogee bags. or rice m tierces. nor for loss of Buis in bags or lemons or oranges In boxes
not covered by Canto. nor ford
amage or loss by fire. nor for loss or damage on the lakes Or nverS; unless if can be shown that such damage or loss occurred through the nog
I igence or default of the agents of this company. It is further especially agreed, that for all loss and-damage occurring in the transit of said pack Fes the legal remedy shell he
against the particular canter or forwarder only in whose custody the said peckage,s may actually lee at the time of the happening thereof;!King UNDERSTOOD that the
_
•
railway company assumes no miser r
for the.. safe carriage Or Safety.
may be tscutred.cm ice. own-road. In case of 1065 or
damage, the value of die properly at point Sod time of shipment shall in all eatcf- gOverfi claims for such loss or damage- An packagessubjeCt.M.Lharges for cooperage, if
OW- THE ORIGINAL BILL OP LADING ONLY IS NEI1DTIARLE, and it must be presented without alteration Or errant. Copies are furnished for these Concerned. •
bet are valueless, except as evidence that an origiaakbill ofJading has been. issued.
IAA RES AND CONSIGNEE.
,.

NO. OF PIC.F.142S.

DESCEt I PTSON OF ,S...RT1CLES..

SAID TO WEIGH.

Rate of freight per too 1b8..
Subject to difference ih
From

chissificatiohs.
..

To
AGENT

Pzi

AI' P ENDIX B.

APPENDIX B.

436

N. 88.

MARKS,

ARTICLES.

Guarantor
Agents will require-this guaranty to be signed in du plicate—the original L be placed on file, and the duplicate attached to the way-bill accom,
'ponying the freight: Toe person or-persons signing the guaranty must be
responsible. In Instances whete no guaranty can be given by a responsible
guarantor, agents may recelvr the 'property on pre-payment of charges to
Point where goods-Orre billed, where they will be offered to connecting line,
and if refused, thc conOgnec will tic notified and the property stored sub:
Jeer to his order.

co

co
d

og

z

.is

-.V

aCut
❑
a
F.
is

st
a

i.
s.
is

be
❑
O

t)

tation, and

hereby guasant
to the
railway company, and connecting lines,
the whole amount of freight charges that will accrue on the
articles. mentioned' below, from this station tp the point of
destination ; and also all cha ges that have been advanced by
railway company at this point.
said . .
'And if Is utiderstood• and expressly. agreed t6 by the signer
- hereof, that in case the consignee refuses to pay the charges,
the u, .dersigned will pay them; dr In case.the consignee cannot be found, and never calls for the goods, the. undersigned
,will pay the charges and relieve the Company and conm;cting
lines of the same.

REMARKS.

18

To THEFREIGHT AUDITOR:

station,

Conciuctor

FOR FREIGHT CHARGES.

CONDUCTORS R ETURN OFFREIGHTCARR I ED IN THE IRTRAINS.

mraRANTY
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APPENDIX B.
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443

ts' Alen Standard. Sim 0)(x14 Indica.]
Form.No. 104.

r.
O

Coropany,
AltCOUNTINO DF.PAirrti ENT.

ABSTRACT.
Abstract of Interline Way-bills received from Stations on
Company, via.........-for the month of
the line of the
189
NOTE.—The col umna for Car No. And Initial and Kind or Freight to bo used, only, wham

00

00

fireerl upon.
Way bill
Dale

Sallee
& No.

Car

,.
.0.

Illi•
ilia

Kind or
Freight

Weight

Freight

acl•

winces

PrePeld

F.
From .......

FS

a.
0

N OTE.—The columns for Weight and Charges to be used only when agreed upon

Da ily statement of Interline Way-bills forwarded to stations on the line of

DAILY REPORT.

No. 94.
rA000U

2
0

. Station to

. • .. . Slat ion. Via. ,.. ..,...

APPENDIX C.
Tag WESTERN CLASSLTICATIOS Na 17.

6

THE WESTERN CLASSIFICATION.
Ex PLANATION OF CnaitaeTEIRS.—The Class is given opposite each article. 1, 2,
9, 4 and 6 stand for First, Second, Third. Fourth and FifthClasses. respectively.
for One and One-Half Times First Class. D 1 for Diable First Class. 2; for
Two and One-half Times First Class. 3 t 1 for Three Times First Class. 4 t 1 for
Four Times First Class. (Progression of Classes above 8 t 1 is b whole Classes.) C.
R. for Carrier's Risk. O. R. for Owner's Risk. 0. R. 13. far Owner's Risk of
Breakage.
R. C. for Owner's Risk of Chafing. O. R. L. for Owner's Risk of
Leakage. 0. R. It. for Owner's Risk of Rubbing. S. U. for Set Up. K. D. for
Knocked Dor n. C. L. for Car Load. L. C L. for Less than Car Load. P. P. for
Prepaid. N. 0. S. for Not Otherwise Specified in this Classification. Classes A, B,
C, D, and E refer to Table of Rates.
When articles are not classified, or not clearly analogous L. articles which are,
e special ruling must be asked for.
The class,fication on articles marked • has been changed since last issue.

a

C. L.
A
Advertising Boards, in buu.
d les
s
Advertising Matter N. O. S. (printed
matter and articles which are
strictly limited to advertising
purposes, and not adapted to
other uses), and Almanacs,
bitd. or in bats. 0. P.. 11., tear.
lag or wet, prepaid . „
..... I . ..3
Advertising Matter (printed matter •
and articles which arc strictly
limited to advertising purposes
anti not adapted to other uses),
and to exped Soo lbs., U. It. B.,
tearing or wet, released, may be
shipped with car loads of articles
advertised at the car load rate of
article shipped.
Printed Advertising Matter, not
framed, may be shipped in same
packages with articles advertised
at the same rating as the articles
advertised.
*Agricultural Implements, also parts
of Agricultural Implements and
Wind Mills, returned to raannfactttrers for repairs, at 0. R. of
breaking and chafing, will be
charged half tariff rates when
returned by same railroad or railroads as ori nall forwarded.

C. L.
A
Agr'l Imp! 'is, Rct u rned.—Continued,
when returned by other railroad
or railroads than originally forwarded by, full tariff rates will
be charged.
Agricultural Implements:
'Note.—Following Ratings will
apply only when small parts of
Agricultural Implements loaded on oven cars are shipped at
oplier'!: risk of 7,Ns (see Rule 4).

Agriail tural Implements (not in•
chiding Hand Implements), at
O. R. of breaking and chafing.
(See Rule 131
Agricultural Implements, in L. C
O. R. R and C., os follows:
Agricultural Implements, light
and bulky, N. 0. S.:
Set up
DI
K. D. flat, in bdis
1 ....A
Beet Harvesters:
Set up
K. D., in bdls
2
K. D. boxed or crated
3
•
Binder Trucks
1
Binding Attachment for Harvesting Machines, boxed or crated 3
8
Bundle Carriers, in.hundles
Check Rowers
'
2
Check Rawer Wire
8

READ RULES AND CONDMONS CAREFI7I,LY.
(444)

INDEX.
This volume is carefully Indexed, but for the
convenience of the reader and to render the book
easier to handle, the Index is included (with a
full Index of the ‘vhole work) in volume Twelve
under the title "GENERAL INDEX." This
is also, in a measure, an
"GENERAL IN I
Encyclopedia of Railway Knowledge.
In all previous editions of the work each volume contained an Index, but as this was already
embraced in the Twelfth Volume, it has been
determined to change it in this edition (as indicated above) thus reducing the bulk of each volume, and making it more convenient for the
reader to handle.

